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MAEGARET PEECIVAL.

CHAPTER I.

J--

" Margaret, I came first, please look at my exer-
cise," said a little fretful voice, whilst a slate Avas

thrust forward at the imminent risk of knocking
down a well-filled, but rather unsteady, inkstand,

" Hush, Grace, be quiet
; you know I can't at-

tend to two at once. This sum is quite wrono^,

^v Harriet; very careless!— go to your room, and do
it again."

The command was given sharply, and Harriet
Percival, a meek child of about eleven years of age,

who had been vainly striving for the last half-hour

to understand Avhat was meant by " multiplying the
second and third terms together, and dividing the
product by the first," retired in despair, a few tears

falling upon her slate as she left the apartment,
and cfi'acing the only figiu-es which did not require
correction.

"Now, Grace, let me see," continued Margaret,
and she breathed a sigh of relief at the thought of
having escaped for the present from the mysteries
of the " Kul(j of Three." Grace leant ovei- the hack
of her sister's chair, and began jtlaying with lier

watch-chain ; but a sudden jerk, and an exclama-
tion of impatience, rccalii'<l her to <nder.

vor.. I. jj



2 MARGARET PERCIVAL.

" Look, just look, Margaret, Philip has made such

a great blot," she whispered.

Margaret threw down the exercise, and going up
to the cliild took the pen out of his hand, and
signed to him to go into the corner. But Philip

had a will of his own— a very strong one— and
on the present occasion it urged him to remain
where he was. Margaret ordered, but equally in

vain ; she even proceeded to take hold of him, but
her hand w^as delicate, and her strength slight.

Philip was capable of making a very fair resistance,

and a passionate burst of tears with some desperate

struggles succeeded, during which Grace amused
herself by entangling her sister's netting silk, and
scribbling on the cover of an atlas. Margaret felt

herself acting a very undignified part, but she had
no choice ; and, besides, her temper was roused, and
she was resolved to gain the victory. Philip was
at length captured ; his arms were put behind him,

and tied together, and he was lifted up on a chair

in the middle of the room as a public warning.

Margaret had not even time to smooth her collar

and arrange her hair, and her cheek was still flushed

and her eye sparkling, -when the door opened, and
a tall, very elegant girl, apparently about nineteen,

entered. That they were sisters might be seen at

once ; the family likeness was strongly marked ; but
Margaret's figure was scarcely of the middle heiglit,

and her dark complexion and rather foreign-looking

features formed a strong contrast to Agatha's

transparent skin, and fair hair. It was strange

after a minute's compai'ison that any resemblance

should be traced between them ; but there was an

,;5xpression— a curl of the lip, a turn of the liead,

which could not be mistaken. It was the Percival

manner, the stock upon which all other differences

had been grafted.
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" Why are the children so noisy ? " enquired

Agatha, in a reproachful tone ;
" really, Margaret,

you ought to know better than to allow them to be

so troublesome."

Margaret looked up sarcastically. "Perhaps,"

she said, " you will do me the favour to assist in

keeping order."

It did not appear that the observation was heeded,

for Agatha put up her eye-glass, and gazed round
the room in search of a book ; and when it was
found, took it and retired without offering another
word. A cloud passed over Margaret's brow

;

but it was not from ill-temper : it was from weari-

ness and self-discontent. There was a book lying

before her, and, though Grace's exercise remained
uncorrected, and Philip, in a subdued voice, asked
to be forgiven, she threw herself back in her
chair, and, yielding to a train of thought, suggested

by the words which met her eye, gave herself up
to the luxury of f\incy. It required but a short

reverie, the exercise of a faculty constantly exerted,

and Margaret was in a new world. How different

was it from the world in which she lived ! How
pure and noble even in its scenes of trial — how
raised above the reach of petty sufferings — how
blest in its recollections of the past—how bright in

its anticipations of the future ! It was earth—but
earth exalted and refined ; once more a garden of

Eden, a paradise where the peacefulness of nature
was but the type of the harmony of the spirits who
inhabited it. Margaret's heart thrilled within her—
she had not yet reached the age wlicn hope and
imagination are crushed by life's weight of care ;

she knew that it was a dream, but it was her re-

freshment, her repose, and she felt no hesitation in

indulging it. Harriet's voice was the first to break
the spell.

B 2
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" Margaret, I have tried so very mneh, it will

not come right."

Margaret's exclamation was little suited to the

ideal world in which she had been dwelling. The
little girl's slate was hastily scanned ; a long line

was drawn across it nearly from the commencement
of the sum ; and, without further explanation, she

was again sent to her room.
" Shall we put the books away now, Margaret ?"

said Grace, covering the tangled netting silk with

her hand.
" Yes, directly. Be quick ; the sei^Muts will be

here to lay the cloth in a minute. Philip, you may
get dow^n : I shall give you a black mark."

Margaret wrote a large, awful looking B against

Philip*s name in the conduct book, and then, un-

tying his hands, bade him go up-stairs and make
himself tidy before dinner.

Grace busied herself in clearing the table, and in

so doing left the silk open to inspection.
" Oh, Grace ! you naughty, very naughty child !

"

w^as Margaret's exclamation, as she discovered the

difficulty in which the little girl's miscliievous habits

had placed her. " I shall speak to mamma, really

I shall : I never knew any one so tiresome."

Grace did not appear much overcome by this

threat ; she was her mother's favourite, and she

knew that she could easily make her story good
against any thing which her sister might tell.

" Mamma is coming," she said archly, and in a
lone of defiance.

Margaret gathered up the silk, and, holding it up
to view, addressed her mother, wlien slie cnme in,

with a series of complaints. Not in the aiiair of

the silk merely was Grace in fault, but in every
thing. Exercise, reading, lessons, music, all had
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been badly done ; she was more trouble than all the

rest ; she was trying, quite trying.

"Hush, hush, my dear, command yourself, you
are so excitable. What is it, Grace ? what have
you been doing ?

"

Grace threw her arm coaxingly around her

mamma, and pointed to the silk. " It is only that,

mamma. But you know she is cross."

"Well, don't be teazing, there's a good child.

Margaret, my love, you must learn to be more
forbearing : you can't expect such little things

to be perfect."

IVIrs. Percival delivered the injunction in an ora-

cular tone, and when Margaret disappeared, hope-,

less of justice, and vexed with herself for having
attempted to obtain it, she kissed Grace and called

her a darling, and, without taking any more notice

of what had passed, rang the bell to reprimand the

servant for being ten minutes after time in pre-

paring the children's dinner.

Mi-s. Percival was emphatically a good manager
;

good in the worldly sense of the term. She was
the wife of a physician, high in practice, and with

an income yearly increasing. She was a lady by
birth and education ; and she was a lady also in

mind, as ftir as understanding and scrupulously

acting upon the acknowledged tenets and practices

of the world could constitute her such. She never
omitted a civility, or was guilty of any breach of
etiquette. She dressed always in good taste ; her
house was furnislied elegantly, without pretension ;

her children were neat and interesting ; her ser-

vants were patterns of punctuality ; or, if they
Were not, tlicy were dischai'ged. Slie was busy,

constantly ; morning, noon, and night, her eye was
on the watcli to i>erceive and correct delV*cts ; and
if this perpetual interference [)artook of tlie natur«

1$ li
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of {I petty tyranny, it was a fault known only to

her family. She was too well bred to obtrude her

domestic grievances upon her friends ; and, no one

seeing any thing of the machinery by which so per-

fect an establishment was regulated, Mrs. Per-

cival's household was universally held up as a

pattern for imitation in the town of Staunton and

the adjoining neighbourhood. And Mxs. Percival

was not an unamiable woman ; she had a kind heart,

and never turned aside from any cases of distress.

She did not trouble herself to seek them out ; that

was the duty of the rector and the curate, and the

district visitors ; and when they were found, she

did not exert herself to make personal enquiries;

but her purse was always open to those who ap-

plied to her for relief. She was liberal by nature

and habit, and to give was far more easy than

to refuse. Of these points of character IMi's. Per-

cival was fully conscious ;
yet she was not what

would be called conceited. She did not in general

over estimate her judgment and common sense, nor

believe herself a pattern of benevolence. Her self-

confidence was merely that which enabled her to

decide quickly for her own family, and authorita-

tively for others. But there was one thing on which
she prided herself— a plan for the education of her

children. Siie had persuaded her hu;<band to lavish

upon her eldest girl every advantage which the de-

mands of modern refinement might require. Agatha
was sent to an expensive school, and allowed mas-

ters for drawing, and singing, the i>iano, the

harp, French, Italian, German, mathematics : there

was nothing that any one of her acquaintance had

ever learnt which Agatha Percival did not learn

also. It was an outlay at first, but it was to be anqily

repaid in the end ; for when her education was
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finished, Agatha was to return to be the Instructress

of the remainder of the family.

No scheme couhl have been devised more pru-

dently; but, unhappily for its success, Mrs. Pcrcival

never made any enquiries into that very essential

requisite, Agatha's own qualifications. Agatha had
learnt, and of course she must be able to tcacli.

And Agatha had indeed learnt, and not super-

ficially. She was well read, a fair linguist, an ex-

cellent musician ; her good natural abilities had
been carefully cultivated, and at eighteen slie was
considered not merely elegant and beautiful, but a

very superior person in mind. Mrs. Pcrcival was
proud of her daughter, and her husband was still

more so. lie was engrossed in his profession, en-

gaged without a single day of entire rest ; and, with
such constant and harassing occupations, his life

would have been irksome beyond endurance but for

his delight in his family. Altliough there were few
hours in which he could enjoy their society, and
those liable to frequent interruption, yet the stolen

intervals were full of refreshment to his wearied
spirits ; and to hear that Agatha had been called

lovely, or that Philip had been thought a fine little

fellow, or indeed that praise had been bestowed
upon any one of his children, gave him strength to

endure all fatigue, whether mental or physical. lie

agreed entirely with his wife in believing that

Agatha was more than competent to take charge of

her brothers and sisters. Margaret, who was then

seventeen, would, it was imagined, require but little

attention. She was uncommonly clever, and had
profited wonderfully by country masters ; and a

little advice, a few hints, would be all tliat could be

necessary for her. As to her mind, INIargaret had
managed, no one knew how, to read, and think, and
study by licrself, so as almost to rival Agatha in
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some persons' opinion. As a child her mother had
taught her, as she did all the rest ; but from the

age of fourteen, Margaret had outstripped her

teacher. She read history and made notes ; she

dived into the mysteries of Dante, and spent her

leisure hours in mastering the difficulties of Ger-
man ; she was even occasionally seen with a Latin

Testament in her hand ; and though her father

laiiglied at her, and called her a smatterer and a
blue-stocking, and her mother wished that she

would pay a little more attention to work ; still,

both were in their hearts well pleased. Margaret
was no common character, and it was possible that

she might some day excite as much admiration by
her learning as Agatha did by her beauty and
showy accomplishments. Agatha's instructions,

therefore, would not be required by her ; and there

were two sons, one in the army and another at

Eton, who were equally beyond the need of home-
tuition ; but Harriet, and Grace, and Philip, and
little Juliet, when she was old enough, might be
expected to make rapid progress. Agatha heard of

the plan, and offered no objection to it. It was not
worth while when it was only an idea, and might,

like many other of her mother's projects, come to

nothing ; but when, on the morning after she had
finally left school, IVIi'S. Percival addressed Iier

with

—

" Well ! my dear, when do you intend to begin ?

I suppose you will require about a week to make
arrangements, and then you can take possession of

the school-room "

—

her declaration, that she had neither the power nor
the inclination to undertake the office assigned her,

was made so decidedly, that even Mrs. Percival's

will was obliged in a degree to give way. She
insisted, entreated, threatened ; but she did not
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know the character with which she had to deal.

Agatha Percival was weak and vacillating in prin-

ciple, but obstinate to immovability. She had
quickness of intellect, but no depth ; her temper was
considered good, because her feelings were not easily

roused ; and the S3'stem under which she had been
educated had rendered her selfish, by teaching her
that she was to be the centre of admiration. Hers
was a disposition which nothing but high religious

motives would ever have stimulated to real energy
and usefulness, and, instead of religion, she had
heard only of the world,— v,liat would be said and
thought—what was considered etiquette—what was
the general fashion ;

— she had not an idea beyond^
The vain dream of this mortal life was to her a
vivid reality; and the one object of her existence,

for which every other consideration was to be sacri-

ficed, was a fortunate marriage, including, of course,

a handsome house and establishment of servants

and carriages ; rank superior to her own ; money to

gratify every wish ; and, as the last desideratum, a

husband. AVith such views it was hopeless to talk

to her of the value of time, the necessity of employ-
ing her talents, the advantages that might accrue to

herself, as well as to her sisters, from the plan pro-

posed. To spend her days in the school-room would
be banishment from all that could give her happi-

ness ; her home would be a prison, her life a burden

;

— she was excited even to eloquence upon the occa-

sion, and Mrs. Percival shrank back, alarmed at the

unexpected torrent of words she had encountered
fr(<m her usually quiet daughter. In great disap-

jjointment she consented to waive the question till

Dr. Percival's return home, and Agatha resumed her
book as placidly as if notliing had occurred ; whilst

Mrs. Percival, vexed and indignant, proceeded to the

Bchool- room, to fulfil lierself the task which she had
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SO unsuccessfully endeavoured to devolve upon ano-

ther. Dr. Percival's surprise at the refusal was not

as great as his wife's. The project had never made
much impression upon him; and as long as his

children were educated, he cared little by wliom.
*' Well, my love, well

!

" he said, stroking his

chin complacently, when Mrs. Percival had finished

her recital of the morning scene ;
" I have no doubt

you are right
;
you must know best ; a great pity,

certainly, it is, but natural,— very naturah Agatha
doesn't like teaching, so don't a great many people."

" But, my dear Dr. Percival, after her education,

— after the sums of money we have spent,— so un-

grateful it is !

"

"He— hem ; no, not ungrateful exactly ; she

doesn't like it, that's all."

" Not like it !— to be sure she does not ; but that

is what I say, that Agatha is extremely ungrateful."

" Harsh, my dear ; you should remember what
you felt when you were young."

Yes, indeed, I do remember what I felt. I vras

made to do every thing in the house— a perfect

slave. Agatha's life, if she had twenty children to

teach, would be Paradise to what mine was."
" Well, it may be ; we will hope it will be so."

Dr. Percival poured out a glass of wine, held it

up to the light, sipped it with evident zest, and then

threw himself back in his chair, preparatory to a

nap.

"Now, Dr. Percival, indeed you must listen.

What are we to do? Are you prepared to pay

a hundred a year to a governess,— and masters

besides ?"

Dr. Percival roused himself and smiled ; and the

smile upset the remainder of his wife's equanimity.
" Really you are most provoking ;

you tell me
every day that wc are living too expensively, that
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you must put by something for your girls ; and yet,

you would give a hundred a year to suit Agatha's

whims, and only smile about it."

"You mistake me, my dear; I would not give a

hundred a year."
" Then what would you give ?— what would you

do ? How are we to manage ?

"

" As we have done before," was the quiet answer.
" But, indeed, I assure you, Dr. Percival, this is

not a subject upon which you are competent to

judge. How can I possibly continue to bear such

a burden ? I have not been at all well latelj'', I am
not in the least equal to it ; and, you know, when
we parted with the nursery governess, and sent

Agatha to the Miss Robinsons', it was with the full

belief that I should only be obliged to teach the

younger ones for two or three years. It is hard
upon me,— very hard."

Mrs. Percival's temper was in general good, and
her husband was surprised at the tone in which the

last w^ords were said.

" Julia, my dear, you vex me ; no one dreams of

being hard upon you ; but as to giving an addi-

tional hundred a year to a governess, it is out of the

question. You know Craven costs me three hun-
dred at least, and tJiere is George nearly ready to

go to college ; and if any thing were to happen to

me, what is to become of you all ?—you must think

of this!"

"But I do think of it," exclaimed Mrs, Percival,

fretted beyond patience by her husband's seeming
dulnes-3 of comprehension ;

" all that 1 want is, for

you to think of it too, and to insist upon Agatha's
doing her duty."

" Nay, my dear, if Agatha has such a disinclina-

tion, it will not be her duty ; she will not be fitted

for it."
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Mrs. Pcrcival sighed, not in grief, but in irrita-

tion. Slie bit her lip, and walked quickly up and
down the room. Dr. Percival was not as obtuse as

he appeared; he was revolving in his own mind
some means of obviating the difficulty : and, after a

silence of considerable length, during which Mrs.
PercivaVs step had quickened, and a few ejacula-

tions had escaped her, he said

—

" You have another daughter, my dear ; why
cannot she be the governess ?"

"Nonsense! absurdity!" were the first expres-

sions which rose in Mrs. Percival's mind, but they

were not uttered. She had a peculiar dislike to

any thing approaching to a matrimonial quarrel,

and was aware that she had during the last quarter

of an hour been nearly on the brink of one. Dr
Percival repeated his question, adding—

" Margaret is seventeen, I think."
" Yes, within a month ; she is much too young.**
" Only a year younger than Agatha, and she has

the poAver."

" Yes," and Mrs. Percival's countenance bright-

ened ;
" no one can doubt that. Signor Contarino

showed me some Italian poetry of hers yesterday,

which he said was wonderful, and he must be a

good judge."
" Of course ; and she spoke French fluently when

Monsieur de Roget dined here ; and her music

and drawing are very good, though not equal to

Agatha's."
" Not quite," said IMrs. Percival ;

'' but we must
recollect the year's difference."

" She is extremely young, certainly ; but she is

very steady."
" Well, then, I suppose it is settled ; so I shall

have my nap." And Dr. Percival once more com-
posed himself in his cliair.
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" Settled, my dear!" exclaimed his wife; "no,

it is not at all settled, I am not in the least sure

that it will do ; and Margaret may be like Agatlia."

"Ask her— ask her," was muttered drowsily;

and INIi-s. Percival, seeing no hope of continuing the

conversation, retired to her chamber ; and, after a

quarter of an hour's deliberation, sent for Mar-
garet. Margaret was lost in the delights of Schil-

ler's Wallenstein, and not at all inclined to put
aside her book for the prospect of a business con-

versation with her mother ; most probably upon
some omission or commission, of which, in her ab-

straction of mind, she had been guilty. But Mrs.
Percival's face was not critical as usual ; she was
rather in the conciliatory mood, and making Mar-
garet sit down, she addressed her with—

" ]\[argaret, my love, your papa and I have been
talking ; we think you are growing rather too old

for the school-room, and you have done very well

lately,— extremely w^ell. Signor Contarino assures

me that he is excessively pleased with you."

Margaret could scarcely believe that she heard
correctly,— so new a thing was it for her to be

praised.

" Agatha's return I thought would have made a
difference to me," continued Mrs. Percival ; " but
she has disappointed me. I am very vexed with
her indeed. She is acting an ungrateful part.

However, your father does not think it right to urge
the point ; so we must let it rest. Agatha does not

choose to teach the younger ones, and we have been
considering— do you tliink it possible, my dear

Margaret, that you could undertake to do it?"
" Me, mamma ! mc ! you are laughing."

"No, my love, I am not. You are young, I

know ; but, as I said before, you have done very
well lately ; and I think you must be competent.

VOL. I. c
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History, and geography, and all those things, I can
judge myself that you understand; and French
too ; and I dare say you could help the little ones in

music and drawing ; they don't require much yet,

and by the time they do you will have improved
yourself."

Margaret did not know what to reply. Con-
ceited she was not,— she was too really clever, too

conscious of the extent of knowledge which lay

before her, and which she could never hope even to

attempt to grasp. Perhaps, she had not enough
self-confidence, for she had been very little accus-

tomed to approbation, from being generally placed

in comparison wdtli Agatha ; and her estimation of

her own powers amounted to a certainty that she

was a very bad workwoman, and not at all useful

in exercising her fingers, even in the tying up of a

parcel ; and a notion that it was rather easier to her

to remember what she had read, and more agree-

able to study the grammar of a foreign language,

than it was to the generality of her acquaintances.

Mrs. Percival w\aited with some degree of anxiety.

Margaret's refusal would throw her again into ditfi-

culty, but she was not prepared for the answer :

" Mamma, may I have time to think about it ?
"

It seemed unlike Margaret ; rapid and energetic,

and so frequently acting upon impulse. But Mar-
garet's mind was of a nature which Mrs. Percival

could not comprehend. She was quick in express-*

ing her opinions, merely because they were seldom

to be followed by action ; and her impulses, the

result of a highly imaginative temperament, were, in

the same way, often unguarded, simply because she

had never been required to check them by consider-

ing that they involved consequences of importance.

This was the first occasion on which she had had to

judge for herself; and her good sense, a quality
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wliicli few as yet had given her credit for possess-

ing, urged her at once to pause before she decided.

Mrs. Percival, tliough impatient, could not find

fault with the delay ; and Margaret spent tlie next

half-hour in considering the reasons for and against

the proposed plan, more deeply and thoughtfully

than would have been done by many of mature age.

The result was in accordance with her motlier's

"wishes. Margaret consented to take Agatha's
duty upon herself ; and Mrs. Percival, deliglited at

the arrangement, believed that it was entirely

owing to herself ; whilst her husband, saved from
the labour of thinking, and desiring domestic peace
at any price, felt that he could scarcely lavish suf-

ficient caresses upon his daughter, for having spared
him the renewal of the afternoon's conversation.

Agatha, too, was grateful ; she saw that her sister

had saved her not merely from a wearying occupa-
tion, but I'rom an altercation with her parents of a
serious nature ; and, in the good humour of the

moment, she willingly promised to lend her occa-

sional assistance, though she did not choose to take
tlie entire responsibility. It was a peaceful, happy
liousehold, and Margaret was the happiest of all.

Her Dante and Schiller were thrown aside; her
drawings were put away, almost without regret.

She had but one thought— that of setting an ex-
ample of perfect education. But just emerged
from childhood, she had a vivid remembrance of all

that she had endured, and a clear perception of the

mistakes by Avhich she had been injured. She had
])ai-ticwlarly watched, Avithin the last two years, the

i'atal fruits of her mother's system of management.
Her constant interference, and complaints ; her
irrita])l(; manner, when she was not really angry ;

her uninteresting, matter-of-fact style of instruc-

tion
; and, above all, the petty, gossiping, worldly

c 2
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tone which was infused into the children's minds
by the conversation, or frequently by the remarks
only, which were made in their presence. Mar-
garet saw that Harriet's meekness was repelled,

and her indolence overlooked ; that Grace was
made forward and pettish ; that Philip was becom-
ing every day more headstrong. A fault there

must be somewhere,— a grievous one. Margaret
did not set to work to discover where it lay, but
she painted in fancy a school-room, in which the

teacher was to be infallible, and the pupils were
to be patterns of docility ; and, setting herself to

make rules, and chalk out plans of instruction, she

threw the whole energy of her mind into the busi-

ness before her, and entered upon the duties of her
new office.

Twelve months had gone by. Margaret was
eighteen, about to be introduced into society.

Agatha was already the gayest of the gay,— ad-

mired by all, courted by many. IMrs. Percival was
perfectly satisfied with the sensation she had caused ;

and Margaret Avas to follow,—not the same course,

that could not be expected, for few were gifted like

Agatha,— but one as successful in a different way.
Yet Margaret herself had but few thoughts to give
to the subject ; she was weary, disappointed, heart-

sick ; her Utopian schemes had failed— her hopes
were gone. Because all was not perfect at once,

she had given up the endeavour to make it so ; and,

in consequence, the school-room was a scene of
irritability and contention. She had gained no
apparent influence ; the children had made little

progress, except in the mere routine of learning
;

lier mother scolded, Agatha laughed ; her father

gave her hints upon the government of her temper,

which she was painfully conscious of deserving,
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and her home was wretclied. Society, be it what
it might, could bring no cure to ills like these.

And Margaret had grown in mind even as she had
grown in years. Her principles were still unset-

tled, and her temper was unsubdued, and her heart

was wayward and discontented ; but the yearnings

of a slumbering spirit were awakening within her—
the yearnings which can never be satisfied by
aught that this world can give. It is a season of

overpowering awe when the perception of the in-

finite realities which lie around us first dawns upon
our minds ; but there is a perception more over-

whelming, because more hopeless, which precedes

it — the sense of the nothingness of existence. -

Margaret had attained the one, but she had not yet

reached forward to the other. ^ Life, — its hopes and
its fears,— its sorrows and its joys,—what was it?

What was its end, its object ? Why should there

be contention and strife, ambition and rivalry,

the desire of glory, and the dread of shame ? One
end there was to man— one event which happeneth
to all : each alike must go unto one place, since
" all are of the dust, and all turn to dust again."

The thought was not that of scepticism. Mar-
garet knew and believed with the belief of the

anderstanding in a better, a "more enduring in-

heritance ;" but she had not yet learned to connect
tlie present and tlic future, to invest the meanness
of this world with the splendour of heaven ; and
when she looked onward through the long vista of

years to the world beyond tlie grave, it seemed to

her an isolated star glittering in darkness, and not

the glorious termination of that path of tlie just,

entered upon at the commencement of our Cliristiaii

course, which is "as tlie shining light, and shineth

more and more unto the perfect day."

c 3
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But it was not in Margaret's nature, nor is it

often in the nature of any in the spring-time of life,

to acquiesce contentedly in a state of despondency.

The world without could give her no comfort, but

the world within was still open to her enjoyment.

Reality (or what she believed to be reality) was
irksome and insipid ; but imagination was exciting,

and, for the moment, satisfying. Jlargaret created

for herself a vision of beauty and perfection. In
fancy she formed a home for her restless wishes,

and peopled it with beings innocent and noble and
intellectual ; and in that home she dwelt, the centre

of all admiration, the one object whom all were to

idolise and obey. Could it excite wonder if the

business of life thus became daily more distasteful,

if the duties which she had engaged to fulfil were
less carefully performed, or if the opiate with which
she lulled her exhausted spirits only served to in-

crease tenfold the disease ?

Margaret Percival little knew her own danger

;

and when her mother called her a visionary, and
Agatha smiled in ridicule at her abstraction, she

believed that they w^ere speaking in ignorance

;

and only found the more solace in the ideal world,

where no thought or word was at variance with
her taste or her feelings. And her mother and
sister did speak in ignorance. They had no know-
ledge of the malady, and judged only by the symp-
toms. If Margaret had been commonly attentive

to her daily occupations, joined in an occasional

gossip, and expressed herself delighted at the pros-

pect of a ball, she might have indulged her imagi-

nation forever, and no one would have found lault

with her. INIrs. Percival's fear was, lest her daughter
should despise the forms of society, or, by shutting

herself up in seclusion, become an object of neglect.
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The real danger was, lest IMargaret should spend

her life, her short day of trial, and preparation for

eternity, in a delusive fancy ; and be awakened only

when repentance should be of no avail, to the mi-

serable consciousness that she had been di'eaming

of— not practising— goodness.
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CHAPTER 11.

'' Mrs. St. Auby?;'s carriage will be here soon, my
dear Agatha ; are you nearly ready ? " said Mrs.

Percival, as she knocked at the door of her daugh-
ter's chamber, on the day succeeding our introduc-

tion to the school-room.
" Ready, mamma, in one minute. Just tell me,

please, if my shawl is straight."

Mrs. Percival willingly performed the office of a

lady's maid, for it gave her an opportunity of ad-

miring her daughter's graceful figure and elegant

dress. " Really, my love, I must say you manage
to make yourself look extremely nice. Where are

you going to-day ?
"

" I don't know exactly : — into the town first,

for a little shopping ; and then I rather think to

Ashington Court ; Mrs. St. Aubyn wants to show
me her brother's place."

"Ah! the poor Colonel! it has come to him too

late, I am afraid ; he will never enjoy it."

"But, mamma, why not ? he is not so old.'*

" No, not above fifty ; but he should have had it

younger, and then he might have married and been
happy."
Agatha laughed. " Well ! he may marry now :

stranger things have happened; and I know his

sister wishes it."

"Yes, his not marrying can make no difference

to her, as the property always goes in the male
line."

" What a curious, disagreeable arrangement it is,"
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said Agatha ;
" I am glad I am not one of the

Clives : so, good bye, dear mamma ; there is the

carriage just driving up.

Mrs. Percival went to the window. ISIrs. St.

Aubyn's pony phaeton was at the front door, and
Mrs. St. Aubyn lierself, a lady-like but vapid look-

ing person, dressed in the perfection of the fashion,

was bending forward as if impatient for Agatha's
appearance.

Mrs. Percival withdrew immediately ; she would
not for the world have been seen. " My kind re-

gards to Mrs. St. Aubyn, my love. I hope she will

bring you home in time ; remember we are engaged
out to dinner."

Agatha ran down stairs, and, after a short delay,

the carriage drove off. Mr^. Percival listened to

the sound of tlie receding wheels with a smile of

satisfaction. The intimacy with Mrs. St. Aubyn
had been a peculiar aim of her ambition ; not be-

cause either profit or amusement w^as to be derived

from the acquaintance, but because, in the little

world of Staunton, Mrs. St. Aubyn's family was
more highly connected than any other ; and she

herself, though devoid of attractions either per-

sonal or mental, had, by a system of exclusiveness>

contrived to render her society eagerly and generally

coveted. The privileged circle which constituted

the " haut ton " in the vicinity of Staunton was,

as is the case in many country places, dilficult of

access ; but Dr. Percival's position w^as, like his

house, in the border country. He was of an old

family, and one that was much respected : it had
been tlie custom from time immemorial for the

Percivals to visit every where ; and even when in

the commencemect of his practice Dr. Percival

had taken uj) his nbode in a small house in the

principal street in Staunton, his dignity as a pliy-
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sician, and the universal tradition of society, gave
him admission to houses which would have been
hermetically sealed against persons of much greater

pretension. But in process of time, as his practice

increased, Dr. Percival removed from the three-

storied house, with its back and front parlours, and
its two small drawing-rooms, one of which had been
converted into a bed-room, to serve the needs of his

family, into another dwelling of a very different

description. The Grove was a low, red-brick edi-

fice, having stone facings and mullioned windows,
and occupying a considerable extent of ground.

It was not a handsome house, and, though at some
little distance from the town, commanded no view,

except over some meadow land, and the adjacent

village and church of Deering. But it was a man-
sion of much respectability, owning a pretty shrub-

bery, a large garden, and a paddock ; and sheltered

on the north and east by some fine old elms,

from which its name had been derived. The inte-

rior was of the same description
;
good-sized rooms,

rather dark, but capable of affording much comfort,

especially in the winter evenings, when the thick

crimson curtains in the drawdng-room were closely

drawn, the sofa wdieeled near the blazing fire, the

table covered with books, the piano opened and the

harp uncovered, and the bright lamp lighting up
the oak wainscot and throwing an air of cheerful-

ness over the most distant corner of the apartment.

When Dr. Percival removed to the Grove, his ce-

lebrity was well established ; and, satisfied in the

certainty, as he believed, of being able to provide

comfortably for his large family, he shook off all

cares except tliose connected with his profession,

and resolved that the remainder of his life should

be happy. And it was happy as far as outward
prosperity could render it so; and for inward anx-
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icties Dr. Percival had no time. It certainly was
very gratifying to a father's pride to know tliat his

children were fitted by their talents, manners, and
accomplishments, for the first society in the land

;

and the pleasure which he derived from the invita-

tions and the applauses that followed Agatha's intro-

duction into the world was unbounded. Yet neither

Dr. Percival nor his wife would have gone aside

to seek for society beyond their natural sphere -,

though when it was forced upon them they entered

into it willingly. And who could blame tliem ? Who
could even think of danger in such a position, ex-

cept those who know the imperceptible degrees by
which w^e slide from acquiescence in enjoyment
into the craving for its possession ; or by which,

when, in conformity with custom, we bow down be-

fore the idols of the w^orld, rank, and wealth, and
fashion, we at last pay them the homage of the heart,

and suffer them to usurp that sway over our actions

which belongs to God alone ? In the opinion of

their friends, Dr. and Mrs. Percival led innoceni

and useful, even virtuous, lives ; and few who had
witnessed the glow of maternal pride, which passed

over I\Irs. Percival's countenance as she pictured

her daughter driving through Staunton, the chosen

companion of the elegant Mrs. St. Aubyn, would
have thought it necessary to ask whether a friend-

ship, or even an intimacy, based upon the vain d(i-

sirc of exciting envy and admiration, could possibly

be worthy the ambition of a Christian.

But Mrs. Percival's complacent equanimity was
soon rufliied. A visit to tlie school-room roused,

as it generally did, every latent feeling of irrita-

tion. The apartment was a picture of disorder;

the books whicli liad been used were scattered on
the table and the fioor in wild confusion ; tlic ink-

stand had been upset upon the carpet, a stool over-
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turned was lying witli its face to the ground, Grace
was in the corner, Philip was sobbing, and Harriet

reading out in a rapid inaudible voice to Margaret,

who, reclining in her chair, was turning over the

pages of a novel. Mrs. Percival's movements wer^
energetic. Grace was called up, slightly repri^.

manded and forgiven ; Harriet and Philip wei^

summoned from their employments to put the rooc?

in order ; and Margaret received a reproof for

neglect, given before her pupils and couched in

no very gentle terms. It was an unfortunate for-

getfulness, or it might have been ignorance, on

^Ii-s. Percival's part, which caused her to overlook

the fact that the best mode of ensuring respect for

another is by exhibiting it in our own conduct. She
wished her children to look up to Margaret and obey

her ; but she took the most effectual steps towards

rendering her authority utterly nugatory. Margaret

felt this keenly. It did her harm, by inducing her t&

believe that nearly all the defects which she lamented

in the present system of education were ascribable

to her mother's interference.

" What can be done whilst Grace is so spoilt ?

"

was an excuse constantly made to herself ; and,

even in cases with which Mrs. Percival had no
concern, Margaret had always an apology at hand.

It was hopeless to attempt any thing unless she

had full control. If she were to form good plans

one day, they might all be destroyed the next. On
this occasion, however, she had some doubt whe-
ther she was entirely blameless, and the novel was
pushed aside from shame.

" This will never do, Margaret,'' was I\Irs. Per-

cival's conclusion of her angry remonstrance :

" Your father and I must adopt some other plan,

if this is to be the mode of instruction.*'

Margaret could have replied with equal irritation

;
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but, tliough her temper was not good, she was
never wanting in filial respect,— at least in words.

She said something in a low tone about sor-

row and tiresome children, and then recalling

Harriet, who had succeeded in making the room
look neat, told her to go on reading. But her

troubles were not ended. Mrs. Percival wished
to make some inquiries about Harriet's studies : she

thought the book too old for her ; Harriet was not

clever, and it was not well to force her mind. The
observation was made, and supposed to be for-

gotten ; but it was carefully treasured up by the

little girl about whom it was spoken ; and many
times afterwards, in seasons of despondency or

indolence, it recurred to crush her energy, or foster

her natural defect. Margaret, in theory, under-
stood her sister's character tolerably well, an(?

felt directly that her mother gave an opinion with-

out knowledge or consideration : but remonstrance
would have been useless. The history was put

aside, and another substituted ; though Harriet, in

an entreating voice, stated that she had only just
finished it, and had been allowed to begin the new
one two days before as a reward.

" It does not signify, my love ; I don't choose to

be argued against : she will read this, Margaret,
over again. A year hence will be quite soon
enough for RoUin. If it were Grace, it would be
different."

Grace heard as quickly as Harriet ; and bridled

her neck, and smiled ; her memory, too, was good
for all observations made about herself.

" And now, my dear," said Mrs. Percival, sooth-

ingly, " I have only one more thing to say. I do
hope you won't keep the carriage waiting this

evening : it worries your father excessively."

"Tlie carriage, mainmn !" repeated Margaret.
VOL. 1. V
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" Yes, my clear, the carriage. How sadly forget-

ful you arc! We dine at the parsonage this

evening."

"Oh! I remember now— but must I really

go?"
" You are provoking, Margaret ; of course you

must. The invitation has been accepted."

"But I said at the time I did not wish it," re-

plied Margaret.
" Nonsense, my love ; I won't hear of these

fancies ; why should your father and I give our-

selves the trouble of going out, and asking people
here in return, if it were not for you and Agatha ?

At our age it would be much more comfortable to

be quiet."
" Agatha likes it," said Margaret.
" And so must you, my dear. I will never believe,

in fact, but that you do ; it is not natural."
" The parsonage is so very dull," sighed Mar-

garet.

" Well, so it is ; there is no doubt of that : but
we must take invitations as they come." The
Stanleys are excellent people ; and you know it is

quite right to pay respect to one's clergyman."
" The dinners are so long," sighed Margaret again.
" Very long, and badly sent up ; which I wonder

at, for I know they always have a cook when they
give a dinner party ; but INIrs. Stanley, as a girl,

never did know any thing of management."
" And they have such a tiresome set of people

always," continued Margaret.
" That is the same fault ; bad management and

short invitations, so that they have no time to

choose. But it will be better to-day: we shall

have Mrs. St. Aubyn and Colonel Clivc."

Margaret's sinile was very satirical.

" You may look, my dear ; I know what you
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mean, but you are mistaken indeed. Mrs. St.

Aubyn has a great deal of sense wlien you come to

talk to her ; and tlie Colonel must know a good
deal, he has been abroad so much."

" Possibly," said Margaret, while the same smile

played on her lips ;
" but they are Agatha's friends,

not mine."
" Your own fault, Margaret ; Mrs. St. Aubyn

admires you extremely. She said to me, only the

other day, that, if it were not for your sister, you
would be the belle of tlie neighbourhood."

" But as I have a sister, I am nobody," replied

INIargaret ; whilst the expression of her counte-

nance changed from sarcasm to amusement. " Dear
mamma, I have not the slightest wish for ]Mi-s. St.

Aubyn's praise."
" You need not despise it," said Mrs. Percival

;

if ISIrs. St. Aubyn does not talk Latin and Greek,

she belongs to a very good family, and she dresses

beautifully, and has a handsome establishment ;

and these are points, Margaret, not to be thought

lightly of : they go a great way in the opinion of

the world."

"A great way, indeed," said Margaret, thought-

fully; and, turning to Harriet, she put a stop to

the conversation, by appearing to give her whole

attention to the history.

Mrs. Percival went away, after delivering one

more injunction, that Margaret should, on no

account, keep the carriage waiting. There is

good arising out of every evil,—even out of a dull

dinner party. Margaret's chief satisfaction from

an invitation was found in the knowledge that it

would ensure her a quiet afternoon ; ibr a part,

and a most irksome part, of her daily duties was
to take the children for a walk ; Init when there

was any engagement for the evening, Mrs. Per-

1) 2
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cival preferred having the charge of them herself, or

even sending them out with a servant, or allowing

them to play in the garden. She did not like Mar-
garet to be fatigued, lest it might destroy her

vivacity ; and besides, if the walk were a long one,

the toilette would certainly be hurried over, and
Margaret would be dressed without those marks of

elegance and finish which were absolutely essen-

tial, if she wished to appear to any advantage in

Agatha's company.
The bell rang as usual for the early dinner:

IVIi's. Percival proceeded to superintend it, for she

would alloAV no one to interfere wdth an aifair which
she believed to be important to her children's health;

and Margaret's luncheon being soon finished, she

retired, and, shutting herself up in her room, oc-

cupied herself with a book, until the pattering of

feet on the stairs, the inquiries for gloves and bon-

nets, and, finally, the loud closing of the house door,

proved that the way of escape was open. If she

had met her mother she might probably have been
told not to go beyond the garden ; and that which
Margaret above all things required was change of

scene— something which should be free from the

associations of books and slates. Mrs. Percival did

not forbid a solitary walk, but she would not do

any thing to further it ; and Margaret's afternoons

had often been spoilt by having a companion forced

upon her against her will. Either an acquaintance,

or her sister, or perhaps even one of the children,

—

an order being given at the same time that she was
on no account to go fiirther than a mile from home.
Happily for Margaret, her wishes seldom went be-

yond. There was only one direction which she

ever felt much inclination to take, and this was to-

wards the park and gi*ounds of the family residence

of the Viscount do Lisle, lli^uningsley was a square
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baronial-looking mansion, with curious castellated

walls, and corner turrets, standing on a projecting

elevation in the centre of a large and undulating

park. On one side the immense mound bore every
appearance of being artificial, from its remarkable
precipitousness ; but the road which led to the
front of the house, winding upward by degrees,

reached at length a broad space, overlooked by
still higher ground, and forming the lower part of a
range of hills which extended about a mile beyond
the outskirts of the domain. There was beauty in

the park, and its noble trees, and quiet glades and
copses ; and there was antiquity and something of

deserted grandeur in the massive irregular style of

the edifice, forming a whole which few persons
would have undertaken to alter with any view to

improvement. But in detail, the building was de-

void of all architectural merit. Sash windows and
a Grecian portico exhibited themselves as if in dis-

dain of a Gothic archway and an ornamental niche ;

windows in the drawing-room opened nearly to the

ground, and windows in the dining-room were
deeply set and mullioned. There was a handsome
modern conservatory falling to decay, and before it a

strip of garden bordered by a low yew edge, and trees

cut into uncouth figures of lions and peacocks. There
was a pleasure ground also, the turf of which had
once been daily trimmed, and the shrubs carefully

nurtured. Now, weeds grew around the sturdy roots

of the old laurels ; and arbutus and ilex, holly and
acacia, mingled their thin spreading branches, sha-

dowing tlic dank grass, and threatening in time to

overrun and destroy the few remaining patches of

the open lawn. The place was desolate and
v.- retched: many said so at least. Margaret owned
that it was the former, but she would never allow

it to be the latter. To her it was full of romance.
I) ;j
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Slic could walk without weariness hour after hour
upon the broad stone pavement wliich ran along

the length of the building, and was bordered by a

heavy ballustrade built upon the edge of the steep

hill; sometimes allowing her eye to wander vaguely

over the cheerful wooded landscape which for many
miles lay before her ; and sometimes turning her

thoughts to the dim ghost-like rooms, as they were
seen through the dusky windows, and pondering

upon the lives and the fortunes of those who, not

many years before, had spent within those walls an
existence active and hopeful, it might be f\ir hap-

pier than her own. The house was kept by a sour-

visaged woman, who was its sole occupant ; but the

general answer to any request for admittance was
a sullen shake of the head, and an admonition, that
" young folks shouldn't want old folks to do what
they was ordered not." Margaret, however, knew
that she had nothing to regret. The interior

was rambling, dark, and inconvenient ; suites of

rooms opening one into the other, and piled with

unwieldy, tapestried chairs, and cumbrous cabi-

nets, and pictures turned to the walls, and empty
frames from which some costly works of art had
been from time to time removed. The furniture

of the house was an heir-loom, and could not be

sold ; but it was disposed in as unsightly a manner
as could well have been devised, and Margaret had
found but little satisfaction in groping about

amongst the masses of lumber which prevented

<)er from entertaining any idea except that of the

danger of falling.

One thing, however, the house contained, which
was a constant source of interest. It was a pic-

ture which could be seen, as she looked through
the diuing-room window, hanuing over the carved
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Stone mantel-piece, in a richly wrought antique

frame : the whole-length figure of a young girl ap-

parently not more than fourteen years of age. The
hair turned over the forehead, and the dress of

white satin with tlie stiff bodice, short sleeves, and
deep ruflies of some centuries back, might have
naturally given an air of formality even to so early

a period of life ; but the skill of the painter had
succeeded, not only in sketching each fold of the

rich dress, each line of the transparent lace, but

likewise in retaining the clear dazzling complexion
and elastic elegance of figure with which the idea

of youth and enjoyment are so intimately connected.

She was represented standing in a garden with i

basket upon her arm, over the edge of which a
few of the flowers with whioli it was filled were
carelessly drooping. Lightheartedness and hope,

and the fulness of delight of a spirit untaught by
care, were delineated even in the graceful ease of

the figure, which seemed as if about to spring for-

ward in ecstasy; but the expressive features of the

face portrayed all that words could have described.

The stamp of nobility was traced upon the fair young
brow; and intellect, and purity, and refinement

were written in the large full hazel eyes and the deli-

cate outline of the nose and mouth. It was a coun-
tenance which at one glance must have inspired

emotions of affection and admiration ; but there was
something deeper within. Was it scorn which
caused the slight, almost impcrcei)tible, curl of the

lip ? and the lofty upraising of the head, and the

turn of the long neck, could they be indications of
pride? Probably few but Margaret would have
suggested it, fur few besides herself had gazed and
dwelt upon the features till they had become en-

graven u[)on her heart, even as the features of a
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living being with wliom she had lived, and walked,

and held daily converse. The picture was without

a name, without a history, at least to her know-
ledge ; but she had formed her own story of early

happiness, and a luxurious home, and difficulty and
sorrow, and the struggles of a noble but a haughty
mind in after years ; and now it stood before

her, as truly the prophecy of events which had
occurred within her own knowledge, as if she had
been assured that the facts she imagined were
realities. But there was no need to turn to the

distant past for associations which should render
Henningsley a place of interest. It had been left

by its owner, not indeed from any circumstance of

crime, or of sudden misfortune, nor from any secret

cause which might give rise to curious speculation ;

but those who remembered the days when the

Viscount de Lisle, (the representative of one of

those ancient aristocratic families which in Eng-
land have always adhered to the faith of the
llomish church,) had, with his beautiful and gentle

wife, kept up a splendid establishment, and offered

their hospitality and their benevolence to all, of
every degree, within the range of their acquaintance

or their knowledge, could not but breathe a sigh of
regret, as they thought of the change which linger-

ing disease had made in that once happy household ;

of the years of exile in a foreign land, visited at

first in search of health, and then adopted as a
home because the climate of England was ill-suited

to the Viscountess's delicacy of constitution ; and
of the deathbed of both, unsoothed by the sympa-
thies of their friends, though hallowed by the ten-

derness and devotedness of their cliiid. Both the
Viscountess de Lisle and her husband had died in

Italy within a few months of each other ; but for
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many years before Henningslcy had been unte-

nanted. The Viscount had always entertained the

idea of returning to his native country, and would
never consent that the family place should be occu-

pied by strangers, and his last words to his daughter

had been an injunction that she should on no ac-

count forget the claims of her English property,

and the ties which bound her to the land of her fa-

thers. But the words fell upon an unheeding ear.

The young Countess Novera, the wife of an Italian

nobleman, educated in the communion of the

Roman Catholic church, and nurtured in the sunny
regions of the south, felt little inclination to view,

what she was accustomed to call, the bleak, dark
country of heretics, from which her rank and wealth
had been derived. Once, indeed, upon the call of

positive legal necessity, she was induced, with her
husband, to visit England for a few weeks ; but
neither the attractions of society, nor the kindness

of her English relations, could prevail on her to

extend her stay beyond the time which was abso-

lutely required. Before her return to Italy, an
order was given that Ilenningsley should, if possible,

be let, but there was no one willing to inhabit it.

In its desolate, and partly decayed state, it required

a larger outlay of money to fit it for a residence
than the Countess's agents thought it advisable to

expend; and year after year it remained in the

same, or rather in a worse condition than before,

waiting for some fortunate chance, which might
bring forward a tenant willing to make a present
sacrifice for the sake of enjoying the place on very
-woderate terms when it should be restored and re-

paired.

Margaret had heard, as had every one else in

the neighbourliood, of the first visit of the countess
to England ; but she was then a mere cliild, and tlic
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circumstance excited no particular attention. Tlie

lovely portrait in the dining-room had for her even
then a much more real existence than the wife of

a foreign nobleman, of whose character she knew
nothing, and whom she could never expect to meet

:

and when, as she grew older, tidings reached
England that the Countess Novera was a widow
at six-and-twenty, and speculations were afloat as

to whether this event vrould be the means of

bringing her to her native country, Margaret was
no further affected by the observation than as it in-

volved the probability of Henningsley being shut

out from her solitary rambles. Two years had
now elapsed since the death of the Count, and the

existence of his young widow was almost forgotten,

except by those whom business brought in contact

with her name. Margaret roamed through the

woods, and paced the terrace at Henningsley with
a feeling of proprietorship. She never retained the

idea that any thing could occur to disturb her en-

joyment of the place, and even the cross house-

keeper owned at last that Miss Margaret Percival

seemed quite to belong to it. It was not without
surprise, therefore, and something like indignation,

that on the day Mdien she was left, for the first

time during a whole week, to follow her own
pleasure, and directed her steps as usual to her
favourite terrace, she perceived that two strangers

had taken possession before her, and were walking
up and down with a steady, business-like air,

2)ointJng to the windows, measuring lines, tapping
the walls with their sticks, and then noting down
observations in their memorandum books, with all

the freedom of well-established right. ^largaret's

lady-like feelings instantly suggested the fear of

intrusion, and, hastening away, she proceeded to the

kitchen to make some inquiries of the housekeeper.
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The woman, however, was cither ignorant or

sulky : she would give no information.
" Miss Margaret knew," she said, '' that people

were down every week to look at the house ; and
how should she tell any thing about them ? They
must he sent by the agent, Mr. Prior, and if Miss
Margaret wanted to know about them, she had
better call and ask."

Margaret professed herself not at all curious ; she

only desired to learn whether there was any reason

why she should not walk on the terrace as usual.
" None at all," that Mrs. Collins knew ;

" but

she wouldn't take upon herself to say. Miss Mar-
garet might go and try."

Margaret, however, was not inclined to " go and
try ;" above all things, she disliked placing herself

in a situation where her right might be called in

question, and considerably disappointed, she walked
away. Mrs. Collins' observation was tolerably true.

Persons were at Henningsley, not exactly every
week, yet certainly very frequently ; but they were
generally visitors for amusement, and she had not
been incommoded by them. The two strangers

were clearly men of business, and Margaret was
afraid lest an old threat should at length be about
to be carried into execution, and Henningsley be
doomed to be pulled down. The thought made her
very melancholy, for she began to be aware how
great a portion of her daily pleasure had been de-

rived from it. Lut so it was in every case; hope
as she might, it was useless to shut her eyes to the
conviction that change v/as written ui)on all things

liere below. Even at eighteen, the world was not
])i"ight as it had been in childhood ; and what would
it be at eighty? And IMargarct's mind passed with
a sensation of repugnance over the long years that
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must intervene, whilst the question, wliat would
have happened before that time should arrive?

pressed upon her more and more. She would then

have willingly seized upon the fatal gift which only

the young can ever venture to desire,— the know-
ledge of the future that lay before her.
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CHAPTER III.

The park-gate closed behind Margaret with a cheer-

less sound, and caring little for any walk now that

the one which slie preferred was stopped, she me-
chanically turned along the high-road towards Deer-

ing. The church was her parish church ; and
Sunday after Sunday Dr. Percival's family filled

the square pew which was attached to the Grove.

No one was ever absent except from absolute neces-

sity, and Dr. Percival prided himself upon his

regularity in attending the service at least once in

the day. Margaret believed it to be her duty to

go to church, and there was a certain satisfaction,

therefore, arising from its performance : but she

felt little pleasure in it. Her thoughts wan-
dered during the prayers, and the sermon was long

and uninteresting. It was impossible, she said to

Iierself, to keep her attention fixed, and there was
nothing external to assist lier. The building was
hideous. On the outside a glaring brick excrescence,

with circular windows, joined to an old grey tower,

partly overgrown with ivy ; and in the inside, an
awkward ill-arranged conventicle, dirty and neg-

lected, crowded with pews, and dark with galleries.

The altar, hidden by three unsiglitly pulpits, one for

the preacher, another for the reader, and a third

for the parish clerk ; and the font (a carved wooden
stand containing a china bason), set aside in a
corner of the north aisle, as if neither deserving
nor requiring notice. Margaret had never tra-

velled : she had seldom been away from home for

VOL. I. K
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more than a day in the immediate vicinity of

Staunton ; she could make no comparisons there-

fore, but natural taste suggested that spmething
more was required for a place dedicated to the

worship of God ; that in an age when men build
" ceiled houses " for themselves, the temple of the

Most High should not be allowed to lie waste.

She sometimes thought that the chapel of the Ply-
mouth brethren at the entrance of the village was
a more decorous house of prayer than the church.

It was at least clean ; there were no rank weeds
growing around it, as the nettles overspread the

churchyard ; and it was light and airy ; the persons

who went there could both see and hear, and the

singing, when they passed on a Sunday, was full

and effective. In the church more than a third of

the congregation were buried beneath the oppres-

sive galleries ; where the voice of the preacher,

even if it had been the voice of the most exciting

eloquence, could scarcely have reached them ; and
where the only effect of Mr. Stanley's sermons was
to lull them into repose; whilst the singing, dis-

cordant and harsh, a perpetual contest between the

barrel-organ and the untaught school-children, was,

even to unpractised ears, a trial of patience much
more than an incitement to devotion. The service

of the church, in Margaret's opinion, was a burden
upon, rather than an assistance to, the spirit of

piety ; and as she threw the odium of the children's

defective education upon her mother's mismanage-
ment, so she too often cast the blame of her own
lukewarmness upon the clergyman of her j^arish.

But on this day, as she stood by the churchyard
gate, gazing upon the worn tombstones, many of

which were nearly buried beneath tall grass and
weeds, her meditations were less upon the fiiults of

others, than upon her own. Margaret did some-
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times enter upon tlie task of self-examination, slie

did occasionally enquire to what purpose she was

living ; and the enquiry, though never satisfactorily

answered, and seldom followed up by resolutions of

amendment, yet served to keep in her mind the

remembrance that an object there ought to be— that

there were persons in the world whose conduct w^as

regulated according to some grand aim, which was
constantly kept before them ; and that whilst she

allowed herself to be swayed by every passing

impulse, to live without an end in view% her mind
must be unstable, and her existence profitless. But
this end, what was it to be ? what had it been for

the hundreds wdiose names met her eye as it wan-
dered over the tombstones before her ? They had
passed into the unseen world] their earthly hopes,

and joys, and sorrows, had ceased : one thing alone

had they carried with them,— the memory of the

governing principle of their lives. Margaret's

thoughts, sobered by a momentary disappointment

and a short reflection, carried her forward to the

day when the account of that principle should be

demanded from all. With some it might have been
the desire of fome ; with others, of money ; with
others, the impulse of a petty vanity ; with many,
very many, the mere wish of satisfying their daily

needs; and with a few—was it not so with lier-

self?— the gratification of a dreamy, self-indulgent

spirit, wrapt in its own fancy, and heeding neither

the pleasures nor the pains of the beings amongst
whom it dwelt. Margaret felt that her life was not

innocent, and she sighed ; and the sigh was echoed
as if in amusement by some one near her. She
tinned quickly. A very gentlemanly person, seem-
ingly about eight-and-tliirty, stood at a few paces

distant, leaning against the wall, ami watching her
with interest, lie was of the middle heigiit ; but

E 2
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a slight figure gave him the appearance of being

much taller. His countenance, though not un-
marked bj care, was peculiarly attractive ; less,

however, from the regularity of the features than

from the sweetness of expression which pervaded
them, and which softened the effect of the indica-

tions of a powerful intellectual mind, given by a

liigh projecting forehead, and a searching deep blue

eye. Margaret's face brightened with no ordinary

l^leasiire as she perceived him.
" My dear uncle ! how very delightful ! When

did you come ?
"

" My dear Margaret ! how very delightful, too !

1 arrived about a quarter of an hour ago :

" and
then, looking laughingly around to see tliat no one
was near, Mr. Sutherland said, as he kissed her

affectionately, " I found the Grove deserted, but I

shall not quarrel with a cold reception if I have a

walk with you to make up for it."

" We did not mean it," said Margaret, eagerly

;

" we did not hear any thing of your coming."
" No, because I had no time to give you notice

;

I am here on speculation. A friend in the neigh-

bourhood offered to take my Sunday's duty, and I

resolved to give myself a holiday: but you must
tell me, are you engaged ? is the house empty ?"

" Yes, quite ; and we have no engagements
whatever, except— that is, I forgot— a dull dinner

party at the parsonage this evening."
" Which will not be in my way, more than by

taking you from me, if I may have a mutton chop,

and some tea with the children, instead of a state

dinner by myself"
"So like you," exclaimed Margaret, "always

thinking how you can avoid giving trouble ; but
mamma won't hear of tliat."

"Yes, she will, when I have talked to her a little.
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Besides, it will give me an opportunity of noting

pi'ogrcss. We will have an examination of the

young ideas. What do you say, Margaret? are

they advancing?"
Margaret shook her liead, and could not smile.

Mr. Sutherland noticed tlie expression.
" It is a troublesome task," he said ;

" but you
will manage it by and by. And Agatha—how is

she ? as gay as ever ?
"

" Gayer," replied Margaret ; " she is become an
intimate friend of Mrs. St. Aubyn."

"AVhat! Mrs. St. Aubyn, the widow of Lord
Delamerc's nephew? How long has that been ?"

" About six weeks, or so ; but I thought I told

you of it when I wrote."
" You mentioned something-; but I fancied it was

only one of Agatha's numerous conquests. I did

not know it had reached to a friendship."
" A friendsliip, according to Agatha's notions,

not mine," said Margaret.
" Well ! but at any rate, name it friendship, or

what you will, I suppose it is an intimacy."
" Yes, indeed it is. Mrs. St. Aubyn calls every

otlier day; and Agatha is driving about with her
and Colonel Olive constantly."

" A.nd ^vho is Colonel Clive?"
"An old, tiresome bachelor-brother just come

into possession of the Ashington property. You
need not smile, uncle Henry ; he is really an old

bachelor—horridly ugly, and very ill-tempered : so

Agatha is quite safe."

" AVe will hope so; and Mrs. St. Aubyn, is she

very charming?"
" Very elegant, and fashionable^ and good na-

tured. She really docs like Agatha, I believe, for

it can be no object to her to take her about as she

does."

V. 3
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"Elegant, and fashionable, and good natured—**

began Mr. Sutherland.
" And brainless," added Margaret ;

" she has not
an idea in her head."

" And so you arc all very fond of her," con-
tinued Mr. Sutherland.

" Oh, no ! not I, nor mamma, nor any one but
Agatha : and you know what her fondness means."

Mr. Sutherland walked on a few paces in silence.
" And Grace is still very troublesome ? " he said, at

length.
" Worse every day," replied Margaret. " I wish,

yes, I wish from the bottom of my heart, that I

could give up the whole thing."
" You would not be happier," said Mr. Suther-

land, mildly.

"But you cannot judge. Each person must
know best what is likely to conduce to his own in-

dividual happiness."
" Nay, Margaret ; look around, and see if each

jjcrson does know best. The whole world is rush-
ing after happiness, and yet, what mistakes are

every day made in endeavouring to find it I"

" Happiness is intended to be the object of our
lives, though," said Margaret.

" No ; there I must differ from you. It is an old

argument of ours : happiness is not to be our
object; and if we make it such, we shall n(}ver ob-
tain it. And when I said just now that you would
not be happier in giving up teaching the children,

I was merely putting forward a motive for con-

tentment which miglit suit you, not one which I

should consider satisfactory myself."
" You would require duty, I know," said ]Mar-

garet ;
" but we are so different. You are a clergy-

man, and a good deal older ; and you don't care for

things in the same way that I do. You don't mind
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plodding on from day to day at Alton by yourself;

but really, I don't think you can understand any

thing about me."
" Let me try," said jMr. Sutherland, as he turned

into a shady lane, which led away from the high

road ;
" or are you tired ? Perhaps as you are to

dine out this evening, we had better walk back."
" No, no," exclaimed Margaret ;

" you don't

know half the pleasure it is to have you all to my-
self: and if I am tired, I shall only be like every

one else."

" Well, then, we will go on ; and now, tell me,

what would you do if the children were taken away
from you to-morrow ?

"

" Sit by myself in my own room all day to in-

dulge in the luxury of quietmess."

Mr. Sutherland smiled. " I grant you that would
be perfect enjoyment for the time being ; but the

next day, what would you do ?"

" I don't knoAv exactly : you take me by sur-

prise ; but I should have more than enough to

occupy me ?"

" An embarras de richesses, in fact," continued

her uncle. " German, I suppose, as a study in the

morning."
" Yes, certainly ; and I should have time for read-

ing then, I should begin with a regular course of it

:

and I want to understand something of natural

history ; I rather think I should take up botany,

because it would give me an interest in my walks

;

and besides, I should be able to go on with my draw-

ing ; I should sketch a good deal, and practise.

Agatha is always complaining that I never play or

sing with her. Now, is there any harm in all this?"

And Margaret looked up in her inicle's face with a

sweet earnest smile of eufjuir}-, which even to an

inditierent person must have been very winning.
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" My dear child," he said, as he placed his hand
fondly upon hers, "I cannot bear to damp all

this longing for improvement. These things are

very good, very pure ; no one can find fault with
them."

" And they would make me happy," said Mar-
garet.

" No. Margaret, there is the mistake ; they would
not make you happy. Taken up as you would take

them up, constituted from inclination only the

business and object of life, they would but render
you miserable."

"But why?"
" For the very reason that they are so pure and

good in themselves. When you once grew weary
of them you would have nothing to fall back upon."

" But that is assuming a case," said Margaret.
" It is only assuming what must happen, sooner

or later, with every object in life, except one."
" I need not trouble myself till the time arrives,

though," said Margaret. A sigh from her uncle, as

she spoke the words, recalled her to other thoughts.
" I am vexing you," she said ;

" I always do when
1 talk to you."

" No ; I was wrong to sigh. I feel, I know, that

you will think differently by and by."

Mr. Sutherland stopped, and walking aside to a

gate which opened into some meadows, stood ap-

parently intent upon the view which was to be seen

from it. Margaret followed him, and resting her
hand upon his shoulder, said, in a low voice :

" I do think differently, sometimes."

Mr. Sutherland turned towards her and smiled.

But she could not know the thouglits which were
passing in his mind. She could hot then have
understood them ; for the hope Avhich is felt by tliose

who have given up tlieir hearts unreservedly to
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their Maker, when tlie first awakening of a holier

spirit is perceived in the friends wliom tliey have
loved and sorrowed over, can only be comprehended
by minds which have learnt to read truly the lesson

of this mortal life, and can realize, though but in a

faint degree, the immeasurable destinies that are

dependent on it. Mr. Sutherland loved his niece

more dearly than any other earthly being. He
was a man whom the world envied ; unmarried,

popular in society, respected, and even admired.

His income indeed was very small, but his parish was
not large, and he had no claims upon him beyond ;

and for all these reasons he was frequently instanced

as an example of comparatively perfect human pros-

perity. That he had no wife was, of course, his

own choice ; and people had really learnt to believe

at length, that he never intended to have one, and
was quite contented without. And Mr. Sutherland

was contented. He was thankful that he had been

strengthened to submit without repining to the de-

cree, which had consigned to an early grave one

whom he had hoped might have been the solace of

his life ; and now, after the lapse of twelve years,

when he could trace the current of events, and ses

how they had all contributed to good, he could ac-

knowledge that such a dispensation was best for his

own character ; that it had enabled him to devote

himself more fully to his duties, and to live without

that absorbing interest in things belonging to this

world, which from his natural disposition might
otherwise have proved a snare to him. But the

world could not know the struggle which preceded

the peace tliat Mr. Sutherland now enjoyed ; and
Margaret, who was just beginning to i)rizc his

alfection, and to consider it as something j)eculiarly

licr own, from hearing it constantly asserted tliiit

she was his favourite, little imagined that it had
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grown up by slight degrees ; because, iii the depth
of his affliction, when he shrank from exposing his

feelings to common observation, her quickness, and
simplicity, and childish love, had served to divert

his tlioLights, or to cover the agony of a secret

grief. Mr. Sutherland cherished Margaret as a

child, more perhaps for the sake of another than
for her own ; but even an absence of several years

did not diminish his affectionate recollection of her

;

and when, a short time previous to their present

meeting, he returned to the neighbourhood to take

possession of a living, and renewed his intercourse

with his sister's family, his early predilection

strengtliened into a fondness, which had in it

something of a father's proud delight, and of a

brother's warm unreserved intimacy. Margaret was
now almost a woman, and her uncle was still in feel-

ing a young man. They were more on a par, more
like a sister and an elder brother, at every meeting

;

and the charm of Margaret's character was daily

increasing. Mr. Sutherland saw her faults ; he
knew her to be irritable, self-willed, and visionary

;

and he heard his sister's complaints of her neglect,

and love of seclusion, and want of interest in com-
mon afliiirs ; but he saw that these defects belonged
to a noble mind. Margaret was not only winning
in manner, and more tlian pleasing from the vary-

ing expression and striking intelligence of her
countenance, but she was also generous and candid,

and humble in her opinion of herself; pure and
simple in her tastes, and possessing a delicacy of

feeling which he had never seen equalled. She
could appreciate goodness, though she did not follow

it ; and her enthusiasm in favour of all that was
noble and beautiful in history or fiction required but

one principle to elevate it into a devotion to true
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That principle Mr. Suthei-land gently but unceas-

ingly strove to infuse
; yet less by talking of religion

directly than indirectly. His wish was rather to

convince Margaret of the unsatisfactory nature of

lier present life than to bring before her, when her

mind was not prepared for it, the prospect of a

better; and often when his own heart was filled

with thoughts of piety and gratitude, he would
listen to and sympathise with her complaints of the

insipidity of life, and scarcely do more than insinuate

that the defect lay in herself, and not in the arrange-

ments of Providence. Margaret's taste, though
fastidious to a fault, was never offended by any
thing her uncle said. At times, when the conver-

sation had given a higher tone to her mind, she

would bear from him remarks, and even reproofs,

which would have chilled and repelled her, if they

had been spoken without caution by any other

person. Her reserve was never intruded upon,

and she was not distressed by descriptions of per-

sonal feelings which she could not comprehend.
Mr. Sutherland's voice was the more calm, his

words were the more guarded, as his interest became
excited ; and it w^as only by a deepening tone, or

a reverent earnestness of manner, that Margaret
could see how fervent was the zeal, how unwearied
and devoted the affection, which had been awakened
in her behalf. So it w^as in the present case.

Mr. Sutherland's reply to his niece's confession was
simple, almost unconcerned. " You will soon thiidc

differently always," he said, as he turned home-
wards. "I have pro[)hesied it, have I not, often?

and I think the time is coming."
" Do you?" said INIargaret, gravely. " I believe

I should be hnp})ier if it were."
" 1 do not only believe it, but I know it. The
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human mincl, Margaret, was not formed for earth,

and eartli cannot satisfy it."

" But," replied Margaret, " that is my difficulty.

There are some persons whom I can see to ha^ e

important duties ; I can imagine their having ex-

alted ideas, and living, as I sometimes hear you
say, above the world. It is a pleasure to fancy

myself like them; but daily life, eating and drinking,

and teaching the children—what greatness is there

in such things ?
"

" And what greatness is there in studying Schiller

and Dante, and practising music and drawing?"
inquired Mr. Sutherland.

" No greatness," said Margaret, sighing, " only

amusement, and that they lead to great thoughts,

that they give one a feeling of inspiration."

"And when the feeling is passed, what then?"
" Yes, I know ; I allow that it is all momentary;

but at the time it is superior."
" No, Margaret, not so,— at least according to

my ideas. All things are, in themselves, petty
alike."

Margaret looked up in surprise. "But that is

very unlike your usual way of talking. What do
you mean ?

"

" Let us carry on our thoughts a few years," re-

plied Mr. Sutherland. " You wall not be angry,
Margaret, I know, to be told that you cannot be
young for ever. Suppose yourself grown old,— a
wrinkled woman of eighty,— with white hair, hob-
bling about on crutches."

" Or leaning on a gold-headed cane," said Mar-
garet : crutches are so plebeian."

" Well, a gold-headed cane if you will. Now
you are to look back upon the eighty years ; and
you shall have been, if you like, a very wise woman,
or say, perhaps, more truly, a learned one : a lin-
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guist, and a metaphysician, and a beautiful artist,

and a splendid musician,— any thing and every

thing, in fact a female admirable Crichton. Now,
at eighty years old, what will remain of all this

knowledge?"
" Good to others, perhaps," said Margaret.
" But good of what nature? When these others

have reached the same age, what will they them-
selves be the better? or— for it is the question

which we must come to at last— what portion of

it will they carry with them into another state of

existence ?"

Margaret was silent.

" We were reading together a most striking part

of the book of Ecclesiasticus when I was here last,"

said Mr. Sutherland ;
" do you remember it ? There

was one verse which spoke of a hope or an object

in life, which is 'like dust that is blown away with

the wind ; like a thin froth that is driven away
with the storm ; like as the smoke which is dis-

persed here and there with a tempest, and passeth

away as the remembrance of a guest that tarrieth

but a day.'

"

" The hope of the ungodly," said Margaret,

thoughtfully :
" yes, I remember the passage very

well."
" Ungodly means not grossly wicked, but simply

not godly," said Mr. Sutherland.

And there was a long pause.
" 1 cannot feel it," exclaimed Margaret at length.

"I know all you would say; but it docs not come
home to me ; and there seems a fallacy at the bot-

tom of it. The very instincts of our nature teacli

us to find pleasure in knowledge and art, and culti-

vation of the mind."
" There is pleasure, pure and lasting pleasure,

VOL. I. F
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to be found in all ; but not in the way in wliich you
would seek it."

" I know no way of finding it but one," said

Margaret,—" studying, because I like it."

"Then you delight in inanimate beauty, a body
without a soul. AH that is admirable in reality or

imagination can be but like the statue of Prome-
theus, until we have caught the fire from heaven
which is to gift it with life."

" If studying satisfies me," said Margaret,
" what can I want more ?

"

" But, Margaret, you mistake your own feelings.

The insipidity you complain of, the weariness at

your daily occupations, prove that you are not sa-

tisfied."

" Not with my daily occupations, certainly, but

I have a world of my own which no one can enter."
" A world of phantoms, — and your spirit is im-

mortal, and the craving for truth is rooted in the

very depths of your being,"

Margaret quickened her steps. It was the sign

of the disturbance of her mind. Mr. Sutherland
feared he had pressed the subject too far.

" Perhaps, I teaze you," he said :
" our conver-

sation always seems to turn upon this one subject."
" It is impossible to be otherwise," replied Mar-

garet, " for I believe it is uppermost in both our
thoughts."

" In mine, I own ; but I can scarcely think that

it is in yours."
" Yes, when I am with you ; when you are ab-

sent I can forget, and go on in my own way ; but
the very sight of you brings a sense of doubt.

My life is a dream then, because I know that you
think it so.

" How can I help it ? " I see you resting upon
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shadows. You are imagining happiness, when you
might be enjoying it."

" Are you happy ? " said Margaret, turning
quickly round.

Mr. Sutherland waited before replying, and a

slight flusli passed over his face. " Yes, Margaret,"

he said, at length, in a deep, subdued tone, " I am
happy. So far as I have learnt to dwell in the

world which is invisible, I am quite happy ; but
the lesson is yet miserably imperfect, and while it

is, there must still be trial."

Margaret's heart smote her, She had forcibly

intruded herself into the sanctuary of those feel-

ings Avhich were reserved only for the eye of God
;

and the lowliness of her uncle's words was painful

to her. She could not yet appreciate humility.
" I know I do not understand you," she said, as

they came in view of the Grove, and she saw that

the conversation must soon be terminated. " Your
notions are as unreal to me as my world of fancy

appears to you."
" My meaning will soon be told," he said, " if

you will bear to hear it. I would say that the

higher qualities of our being, the admiration of the

beautiful and noble, the craving for affection, the

desire of immortal fame, and all that raises our
thouglits above the needs of our animal life, are so

many remnants of that perfect nature which was
given to us at our creation, and degraded, not ut-

terly lost, at the fall. That these instincts must be
either satisfied or crushed ; and that God, when he
deigned to work out the restoration of mankind,
provided for their full gratification."

IMargaret's attention was excited, and as her

uncle stopped before the entrance gate, she gently

drew liim on.
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" There is no hurry," she observed ;
" w« will

turn again."

Mr. Sutherland readily assented to the proposal.
" I need not say to you, Margaret," he continued,

" how strong these principles are, nor how great is

the pleasure of indulging them : upon that point, at

least, we are agreed."
" And upon many others, I trust," said Margaret,

affectionately.
" Yes, upon many ; but there is one on which

we are essentially at variance. You say that you
find your happiness in the imaginative exercise of

these feelings, that you form your own world, and
people it with your own characters, and that you
enact in it scenes which interest you. I say, that

where the foundation is unreal, the pleasure must
be unenduring."

"I will grant that," said Margaret, in a thought-
ful tone.

" But there is a world," pursued her uncle, " it is

in part invisible like yours, and it is peopled with
beings, some perfected by trial, others struggling to

become so ; and in this world scenes are enacted
upon which depend the destinies, not of years, but
of eternity. If we would seek for persons to ad-
mire, Margaret, where shall we find them but
amongst those who have lived on earth the lives of
saints ? And if we wish for an object to set be-
fore us, where can we find a greater than that of
training ourselves and others for heaven ? And
for love— it is the strongest instinct of our nature— there is One now looking upon us, who gave
up heaven for our sake."

Mr. Sutherland spoke rapidly, and then stopped
liimself, as if fearful of being carried away by his

own earnestness.
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" That world is for the good," said Margaret

;

" it is beyond me."
" Yet you have been admitted into it : its claims

are upon you, and you cannot escape from tliem."

" Yes, of course, I know," and Margaret blushed

slightly ;
" but this is so vague. We are all Chris-

tians certainly, and I am sure we ought to be a

great deal better than we are ; I mean to try some
day. But the ideas which you put forward are, as

I said before, beyond me : still I can entirely agree

with you, that it is necessary to do one's duty and
go to church ; and I really believe, though per-

haps you will scarcely give me credit for such a

principle, that nothing but a wish to do what is

right would induce me to go on teaching the chil-

dren."
" I do give you credit for it, sincerely : my only

wish is to make it a pleasure as well as a duty ; to

save you from the perpetual struggle between ima-

gination and reality."

" Ah ! if you could— but two things so op-

posed !

"

" We argue in a circle," said Mr. Sutherland
;

"but you shall do me one favour, Margaret. You
shall take St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, and
exercise your imagination by fancying that you are

reading it for the first time. You have an Italian

Bible, I know ; read it in Italian, or German, or any
thing which will give the words the force of no-

velty. Do not stop at the chapters, but go on to the

end ; and then ask yourself, honestly, Avhat its pur-

port is. And I would say," he added gently, but

very impressively, "that if you will, before you
begin, pray for the guidance of the Holy S[)irit,

there will be no furtlier need of my words to con-

vince you, tliat truth contains more to salisly us

thiui fiction. You will i)ray, dear Margaret, won't

r 3
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you ? " he repeated again, as they once more stood

at the Grove gate :
" it would make me so happy

to be certain that you would."

Margaret's eyes glistened. " You need not fear,"

she said : and, withdrawing her arm quickly, she
entered the house.
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CHAPTER IV.

The dinner parties at Deering parsonage were, as

they had been described, most commonly dull in

mental, and inferior in physical qualifications. Mr.
Stanley was a good-natured, liberal man, having a

great dread of innovation, and no very elevated idea

of the duties of his profession. He distributed blan-
.

kets and coals at Christmas, and gave the school

children a feast on the lawn &t Midsummer. When
he was sent for he attended to his poor parishioners,

and when he was invited he never failed to visit

his rich ones. Some persons criticised, and ob-

served that the latter was a more favourite duty than

the former; but, be this as it may, Mr. Stanley

was properly alive to the reciprocal duties of hospi-

tality. Regularly as the year passed, the circle of

his acquaintance were in turn invited to dinner, and
having provided plentifully for their bodily needs,

Mr. Stanley felt himself under no other obligation

for their amusement. His wife occupied herself

with the business of arrangements, the smallness of

her rooms, and the awkwardness of her servants ;

and had but a divided attention to bestow upon
her guests. There was an effort about her, an air

of indifference about him ; and the homeliness

which would have been unregarded when accom-

panied by a sincere welcome, was iji consequence

exaggerated and ridiculed.

Margaret endured, but inipaliently, the weari-

ness of the long dinner, and tiic lingering trial
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of the talking evening, looking over prints which
she had seen twenty times before. She had no in-

terest in any thing, and was only once aroused to

attention by hearing a few words of conversation

between Agatha and IMi-s. St. Aubyn. Agatha's

countenance was lighted up with pleasure, whilst

Mrs. St. Aubyn said something about a flying visit,

and an absence merely of a week : — a propos to

what Margaret could not find out; but Colonel

Clive was required to add his entreaties ; and
Agatha was looking at her mother, as if desirous

even then of making a request, when the carriage

was announced. Mrs. St. Aubyn's manner was
very kind, and Margaret could not help acknow-
ledging that, notwithstanding her insipidity, she

was really pleasing from her good nature. The
short drive home was a silent one. Margaret re-

ceived no explanation to satisfy her curiosity, for

Agatha was not in a communicative mood, and the

conversation was left to Dr. and Mrs. Percival,

Margaret being afraid of making remarks before

her mother, lest it should bring upon her a lecture

on the duties owning to society. ]Mi\ Sutherland

was waiting for them in the library. He would
not allow that he had been lonely, for the children

had stayed with him till nearly nine o'clock ; and
since then he had been reading : but he was pleased

to see them return so soon, and expected a full de-

scription of their gaiety. Agatha gave it in ra-

ther exaggerated terms ; even the mistakes of the

new man-servant, and tlie blunders of the cook,

were not forgotten ; and Margaret grew uncomfort-
able. It did not suit Mr. Sutherland's look of

thoughtful attention. His smile w^as sweet, it

was never otherwise, but ho was soon satisfied ;

and jNIargaret felt, as she had often done before,

that the afiairs of common life, even the routine of
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a dinner party, assumed a different aspect when lie

was present.
" I have a secret for you, Margaret," said Agatha,

as they stood together, lighting their candles, before

separating for the night.

"Forme? why? what?"
" Yes, for you ; but you are not to hear now."
Margaret would not appear to care, though her

sister evidently meant that she should. " If I am
not to hear, there is no use in inquiring," she said

;

" so, good night."
'' But you will like it, though I am not sure it

v/ill come to pass. You have talked of it very
often ; so we have both. If it does happen, you
won't find fault with Mrs. St. Aubyn again."

"Agatha, how extremely ^childish ! If Grace
were to behave so, I should punish her."

Agatha looked pleased. She had a weak love of

tormenting in trifles, particularly where Margaret
was concerned ; for it was the only way in which
she could prove that she had any power over her.

" Good night," she said, taking up her candle ;
" I

must go and talk to mamma. You need not trouble

yourself to think,— you will never guess."

Margaret miglit have made a hm-ty reply ; but

Mr. Sutherland appeared from the drawing-room,
and the impulse was checked. She did not know
why. It was not shame merely, for that miglit

have kept her silent, but it coukl not have made
her amiable ;

yet she did really feel forgiving to-

wards Agatha, and their sisterly embrace Avas cor-

dial. Agatlia ran up stairs, and Margaret lingered

by the liall table. " Are you tired, my dear child ?"

said her uncle, as he marked the change of her

countenance from its usual bright expression.
" Dinner parties make one tired,— and thouglitful

too," said Margaret.
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" I tliink tliey often do ; but I am not sure that
that is an objection against tliem."

" Not only tired, but disgusted, discontented."
" The dinner parties ! are you certain of that?"
" What am I now ?" said Margaret, half smiling ;

" and what has made me so ?"

" Ah ! that is the question : what has made you
so?"

" Dull realities," replied Margaret, archly

;

" Soup and mutton, tea, coffee, wine, and whist."
" Nay : they are satisfying realities

; you can
have no fault to find with them."

" Well, if you will, jMr. and Mrs. vStanley, Colonel
Clive, Sir James Dermot, &c. &c. ; but I was afraid

you would scold me for saying it."

" No, I never scold : it seldom does any good."
" Specially to me," observed Margaret : " the

proud Percival spirit rebels against it."

"And you would not wish it to do otherwise.
You are a little proud of your pride, Margaret."
Mr. Sutherland spoke lightly, but Margaret saw-

that there was a deeper meaning underneath. " I
am never proud of it with you," she said.

" And some day you will not be with any one

:

you will have a new code of morals."
" But till that day comes,"— began Margaret.
" It must come soon, or it may come never.

Margaret, love, this world was not meant for

delay."

Margaret lighted her uncle's candle, and bent
forward for his kiss. " Thank you, God bless you,
my child," he said, and they separated.

" This world was not meant for delay." The
words rang in Margaret's ear ; they pained and
oppressed her, and she turned from them ; but they
haunted her, — spoken in the serious tone, and
accompanied l)y the look of affection, deeper than
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could be told, which so frequently impressed Mr.
Sutherland's casual remarks upon her mind. Mar-
garet was in truth, as she had said, disgusted and
discontented ; but her thoughts were directed into

a new channel. The dinner party was, in a manner,
forgotten. She was not inclined to criticise it ; for

it was only when incited by the wdsh to produce a
laugh that she was ever really satirical. Her mind
was too candid to be severe, and when aware, as in

solitude she constantly was, of at least some of her
own imperfections, she had no will to dwell upon
the frailties of others. With a sensation of greater

mental tlian physical fatigue she seated herself at

her dressing-table, and gave way to a train of wan-
dering reflections which gradually settled into deep
self-reproach. Could Mr. Sutherland be right ? was
it true that her code of morals, her principle of

action, was a false one? It was an hour when, if

ever, conscience must assert its supremacy. Silence

and repose were around her, there was no distrac-

tion, either from business or pleasure,— no glitter

of vanity, no beauty, even of the external world, to

call her attention aside. The question would be
answered. And for the moment it was answered,

by the memory of childish offences, and the sins of

advancing years
; passion and pride, irreverence and

undutifulness, selfishness and frivolity, and the long
list of ignorances and errors, which make the days
of our youth a burden even to the most innocent

;

whilst still, amidst them all, came the same warning
voice, but sterner and more urgent,— " Tliis world
was not meant for delay." An Italian liible lay

beside lier. It w^as occasionally read, and ISTargaret

could feel intense i)leasure in some parts from their

awful beauty and simplicity. Now it was taken
up with a different view. She turned to the

epistle of which her uncle had spoken : the study
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of that, at least, she would not delay ; and the reso-

lution afforded her a transient satisfaction. But
Mr. Sutherland had given her another injunction ;

he had spoken of prayer, and this also must be

obeyed.

Margaret was in no presumptuous mood : how
can we ever be when tlie phantoms of our buried

faults are crowding around us ? It was not the wil-

fulness of pride which made her shrink from the

idea of prayer ; but " God was in heaven, and
she was upon earth ;" and the duty which had so

often before been performed without preparation

seemed suddenly to require an earnestness of

devotion which she felt herself wholly unable to

give. The Bible was resumed, in the hope that

after reading it her mind might be in a better tone
;

but she was not at ease, and it was closed again, and
as she knelt to ask what she still hesitated to express

in her own words, the prayer which from childhood

she had heard as duly as the Advent season returns

to bid the Christian world prepare for the coming
of its Lord recurred to her recollection. Margaret
had said it often before ; it had been learnt as a

lesson for the Sunday, and written in the blank

page of her first Bible : but at that moment it

seemed fraught with a deeper meaning. Humbly
and sincerely, and with no hope of acceptance for

her own sake, it was uttered as the language of

the heart ; and then Margaret rose, and once more
opening the volume of inspiration commenced her

appointed task.

The hour of midnight had gone by, and Margaret
was not at rest: her weariness had passed away,
and the whole energies of her mind were awakened.

They were indeed wonderful words which lay before

her, telling of that eternal counsel of the Most High,

by which the chihlren of His adoption, the redeemed
and forgiven, are gathered together in one body
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under Christ their Head, and made to be "the ful-

ness of Him that filleth all in all." They spoke of

the " riches of a glorious inheritance," of " access

by one Spirit unto the Father," and of the mighty
change whereby they who had once been " strangers

and foreigners " were made " fellow-citizens with

the saints " and parts " of the household of God."

Margaret read, as she had been advised, without

pausing at separate chapters, without even endea-

vouring to master the difficulties which they con-

tained. Much -was incomprehensible to her, as it

had always been; but the purport of the wiiole

could not be doubted.

It was addressed to persons whose position was
totally different from that which it could have

been by nature. It gave them a motive for action,

not from what they were expecting to obtain, but

from what they had already received. It reminded

them of the privileges and responsibilities of a

high vocation, and after detailing, even to minute-

ness, the course of daily life which they were to

pursue, it warned them that in that life, in the

struggle against " bitterness, and wrath, and anger,

and clamour, and evil speaking," and the tempta-

tions of a corrupt nature, they were contending

not merely against the weaknesses and impulses

of their own hearts, but " against principalities,

against powers, against the rulers of the darkness

of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places." There was something strange to ISfar-

garet's own mind, in the new form which the well-

known words had assumed ; and as she pondered

upon them, a glow of elevation and hope passed

over her. There was, then, something to make
life important ; a rank to maintain, even that ot

the child of an Almighty Father ; an object, even

the defeating the temptations of that spirit of dark-

voi,. T. G
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ness, wlio till then had been to her more a chimera

of the imagination than a living being. The love

which, through shame and agonj, had removed the

curse from a sinful world, and made her, at her

baptism, a member of the Christian church, was to

be the spring of her gratitude and her exertions ;

and the crown which awaited her in heaven, the

hope that was to animate her ambition.

Were they new tidings? Was Margaret Per-

cival, with her talents, and enthusiasm, and energy,

uninstructed in the fundamental principles of reli-

gion ? In a Christian country, admitted into the

Catholic church, and taught to conform to its out-

ward rules, this could not be. Margaret knew all

that was required to be known and believed " for

her soul's health ;" and yet on that night, as she

tasked all the powers of her intellect to realise the

truths of whicli she had read, they came to her

with the stunning overwhelming force of a fact,

awful yet not to be doubted, which is heard for the

first time.

Many must have felt the same. Many must
have known the vivid clearness with which words,

learnt from childhood, will sometimes flash upon
the mind ; bringing with them, in their hidden

meaning, a light to shine upon the darkness of our

ignorance. " The heaven which lies about us in

our infancy" does indeed " fade into the light of

common day" as we advance farther into life ; but

it exists, though unknown, save in a nominal belief,

and when our eyes have been re-opened to behold

it, there is nothing but our own wilful sin which
can again hide it from our sight :— Magaret's feel-

ings could not, however, be lasting. We may
rejoice in newly acquired honours and privileges ;

but when they have long been oiu-s, yet neglected,

they can be viewed only with shame. The same
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apostle wlio spoke of the mystery of GotVs will, and
the " exceeding riches of His grace," spoke also of

holiness, meekness, long-suffering, forbearance,

—

the signs of that new nature which, "after God, is

created in righteousness and true holiness."—Wliere
were they?— Once more, Margaret's conscience

answered sincerely, and tears of real repentance

rose to her eyes. They were not the first which
she had shed, for she had often thought of good-
ness, and longed to practise it ; but they flowed
from a deeper source—for it w^as the sense of her
own ingratitude which touched her.

There was little, however, that was overpowering
in this self-reproach. Margaret accused herself,

and justly, of coldness ; for it is not until we have
been tauglit fully to appreciate our blessings, that

we can really understand the extent of devotion

which is due from us ; and Margaret had no glaring

sins to humble her, at first sight, to the very dust.

She was young, and simple-minded ; and ignorant

of much of the w^orld's evil. Yet when, at length,

exliausted by mental and bodily fatigue, she pre-

pared for her short night's rest, and confessed, in

the accustomed words, that she had "erred and
strayed from God's ways like a lost sheep ;" tlie

acknowledgment Avas made as it had never been
before, and her hope of forgiveness rested not upon
the trust which had so often deceived her, the reso-

lution of future amendment, but upon the merits

and intercession of the Saviour, in whose name her

petitions were ofiered.

G 2
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CHAPTER v.*

IVIargaret had advanced a step, a great step, in her
knowledge of the truth. So she was conscious of
having done, when she awoke the following morn-
ing, and faintly and gradually the recollections of
the preceding night came to her mind. But if

there had been only a passing excitement then,

there was still less remaining now. The words
which had so forcibly struck her, when read in the

silence of midnight, lost much of their impressive-
ness when remembered in the light of day. Yet
their meaning was the same— the fault lay in

herself, and she felt it painfully.

Mr. Sutherland's mind had so far formed his

niece's, as to teach her that feeling is to be stimu-
lated by action ; and when Margaret found herself

cold and insensible, scarcely able to comprehend the

force of expressions which, but a few hours before,

had seemed to give a new impulse to her existence,

there was no endeavour to arouse herself by any
unnatural effort. Her prayers seemed miserably
imperfect, but she tried to fix her attention, and her
wandering thoughts were recalled as often as per-

ceived. She opened her Bible, and whilst hurried

from being late, read over a few verses, and forced

herself to bring the import before her under-
standing, though tliey made but little impression

upon her heart ; and before descending to the

breakfast table, she considered the circumstances
which would, most probably, arise to try her
temper, and asked that she might be able to subdue
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herself. It was a beginning, and made in sincerity;

and upon all such beginnings the blessing of God
will assuredly rest.

Margaret was not the last of the party who
appeared. Agatha's place was still vacant, and
Margaret was glad, for it saved her from a possible

reprimand. Mr. Sutherland had kept a vacant scat

for her, and offered her the little attentions which
bespeak affection much more than words. Perhaps
he scarcely knew himself how clearly his partiality

was shoAvn, but it caused neither envy nor remark.
Margaret received so little notice in general, in

comparison with her sister, that no one thought of

grudging her the love of an uncle. His kindness
was felt now more than usual, for Margaret's heart
was burdened. All things were in appearance the

same ; the room, the furniture, the party, the signs

of opulence and comfort ; and to the outward eye
she was the same also, but there were thoughts
within her mind upon which the whole current of
her future life might depend.

It is strange, yes, almost surpassing belief, were
it not for our daily experience, the contrast between
the movements of the world within our own breasts,

and that which lies open to our senses. We eat

and drink, we meet and converse, we mingle in the

pursuits and interchange the courtesies of life, and
call ourselves friends and brothers ; and on the neu-
tral ground of earth's interests and of our connnon
hopes of heaven, we may and ought to be such.

But how few, how very few, are ever permitted to

pass the barrier wdiich separates the inward and
the outward man,— to gaze ui)on that region where
dwell side by side the secret motives of vanity,

selfishness, and ambition, and the silent but unutter-

able yearnings of affection ; the fervent aspirations

of devotion, an<l the aching panics of conscienct; ;
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that region where the true business of existence,

the existence that shall never end, is transacted

unceasingly, though perhaps unconsciously, by each
for himself alone. There are moments, and they

can never be forgotten, when, under the pressure of

some overwhelming grief, or the influence of ex-

ternal circumstances, we are tempted to unbar the

portals of our hearts, and betray the secrets of our
" prison house." We speak of hopes that have long

been dead, and joys passed away for ever ; we mourn
over the sins of our youth, and the oft-repeated

offences of the present day ; and strengthen our-

selves against future temptations by resolutions to

which another's heart is witness. And at times,

we even dare to open the sanctuary of our renewed
nature, and breathe into a human ear the faint

sighings of that heavenly love which is the fore-

taste, as it will be the fulfilment and perfection, of

our eternal happiness. They who have communed
in such hours are friends indeed,— in the sight of

God, as well as in the eye of man. But eveii with
them^ beyond the sympathy and the fulness of the

love which Heaven has blessed, there are sadder

secrets— many and untold; thoughts which the

ear of affection would shrink from hearing, feelings

which even in the anguish of repentance could

scarcely be acknowledged, depths of the mystery of

sin, unperceived even by ourselves, and fathomed
only by that Almighty Being, who has pronounced
that " the heart is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked: who can know it?"

The w^orld which we bear about with us must
differ widely from the world in which we appear to

dwell. It is in this contrast, this want of harmony
between the visible and invisible, the seen and the

felt, that lies the trial of our daily life ; and often

as we are tempted to judge hastily and unkindly,
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to murmur at tlie moody look, or to reprove the
sigh of discontent, it may perliaps check us to re-

member that when earth is bright to us, it may be.

dark within the hearts of those we love ; and that

the slight symptoms of annoyance which jar upon
our sensibility, or ruffle our temper, may be but
the signs of some inward struggle, with which, if

we could behold it, we should but too painfully

sympathise.

Margaret was grave when all around her were
gay. She made some efforts to be otherwise, but
they were awkward and unsuccessful ; and her
manner was noticed and commented on both by her
father and mother. Mr. Sutherland remarked it

also, but he said nothing. He did not even offer a
glance of compassion ; but he endeavoured to

change the conversation ; and, after a few^ hints

from Mrs. Percival upon the di.sagreeableness of
silence, the general attention was directed to

Agatha.
" Slie is tired, poor child ! I suppose," said Mrs.

Percival ;
" slie exerts herself so much when she

is out; not that there is much occasion for exer-

tion at the Rectory, every one is given up to dul-

ness."

" There is no engagement for to-night, is there ?'*

asked Mr. Sutherland.

"No, happily," exclaimed Dr. Percival, throw-
ing himself back in his cliair, and taking up a
news})aper. " Half a cup more tea, if you please,

Julia ; and a little stronger."
" I don't see wliy any one should say happily,**

observed Mrs. Percival, who was always alive to

the probability of Margaret's love of seclusion

being strengthened. " If persons did not meet now
and then, and try to make themselves agreeablt^
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what would become of them ? what would there he
worth living for ?"

" A very good thing society is," began Mr. Su-
therland ; but, as his eye caught Margaret's, he
smiled, and allowed the rest of his sentence to re-

main unfinished. He had no wish to bring forward
the often disputed argument between her and her
mother. Margaret ate her breakfast, and did not

look up, but she tried to think of something to say.
" I don't trust you, Henry," remarked Mrs. Per-

cival :
" I believe, in your heart, you are quite as

bad as Margaret. You bury yourself at Alton till

you are not aware that you have a neighbour in

existence."
" Nay, pardon me ; if I were so very misan-

thropical, I should not be here. Seriously, I like

society extremely ; and here comes Agatha to join

with me."

Agatha looked more full of thought than was
her wont. She went up to her mother, and said

something in a low voice. Mrs. Percival's reply,

however, seemed to satisfy her ; and with an air of

triumph and importance she began her breakfast.

Margaret's mind was too much occupied to notice

this ; she had forgotten the threatened secret, for

Agatha was always fond of mystery.
" I don't like you to be so silent, Margaret," aeain

began Mrs. Percival :
" it always makes me think

you are ill ; and I am fond of cheerfulness in the

morning."
" I did not mean not to be cheerful, mamma,"

replied Margaret. " I was only thinking."
" Yes, my dear ; but think in your own room,

that is the proper place for it. People should talk,

not think, at breakfast time."
" And not road the ])apers, I suppose," said Dr.

Percival, turning the lame sheet oi the news-
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paper. "But, mj dear Julia, it won't do ; no time

for the Times like the present time. Do you see,

Sutherland, what a commotion there has been in

Tipperary ?"

"A murder, as usual?" enquired IVIr. Suther-

land, gravely.
" Which is a mere nothing," observed Agatha.

" Mrs. St. Aubyn told me the other day that when
she was there, she became quite used to them."

" It is a curious fact how much less one does

think of an Irish murder than of any other," said

Mr. Sutherland. " One instinctively fancies some
extenuating circumstances."

" I don't see any here, though," replied Dr. Per- '

cival. " A most cold-blooded proceeding as was
ever heard of. I see the whole district is in an

extremely disturbed state. The Government are

going to send troops over."

" ^Not Craven's regiment, I hope ? " said Mar-
garet.

" I don't know ; it does not say. But it will do

him no harm ; there will be no fighting."

*' We shall hear if it is so," said Mrs. Percival, not

quite participating in her husband's nonchalance.

"Just see, is it mentioned no where else?"

Dr. Percival put the paper into her hand, drank

his cup of tea hastily, and walked to the window.
" Tlie postman ought to be here by this time ;

I can't wait any longer. We really must make
some new arrangement."

" I have spoken about it, ray dear," replied Mrs.

Percival. " Margaret, I told you to call at Salter's

yesterday, and say that he must be more punctual."

Margaret's blusli showed that she had forgotten.

" So like you, Margaret ; there is no dependence

upon you. I do wish, Henry, you would talk to
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her a little about attention. No one has any in-

fluence over her besides."

Margaret had a peculiar sensation of shame when
reproved before her uncle, and her colour deep-
ened. It was humiliating to be spoken to as a
child in the presence of the only person who ap-
preciated her justly.

" We will go to school together, Margaret," said

Mr. Sutherland, laughingly :
" I don't know which

wants it most."

"Margaret is really trying," said INIrs, Percival.
" Harriet's copy-book was not sent for yesterday

;

and Philip came to me before dinner to tell me
there had been a whip forgotten which was to have
been bought for him. It is such a bad example to

the children."

Grace and Harriet were sitting in a distant cor-

ner of the room, learning, or pretending to learn,

some lessons. Their breakfast had been over an
hour before ; but it was their privilege to come in

and out of the room as they pleased, at this parti-

cular time.
" And Margaret did not find my scissors,

mamma," said Grace, looking up :
" I lent them to

her the day before yesterday."
" Dreadfully careless !" muttered Mrs. Percival.

" Never mind, my dear
; go on with your lesson,

she will find them by and by."

The trial of temper was such as Margaret had
anticipated. It was not the actual complaint which
she disliked, for she knew that it was deserved

;

but the manner in which it was made ; and espe-

cially, the allowing a child like Grace to join in

the reproach.
" Your scissors are in my basket, Grace," she

said, in a tone which only Mr. Sutherland under-
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stood : "you had butter go up stairs and fetch

them."
Grace went, and Mrs. Percival again commenced

her lectures upon neatness, to which Harriet was
an attentive listener. Margaret sat humble and
silent ; and every one felt awkward, except Mrs.
Percival. Even Dr. Percival at last thought that

the subject had been sufficiently discussed ; and,

seeing no signs of the postman, was going to leave

tlie room, when the letters were brought in.

" Four for me, two for you, Julia, and one for

Margaret ; from Craven, I think."

The letters were distributed ; and Margaret, tak-

ing hers, was about to retire that she might read it

alone, Avlien Mrs. Percival, looking up, exclaimed,
*' Don't go, my love. AVe all want to know what
Craven says. Read it out." Margaret sat down
again, but she did not begin to read. The first few

lines of her brother's letter showed her that it was
not intended for the public eyo.

" My dear Margaret,
" We are off for Ireland, instanter. I thought

it would be so, but it has come at an awkward mo-
ment. My f\ither really treats me very sliabbily :

do tell him so. A hundred pounds at this moment
would not settle all my aifairs comfortably

;
yet I

am not a whit more extravagant than others — less

so indeed. Many men call me sliamefiilly econo-

mical— keep tliis to yourself. I must manage as

I can now, but I can't go on in this .way. Do stir

my fatlicr up— you and Agatha can do any tiling

with him. Ireland will be fun, and nothing more ;

so don't let my mother be frightened. If it were
not for this perpetual torment about money matters,

I sliould like the change well enough. I shall write

to my father when we get there. I can do it
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better when the sea is between us. Love to all. I

heard a flaming account of George the other day
from an Eton man. I suspect he is destined to

support the family honour, after all ; at least, I am
sure I shan't.

*' Yours affectionately,
*' Craven Percival."

" Well ! Margaret ; we are waiting," said Mrs.
Percival, deliberately folding her own notes.

Margaret's eyes were fixed upon the unfortunate

letter. She did not dare say that it was private.
*' Craven writes very hurriedly," she replied ;

" but
he is going to Ireland."

" Is he indeed ? when does he sail ? Dr. Percival,

do you hear ? Craven is going."
" Very probably, my dear : it will do him no

harm. What does he say about it, Margaret ?
"

" Only that he is going, and that he likes it. He
does not mention the day. He sends his love,

and tells me he will write to you, papa, when he
gets there. Oh ! and besides, he mentions that

he heard what he calls a flaming account of

George the other day, from some one who had
been at Eton."

Mrs. Percival was growing impatient. " But
what does he say ? Read it, my dear ; read it : you
can have no secrets."

Margaret turned from one page to another, and
was still silent.

" Very strange
!

" observed Mrs. Percival ;
" is

any thing the matter?"
" No ; he is quite well, I believe, and he is pleased

at the change ; but "

" A little private matter, I suppose," said Mr.
Sutherland, lightly. " Brothers and sisters will have
such sometimes : witness our memories, Julia."
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" Indeed ! my memory witnesses to nothing of

the kind," remarked Mrs. Percival, coldly. " I

can't understand it. I have no notion of children's

having any secrets from their parents ; you may
tell Craven so, Margaret. I suppose you intend

writing to him upon this important business by
to-day's post."

Margaret made a reply which no one heard ; and,

hiding the obnoxious epistle in her hand, hastened

away. Agatha followed, and of course increased

Mrs. Percival's displeasure ; and it required all Mr.
Sutherland's soothing gentleness, and Dr. Percival's

indifference, to convince her that, when arrived at

an age to judge and act for themselves, brothers and
sisters may sometimes be allowed to interchange

letters without the inspeclion of their parents.

Agatha's curiosity was as little satisfied as her

mother's. Margaret declined saying any thing

more than she had already done ; and, locking th(3

letter in her desk, answered it by entreating her

brother to be careful in his expenditure, as she

was certain her father would not increase his allow-

ance, and begging him on no account to write to

her again upon any subject which could not be
mentioned to every one. And so the first germs of

a confidence, which might have been turned to

much good, were destroyed. Margaret, though in-

experienced in the ways of the world, saw clearly

that Craven's reckless good nature was leading

him into mischief; and she thought that her in-

fluence, however slight, might possibly be of some
avail in checking his career of folly : but her mind
revolted from deception, and without it there could

be no hope, under her mother's system of supervi-

sion of keeping up any thing liko an unreserved in-

tercourse.

VOL. T. n
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The contents of tlie letter did not then particu-

larly weigh upon her spirits. Her brother had often

before complained openly of being distressed for

money, and Dr. Percival had written angry letters,

and afterwards paid his bills. So she supposed it

would be now. That there should be any difficulty

in the matter, was an idea which never suggested

itself, for her father's profession appeared an in-

exhaustible mine of wealth; and, turning from
the consideration of an affair in which she felt

herself helpless, Margaret proceeded to her usual

duties.
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CHAPTER VI.

The schoolroom on this day assumed a new aspect

under the influence of a trifling change of manage-
ment. Margaret put aside her novel, though she

had reached the most interesting part of the third

volume. She had only read it at intervals before,

but it distracted her attention, and the children

took advantage of her absence of mind to be negli-

gent. Her temper was not so much tried when she

gave herself up fully to the task before her ; and
even Grace, after venting some petulant feelings,

by reminding Margaret that " she ought not to find

fault, because Mamma declared she was extremely
careless herself," became sobered by finding that a
watchful eye was over her.

Mr. Sutherland looked into the school room as the

luncheon hour approached ; and there was a simul-

taneous rush towards him from the three children.

Grace tried to jump up to his neck; Philip begged
to be taken for a ride on his back ; whilst Harriet
stood at a little distance, holding in her hand a
drawing, which Margaret had just told her was
particularly well done. Mr. Sutherland playfully

shook the little ones off"; promised them a game of

romps in the garden
;
paused to examine Harriet's

drawing, and assure her that she was making pro-

gress; and then went up to Margaret. She was busy
in marking the conduct books, and did not look up
till she had finished. Mr. Sutherland examined
the grammars and dictionaries ; and, when tlic re-

gisters were put aside, he said, " I ehall be afraid

u 2
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to intrude again ifyou are so very orderly. I thought
you did not care for interruptions."

" I don't sometimes," said Margaret ; " but you
know"— and she smiled gaily, yet with an expres-
sion of serious thought,—" there are such things as

reformations."
" Yes ; very necessary they are in some cases :

—

don't quarrel with me : I mean nothing personal,

except to myself. But the reformation is not to

last all day, I suppose
; you will go for a walk wuth

me this afternoon."
" If I can, of course. I never refuse that

;
yet

what shall we do with the children ?"

Mr. Sutherland gave a merry glance at Philip,

and threatened to lock him up ; and immediately
there followed a torrent of entreaties that they
miglit all go together " to the river, for Philip to

sail his boat."
" And you and I to discuss metaphysics!" said

Mr. Sutherland, drawing Margaret aside :
" no,

that will never do ; w^e must make some better ar-

rangement." Margaret looked blank.

, " The children must be attended to," she said

;

" and there is no one to take tliem out but me.
Mamma will not often trust them with the ser-

vants."
" I suppose she is right ; but if we have them

wdth us, can you keep them in order ?"

" Impossible, quite, — • you have no idea of the

labour. As to authority I have none."
" Influence then."
" Still less," said Margaret. "A^^lat can influence

do with children ? They have no mind to under-
stand it."

" Oh, Margaret, what an assertion I I must muke
you retract."

" Well," acknowledged JMargarct, laughing, " I
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suppose they have, like the rest of the world, only

I never found it out."

"Harriet, Grace, Philip," cried Mr. Sutherland;

they gathered round him instantly:— " You all

want to go for a walk with me this afternoon, don't

you?" There was an eager exclamation,— "yes,

yes, delightful!" but Mr. Sutherland held up his

finger for silence. " 'i'he misfortune is, that our

wishes don't entirely agree ; that is, I should like a

walk w^ith you very much, if I did not want to

talk to Margaret ; but when you make a noise and
jump about, talking is out of the question."

" We won't interrupt, we will be very quiet,

uncle Henry," said Harriet, drawing nearer to him.
" How can I be sure ?

" Promise, promise, we'll all promise," said Grace.
" No, not promise, because promises are serioua

things ; but sometimes 1 try to [)lease you, don't I ?"

" Yes, very often indeed !" Philip's voice was
the loudest, and his little round face was put up for

a kiss.

" Always," said Harriet.
" Well, now, I am sure you will like to please ma

in return : so, to-day, if you choose, we will go out
together ; but Margaret and I must w^alk alone ; and
we will not go to the river, because we should be
thinking all the time that you would tumble in and
be drowned ; which would be unpleasant to you, and
give us the trouble of picking you up again ; are

you very disappointed, Phili}) ?"

" Not very ;" but there was a flush on Philip's

cheek, which contradicted his words.

"We will go, Itiiink, to the Ashington meadows,
continue<l Mr. vSutlicrland, " where Margaret and 1

can walk round and round, and you can phiy in the

middle. But then, remember, you are not to riui

n 3
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up to US every minute, but to let us be quite to

ourselves. Now, who will do this ?"

" I, I, I," was repeated hastily.
" Try to do it, 1 mean," said Mr. Sutherland : "do

it to please me ? " He paused, and looked round.

"I won't come up once, uncle," said Harriet.

Mr. Sutherland patted her head :
" and Grace

•will not, I am sure ; and Philip, I know, likes to be
good-natured ; and perhaps to-morrow we may
manage to go down to the river."

Philip's eyes sparkled ; and Grace whispered,
" I like to be good-natured too, tc uncle Henry."

" Every one likes it," said Margaret.

The compact was sealed by a kiss, and the children

began to put the room in order with a proud feeling

of satisfaction at having it in their power to confer

a favour.

Margaret sighed as she went up stairs. Why
could not she govern in the same way? There
might be something in the rareness of Mr. Suther-
land's visits ; and that he was never called on to

punish them ; but she was certain this was not all :

and something in the tone of Harriet's voice when
she agreed that her uncle always tried to please

them, had struck her as a reproach. Margaret was
not unkind to them, but she could not say that she

had often put herself out of the way for theit

gratification.

She was dressed for her walk, and just going
to join her uncle in the garden till the children

were ready, when a knock and ring at the door an-

nounced a visitor. Agatha was at home, so she

was not afraid of being detained, though she stayed

in her room that there might be no meeting on
the stairs. The measure was an imprudent one.

Agatha had no objection to some visitors, but she

was not fond of making her society too common

;
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and, having observed from the window tlie entrance

of Miss Debrett at the gate, immediately vacated

the drawing-room. JNIiss Percival was no where to

be found when her mother sent for her, and Miss
Margaret receivtid a summons instead.

" So excessively tiresome !" she exclaimed, as she

passed her uncle on the stairs; "1 shall be kept

waiting half an hour at least."

" Never mind, we will wait."
" But the beauty of the afternoon will be gone

;

and really Agatha ought to have a little consider-

ation : she makes me see every one."

Mr. Sutherland did not suggest either patience or

charity : he hoped that Margaret would soon learn

to do this for herself. "I don't dislike Miss Debrett,"

he said, " though I know it is the fashion to do so."

" You never dislike any one ; but she is intensely

wearisome."
" Yes, possibly ; yet I am not sure but it depends

upon the view you take of her—whether your mental

telescope is adjusted to the right focus for seeing

her excellencies."
" And if there are none to see."

Mr. Sutherland turned aw^ay with a smile.

" We always diifer upon the premises," he said,

and he ran down stairs. Margaret Avaited for an
instant to consider what he meant, and then entered

the drawing-room. Miss Debrett came forward to

meet her, both hands extended. She w^as a middle-

aged, sickly-looking, lady-like person ; with light,

almost flaxen hair, tolerably good features, and a

rather pensive expression of countenance : whether
caused by mental or bodily suffering could not be
exactly determined. Both might have had their

share, for Miss Debrett's life had been one of groat

trial, from the loss of Iriends, and was now embit-

tered by loneliness and general ill health. She was
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one of the stray atoms of society, and had attached

herself to Dr. Percival's family because she was
unable to depend npon herself either for diversion or

occupation. To lean upon something was one of the

great needs of her nature ; and whether it were a

mother, a brother, a sister, a favourite servant, or, as

it chanced to be, an old acquaintance, signified little,

so long as her anxious, doubtful mind could be at

rest. Mrs. Percival had just that sort of regard

for her which she would have had for any thing

that she could govern at will. She pitied her whilst

finding amusement in her weaknesses ; and Miss
Debrett, in simple unconsciousness that any thing

was passing in the world beyond what actually

came before her senses, called Mrs. Percival her

dearest friend, and confided to her all her petty

worries, in the fond belief that they were listened

to by a willing sympathising ear.

" Ah ! my dear," she said, as, to Margaret's an-

noyance, she kissed her cheek, and carefully scruti-

nized her countenance ;
" what an age it seems

since T have seen you! — you are looking delight-

fully well."
" I met you in Staunton the day before yester-

day, I think," said Margaret.
" Did you, my love ?— oh, now, I remember I I

was passing Drayton, the haberdasher's, looking at

his new ribbons ; but I was very ill,— very ill, in-

deed, that day. You won't think it unkind tliat I

forgot, will you ?—you are quite certain, now ?"

Margaret assured her it was perfectly natural ;

she often did the same ; but the tone was not suffi-

ciently energetic to be satisfying.

"Yes, it must seem unkind ; but you don't know
me. Such dear old friends! — the best I have;
how could I ever be ungrateful to them !

"
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** The last thing any one would accuse you of,"

said Margaret. "But I hope you are better to-

day."
"A little, thank you. I was not out yesterday.

I was worried about Jenkins. She had a friend to

see her, and went out for a walk."
'^ There can be no harm in that," said Mrs. Per-

cival.

" No harm, exactly, but they say she is going to

be married ; and then what shall I do ?"

" Not worry yourself before the time," observed
Mrs. Percival.

" No, to be sure, you are right there. Still it

comes across me sometimes ; however, I won't think

about it, if I can help it. Margaret, my dear, yoii

have not told me about all your gaiety. You dined

at the rectory yesterday."
" Yes," replied Margaret, " papa and mamma,

Agatha and myself."
" Very pleasant it was, I dare say. Mr. Stanley

is such a good-hearted man ; and Mrs. Stanley is so

very attentive."

" They are extremely good-natured people," said

Margaret.
" And I hear they give such handsome dinners.

Mrs. Stanley asked me once; but, you know, it would
not suit me. My poor shattered frame was not

made for dinner parties ; so I told her, and she was
kind enough to excuse it quite readily. And whom
had you there, my dear ?

"

Margaret enumerated the guests.
" Mrs. St. Aubyn I— well, that was grand. I

did not know they visited. And Colonel Clive too I

How did Agatlia look ?"

Miss Del)rett's face was lighted up by a mean-
ing expression, and she looked steadily at ]\Irs.
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Percival, contrary to her usual habit of casting

wandering, nervous glances about her.

" Agatha looked very well," said IMi'S. Percival

;

" but why do you ask ?"

" Oh ! nothing, nothing ; though we are such old

friends, I don't mean to be angry because you won't

let me into every secret."

Margaret laughed ; "you mean that Colonel Clive

admires Agatha, I suppose ? I should think it a
very safe admiration on both sides : a man of fifty,

and a girl of nineteen."
" Colonel Clive is eight-and-forty, Margaret," said

Mrs. Percival.
" The two years cannot make much difference,"

continued Margaret, " and such a man, too, — a
furious temper!"

" Ah ! but love, my dear, love does wonders,"

said Miss Debrett. " I never despair of any temper
when a man is in love."

"No, not when he is in love; but what is to be
done afterwards, when the love has sobered down?"

" I have not heard any one else say that Colonel
Clive has a furious temper, Margaret," said Mrs.
Percival : " it must be one of your exaggerations."

Margaret was a little conscience-stricken, and
acknowled^^ed that "furious" was rather a strong:

term, but it was not a good temper, that was
certain.

"Ah! well, we can't have everything in this

world," philosophised Miss Debrett. " Ashington is

a beautiful place. I shall like to see my dear

Agatha mistress of it."

" Nay," said Mrs. Percival, whose good taste

made her object to open inferences on such a subject,

however she might cherish the idea in secret ;
" I

must beg you to be careful ; it is really a mere
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fancy of yours, witlioiit foundation. Considerable
mischief is done by coupling young " Margaret's
smile was expressive, and she checked herself,—
" any persons' names together."

" Well, I won't say any thing, if you dislike it

;

but I may think—you won't mind that ?"

The question was put with the serious intention

of giving up the thought likewise, if necessary;
but Mrs. Percival's veto did not extend beyond the
lips, and Miss Debrett continued,

—

" Great changes there will be all around the

neighbourhood soon, I suspect ; not that they will

signify to me, a poor, weak invalid. But I shall

like to know that Henningsley is inhabited."
" Henningsley!" repeated Mrs. Percival, in sur-

prise ;
" I suppose it is only one of the old reports."

" Much more than that ; surveyors or archi-

tects, or something, have been down, looking at it

;

so Jenkins tells me. She met one of them yester-

day in Staunton ; he was purchasing drawing-paper
at Locke's, the stationer. Jenkins went there to

buy me some envelopes ; some of those, you know,
which you have at sixpence a hundred."

" But about the architect ? " said Margaret, who
for once was interested in Miss Debrett's communi-
cations.

" Oh, nothing about him, except that when he
went out Jenkins asked one of the shop-boys, a

cousin of hers, who he was, and said it was a strange

face ; and then she heard all about it."

" About Henningsley you mean, I suppose ? " said

Margaret, " what is to be done with it ?"

" Why, that is the secret, my dear ; nobody
knows. If I had been pretty well, I intended to

have gone into Staunton this afternoon, to call on

the Priors ; he being the agent, I suppose, is likely

to have heard."
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"The wisest tiling would be to pull it down,"

said Mrs. Percival.
" Oh ! mamma," began Margaret, but Miss De-

brett interrupted

—

" It won't be pulled down, that I am nearly cer-

tain of. Jenkins's cousin said that there was some
notion of the Italian Countess,—I don't know her

name,—coming to live there."

" Very unlikely, indeed," said IVIrs. Percival, de-

cidedly.
" You think so, do you ? Well, perhaps it is not

probable ; but I won't mention it, if you consider it

better not. If she w^ere to come, I suppose she

would not visit much, being a foreigner."
" Scarcely that," said Margaret, " considering her

English parentage."
" And her birth-place, too," added Miss Debrett,

" I remember quite w^ell when she was born. You
don't, my dear Mrs. Percival, I suppose

;
you must

have been in Dorsetshire at the time. And you
don't either, Margaret : you were not born yourself."

" I remember hearing of it," said Mrs. Percival
;

" I was in the neighbourhood."
" Were you ? How very strange ! so was T. I

was quite young then, Margaret ; though, perhaps,

you would hardly believe it : such a wreck as I

am."
"It must be eight- and-twenty years ago," said

Mrs. Percival.

"Yes, just that; eight-and-twenty years this

April. Ah ! many things have happened since

then."

Miss Debrett sighed, and it was a sigh with
which Margaret could always sympathise. There
was a tale of a deserted home— sickness, and
sorrow, and loneliness, which, though often re-

peated, never failed to awaken kindly feelings
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whenever it was alluded to ; and she might have
learned much from the tone in which one whom she

looked upon as in every way her inferior, added :

"but we must not complain —I am sure I ought
not — so many comforts as I have, and such dear

friends."

There was a silence ; and Margaret, notwith-

standing her compassion, hoped that INIiss Debrett
would take leave ; but the duties of friendship had
not yet been fulfilled. Enquiries were to be made
for every individual member of the family. Craven
amongst the number, and Margaret watched the

expression of her mother's face, as she replied in

answer to the question where he was :
—

" Oh ! in Ireland, I believe ; but he is not com-
municative— Margaret can tell you most."

Miss Debrett applied to her as a matter of course

;

but she had less interest in Craven than in any
other of her dear friends. She was afraid of him.

lie did not scruple openly to turn her into ridicule.

Margaret related, in few words, all that was
necessary, and heard in return that some one had
seen him in town, and said he was a very fine

young man, and that some one else had protested

he was a generous, noble-hearted fellow, and gave
capital dinners to his brother officers.

The words made very different impressions upon
the listeners. Mrs. Percival drank them in with

all a mother's pride ; but Margaret, after the first

glow of sisterly feeling, found that they rested

painfully on her mind, and aroused a misgiving as

to whether a handsome person might not be an in-

centive to selfish vanity, and whether the gene-

rosity and the capital dinners might not be in some
way connected with extravagance. Still Craven
was her brother, and till lately she had been accus-

VOL. I. J
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tomed to look up to him. It was not easy to

descend at one step from admiration to censure.

Miss Debrett's interest in the Percival family

was at length satisfied. She had heard a good
report of all, even of little Juliet's bruised elbow,

—

occasioned by falling down stairs ; and after ano-

ther hearty shake of the hand, and, to Margaret's

annoyance, another kiss, she departed, and Mar-
garet hastened to join lier uncle. Agatha met her
in the garden, and begged for a quarter of an
hour's conversation ; but Margaret excused herself,

unless the business was very pressing. Agatha
could not say that it was ; but she hinted that her
sister would lose a good deal by not remaining to

hear. Margaret, however, considered a walk with
her uncle a greater loss than any of Agatha's mys-
teries were likely to be ; and finding that the same
endeavours to rouse her curiosity were to be used
which she had resisted on the preceding evening,
assured Agatha that she would listen patiently to

all she had to say on her return, and then hurried
her uncle away to escape any further delay.
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CHAPTER VII.

The children's promise was resolutely maintained.

Philip looked back rather longingly every now and
then ; but he was kept in order by Harriet ; and
when the Ashington meadows were reached, and
they were allowed to run about at will, there was
not the same temptation to appeal continually to

" Uncle Henry." JNIargaret was not much inclined-

for conversation at first— she enjoyed her uncle's

presence, and was quite contented to be leaning

on his arm, certain that he was sharing her plea-

sure. Silence is a great advance in intimacy and
unreserve, especially in a pretty country on a

beautiful day in Spring, and few observations,

except a short account of Miss Debrett's visit, were
made by either, till they seated themselves on a

bank at the upper end of a steep field, commanding
a view of the churcli and village of Decring in the

foreground ; and behind, the castellated walls, and
grotesque turrets of Henningsley, standing out

boldly beneath a wooded ridge of hills. Mr. Suther-

land was the first to speak, and he said what every

Englislmian wouM have said on a similar occasion,

" A most delicious day certainly."

" Most delicious," replied Margaret ; and there

was silence again.

Mr. Sutherland took off his hat, and indulged in

a pleasant reverie, and Margaret watched the

shadows upon the distant hills, and wondered
whether it would ever be possible to paint them.

" The children are good children, really," said

1 2
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Mr. Sutherland, as he noticed them phiying to-

gether.
" I did not think they would have been so

careful."

" You don't know your own power : they would
do any thing for you."

"^I scarcely know why that should be— they see

little enough of me. It seems more probable that

they have nice dispositions."

" Tolerable.— Grace is a sad torment ; the others

would be very fair if they were well managed."
" If? Are they not well managed ?"

" You are laughing at me," said Margaret ;
" but

I don't care. It was absurd to imagine that I w^as

ever equal to such an undertaking : how could I

know any thing about it ?
"

" Who does know ?" said Mr. Sutherland.
" Yes, who does ? I very often wonder ; for I

never see any practice that I approve of; and
books on education are so dull, that they are nut

readable.

"

" They are so true, generally," said ]Mi\ Suther-
land, smiling.

" And my mind instinctively turns from truth, I

am sure," continued Margaret :
" you know, as a

child, how I would read story books instead of the

Roman History."
" I don't think any one likes copy-book truths,'*

observed Mr. Sutherland ;
" and the reason is, I

suspect, that they are not truths ; they don't go
deep enough."

" Unknown depths there are in children's minds,"

said Margaret ;
" I have a clear remembrance of

some in my own."
*' Then cherish them ; they will teach you more

than any books. What we want is, the history of

a child's mind, not from theories, but facts. We
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cannot see into the minds of the children about

ns; and, in general, we never begin to think

what our own were till w^e are so old as to have
forgotten. Your age is just the one for making
observations on education."

" But I suppose you have a theory like the rest

of the world," said Margaret.
" I have, to a certain extent ; not like the bed of

Procrustes, upon which every mind is to be stretched."

"And the fundamental principle is what ?"

" That a child must be ruled by sight ; which is

not a very wise or deep-sounding one — is it ?"

" I don't know ; but it is not w4iat I should have
expected from you."

" There is nothing new in it," said Mr. Suther-

land ; "it is merely the okl maxim of example be-

fore precept
;
perhaps I should carry it out farther

than some would. There is notliing to which it may
not apply."

" Of course one tries to set a good example," said

Margaret.
" That is, you don't get into passions or tell

stories ; but there must be something beyond that."

" Illustrations, please," said Margaret ;
" you

know of old that I can't endure generalities."

" Well ! then what do you say to this ? I have

seen a party collected round a lire on a cold winter's

evening; the governess taking her place in the

warm corner, and the children (iuarrelling amongst
each other which should stand nearest. There has

come a lecture upon selfishness in consequence.

Now, suppose the governess had moved,—which
would have been the most efficacious, deeds or

words?"
"But to give up to children always," (.xclainK \

Margaret ;
—" to put them first I that can't Ixl

right."

1 3
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" Pardon me, I said nothing about always. Be
as exacting as you choose for other persons, but as

self-denying as you can for yourself, remembering
always to uphold your own authority at tlie same
time, by insisting upon implicit obedience. Be-
sides, children have a clear perception of the dif-

ference between what they may claim as a riglit,

and what is granted as a favour. Make them
obey and respect you, and they will always put
you first."

" Ah ! but how to make them respect you I " said

Margaret.
" They will readily, if they see you just and

consistent, acting out what you teach. I mean in

this Avay,—you wish a child to be attentive, there-

fore your whole attention must be w^holly given to

the lesson before you ; there must be no indulging
in dreams, no taking up stray books : if you do,

your words will be thrown away. Shall I go on ?
"

" Yes, pray do. I dare say I shall be self-con-

victed ; but never mind."
" Then, again, you require obedience ; but you

must first practise it. The best example, of course,

is that of obedience to the Church and your parents,

but even when the laws are of your own creating :

they are laws, and that is sufficient. They must
be adhered to, unless for some very cogent reason,

simply as an example of obedience. If they are

altered, others must be substituted. It is the sort

of living ' from hand to mouth,' with rules made
for every emergency, and none fixed, which ruins

a child's idea of government. Punctuality is an
admirable thing for this reason ; because it is an
external command to w^hich they see you give

way."
" The copy-books say it is the soul of business^"

said Margaret.
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" Yes, that is a specimen of what I mean by a

copy-book truth not going deep enough. Since-

rity is another thing insisted on in children ; yet I

have seen persons shuffle, and delay, and make any

excuses, in order to conceal their ignorance. If

you don't know a thing, say you don't. A child's

natural opinion of your superiority will not be at

all shaken by it. And so in confidence ; if you
wish to receive it, you must show it. Children will

have secrets : let them come to you, and tell you
that they have them ; that they had rather you
would not know what they are talking of. Let
them receive and write letters as they choose, as

long as you know who the correspondents are..

There is nothing gained by the opposite course : if

the secrets are not allowed - openly, they will be
had privately."

" Yes," said Margaret, remembering the morn-
ing's letter from her brother, "that is quite true."

" But all this is so old," said Mr. Sutherland :

" after all, one can but talk truisms."
" They are not truisms to me," said Margaret

;

" if I knew them, I did not think about them."
" Shall I mention politeness, then?" continued Mr.

Sutherland.—"I was present at an amusing scene

the other day at a luncheon table, when the chil-

dren's dinner was going on at the same time

:

there was a perpetual ' do this,' and ' do that ;' and
* don't eat too fast,' and ' hold your knife and fork

straight ;' and all the while the lady, I don't know
whether she was an aunt or a governess, was reaching

across the children, and helping them without the

least nicety ; making them feel, in fact, that there

was a complete difference between the decorum
required of them and the grown-up party. What
they saw, and what they heard, were entirely at

variance."
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" I always thought education a very self-denying
task," said Margaret.

" If it is not, I am sure it can never succeed,"
replied Mr. Sutherland.

" But you have been keeping principally to ex-
ternals," said Margaret ;

" you would think religion

the chief thing : how would you teach that ?
"

" Precisely in the same way. A child's religion

is reverence. Be reverent yourself, and you will

do more than a hundred sermons."
" How reverent ?" enquired Margaret. " I don't

see that it is possible to be otherwise."
" Reverent in forms and outward observances, I

mean," said Mr. Sutherland.

The words " how like a Romanist " rose to Mar-
garet's lips ; but the allusion was one which her
uncle never permitted to be made in jest.

" I am right, I am sure," he continued ;
" and I

will give you an instance, since you must have illus-

trations. A friend of mine was one day hearing her
little girl repeat a hymn or the catechism, I forget

which ; she was accustomed to put down her work
whilst the child said it ; it was simply a feeling of re-

verence in her own mind, and she had never made a

remark upon the subject ; but the child observed it,

and said, ' I know why you do that, mamma ; you
don't like us to repeat sacred things when you are

working, just as we should any others.'
"

Margaret seemed struck by the idea, because,

though simple, it was practical.—" You would be
more particular than I am," she said.

" Possibly I might be, because I am more alive

to the influence of actions. I would never let a

child put any thing upon a Bible, or repent hymns
in play, or say grace when people were talking, or

lounge at prayers ; and I would rather read the

Bible to him than allow him to read it for himself:
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certainly I would never permit it to be made a

lesson book. But really, Margaret, these things are

so obvious, I am half ashamed to mention them."
" Never mind," replied Margaret ;

" they are

details, and they suit me ; that is, they do me
good."

" I think by these means you would give a tone

to a child's mind," continued Mr. Sutherland ;
" as

for any thing beyond,— it is not in our power.

Prayer is our only hope there."
" But you would explain the Bible, would you

not ? " enquired Margaret.

"Yes, at a certain time every day, making it

totally distinct from every other lesson, and not.

allowing any one to join in it whose conduct had
been particularly faulty. At those times I would
read it aloud myself, and then catechise upon the

facts, collecting all I could to make them interest-

ing. I mean illustrations of manners and customs,

and coincidences in profane history."
" Yet that sort of information is scarcely the

object for which we read," observed Margaret.
" If it were not one object, why should the Bible

have been given to us in its present form?—why
is it not a code of laws, or a bare statement of

lacts ?— Think besides how much of the Bible is a

sealed book to us when we grow up, merely because
no light has been thrown upon it when we were
young."

" And is that all you would do?" said Margaret,
in a tone of disappointment.

" Most assuredly not. I would draw out all the

practical lessons I possibly could, and apply them
to the little incidents of daily life ; but I would
avoid warm expressions of my own devotional feel-

ings, and I would be careful how I encouraged
children to talk openly of theirs."
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" And where would be their confidence in you ?"

said Margaret.
" Talking is not confidence," replied Mr. Suther-

land ; "children deceive themselves just as grown-
up people do. There are seasons, certainly, when
they are under the influence of fear or sorrow, and
occasionally (I have known such myself), when
conscience is awakened at which they will tell their

private thoughts, and truly; but the natural atmo-
sphere of a child's mind on religious subjects is

reserve ; and if you attempt to force it you may
commit the same mistake as in pulling open a rose-

bud to make it grow."
" I would not force it on any account/' said Mar-

garet.

" You do so unknowingly, if you encourage that

pretty-sounding, plausible style of conversation,

which some people so delight in. Children are

charmed to be taken notice of, and the mere atten-

tion with w^hich you listen to them is an incentive

to their vanity."
" Then you can know nothing about their

minds," said Margaret.
" The question is, whether by such conversation

you really do read their minds : whether you do
not run the risk of making them unconsciously
hypocrites ; and whether, in fact, you do not gain a
much truer knowledge of them indirectly, than
directly."

" How do you mean indirectly ? " enquired Mar-
garet."

"By drawing out their opinions ; watching them
at play ; sharing their interests, and so gaining their

affections."

" Yes, to gain their affections," said Margaret ;

" that is the great thing."

"The great thing, undoubtedly: but may I give
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you one piece of advice, Margaret ? do not think too

much about it. Follow the analogy of the material

world. We walk straight, but not by looking at

the road ; we play music correctly, by keeping our
eyes on the book, not the notes ; we conduct our-

selves properly in society by thinking of others, not

ourselves ; and we gain the hearts of children by
following out a strict, yet affectionate line of duty,

more than by trying to obtain their confidence, or

making them love us."
" Yet it is a great temptation," said Margaret

;

" one longs so to know what is passing beneath all

we see."

" Still rest contented. God is working there ;

and the fruits will be seen in good time."

"But what is good time ?"

" Such an age as fourteen, fifteen, and upwards.
Then the mind begins to be formed ; and then is

the season to throw off the strict rules which are

imperative in childhood."
" People do not generally think so," said Mar-

garet. Many are more strict then, than when chil-

dren are quite little."

"I cannot help considering it a great mistake. I

should have more hope, even from over-indulgence

at that age. Unfortunately, parents spoil their

children in infancy by allowing them to be dis-

obedient, and so they are forced to put them in

trammels, just when they long to be free."

" And confidence goes irrecoverably," said Mar-
garet, sighing, as she thought of her mother.

" Yes, if people could but imagine the mischief
they do, by not insisting early upon implicit, in-

stantaneous obedience. But it seems scarcely fair

for those who are not parents to criticise those who
are."

Margaret rose to walk home ; but there were
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many other points on wliicli she wanted her uncle's

opinion, and his ideas seemed cold.

" Would you never have any devotional reading

with children ? " she said, stopping as she was about

to summon Harriet.
" Yes, as an act of worship ; or, which is most to

be desired, in the daily services of the Church. At
night, too, when a child is old enough, I would ac-

custom it to read a psalm, or something of the same
kind ; but at those times, external circumstances—
the assembling of the whole family, or, the sacred-

ness of the building, or the stillness of night, in-

sensibly prepare and touch the feelings : there is no
forcing them."

Margaret could not say that she agreed, and her

uncle perceived what was passing in her thoughts,
" My notions seem formal," he said ; ''but I hope I

would not for the world encourage any thing of the

kind. I only think that religion in a child's mind
is a plant nurtured in secret by God. We may dig,

and prune, and water it, but we must not hope to

discover whether it has taken root except by its

fruits. If we take it up, and examine, and analyse

its fibres, it will die."

Margaret felt that she had much to think of, and
scarcely wished to pursue the conversation. Mr.
Sutherland called to the children, and as they ran

up, proposed to Margaret a practical lesson on good
nature ; a story to amuse them part of the way home.
Margaret could not deny the request, and giving

up her place to Harriet, she tried to act upon ]\Ir.

Sutherland's hints by holding a parasol over her, and
carrying a root of Forget-me-not, which, by the aid

of Philip's knife she had dug up to plant in her

garden. Mr. Sutherland's story was ended before

they reached home, and again he sent the children
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away. To Margaret's surprise there was not a word
of discontent.

" That is from a child's sense of justice," he said

in answer to her look of wonder : "justice and gen-

tleness will rule a man's world in time, much more
a child's."

Margaret agreed, but the latter word came home
to her more forcibly than the former. She was not

aware of being unjust, but she was certain of not

being gentle. Her manner was quick, and her ex-

pressions were hasty. Without meaning to be angry,

she often repelled and frightened the children, and

many times when they would have gone to her with

their little griefs and joys, they were deterred by
the dread of the sharp tone in which she would tell

them that she was busy, and they must run away.

Irritability and confidence can never go together.

VOL. 1.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Agatha's power of secrecy had been sorely tried

since the dinner at Deering Parsonage. She longed

to impart her intelligence ; but her delight in

mystery triumphed, and it was not till the dressing

bell warned her she had no time to lose, that she

put an end to the ingenious hints and quibbles by
which, on Margaret's return from her walk, she had
endeavoured to stimulate her curiosity. Margaret
was at last really as anxious as her sister desired,

and entreated that she might be told before they

went down to dinner.
" I think you have tired me quite enough, Agatha

;

so please be good-natured at last."

" I am not sure but what you are destined to be
a heroine," said Agatha. " I suspect you would bear

the rack if you were put to the trial."

"No, I am sure I should not. I never set up for

being anything of the kind."
" But you looked so grand when you turned

away last night, and pretended not to care : there

— you are doing just the same now."
Margaret was beginning to arrange her hair, for

she had no patience to expend upon any further

petitions.
" I am going to ring," she said, holding the bell

in her hand.

"A threat! a threat!" exclaimed Agatha, in

glee. " I am so rejoiced I have brought you to

that. But stop, don't ring just this minute : I will

fasten your dress. Now, what do 3'ou say ?— what
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should you think of going with Mrs. St. Aubyn for

a week's visit to France ?
"

" You ?" said Margaret ;
" I should think you

would enjoy it extremely."
" No, not me only, but you too. Colonel Clive

is obliged to go to Rouen about some business of

signing papers. He has a friend there who is ill,

and cannot come to England ; but he is obliged to

return immediately ; and Mrs. St. Aubyn is so ex-

cessively good natured, she has set her heart upon
having us both. She said at first that she did not

like to ask because of their only being absent a

Aveek, and not being able to go further than Rouen,

but Colonel Clive urged it."

Margaret's eyes sparkled wdth pleasure.— " You
are not in earnest ? " she began.

" Yes, entirely ; every word is truth."
" For a week did you say ?—to Rouen ? How

extremely kind !— the place of all others I have
longed to see. But, Agatha, what made Mrs. St.

Aubyn think of it?"
" I don't know. She w^anted a companion, and

she is fond of me."

Margaret paused in the middle of her toilette to

endeavour to realise the proposed enjoyment. " But
papa and mamma," she said ; a slight distrust

checking the previous delight ;
" what do they think

about it."

" Oh I they are charmed.— To tell you the whole
truth, it is to be Colonel Clive's treat to us. He
insists upon it, and Mrs, St. Aubyn will not consent

to take us on any other conditions."
" The world must belie Colonel Clive after all,"

said Margaret ;
" that very cross face of his never

would make one give him credit for such kindness."

Agatlia only smiled ; and having finished dressing

her sister, ran off to her own room. There was a

K 2
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bright sunshine over Margaret's world at that mo-
ment ; brighter than it had been for many months.
To escape the children, and their lessons, and all the
worries of home, and to see a foreign country for

the first time, without a care but that of amusing
herself! At eighteen, who would not have been happy
at such a prospect, even though the pleasure were
only to last for a week, and not to include Paris ?

Travelling, foreign travelling especially, had been
one of her day dreams, as it has been that of most
persons at some period of their lives. Any want
of sympathy in her companions was overlooked, for

Margaret had learned to live without sympathy, ex-
cept when her uncle was with her, and when abroad
she was certain that she should nised it less than
ever. There would be so much to interest, and
Agatha would undertake the task of entertainment

;

and as Margaret satisfied herself with this convic-
tion, a smile stole over her face at the thought of
how much JNIiss Debrett's suspicions would receive
confirmation by the intended journey. The home
dinner-party was often a trial to her, from the want
of congeniality in taste and opinion between her-

self and her parents ; but on this evening every
thing was delightful. Mrs. Percival entered warmly
into the new idea, and began to plan for her chil-

dren's comfort ; talked of the necessity of carrying
very little luggage ; and recommended, to Margaret
especially, a case with needles, thread, pins, and
tape ; just such a one as she had taken herself, when
she went abroad for her wedding tour. Dr. Per-
cival prophesied amusing disagreeables, and pro-

tested that if either of them returned with a taste

for French cookery, or French finery, he would
never acknowledge them as his daughters ; and Mr.
Sutherland ransacked his memor}^ for every thing

worthy of note in the towns and villages which
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tliey were to pass ; and sincerely desired that Mrs.
St. Aubyn had extended her invitation to him.
Margaret's glance across the table showed how
much she responded to the wish. The hour before

tea was equally agreeable. For once Margaret had
no inclination to study, but gathering the children

round her, made them guess what was going to

happen ; and amused herself with giving rhodomon-
tade answers to their questions ; ending, how^ever,

by the real and very satisfactory promise of bringing

home, if not a cart-load, as Philip wished, at least a

large box full of French bonbons.
" We shall all expect presents, Margaret," said

Mr. Sutherland, w^ho just then came into the room.'

"I have been thinking what I should like, but I can't

make up my mind. The Chiirch of St. Ouen is the

only thing I covet much."
"Bring him a picture of 'it," whispered Harriet.
" So I will : but I am afraid, if liQ is covetous, a

picture will not satisfy him."
" Uncle Henry is not like the youngest princess,"

said Grace, holding up a book of fairy tales, which
she had been reading; " she didn't want any thing."

" Ah ! but then, Grace, that was in fairy times !"

exclaimed Mr. Sutherland. " I dare say, now, if the

truth were told, that youngest princess was better

off than any of her sisters in the end."
" Yes, that she was : she was so rich, and she

married such a handsome young prince, and had a

palace. Oh ! I can't tell how large ; a great deal

larger than this house."
" Well ! that was very pleasant, and all because

she was good, and didn't ask. Suppose w^e don't ask,

but say, * thank you,' for all that Margaret will

give us."

" It was not merely because she didn't ask," ob-
fiervcd Harriet ; " but she was never cross."

K 3
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" And she loved her papa," continued Grace.
" Extremely good qualities, indeed," said Mi*.

Sutherland, with mock gravity, " I'm sure I should
have been very fond of that youngest princess. Do
you think I can ever be like her ?

"

"O Uncle Henry, how funny I" said Philip:
" why you are a man !

"

" So I am,— I forgot : but still, I should be glad

never to be cross. I think I shall try."

" If you are the youngest princess, Margaret will

be the old king," said Grace, laughing with delight

at the idea.

" Exactly so. Margaret will be the old king and
go to France, and I shall be the youngest princess

and stay at home ; and you must aU be the naughty
ones."

"No, no, no!" exclaimed all the children.

"But what is to be done? If I am good, you
must be bad."

" No, no ; we will all be good," said Harriet.
" All of you?— Grace, and Philip, and you, and

I too ? That will be making a story of our own."
" So it wiU !" exclaimed Grace ;

" we will have
a story of our own."

" And all be like the youngest princess, and see

how very well we can behave whilst the king is

away. Perhaps that will be best. I shall try and
learn my lessons perfectly."

" You have not any to learn," said Harriet.
" Yes, I have ; a good many that you don't know

any thing about. But won't you learn yours, too ?

"

" Yes, all of them," said Harriet.
" And get up early in the morning," continued

Mr. Sutherland ;
" and not be cross all day, and do

just as we are told ; and write such beautiful copies

without any blots, Philip ? I don't think the king
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will know us again when lie comes back, ii" be finds

we are so mucb improved."

"The king will be very pleased," said Mar-
garet, looking amused.

" Shall we really try. Uncle Henry ? " enquired

Harriet.
" To be sure ; I mean to do it now. I have a

letter to write ; and I know the princess, if she was
so good, never could have wasted her time ; so I

am going to begin it directly." Grace tried to stop

him, but he went to the table.

" There is Baker come for one of the princesses,"

said Margaret.
" Not yetj please let me stay a little longer," ex-

'

claimed Philip, fretfully.

" Oh ! Philip, Philip, that is not at all like her,"

said Harriet.
" No," remarked Mr. Sutherland ;

" there can

be no doubt that she went to bed directly her nurse

came for her."
" And Uncle Henry did what he had to do at

once," said Harriet.
" Yes, of course ; because we made the agree-

ment."
"Are you really going to try, Uncle Henry?"

said Philip, in a changed tone.

"Yes, really. Will you give me a kiss?" Philip

threw his arms round his uncle's neck, and after

going the round of the rest of the party, weut
cheerfully to bed. Mr. Sutherland continued writ-

ing, and when Harriet and Grace tried to interrupt

him, he persisted in declaring that he could not
break his word ; he liad said he meant to be good,

and so he really must be : and the little girls wcie
at length half puzzled by his manner.

" 1 do think Uncle Henry is trying," said Gra^'C,

as Baker appeared again at the door, and witlioui:.
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delay she prepnred to depart. Mr. Sutherland

smiled, and IMargarct read the smile, and thought
of the conversation of the afternoon. It was a speci-

men of the government of sight.

The play of the preceding evening was not

allowed to be forgotten the next day, nor on any
other before Mr. Sutherland returned to Alton ;

and by that time he had contrived so fully to im-
press it upon the children's minds, that they had
learned to remind each other of it, and to exercise

a control amongst themselves. It was now often a

matter of ambition— which should give the least

trouble ; and although the improvement could not

be expected to be invariable, or very permanent,

yet at that time it was a particular assistance to

Margaret. A week's travelling, especially in a

foreign country, involves almost as much of pre-

paration as a month's ; and independently of this,

Margaret's mind was, in spite of herself, unsettled.

It was disagreeable to find that she could not fix

her attention to study— that her thoughts would
never remain bent upon any one subject ; but it

was painful to discover how much her late impres-

sions of seriousness had vanished. The world
was delightful noAv, and there seemed but little ne-

cessity to seek for comfort in any thing beyond.
Happily, Margaret's sincerity saved her from entire

forgetfulness. She had begun to practise directly

her feelings were aroused ; and the practice re-

mained when the feelings had subsided. The soul

of religion w^as sleeping, but it was not dead. Her
prayers were still said more carefully, and her
Bible was regularly read. "NVork was also under-

taken at the children's lessons, instead of desultory

writing or reading ; and this habit of submitting to

a lav.-, though one imposed by herself, was the

germ of that obedience which she afterwards paid

10 a higher authority upon higher principles.
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CHAPTER IX.

Mrs. St. Aubyn was during this week more con-

stant than ever in her visits to the Grove ; and
notwithstanding Margaret's weariness in her society,

she could not be/insensible to her kindness.

If however she had been envious, her bad feel-

ings would have been easily awakened ; for what-
ever attentions were bestowed, Agatha was clearly

their origin and object. Her taste was consulted,

her opinion required ; and Margaret, though lis-

tened to politely, was placed completely in the

back-ground. Colonel Clive frequently accom-

panied her sister, and there could be no doubt of

the attraction ; but Margaret was still unsuspicious.

His manners were stiff, and his irritability scarcely

hidden by his marked preference of every thing

with which Agatha was connected. He was a man
grown prematurely old— without occupation, and
having no taste for literature, and subject in con-

sequence to perpetual fits of ennui. He had sold

out of the army, and, not understanding country
pursuits, entrusted the care of his property to a

bailiff; contented in the mean time to enjoy the

rental, and spend his time in driving about Staunton,

and paying visits with his sister. His great talent

lay in finding fault, and this, with his defect of

temper, made his society so unpleasant, that Mar-
garet's delight even in her French journey was
occasionally damped by knowing that he would be
of the party. She was obliged frequently to re-

mind herself that the plan was of his contriving,
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and that it was ungrateful to wish him away ; but
Agatha required no reminding. A curious blind-

ness appeared suddenly to have affected lier mental
perceptions. She did occasionally yawn and ex-
press herself very weary after an hour's conversa-

tion with the Colonel upon the weather, and the

state of the roads, and who had been seen, and who
had not been seen; but if a remark upon her fatigue

were made, she had no fault to find. It was not

Colonel Clive ; he had talked a great deal, and
very agreeably ; but the day was warm, or she had
been up late the night before : an excuse was always

ready ; and if she could not make it, her mother
could. Mrs. Percival did not at first knoAV what
.she was doing, for she seldom realised her own pro-

jects, and had formed no particular scheme for her

daughter's marriage. But she liked the acquaint-

ance with Mrs. St. Aubyn ; and she was glad to

have it said that a man of fortune and considera-

tion, like Colonel Clive, was fascinated by Agatha's
beauty. It was vanity which made her at first

cultivate the acquaintance, and it was her subjec-

tion to the world, and the world's opinion, which
induced her to soften down any unfavourable

opinion she might entertain, and place IVIrs. St.

Aubyn and her brother in the most advantageous
point of view, whenever they were made the sub-

jects of conversation. If, when originally intro-

duced to them, she had been asked whether Colonel

Clive was a person likely to make Agatha happy in

marriage, she would have ridiculed the idea. The
great disparity of age and his glaring defects of

temper would then have stood prominently forward;
but it was her interest to overlook them, and to

dwell only upon the advantages of his wealth and
position, and unintentionally she was teaching her
daughter to do the same.
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There is a government of sight for girls of nine-

teen as well as for children of nine. The generality

of minds are formed, not by reading or advice, but

by the events which pass before their eyes, and the

opinions which are expressed concerning them.

Agatha Percival read that it was folly and sin to

undertake the most solemn engagement of life

without feelings of affection and respect. Even
the most trifling novel told her something of this

truth. Her father warned her that she was not to

listen to the silly flatteries w^hich were constantly

poured into her ear, and her mother gave her formal

lectures upon the importance of marriage, and the

care and consideration which ought to be exercised

before entering upon it. No one said to her that

wealth was " the one thing needful ;" but many said

it before her, and, as must almost invariably happen,

Agatha turned from the instructions immediately
addressed to herself, and eagerly gathered in the

passing observations, which, like straws upon the

surface of a river, show the direction of the current

beneath. At her father's dinner table especially,

when the topics of the day were brought forward,

she heard Colonel Clive envied ; and she saw that

his riches gave him, in the opinion of her family, a

position which he could never have gained by his

virtues or his intellect. She observed that Mrs. St.

Aubyn's decision was held to be oracular,— that a
visit from her was the great event of the day. Of
what use could it be to be told that the goods of

this world are of secondary consequence, when
every thing about her contradicted the assertion ?

Agatha heard every one wishing for money, and of
course, she learned to think that it was the perfec-

tion of human desires. But she was not the only

person injured by this low tone of conversation. The
effect which dinner -table discussions have upon the
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cliaracters of those engaged in tliem may some-

times be seen, and perhaps corrected; but the effect

upon the characters of the servants who listen to

them is scarcely ever considered.

Mrs. Percival's household heard at church that

tliey were to set their affections " on things above,

not on things on the earth;" but they heard on
their return home exactly the reverse ; not always

openly stated, but implied so as not to admit of a

mistake. Yet Mrs. Percival never for an instant

imagined that her servants could have learned any
thing but good from a residence under her roof.

And so it is even when the same wishes are ex-

pressed carelessly, though from better motives. We
may intend to employ our riches for good ; but our

servants only know that we are longing for them

;

and if we desire that which our Lord has warned
us is a temptation so great as to involve the risk of

our eternal salvation, how can we expect but that

they will cherish the same inclinations ?

The week went swiftly by, and the views which

were rapidly maturing in Agatha's mind were
unknown, and if they had been perceived would
have remained uncensured. All the necessary

preparations for the journey were made, and the

thoughts of the whole family were directed to the

pleasure which Agatha and jNIargaret were antici-

pating. Margaret was particularly glad that it had

come just at this moment, for there were two things

which might otherwise have caused her uneasiness :

one was her uncle's departure. He had paid, for

him, a very long visit ; and it had been more de-

lightful to her than any other, although little more
had been said on either side upon the subject which

had occupied them on the first day of meeting.

Mr. Sutherland was happy in seeing, from Margaret's

conduct, that his words had taken some root ; and
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Margaret felt a daily increasing pleasure in his so-

ciety as she found herself more able to understand
his prevailing habits of thought. " I shall expect
you to examine the churches well for my sake," he
said, as he stood with his horse's bridle in his hand,
whilst Margaret was begging him to come to them
immediately upon her return, in order to hear all

that she had seen. " Upon the whole I think I am
glad you are not going farther this time. You will

not be tempted to hurry over Rouen."
" I shall not understand what to admire, I am

afraid," said Margaret.
" Yes, you will,— you must. Taste is innate;

and I am sure you have a love of the beautiful in

all things."
" Moral as well as intellectual, I hope," said

Margaret, with a sweet smile. " I shall see nothing
I like any where as I do the sight of Prince's head,

when I know you are upon his back."

Mr. Sutherland held out his hand in answer.
" Good bye, my dear child

; you may be sure I

shall come if possible ;" and mounting his horse, he
gave one more parting glance at Margaret, who
was standing in the doorway, and rode off. Mar-
garet returned to her employment with a heavy
heart, and her other grievances seemed now more
weighty. Her father had that morning received a
letterfrom Craven owning the embarrassments which
he had before hinted to her. Margaret understood
this by a few words which fell from Dr. Percival as

he was reading it ; and after breakfast she was called

into the study to confess all that she knew of the

affair. This was little enough ; but Dr. Percival,

when once excited to anger, was not a man to listen

to reason. He complained of Craven, and pro-

phesied that he would be the ruin of his family

;

and there being no one else present, Margaret cam^
VOL. I. i
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in for a share of his indignation. " She should have
told before,— she was her brother's confidante, and
she ought to put a stop to such extravagance. If

she did not, the day would come when she would
bitterly rue it." Margaret had learned by former

experience the best mode of conducting herself on
such occasions. Excuses would but add fuel to the

fire, so she remained patient and silent, till the

ebullition of anger had subsided, and then saying

that she was very sorry for having vexed him,

asked if she might go to the school-room, as the

children were waiting for her. Dr. Percival growled
an assent, and Margaret left him in the hope that

when they again met the storm would have sub-

sided. She had made, however, one discovery in

the course of the conversation, which though it did

not rest upon her mind whilst engaged in the morn-
ing studies, returned disagreeably after her uncle

was gone. Craven had implied to her that his debts

did not amount to much more than a hundred
pounds ; he had sent to his father for three. No
wonder that Dr. Percival was angry ; and this was
not the first offence ; similar applications had been
made several times before, not perhaps to the same
amount, but still sufficient to show that his very

handsome allowance was not enough for his expen-

sive habits. Three hundred pounds was a large

sum, and Margaret saw no probability of a reforma-

tion. Craven had from childhood been generous

and reckless. His fine countenance and popular

manners had gained him friends wherever he went,

and he was unable to forego any extravagance which
the world pronounced distinctive of a gentleman.

Margaret saw in the distance a constant source of

anxiety in her brother's folly ; and even the recol-

lection that George, at Eton, was steady and high-

principled, and had brought himself frequently into
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notice by his superior attainments, did not soothe

her ruffled spirits. The prospect of her foreign

expedition was more efficacious than reason. She
would at least have a week free from home cares,

and by that time her father would have recovered

the shock. In the mean time she resolved again

to dismiss the subject from her thoughts, and to

forget, if possible, that the remembrance of Craven
was associated with any thing but pleasure.

The carriage which was to convey the travellers

to Southampton was punctually at the door at nine

o'clock on the morning but one after Mr. Suther-

land's departure. There was rather a long journey
before them, and they would require some rest at

the end of it, as they were to cross at night, and
Dr. Percival foretold but little sleep for any one.

The day, however, promised well: it was cool,

bright, and perfectly calm. Mrs. St. Aubyn and the

Colonel were experienced voyagers, and cared little

for annoyances, and there was certainly every pros-

pect of a short and agreeable passage. Margaret
stepped into the carriage with a light heart. She
had provided herself with sufficient resources against

hours of ennui in her companions, or the weariness

of a rainy day at a French hotel; and whatever
might happen in the way of discomfort, she was
sure of being contented. One or two books, a

sketching block, and some work, armed her against

all the minor evils of life. There are few sensa-

tions more agreeable than those produced on the

first outset of a journey on a summer's morning by
the rapid wheel of a carriage, as it bears us along

through the clear atmosphere, giving a feeling of

exhilaration to the spirits, and a sense of power to

the mind. Let the country be mountainous or flat,

woody or barren, known or unknown, for the first

half hour it will but Httle signify. The early morn-
L 2
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ing air, if our minds are disengaged, is sufficient for

our enjoyment, and the fact that we are leaving the
scenes to which we have been accustomed, invests

them with the charm of novelty. We view them
under a different aspect, and look upon them with
the curious eye of an indifferent spectator. Even
the familiar faces which may chance to present them-
selves, are not the same. Their insipid round of

hopes and fears has for the time ceased to be ours,

the source of their contentment is a subject of

speculation, and we notice them with a smile or a
bow, under which is concealed a feeling of triumph
that our circle of interests is not to be contracted

like theirs. Margaret had never viewed the town
of Staunton with so much of charity. She looked
out for Miss Debrett's little mansion, standing

back from the road in a small neat garden, and
was amused to see Jenkins at the wicket gate, evi-

dently stationed to give notice of their approach.

She leaned forward as they passed the door, and
waved her hand, for Miss Debrett's head appeared
above the window-blind, and she was desirous to

give the signs of recognition which she knew would
be treasured up and recounted at least half a dozen
times in the course of the day. Even the sight of

Mr. Dra3^ton, putting up in his window the ribbons

which had once attracted Miss Debrett's curiosity,

created a certain interest ; and the civil bow of

Mr. Locke, the stationer, was most graciously re-

ceived. Margaret had not before realised the extent

of sympathy which is unconsciously given to all the

persons and objects connected with our common
life. The party was a cheerful one, and even when
the first twenty miles were passed, there was
no appearance of a diminution of enjoyment. All
had for the time being attained their wishes, and
for once all were satisfied ; and fatigue was so
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little thought of, that after a journey of fifty miles

both Margaret and her sister would willingly have

escaped a five-o'clock dinner, and an hour's rest,

and proceeded at once to the packet. As the

moment for treading the shores of another country

drew near, all things belonging to England grew
tiresome. Agatha was in a passive state of felicity,

receiving Colonel Olive's attentions, and amused
without exertion. If life could be spent in travel-

ling, she thought he might make a very endurable

companion.
The miseries of a sea voyage, however short, and

under whatever circumstances of fair winds and

calm waters, need no description. On the present

occasion they were fewer than usual. Margaret

sat upon deck until quite late gazing on the bril-

liancy of the stars, and the reflection of the moon-
beams on the water, without any wish for conver-

sation, and lost in the vague reveries which the

novelty of her position occasioned. Mrs. St. Aubyn's

entreaties at length persuaded her, though unwil-

lingly, to go into the cabin, and the next nine or

ten hours were passed in that dreamy, disturbed,

uncomfortable state which is the very best that can

ever be expected in such a situation. The dim
morning light breaking through the port-holes of

the cabin awoke the passengers from their uneasy

slumbers. The voyage had been unusua,lly short,

and they were then within sight of Havre. !Mar-

garet longed to be on deck, but it was some time

before she could persuade Mrs. St. Aubyn that it

was really a matter of interest to her to watch the

entrance of the vessel into tlie harbour. Mrs.

St. Aubyn had seen it so often herself, that for

her it had no charm ; but when Agatha added
her petitions to her sister's, the request was imme-
diately acceded to. It was a strange sight whic])

L 3
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greeted Margaret's eye, as she stood looking over
the side of the vessel. The narrow harbour, or

rather basin, which they were entering, shut in by
the old grey walls of the fortifications—the massive
round tower of Francis the First, standing as a guard
to the port—the tall houses with curious gable ends
and projections, looking ghostly in the cold morn-
ing light— the broad quay, and the trading vessels

and barges lying motionless on the water, their

masts appearing to mingle with the chimneys of

the houses ; all were in singular contrast with the

red brick stiffness and squareness of an English
town. There were but few people moving about, in

consequence of the earliness of the hour, but the

gens-d'armes soon came on board to perform their

usual oflEice ; and the representatives of the different

hotels, standing on the quay, vied with each other

in, extolling, with all the eagerness of French gesti-

culation, the attraction of their different houses.

Margaret's amusement at all she saw was exhi-

bited more by her quick eye and pleased smile than
by any open expression. Two of her companions
did not in the least enter into her delight, and
Agatha seemed more engrossed in collecting her
cloak, shawl, reticule, and et-ceteras, than in

making remarks upon the scene before her. Even
the lady's-maid was an experienced traveller, so

that IMargaret seemed quite alone in her surprise.

The landing, the search at the custom-house, and
the short walk to the hotel, were soon over ; soon,

at least, to Margaret's feelings, for where every
thing was new, nothing was tedious ; and in half an
hour's time she found herself seated in a neat, un-
carpeted room, comfortably furnished with a soft

sofa, crimson cushioned chairs, and a splendid gilt

clock ; and quite ready for the coffee, and long rolls

of bread, and fresh eggs and butter, which were set
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before her. True, the room had, when they first

saw it, contained a bed, and a dingy piece of untidy

carpet had been spread upon the ground ; but the

uncoated waiter, and the agile femme-de-chambre,
had, with a speed resembling that of Aladdin and the

African magician, rolled up the bedding, and carried

away the light frame on which it rested, and after

kicking aside the carpet, contrived, by means of a

huge scrubbing-brush, to give an additional polish

to the dusty floor ; and by the time the party were
ready for breakfast, the apartment had assumed the

form of a respectable salon. Colonel Clive's coun-

tenance brightened under the influence of comfort

and a plentiful repast. Since his landing, even
Agatha's smiles had failed to keep him in good hu-

mour. Personal discomfort had roused his native

irritability; he had quarrelled with the gens-d'armes,

abused the custom-house officers, and called the

gargon who waited on him " a lazy rascal," for

having delayed to bring up his portmanteau, an

epithet received with a polite bow and a " Oui,

Monsieur, certainement." The Colonel's knowledge
of French was not co-extensive with his feelings

;

he could be amiable, but not angry ; and the unfor-

tunate waiter escaped without any further demon-
stration of enmity, except a low growl. Margaret
was an attentive observer of the scene ; it was the

first specimen of the reported ill-temper, and it was
not satisfactory. Agatha did not appear struck by
it ; she was looking out of the window, watching
the departure of a French diligence, and no wonder
that her attention was pre-occupied. To English
eyes what can be more surprising than the ordinary
public conveyance of our polished neighbours ? A
chariot, a small omnibus, and the body of a stage

coach, surmounted by a rickety London cab, with
a projecting head, forming but one machine, on
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which are piled boxes, hampers, bags, baskets,

packages, all the provisions for the wants, imagi-

nary and unimaginary, of the fifteen or sixteen

human beings who are located in the different divi-

sions of the cumbrous vehicle ; the whole committed
to the charge of a grizzly-faced countryman, in a

blue smock-frock, who, armed with a long whip,

directs the irregular movements of five, six, seven,

sometimes nine, or even eleven unmannerly cart

horses, linked together by ropes. That a body so

ponderous should ever have been invented, is a

great marvel ; that it should ever have been put in

motion, is a greater ; but the greatest of all is, that

by any art of skill in the driver, or instinct in the

horses, it should be brought in safety to the place

of its destination. Margaret was rather inclined

to try what such a mode of travelling would be like,

and half regretted that a carriage was to be en-

gaged for the next day, especially as she had heard

that the coupe was by no means to be despised

:

but Agatha laughed at the idea, and reminded her

that they were a party of four. The number re-

called Margaret's thoughts to the Colonel and his

temper, but she was certain Agatha could not have
noticed it, and when in the course of the day she

repeated what had passed, and asked her sister if

she did not think that the world had spoken truly,

Agatha differed entirely,— the gens-d'arracs, the

custom-house officers, the waiter, might be in fault,

but not Colonel Clive.

Certainly she had no reason to think liim so.

The whole of that day was devoted to her gratifica-

tion. A look, a wish, the slightest expression of

inclination, was seized upon and immediately carried

into execution. Margaret saw it all, at least with her

bodily eye ; but even then she was mentally blind.
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111 England she liad been simple-minded and ab-

stracted ; in France her attention was otherwise en-

gaged. Whatever was proposed, whatever was done,

she was equally satisfied. It signified little that

she merely received common civilities ; she had no

thought to bestow upon them. It was scarcely

wearisome to be so much with Mrs. St. Aubyn ; she

wanted no conversation ; her feelings were those of

intense pleasure ; every street, and house, and

church,—every person who went by, whether man,
woman, or child, was a source of amusement. From
the glittering plumage of the foreign birds exposed

for sale in the shops upon the quay, to the dingy

ofiices of the Bureau de Police, and the picturesque

village of Ingouville, with its comfortable chateaux

and pretty gardens, all were charming. She could

scarcely tell which afforded her the greatest gratifi-

cation, the Rue de Paris full of bustle and activity,

or the beauty of the extensive view from the hill,

commanding the town and harbour, the mouth
of the Seine, and the headland of Cap La Heve.

Even the walk in the evening on the pier by the

baths of Frascati was full of enjoyment. The
people assembledwere of no very distinguished rank;

but the French middle classes are as courteous, and
almost as elegant in manner as their superiors ; the

very tone of their voices was a novelty, and as Mar-
garet watched tlie English steamer crowded with
passengers pass out of the harbour, aiidthought of the

weary night of discomfort, and the home cares to

which they might be returning in contrast with the

pleasures which awaited herself, her heart bounded
with delight. Mrs. St. Aubyn 's good nature was
quite satisfied by her entliusiasm, and her manner
grew more and more cordial. Besides, Agatha had
now but little attention to give her, and Margaret's
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vivacity was amusing, and took away any sensation

of loneliness. She kissed her, for the first time,

when they separated at night, and, with a meaning
smile, whispered, " that it was fortunate they had
decided upon a party of four ; three would have

been, decidedly, one too many,"
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CHAPTER X.

Mrs. St. Aubtn's last words were the first which
had made any real impression upon Margaret with

regard to Colonel Clive's attachment to her sister.

They gave a reality to what had before appeared a

mere fancy of the moment. She pitied him, grieved

for the disappointment which, she believed, was in

store for him, and almost wished that the journey

had not been proposed. It would, she knew, be im-

possible to put a stop to any increase of intimacy

now ; whereas, at home, it might have been easy.

She thought of speaking to Agatha ; but there was
something repugnant to her taste, in suggesting the

idea, if her sister was not prepared for it : perhaps,

it might be fancy after all ; and unable to decide

what would be the right step, and, therefore, fearful

of taking any, she satisfied herself, after some
scruple and deliberation, by deciding that the aifair

was beyond her reach ; and that at Colonel Clive's

age, and with his selfish disposition (for selfish

she was certain it was, notwithstanding his one

instance of liberality), the pain he might receive by
the discovery of Agatha's indifference was not

likely to be very lasting. There was rather less of

light-heartedness in her feelings when she awoke
the next morning: the ghost of care seemed to have
followed her even to a foreign country ; but it was
not one which would bear the vivacity and activity

of a French town, or the arrangements for the day's

journey ; and by the time the carriage, which had
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been taken for the week, was at the door, Margaret

was as much diverted as ever, and as little mind-

ful of Colonel Clive or any thing he might be

thinking or saying. This evening they were to be in

Rouen, the place which, from childhood, had aroused

her imagination more than any other,— more, even,

than Paris, or Naples, or even Rome, for it was
associated with some highly wrought, fantastic

tales, which, at stray moments, when released from

lessons, she had read and re-read till they were

known by heart, and the descriptions pictured

before her mind's eye.

If the termination of the journey was delightful,

the road which led to it was scarcely less so. Va-
riety, if not beauty, met her at every turn. There
were square, formal chateaux, with iron entrance

gates, and long avenues, and little groves of trees,

standing like green spots in the desert in the middle

of uninclosed fields ; low, ivy-covered cottages, pic-

turesque to the beholder, however uncomfortable to

the inhabitants ; steep banks, and wooded hills

;

and many a peep of the lovely river, sometimes

flowing placidly by them, and then tracing its wind-

ing course far away in the distance. Each town
and village had something to render it remarkable.

Harfleur, with the graceful tapering spire of its

beautiful church ;—Lillebonne, carrying the fancy

back to the time when the shows of the Romans
were exhibited in the amphitheatre, still seen dis-

tinctly on the side of the hill ; and, again, recalling

the days when in the old feudal castle, now^ in

ruins, the proud Duke of Normandy assembled his

barons to unfold to them the project of the con-

quest of England;— Caudebec standing on the very

margin of the transparent Seine, and enlivened by
groups of Normandy peasants holding a fair under

the elms wliich skirted the river ;— Duclair, built
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under a range of low cliffs, with apartments cut out
of the rock ; and at length, a scene, which induced
even Mrs. St. Aubyn to stand up in the carriage,

that she might see it to advantage— the first view
of Rouen from the hill of Canteleu. There lay the
city spread out beneath them ; its churches, streets,

manufactories, public buildings, "dimmed by the
touch of centuries," crowding the banks of the Seine,

whose blue waters wound through the rich valley,

and were lost amid the projecting hills which termi-

nated the horizon. Proudly, in the centre, rose the

grey front of the cathedral, and, beyond, infe-

rior in rank, but surpassing in beauty, the gorgeous
church of St. Ouen : whilst, around them, were
grouped the towers and spires of the smaller

churches, throwing a tranquil, religious aspect over
a place, which from its well-known commerce and
manufactories, and the sight of the barges, trading

vessels, and steam-boats, passing upon the river,

might otherwise have suggested ideas of this world
only.

Margaret's ecstasy was a silent one : she disliked

expressing pleasure which would be shared in word
and not in spirit. Agatha, however, said all that was
required ; her spirits were gayer than usual, and if

her feeling was less deep than her sister's, it was at

least fully equal to Colonel Olive's expectations, and
his selfishness was for the time quite overcome. He
was happy, delighted; no journey had ever aiforded

him half the enjoyment ; and as they descended the
hill, he became animated and agreeable, and even ex-
erted himself to point out whatever was most strik-

ing. The carriage drove through the Boulevards into

the narrow streets, and on a near approach Mar-
garet was a little disappointed. The interesting

parts of the city were more in the centre, and the
broad quay, though very handsome, was too regular

VOL. I. M
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to suit her ideas of Rouen. She was, however, in no
humour to criticise, and but little time was allowed

her for further observation. They were to dine

at the table- d'hote, not for pleasure, but to gain

some notion of the ordinary style of living in

France. The proposal was Colonel Clive's, and it

was acceded to, notwithstanding IMrs. St. Aubyn's
ejaculation of dismay, and assurances that in the

provinces a table-d'hote was detestable. In Paris

she had now and then found it endurable ; but even
that was only under certain circumstances, when
her own party had been large, and they were pressed

for time. Colonel Clive appeared to listen, but he
had made up his mind. Agatha had named a wish
to him in private upon this subject, and if she had
not, he was seldom known to yield a trifling point.

" You are sure you like it
; you are not tired ?

"

he said, as he handed Agatha from the carriage, at

the entrance of the Hotel de Rouen.
" Say no, for pity's sake, say no,my dear Agatha,'*

whispered Mrs. St. Aubyn. Agatha smiled on her
sweetly, but she was beginning to feel her power,
and to have pleasure in exercising it.

" Mrs. St. Aubyn must know best, Agatha," ob-
served Margaret : "it can't signify to us."

Agatha smiled again, but not so good humouredly
as before.

" Of course, whatever Mrs. St.^Aubyn likes ; but
I should infinitely prefer the tabre-d'hote."

Colonel Clive walked into the hotel, calling loudly

for the gar^on.
" Quelle heure ? quelle heure ? table-d'hote," he

exclaimed, forgetting his French in his impatience,

and looking fiercely at the waiter.

"Ah oui, oui, monsieur, cinq heuresprecisement;"
and the man retired in the utmost haste from the

Colonel's menacing aspect.
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Agatha laughed, but Mrs. St. Aubjn's face was
for the first time since they had left home clouded.

A table d'hote in the month of July, and at five

o'clock in the afternoon, — who could bear it ? And
to be doomed to such a penance for Agatha's whim!
a young girl, actually patronised and brought for-

ward by herself: it was almost an insult. She
walked proudly up the stairs, the first of the party.

Margaret glanced reproachfully at her sister ; but
there was a gentle impassiveness about Agatha,
which no glance could ever reach. The suite of

apartments was soon decided on, for there was little

choice. The hotel was very full, and but one bed-
room could be appropriated to Agatha and Margaret.
The salon, however, made up for every deficiency :

.

it was spacious and comfortable, fronting the quay,
with a balcony at the window, which extended the

whole length of the hotel. Margaret satisfied her-

self that suflacient amusement would be found even
for a wet day in watching what was passing on the

river, and then retired to prepare as quickly as

possible for the table-d'hote ; a w^ork of no great

difiiculty, Mrs. St. Aubyn's last injunction, addressed

especially to her, being to take care that she was
not remarkable, but on no account to give herself

any trouble, for it was not at all worth while.
" How excessively foolish in you, Agatha !

"

began Margaret when they found themselves alone ;

" for the sake of a table-d'hote to offend Mrs. St.

Aubyn ; and after all her kindness, too ! I really

wish you would let me go and tell her that we have
changed our minds."

" If you do," replied Agatha, carelessly, " you will

not be quite correct. My mind is not given to

change."

"But not when you are wrong? do think of it

again."

M 2
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" There is no right or wrong in the case, that Ican see. Colonel Clive wishes me to please myself,and why should I not ?" ^ '

" Colonel Clive! really Agatha you provoke me.You always put him first."

;;
Very likely, he is the most important person."No indeed

; Mrs. St. Aubyn as a lady has the
first right to be consulted. Besides, Colonel Clive
only insists upon it because you do."

''That I know quite well: will you dress me'I suppose we may ring for hours before Simpson
will be at leisure to help us."

Margaret said no more ; and almost before theywere ready the bell rang to summon them down
stairs. It is rather a nervous thing for an English
lady to dine for the first time at a foreign table-d'hote •

for often an unfounded, but natural idea prevails
in her mind, that the customs must be wholly
different from those with which she is acquainted,and that every one present must understand themexcept herself. There is a strange uncongenialitym the size of the room, and the length of the tableswithout one familiar leg of mutton,^or piece of be^f;
to greet the wandering eye ; a dread of ridicule from
the quick glances of the black-haired, black-whisk-
ered waiters and above all, an instinctive shrinking
from the cold scrutiny of the more fortunate En°ghsh travellers, who, having been perhaps for twodays domesticated at the hotel, think themselves
perfectly at home, and privileged to occupy any
spare minutes in obsei-ving the new arrivals, and
deciding who, and what, and from whence they may
be. But the nervousness is seldom lastino-. The
criticisms, if they are made, do not reach "the earand there are other and more important objects of
attention for all

: and when the preliminaries of the
repast have been gone through, — when the potage
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has disappeared, and the succession of entrees

begins, there is little time left for anj remarks

except speculations upon the dishes which are

handed round. Margaret, however, had more lei-

sure than any one else. She had no appetite, for

the room was oppressively hot, and she was wearied

with the journey. Mrs. St. Aubyn still looked

annoyed ; but she professed herself pleased to be
again partaking of a well-cooked French dinner

;

and Margaret hoped that Agatha might easily obtain

forgiveness. She was longing herself for the mo-
ment of release, and vexed that she could not more
thoroughly enjoy the scene. Her own party were
silent, and the observations made by other persons

near her were desultory and uninteresting. One
only, heard accidentally in a^ sudden lull, attracted

her notice. It was made by a gentleman opposite,

to a very pleasing-mannered English lady, who was
sitting next him.

" Then the report is authentic ; — but she will

never live at Henningsley."

The name was unnatural in that company of

strangers. Margaret could almost have asked why
they presumed to speak of it,—a place which she had
almost fancied her own. She listened for the reply,

but it was lost. The gentleman began again —
" To-day did you say?— but who told you ?"

" A letter from herself. I am here to meet her."
" Strange— not credible from any other source."

Margaret heard, and something about Italian en-

thusiasm, and then the name of Lady Anstruther
;

but Mrs. St. Aubyn rose to leave the table, and she

was compelled to follow. She gave one glance at

the party, determined if possible to recognise them
again, and discover who they were. The few sen-

tences which she had caught showed at once the

subject of their conversation ; and as Margaret re-

M 3
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verted to Henningsley, and the difference which itsoccupation would make in her ordinary life The

Novera a,%;^^P^''"^ privation -the CountessiNovera. As they went up stairs, she was endea-vounng to recall more exactly what had been 4ldwhen the loud cracking of postilions' whips and the

Mrsy7uh"° f -'-f,
announced In arrival!

Tf;^ .• ^^ hastened them into the salon, andAgatha's curiosity led her instantly to the wTndow

sin noTo?r'°';"*/°"^
^'''''' ('° France a

o^e . ,
' T^ ^""^ ^-^^'t'^' b«t of the number

hotel bJt 1'?'^ ''""^ ^'^"'^ '^' '""'^"'^ of theftotel but on y one person was in it; the othershad already alighted. Agatha had scarcely timeto describe a young looking girl, curiously dresfdvery un-English, when she also vanished A

us"ut. '"th*e' 'r^^'
'°"°"^-^' --" g-at -thanusual ,__ the rushing to and fro of waiters ;_ theslamming of doors; -more like the excitement ofan Engish inn, than the quietness of a FrenTonevvhere there are so many separate suites of apartlment. It was a distant sound at first but nresentlyitcame nearer. The salon next 'thefr ownwas apparently to be appropriated to the stranCsAgatha was sure they were not French • she^hldheard one of them speak as they passed. Margaret remembered the words " to-day " which shehad heard at the table-d'hote ; it miwTtbe theCoun ess and her party. Her cm-iosity Tv s routedand she applied to Agatha for a further de cSof the person she had seen. Agatha lau'l ed at

as every one knew, went for nothing in Fi-an'ce : a
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tinker, if he travelled post, with his wife and chil-

dren, would be compelled to have the same. He
knew nothing of the Countess Novera ; nothing of

the English people at the table d'hote ; but he was
certain no lady of rank would travel in that style.

Margaret was silenced,— how could she be other-

wise ?—by such a dogmatic assertion
; yet her curi-

osity still remained, and when Mrs. St. Aubyn
proposed that they should go into the town, just

to gain some notion of what it was like before it

grew dark, she lingered behind, in the hope of

hearing some sound from the adjoining room. But
all was still. A waiter stood at the door as they

were leaving the hotel, and Margaret would have
inquired of him whether the Countess Novera bad
arrived, if she had not been too shy, besides fear-

ing to attract the observation of some foreign ser-

vants who w^ere lounging near, and who might
belong to the Countess's suite. She went on, fol-

lowing Colonel Clive and her sister, and not even
expressing to Mrs. St. Aubyn the wish which was
in her mind ; and in the pleasure of the first inspec-

tion of Rouen, soon forgot every thing else. They
walked along the quay, striking from its broad road
and lofty houses, some standing back and having a

row of trees in front, and all looking grey and
quaint, and totally unlike an English commercial
town ; and, leaving the river and the beautiful sus-

pension bridge, they turned into the narrow streets,

and were soon in the centre of the city. Margaret
asked where they were going. Colonel Clive scarcely

knew. There was the Palais de Justice, the Hotel
Bourgtheroude, the Place de la Pucelle, the Tour
de la Grosse Ilorloge

;
perhaps the last was the

best hint : it was too late really to see any thing

;

they would just walk through the streets, and leave

lionising for the next day. Margaret mentioned
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the cathedi'al, but no one seconded the wish to

see it.

Street after street was passed ; all dirty, all nar-

row, all picturesque, beyond Margaret's most vivid

imagination. Overhanging gables, in some parts

nearly meeting at the top, carved cornices and
ornamented doorways ;

— the archway of the Tour
de la Grosse Horloge, forming a frame as it were
for a picture which she longed to sketch : and then

the people—women of the lower ranks walking

about with neat white caps instead of bonnets

;

men with scull caps, red or brown, as the taste

might be ; boys wdth blue smock frocks, girls

with no covering for the head except that bestowed

by nature ; occasionally, a man with long ear-rings

— once, a woman wearing a man's night-cap ; and
at length, — a sight which Margaret had long

coveted,— a real Normandy cap, not merely the

pointed sugar-loaf, which was worn by many, but

an elevation— a tow^er of stiff perpendicular mus-
lin, adorned with ribbons, and having two depending

flaps or wings, and forming the crowning ornament
of the dress of a stout and stately dame, who in a

black silk gown enlivened by two gold chains,

walked as quickly as her dignity would allow along

the crowded streets. Margaret's delight would
have been rapturous if she had had any one to

share it. Havre, much as she had enjoyed it, was
a mere nothing when compared with the charm of

Rouen. Her wish also of seeing the cathedral was
in a measure gratified ; for upon reaching the ex-

tremity of the Rue Grand Port, they stood directly

in front of it. Colonel Clive remarked that it was
a fine church, they w^ould examine it to-morrow

;

and on he went ; ISIargaret entreated Mrs. St.

Aubyn to stay, that she might look at it only for

one minute : it was the first cathedral she had ever
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seen,— if she might only examine it— only study

the carving, the figures, the proportions, — it was
so much grander than she had imagined any build-

ing could be. Mj-s. St. Aubyn smiled, and told her

she would have had enough of churches after she

had spent two days in Rouen, and hastened her

forwards. Margaret could not think so. The
splendid building seemed to hallow every object

around it. Her uncle had spoken lightly of it, or

at least he had not considered it the first object of

attention, and yet it seemed then as if nothing

could surpass it.

As the thought crossed her, she saw Colonel

Clive and Agatha once more stop. It was before

another church, a cathedral also in size, less rich-

in carving and decorations, and bearing some traces

of incompleteness,— as is the case with many of

the most beautiful Continental churches,— yet ex-

quisite in its proj)ortions ; and in purity of style,

and delicacy of taste (especially displayed in the

open arches, and tracery of the central tower), far

superior, even in Margaret's unpractised eye, to

the florid elaborateness of the cathedral- " St.

Ouen," said Mrs. St. Aubyn : but Margaret did not

require to be told, she knew at once what it must
be ; and before a wish to see the interior could be
expressed, Colonel Clive and Agatha entered.

Mrs. St. Aubyn seemed surprised, but made no
objection to follow them. The door was pushed
aside ; and with a greater degree of reverence
than of curiosity, Margaret advanced into the
church. The shadows of evening were fast

gathering around, and the extremities of the long
aisles and transepts were shrouded in obscurity

;

but before her, the graceful pillars of the nave,
their moulded piers unbroken by capitals, rose

up into the vaulted roof; whilst beyond them
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were mingled arches and columns, altars and cha-

pels, some dark and scarcely to be distinguished,

others touched by the light of the dying day, as its

mellowed rays shone mistily through the deep yet

gorgeous colours of the Avindows. A few figures

were scattered about the building, but none were
moving. Kneeling before the shrine of the Virgin

or the image of a favourite saint, they were ap-

parently absorbed in devotion ; and, except the

distant murmur of the world's cares, which reached

even to that temple of God, no sound fell upon the

ear, save from the farthest end of the south tran-

sept, where, before an illuminated altar which shed

a flickering light upon the bases of the pillars near,

a priest was chanting a mass for the repose of the

dead. Margaret stood motionless : she thought of

nothing— observed nothing—her whole soul was
absorbed in a feeling of intense awe.

Mrs. St. Aubyn approached, and motioned her
to go forward; but Margaret objected, for she
could not bear to intrude farther into the presence
of those whom she believed to be engaged in wor-
shipping their Maker. If it were not so, if idolatry

had entered that holy temple, if the corruptions of

man's invention had defiled the dwelling-place of

the Most High, to Margaret's eye it was not then

visible. She saw others in the attitude of prayer,

and she felt herself cold and even irreverent in

comparison. She could not make them objects of

amusement ; and, whispering to her companion to

leave her, she remained leaning against one of the

pillars of the nave, until the circuit of the church
had been rapidly made ; and then, regardless of

Agatha's look of surprise at her want of curiosity,

silently took ISIi's. St. Aubyn's arm, and the party

emerged again into the open air. "What a contrast

presented itself ! The evening had dai'kened, and
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tlie lamps in the streets, and the shops were lighted.

The signs of business had disappeared; and in their

stead, the search after amusement seemed the oc-

cupation to which all had given themselves. Yet
it w^as not a search— amusement was at hand
for all : hardly a voice was heard except in tones

of merriment, and few faces were seen unlighted

by a smile. Of the rich there appeared scarcely

any; but amongst the inferior orders, the petty

tradespeople, the porters, the peasants, the servants,

the ragged children even, who thronged the narrow
streets, one spirit alone prevailed. The Rue Grand
Port was a scene of enchantment ; the lower por-

tion of the grotesque irregular street was resplen-

dent as if purposely illuminated,—the chemists,

grocers, picture-dealers, toymen, had all displayed

their wares to the fullest advantage ; but the win-
dows of the pastry-cooks, filled with fantastic or-

naments and glittering with bonbons, surpassed all

others. The light which in a wider street would
have been lost, was here concentrated and reflected

;

and between the opposite rows of illuminations

passed the gay groups, who were refreshing them-
selves after the labours of the day ; whilst above,

in the dark narrow line of sky left between the

projecting roofs, shone the pale pure stars of hea-

ven, like angels looking from afar in sadness and
silence upon the vain stir, and transitory pleasures

of this lower world. JMargaret's eye wandered de-

lighted over the scene, but not with the same care-

less enjoyment which she might have experienced

an hour iDcfore. Graver thoughts had sprung up ;

and though she could gaze upon and admire it, as

the " spectacle " of a theatre, she could not enter

into it as reality. She could scarcely imagine that

others did. St. Ouen in its exquisite beauty, its

•" soft religious gloom," was still present to her, and
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the sparkling gaiety wliich surrounded her seemed
visionary. The distance was short to the hot^l,

but after walking through one or two of the smaller

streets, Agatha complained of being tired, and
Colonel Clive insisted upon engaging a " fiacre,"

and as they drove along the quay, Margaret was
glad that he had been peremptory, A crowd had
collected before the hotel, very orderly and quiet,

and brought together only by two military bands,

which were playing in the open air in honour of a

grand dinner given by a general officer. Still it

was a crowd, and Margaret had a great dislike to

one, and a nervous dread of " being" crushed. The
people separated easily as the fiacre drove up to the

door, and in a few minutes afterwards Margaret
was seated in the balcony, gazing upon the river, in

which both the stars and the lights from the oppo-
site quay were clearly mirrored, refreshing herself

with coffee, and listening to the full tones of the

wind instruments, which gave a depth of expres-

sion to the favourite Italian airs that followed each
other in rapid succession. The calmness of the

night, and the beauty of the music, had a charm for

others besides Margaret ; and the sound of voices

in the adjoining salon, the windows of which opened
like their own upon the balcony, recalled her former
curiosity. The murmur was indistinct, and it was
not easy to tell what language was spoken. Mar-
garet moved her chair, with no idea of approaching

nearer to the strangers, but in order to be beyond
the reach of a conversation between her sister and
Colonel Clive, which the music had no effect in

stopping. The neighbouring balcony was empty,

or she would have remained stationary in her first

position ; but she had scarcely been seated two
minutes, when the band stopped for a few^ instants,

and she fancied she recognised the voice of the lady
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wlio had dined with them at the table-d'hote, sug-

gesting that it was foolish to remain in the room,

they had much better remove into the open air.

The answer was given in the voice and accent of a

foreigner ; gentle and melodious beyond any tones

which Margaret had ever heard. The words were
English, but not the idiom ; and immediately after-

wards there was a faint laugh, and in the soft deli-

cious language of Italy the stranger agreed to the

proposal, and stepped forward. Margaret moved
away, notwithstanding her curiosity she could not

turn to look ; but her dress caught in the railing,

and whilst endeavouring to disentangle it, her eye

involuntarily rested upon the countenance of the

foreigner. The glance was startling. A stranger

she certainly was ; an Italian^ from her dress and
manner and voice, yet her features seemed as fami-

liar to Margaret's eye as if they had been present

to her from childhood. She knew the oval form of

the face, the full forehead, the glossy dark chestnut

hair, the deep-set lustrous eye and long nose, and

especially the peculiar expression of the small

mouth, with its short upper lip, and sweet smile,

and yet the trace of something determined and even
proud beneath. For an instant Margaret was so

confused that she forgot the awkwardness of her

position, and gazed intently upon the tall elegant

figure standing almost close at her side ; but the

lady turned suddenly round, and their eyes met

;

and as the colour rushed to Margaret's cheek, and

she hastened to re-enter the salon, she remembered
the picture in the dining-room at Henningsley.

There was no more doubt ; she had seen the Countess

Novera. The effect upon her feelings was instan-

taneous. She almost feared to look again lest the re-

semblance Vv'hich had so forcibly struck her should

appear less vivid ; but the sweet voice and the soft

VOL. I. N
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Italian accent met her ear, and drew her again into

the balcony. This time she had but a passing

glimpse, for the Countess and her friends left it

almost immediately. The bands ceased to play;

the crowd dispersed quickly; and Colonel Clive and
Agatha, finding their conversation no longer private,

withdrew also into the salon.
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CHAPTER XL

Time is certainly not to be measured by days and
hours, at least if we consult our own sensations.

That day had been one of the longest of Margaret
Percival's uneventful life. She had seen, heard,

thought, and felt so much, her mind had been in

such a perpetual state of transition, she could with
difficulty tell what had gratified her most. St. Ouen
she would have said, but for the lovely apparition

(it seemed scarely more real) of the Countess
Novera. The remembrance of the church in its

awful solemnity would never be entirely obliterated,

but it would fade away tint after tint, until at length

nothing would remain but that strange, incompre-
hensible memory of a feeling, which is so deep a
mystery of our nature. The Countess was to return

to the neighbourhood of her own home for a season

at least ; she was to dwell amidst the same scenes,

to enjoy the same beauties, to be in a manner con-
nected with her daily life, yet shut out from and
superior to it. There would be something constantly

to keep alive the interest which she had already
inspired. Even to hear of her and meet her occa-
sionally would add a charm to the common routine

of existence ; and it was possible that circum-
stances might bring them to a more intimate know-
ledge of each other. In the enthusiasm of the
moment, having had no experience of disappoint-
ment, Margaret flattered herself that in such an
acquaintance she should find all that she could
desire to make her life agreeable. The Countess was
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immediately invested with every virtue and every
talent, and Margaret lay down to sleep with a face

of beauty and a voice of melody haunting her

dreams, and mingling strangely and confusedly

with the shadowy outlines, and the solemn tones of

the church and the service of St. Ouen. Agatha
slept, also ; but her last waking thoughts were in

little accordance with her sister's. Of the Countess
Novera she knew and thought nothing ; Margaret
had not chosen to communicate her discovery, fear-

ing the observations which might be made. Of St.

Ouen she thought still less : it was a splendid

church, but the darkness had prevented her from
seeing much of it ; it was curious to observe the

people kneeling about, but she supposed they were
only repeating a set of words, so there was no fear

of disturbing them ; and the tones of the Gregorian
chant might be beautiful to those who liked the style

of thing, but to her ear they were extremely
monotonous. More engrossing subjects now de-

manded her attention— the luxurious comfort of

Ashington Court, and the superiority of position

and increase of wealth which she would derive from
consenting to be the wife of Colonel Clive. The
question had not been actually put, but she could

not doubt that it was coming. The colonel's manner
during the day, and some observations dropped in

the course of the long conversation in the balcony,

had convinced her of it. He seemed only waiting to

be quite certain of success before he ventured upon
his proposal. Agatha knew that a very slight en-

couragement would bring him to the desired point,

yet she hesitated. Cold she was, and selfish and
worldly ; but she was very young, and coldness does

not imply absolute insensibility. At a distance she had
thought it might be very desirable to marry a person

possessed of so many advantages ; but as the pro-
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spect drew nearer, other ideas forced themselves upon
her mind. She had never dreamt of loving Colonel

Clive ; that she knew was impossible : but there

was a lurking feeling totally the opposite to love

which now and then made its presence acknow-
ledged. When Margaret complained of his temper,

or the world laughed at his stupidity, Agatha was
silent ; not because she did not agree, but because
she agreed too well. With the consciousness of what
might in all probability be her future destiny (for

it was many weeks since she had first become cer-

tain of her power), she did not choose to acknow-
ledge how fully she was alive to the deficiencies of

the man who might soon become her husband.
She saw them all plainly, painfully. Her percep-

tions were quick, her taste was naturally good, and
refined by education ; but she had a strong calcula-

ting mind and low principles ; and the struggle

now was between the desire to raise herself in the

world, and the dread of linking herself for life to a
man whom she could neither love nor respect.

Agatha went to bed almost resolved that the final

step should never be taken ; she awoke in the morn-
ing, doubtful and uneasy, — so uneasy that Margaret
remarked it and thought she was ill. The very
idea seemed to rouse her sister's self-command ; she

shook off all appearance of langour, talked fast and
gaily; and before the breakfast was ready, Margaret's
suspicions were dispelled. The day was to be de-

voted to sight-seeing, with the exception of the first

hour after breakfast, which Colonel Clive was
obliged to give to business, and the rest of the
party to letter-writing. Margaret had promised
that her uncle should hear from her, and fancied

she should have no difiiculty in telling him all that

she had seen and felt ; but she was not in the

humour for description ; and besides, descriptions

N 3
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were always tiresome ; and the idea which was
then uppermost in her mind, was one in which he
would have no sympathy. He would smile if she

spoke to him of a foreigner, a perfect stranger,

instead of the beauties of Rouen. Yet her thoughts
were frequently reverting to this latter subject, and
having learnt accidentally from the waiter that the

party in the next salon were to set olf for Havre
early in the afternoon, her chief wish was to gain

one more glimpse of the countess before her depar-

ture. But there seemed a fatality against her.

Colonel Clive's business was despatched sooner than
he expected, and they were hurried out, and were
not likely to return till late. Margaret gave up the

hope, and tried to think that it did not signify, as

they should probably soon meet often. Agatha's
manner also soon engrossed her attention. It was so

unlike her usual equanimity. She took the colonel's

arm as usual ; but Margaret could see that she was
occasionally quite silent ; then, as if actuated by a
sudden whim, talked and laughed, and again as sud-

denly became silent. Colonel Clive's perception
was not very quick, or he might have been as much
struck by the change as Margaret ; but he felt him-
self nearly secure of his object, and whilst Agatha
was walking with him, he cared little whether she

conversed or not. Perhaps on the whole he preferred

silence, for conversation was not his forte, and now
and then Agatha was too clever for liim.

Rouen in the sunshine appeared as striking as

Rouen by lamplight, though in a different way.
Colonel Clive was methodical, and had arranged
beforehand the plan for the day's sights ; and Mar-
garet, overcoming both her wish of seeing the
Countess, and her anxiety for Agatha, gave herself
up to the pleasures before her. The Palais de
Justice, and the Hotel Bourgtheroude, were duly
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lionised; and afterwards, as the cliurches are ge-

nerally closed at twelve o'clock, a second visit to

St. Ouen was proposed.

It was perhaps less imposing, less awful, when first

viewed by the light of day ; there was something

lost of mystery and what even might be termed
romance ; but the sense of its perfect beauty increased

every moment. From vt^hatever point it was viewed,

the purity and completeness of the whole building

gave a feeling of rest to the mind. Margaret lin-

gered behind her companions, watching the various

effects caused by the glancing of the light through

the arches, and the graceful pillars, marking the rich

outline of the rose windows, and gazing with wonder
as upon a fairy scene into the " benitier " at the

lower end of the nave, in which columns and carving

and tracery floated in soft reflection ; the work it

seemed rather of the spirits of the element in which
each delicate line was pictured, than the mirror of

the structure of human hands. A few persons were
engaged in prayer as on the preceding evening : and
Margaret's fear of disturbing them recurred to her

again ; but they seemed unconscious of the presence

of the strangers, who were noiselessly walking

through the aisles ; and after a little hesitation Mar-
garet, withdrawing from Mrs. St. Aubyn that she

might not be obliged to talk, followed the common
example. Yet it was a painful one. Even to those

who have realised but little of the existence and the

blessedness of the visible Church of Christ, it cannot

be a matter of indifference to enter a Christian temple,

and feel that it cannot be for them a place of public

common Christian worship. The question naturally

arises, where is the error, the grievous sin, which
has thus broken the unity of the Church ? As yet

the thought had never presented itself to Margaret's

mind ; but when she wandered through that glorious
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building, her feelings subdued and exalted, and
the longings after truth and holiness, which had
slumbered amidst the excitement of the last few
days, once more called forth, it forced itself clearly

upon her.

She had been told of the errors of the Romish
system, but they were not then uppermost in her

consideration. Involuntarily the parish church of

Deering, its white-"syashed walls, circular windows,
misshapen pews and galleries, and neglected altar

rose to view. It was placed by the side of St.

Ouen. To Margaret, one was the representative of

the Romish, the other of the English Church. She
renewed the examination of the beauty before her
with something of envy and discontent. The feel-

ing seemed right, and it was indulged ; and with it

came other thoughts, pure and unearthly. At a

little distance knelt a female figure— a lady, simply
dressed and apparently young, but her face could

rot fee seen, for her head was buried in her hands.

Margaret had noticed her when first they entered

;

she had watched her since ; but there was no move-
ment, no change of position, nothing to mark the

slightest distraction of attention. Even Colonel
Clive had walked aside when he passed her, struck

by a sudden sense of intrusion. Margaret remem-
bered her own careless prayers, often shortened
from weariness, often hurried over as a task, and was
conscience-stricken and humbled. Her faith, she
had been told, was purer ; her Church more simple

and primitive ; but where was the abstraction from
earth, the intense devotedness which were expressed
in the attitude of the stranger ? If alone at that

moment she could have prayed earnestly, — it would
have been a relief, a luxury ; but she was with
those who had no thought of prayer, and Margaret
could not, in an instant and without an eftbrt, col-
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lect her ideas, and fix them upon serious subjects.

The desire whicli she then, felt was for solitude—
solitude, at least, in that place : to be one amongst
the small number who were not admiring but wor-
shipping. Margaret was standing apartwhen Agatha
came up to hasten her away. She was wishing, she

said, to take a sketch in the garden adjoining the

church, and if they remained longer there would be

no time.

"A sketch!" repeated Margaret, "why should

you do that ?
"

" Oh, Margaret, how absurd ; you wished it

yourself, just now."
" Did I?— I think I remember ; but I don't care

about it. Can't you let me stay here till you have
finished?"

Agatha doubted ; she did not imagine that Mrs.

St. Aubyn would approve. But Mrs. St. Aubyn had
no very strict idea of the duties of a chaperone, and
in a church there could be no possible objection.

" Margaret was extremely unsociable," she said

;

'•yet if she liked to stay, no one could say nay ;"

—

and Margaret thanked her warmly, and having
watched them through the west door, returned

again to her reveries. The figure which she had
first noticed still retained the same position ; and
it was different from almost every other. There
were some persons kneeling before pictures, some
before different altars, and with them Margaret
had comparatively little sympathy. They reminded
her of what she had been told of the practical,

though it might not be the theoretical, idolatry of

Romanism ; and she could not but feel that visible

objects must at all events require a painful effort of

the mind in striving to pass beyond them.
But the devotion which had attracted her had

nothing of this earthly admixture. It was, to all
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outward appearance, as pure as it was undisturbed

;

and why could not she pray also ? Why could not

she kneel in a Christian church, and ask that God
would pardon her many sins, and guide her in her

future path ? None could have more need of prayer,

for none could be weaker or more ignorant. But a

few days had gone by since she had, as she be-

lieved, entered upon a new course of life ; and a

prospect of enjoyment, a change of scene, had en-

tirely deadened her impressions. Only the previous

night she had suffered a dream of the fancy to

engross her attention, and had lain down to rest,

not without prayer, but with such prayer, so cold

and wandering, as it was only humiliation to re-

member ; so it might be again. It was a supersti-

tious notion which arose at the moment,— a half

belief that the resolutions made in that place w^ould

be more lasting than any others. Yielding to the

impulse, Margaret cast a hasty glance around to

see that she was not observed, and placing her

chair in a situation where she was screened by one
of the columns of the transept, knelt for the first

time amongst strangers in a strange land ; amongst
Christians, with whom she was forbidden commu-
nion. Her prayer was short, offered hurriedly, and
with a nervous dread of being noticed ; but it was
humble and fervent 5 a supplication for pardon

which rose from the very depth of the heart ; an
act of self-dedication in which there was no shrink-

ing from the prospect of any sacrifice. Margaret
rose more tranquil and happy. The sense of lone-

liness was lessened. A Christian herself, she felt

that those around her were Christians also. They
had the same wants, the same hopes ; difierences

there might be in externals, but the foundation, she

believed, was in all alike.

"We live in an age when the unity of the Church
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of Christ is considered unattainable, and is by many
scarcely acknowledged to be a blessing. We have
even ceased to lament over its absence ; and the

greatness of our loss is seldom understood or appre-

ciated till we find ourselves in a foreign country,

shut out in spirit from the temples which ought to

be open to us as our homes ;
— upon some it will

then press most painfully ; the purer, the more
earnest, the more sensible of their privileges in

their own land, the greater will be their regret and
their temptation. Margaret's mind was not as yet

one of these : religion with her Avas only in its

germ, but a naturally imaginative and ardent dis-

position will instinctively cling to the beautiful

vision of past ages, when the members of the Chris-

tian Church were supposed to form one family on
earth, as they hope to be one in heaven ; when
altars and homes were open to them on every shore

;

when to the eye of sense, as now to the eye of faith,

there was but "one body, and one spirit," and
"one hope of their calling ;" "one Lord, one faith,

one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is

above all, and through all, and in all." Whether it

were a dream or a reality, few have paused to ask.

Whether it were truth in the early ages of Chris-

tianity, or when the thirst for temporal dominion had
usurped the first place in that kingdom of our Lord
which is " not of this world, " still fewer will now
inquire. It is enough that the longing for visible

communion has been excited in their breasts, and
that a theory of unity, tangible and comprehensible,

is presented to them. Fancy is gratified and feel-

ing roused ; and reason— set aside because it has
been perverted to earthly uses— is considered no
longer as a gift for which we shall be responsible to

our Maker, but as a treacherous instrument, which
it is unsafe for minds so weak to employ. Till that
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hour Margaret Percival had never felt that the doc-

trines and practices of the Romish church could in

any way be suited to her needs ; and she did not then

examine or dwell upon them in detail, but sta-

tioning herself where she could best enjoy the

beauty of the building, she gave herself up to the

holy soothing influences about her, unthinking that

aught of danger could be associated with things so

pure. They were moments of exquisite enjoyment

which were thus spent; moments which might

almost have tempted her to believe that the world

could never again entangle her in its snares. She
was conscious of her sincerity, and earnest in her

devotedness ; and the prayer which had joined

her, at least outwardly, in the fellowship of a sister

church, had enlarged and hallowed her feelings of

sympathy. There was peace in her heart ; and,

when she again looked for the kneeling figure, it

was with humility, yet with less self-reproach. But
the object of her interest was no longer to be seen

;

for during the short time that Margaret's thoughts

had been otherwise occupied, she had retired. Mar-
garet was disappointed. She walked once more
through the building, expecting the return of her

party, but as she saw Colonel Clive re-enter alone,

and went towards him, she caught sight of a di'ess

which she recognised,— it was the stranger
;

yet

Margaret would scarcely have imagined her tall

graceful form to be the same which she had seen bent

in such deep humiliation. She was standing before

a picture over one of the side altars, and her face

was averted ; but when Margaret drew near she

seemed disturbed by the sound of her footstep, and
glancing quickly round their eyes met, and Mar-
garet once more beheld the beautiful features of the

Countess Novera. Both paused, but only for an

instant. Margaret longed to look again, but the
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Countess moved aside, and Margaret, passing on,

could not perceive the expression of interest mixed
with surprise which followed her. The Colonel
hastened her from the church, and the Countess
watched her till she was gone ; and then, summon-
ing an attendant who was in waiting, stepped into

her carriage and drove back to the hotel.

VOL. I.
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CHAPTER XII.

" Only two more days in Rouen," said Margaret
to her sister, when she returned to her room the

same evening. " Ai'e you very sorry ?"

" I don't know. I was not thinking about it."

" But think now. Have you any great wish to go

farther ?"

" Have you ? " was the only answer.

Margaret laughed.— "I know why you won't

acknowledge the truth," she said ;
" you don't

choose to OAvn that you are tired of your constant

companion."
" Who ? what ? " and Agatha turned round

sharply.
" Nay, there can be no need of explanation ; if

we could have exchanged partners occasionally, you
would not be quite so moody, that is all I mean."
"And I am as wise as I was before," replied

Agatha.
"No offence, I hope," said Margaret, archly.

" I did not know it was a point Avhich so nearly

concerned you."

Agatha cast upon the table the chain and eye-

glass which she held in her hand, and threw herself

into an arm chair.

" Something is the matter," said Mai'garet, rather

frightened ;
" are you ill ?

"

" Me ! no, absurd. What makes you think so?"

"You are ill—I am sure : you look so."

Agatha smiled ; but there was something unna-
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tural in the expression, and Margaret repeated the

observation.
" I am not ill, Margaret, indeed ; but I am tired."

" Only tired ?— are you sure ?
"

" Only tired," was the reply ; and Margaret pur-

sued her occupations without attempting any further

remarks. Agatha leant back her head, and shut

her eyes, and her sister thought she was going to

sleep : but after a little while Agatha seemed
awake again.

^' You will be much better in bed," said Mar-
garet ;

" let me help you."

Agatha rose up quickly :
—" Thank you, I am

not quite invalid enough for that : I have a head-

ache,— nothing more."
" All Colonel Olive's doing, I am certain," said

Margaret :
" which does not mean, though, that I

am not grateful to him."
" Only that you would not marry him," said

Agatha, in a voice of forced calmness.
" Marry him!— no, not for ten thousand worlds."
" And I would," said Agatha, not a muscle of

her countenance moving. The tone Avas quite

serious, and Margaret started, and gazed on her

sister without speaking.
" And will," continued Agatha, still not showing

any change of manner.—"What makes you look

so strangely ?" she added, as Margaret turned pale.

" Strange ! do I look strange ? no wonder : but,

Agatha, you are so foolish
;
you frightened me."

" If I did, it was with truth ; but there is nothing

very alarming in being engaged to be married."
" No ! I don't know ; I am sure I should think

it so. But I should be thankful if you would leave

off this habit' of teasing."
" Margaret," said Agatha gravely, "this is no

time for mystery : when you think of me from

o 2
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henceforth, it must be as the affianced wife of

Colonel Clive."

Agatha fancied she had spoken cheerfully, but
she did not know how quickly the ear of affection

can interpret a slight intonation of the voice ; and
Margaret's ear was that of affection. There was
little congeniality between Agatha and herself in

disposition, little sympathy in taste, but tliey were
sisters, and the strength of that tie it requires years

of separation and discordance to loosen.
" In earnest ? "— and Margaret stood before

Agatha, and laying her hand upon her arm, looked

at her steadfastly :
" once more tell me, let me have

no doubts."
" I cannot say it more clearly," replied Agatha ;

" Colonel Clive has asked, and I have consented."

There was a dead silence.

" Without consideration, without thinking of my
father and my mother, and all at home ?" said Mar-
garet at length.

" There is no occasion," replied Agatha ;
" you

can have no doubt what they will say. But, Mar-
garet, I thought I should have had congratulations."

The word jarred so much upon Margaret's feel-

ing, that her forced composure was at end. She
sat down, trying to hide her face.

" What does this mean, dear Margaret ? " said

Agatha, with greater tenderness of manner than
she usually evinced. " How can there be any thing

painful in the notion of my marrying Colonel

Clive ? you must have been prepared for it."

" Prepared ! oh, no, no ; who could have been ?

I saw that he admired you, but so does every one."

Margaret raised her head, and added in a lower
tone,—" Are you sure, Agatha, that you love him ?"

The question was a trying one even to Agatha's
impenetrability. " I don't know any thing about
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love," she said, after a sliort pause ;
" sucli love at

least as people talk of ; and if it were to come, it

might be no good to me ; I might not be able to

marry."

"But esteem— have you esteem, Agatha?— it

must be dreadful to marry without it."

" Of course, there is nothing to object to ; no-
thing to find fault with : and you can't imagine
how fond he is of me."

"Fond, before marriage !" exclaimed Margaret;
but she repented when she saw that Agatha was
offended. She rose immediately, and throwing her
arm round her sister's waist, and kissing her affec-

tionately, she said,— "I will never talk so again,

dearest, if your happiness is concerned ; only let-

me speak to you to-night for the last time."

Agatha did not refuse to listen, and Margaret
continued in a hurried voice ;

" It cannot be love,— you have owned that it is not : and what is

married life without it ?"

Agatha smiled coldly, and answered, — "I am
not romantic."

" Neither am I
;
you know it well. It is im-

possible I should ever have cared for any one, and
no one has ever cared for me : but I would rather

endure the utmost extremity of bodily suffering,

than I would risk the happiness of my life by
consenting to marry a man for whom I felt, as I am
certain you feel, for Colonel Clive."

Agatha turned proudly away from her. "You
forget, Margaret," she said, " he is to me now as

my husband."
"I am wrong, forgive me," exclaimed Mar-

garet ;
" and yet I am not wrong ; he is not your

husband now, and God grant he never may be !

"

" He is my husband, in my eyes," said Agatha

;

" as such he must be spoken of. I have con-

o 3
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suited for my own happiness, and my resolution

is fixed."

" Fixed ! fixed ! " repeated Margaret ; as if

trying to gain the full meaning of the words.
" My father will approve, and my mother will

rejoice," continued Agatha.
" And my uncle

!

" rose to Margaret's lips, but

she checked herself in time.
" You will think differently soon," pursued

Agatha; "this is only the surprise of hearing

what you were not prepared for. For my sake

you will love him, when he is your brother."

Margaret's whole soul revolted from the name

;

but she could not bring herself to utter her secret

thought. It was strange that during the conver-

sation not one allusion had been made to the attrac-

tion which each knew was, in this case, to be the

foundation of married happiness—money. Mar-
garet would scarcely acknowledge to herself that

her sister could be heartless and mercenary, and
Agatha knew Margaret too well to hold out as con-

solation the tempting bait from which she was
aware both her principle and taste would recoil.

For Margaret's mind w^as essentially unworldly
;

more since she had grown into womanhood than
even in her childish years. There is a purity and
delicacy of feeling instinctive in a woman's mind,

bestowed, it might seem, as a special gift to compen-
sate for all that must be deemed inferiority in her
position. It was a gift which Margaret had early

prized, and most carefully cherished ; not by dwell-

ing upon, and exaggerating it into a morbid fastidi-

ousness, but by shunning every thing that could

taint it. Agatha read books by stealth, which her
mother did not approve ; IMargaret not only re-

fused to follow her example as a child, from a hatred

of deception, but when left to the choice of her
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own studies, closed instantly any volume, however
interesting, with which she would have blushed to

have been seen. Agatha talked lightly, and lis-

tened to tales of scandal, and fostered her natural

vanity by drinking in the honied flatteries which
were poured into her ear, unmindful from whom
they came ; but Margaret would hear nothing,-

would join in nothing which could not have borne
the scrutiny of the whole world. The tree of know-
ledges-such knowledge as was too frequently

offered her — would she felt, be to her the tree of

evil only ; and blest in her ignorance and inno-

cence, she gave no heed to ridicule, and was con-

tented to hear herself accounted absurdly parti-

cular, even by those whose admiration was deemed
an honour, if only she might retain her ow^n self-

respect. It was the instinct of a pure and simple

mind which was her first safeguard; and when
religious motives began to actuate her, this was
one amongst many causes of continual thankfulness.

To know the evil that exists around us, is some-
times said to be necessary in order to the formation

of a sound judgment; but experience will prove
the fallacy of the assertion. Familiarity with any
object does not sharpen, but deaden our perception

of its nature. We live with our friends till we
become insensible to the beauty or the deformity of

their features ; we throw the charm of association

around our homes, and forget that they are barren
and uninteresting ; and we read of vice, and hear
of worldliness, and selfishness, and paltry ambition,

till Ave lose all notion of their being in themselves
sinful and degrading. We say they are so, but to

us they have become common, and our condem-
nation is unaccompanied by feeling. So it was
that Margaret lyid a better judgment than Agatha,
because she had a purer mind. She could sec
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truths to which her sister was blind ; and from
having learnt to look upon marriage as a most
sacred engagement, she had a clear insight into

the misery which must be the result when it is

entered upon with low views. Yet Margaret saw
that it was hopeless to interfere. There were no
tangible grounds for objection ; it was entirely a

question of feeling ; and if Agatha had feelings,

thgy were cased in ice, and beyond her reach.
" We will say no more," said Agatha ; finding

that Margaret's aversion to the idea was greater

even than she had expressed.
" If saying were to be of use," replied Margaret,

—

"if it would only induce you to pause, I would
speak till you were weary."
Agatha uttered an exclamation of impatience.

" Pause ! Margaret, — I have paused ; I have

been delaying for weeks : yes, a month since I

might have brought matters to this point if I had
chosen it."

" Then it is deliberate, —wilful," said Margaret
sadly.

" Wilful, if you will call it so ; but merely the

wilfulness of knowing that I can judge best for my
own happiness."

" Happiness ! to live with him always," said

Margaret ;
" to feel that you ought to look up to

him, and yet that you despise him ! to watch his

petty mind ! to see that he is ridiculed !

"

Agatha's brow became crimson.—" This is trying

me too far, Margaret," she said ;
" you said that

you would speak for the last time ; let it be the

last. If we are to be sisters for the future, it

must be."

Margaret made no reply ; the worldliness, the

meanness of her sister's conduct, rose at every

instant more fully to view ; even indifferent, low-
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mindetl people would understand and condemn it

:

they would say that Agatha had married for money.
Margaret unconsciously gave low-minded people

credit for a portion of her own delicacy. She
would have been less unhappy then, though neither

better nor wiser, if she had shared Agatha's know-
ledge of matrimonial speculations. But there was
one person whose opinion couLd not be doubted—
her uncle. At the thought of him, Margaret was
humbled with shame for her sister : she lay down
to rest, but forgetfulness was far from her ; and
when, at length, she fell asleep, it was with a sensa-

tion of greater disgust at the marriage than even
at the first moment of its announcement.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Margaret was the last to appear in the salon at

breakfast. She did her utmost to seem unconscious,

even when Colonel Clive gave a significant pressure

of the hand as she wished him good morning ; but

the party were oppressively gay. The Colonel had
assumed a youthful air, and Mrs. St. Aubyn with
difficulty refrained from meaning glances. Margaret
had purposely delayed dressing, that there might be
no time for conversation with Agatha, and now
watched her particularly to discover the state of

her mind. The placid lovely countenance betrayed

no emotion of any kind, except that the colour on
the cheek was perhaps a little more heightened than

usual ; but in manner there was a slight alteration.

Agatha talked a good deal, and quicldy, especially

in answer to any remark of Colonel Clive's. Her
adroitness in converting his common-place speeches

into something amusing, would have been delightful

to an ordinary hearer. Margaret saw in it only

the beginning of an effort, — not at self-deception,

the time for that was long past, but at deceiving

the world. She listened patiently to all that went
on, till in answer to some casual remark. Colonel

Clive addressed her as " Margaret." Agatha caught

the word and the expression of her sister's coun-

tenance. She broke into the middle of the sentence

with less tact than usual ; but the Colonel was not

to be diverted from his purpose. " Margaret," he

repeated again, and their eyes met, and he smiled.
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Mrs. St. Aiibyn said something about brothers and
sisters, and a faint blush tinged Agatha's cheek.

Margaret's Lady-like feelings struggled hard with
her anger. She was aware that under the circum-
stances the Christian name could scarcely be deemed
a liberty ; but she was not accustomed to consider the

future relationship ; and the term of familiarity, when
used even by persons of her own sex without per-

mission expressly granted, was offensive to her taste.

She did, however, subdue the rising irritation,

smiled also, and replied gently; and none but Agatha
saw that the bitter predominated over the sweet.

It was well that the lesson was begun early, for

it required constant practice. Agatha's position

naturally made a change in the whole tone of the

.

party. " I " and " you " were superseded by " we."
Margaret's satisfaction was taken for granted ; and
Mrs. St. Aubyn, who had rather given up Agatha
since her pertinacity about the table-d'hote, made
her the confidante instead, giving her the history of

the means by which she had carried out her wishes

with regard to the marriage ; wishes which had
been formed from the time when Colonel Clive

succeeded to the Ashington property. " He re-

quires such a wife, my dear," she said ;
" he is

glad of some one to amuse him ; he feels wearied
sometimes, for he is not like a professional man

;

and he is such a great admirer of beauty. And
Agatha is sure to be happy ; she will have every
thing she wants. As to temper, why,— one would
wish it to be otherwise ; but she will learn how to

manage him."
*' I hope so," said Margaret, more gravely than

she had intended.
" Oh, no fear, my love ; he does extremely well

when he is not thwarted ; and when there is real

affection, things always go straight."
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Real affection ! how deeply Margaret sighed. In

such cases real affection is always taken for granted

as a matter of courtesy.

The day was long. Even the sight-seeing, the

drive to Mont St. Catharine in the morning, and to

the little church of St. Gervais in the afternoon,

could not prevent Margaret from finding it so. If

any thing could have diverted her thoughts, the

crypt of St. Gervais, in which the early Christians,

fifteen centuries before, offered their solemn wor-

ship, would have served the purpose. It did so

indeed for a few minutes, whilst the imagination

was carried back to past ages, and the change from
the first simplicity of a Christian service to the

gorgeous ritual of the Romish church was recalled

by strength of contrast ; but when the church was
left, when the narrow steps which led down to the

crypt were remounted, and when the old sacristan,

whose heart seemed devoted to the treasure com-
mitted to his care, had bowed and bade them fare-

well, Margaret's thoughts turned again from heaven
to earth. All her wishes were now centred in

home. She would not have gone farther with her

present party under any temptation. The Colonel

and Mrs. St. Aubyn became more and more uncon-

genial from the circumstance which was to render

them in a degree members of her own family. All

defects were seen, and some perhaps magnified.

Margaret blamed herself for prejudice and ingrati-

tude ; tried to think that Agatha had chosen wisely
;

endeavoured to believe that married life might be

comfortable, even if there was no love to make it

actually happy ; but it would not do. She was too

candid for self-deception, and the utmost charity

could not prevent her from fearing that Agatha
was acting dishonourably ; thnt she was pretending

an affection which sl\o did not feel.
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But " time and the liour rub through the roughest

day." So Margaret repeated to herself many times,

wondering at the comfort which the words gave
her ; the sort of " assurance doubly sure," which in

seasons of weariness or impatience we are occa-

sionally inclined to require. The Sunday morning '

followed. Margaret's English ideas were shocked
at the sight of business and pleasure proceeding as

on ordinary occasions, and her incipient liking for

the Roman Catholic religion was not increased in

consequence. She went to the cathedral with the

rest of the party, and hoped she should have under-

stood the service, having read the prayers before-

hand, and seen that they were in great part like

those of the English church. She imagined even
that it might be possible to join in those which did

not embody the peculiar doctrines of Romanism

;

but all was confusing though very beautiful. The
music, the incense, the perpetual movements of the

priests, and the brilliant colours of the vestments,

distracted her attention. She could not realise that

she was in a place where people were uniting

in prayer, for all appeared engaged in their own.
Some persons near her knelt, some sat, some looked

about. The celebration of the mass by the priests,

in the choir, was one service, and the devotions of

the people, in the nave, seemed another. A con-

nection she knew there must be between them, but
she was too ignorant to know what it was ; and to

be observing, and wondering, and turning over the

pages of her book, as if merely watching a show,

was distressing to her newly-awakened spirit of

piety.

She left the cathedral with the wish never again
to be present at a service in which she could not

join ; and retiring afterwards to her own room,
read by herself the prayers of the English Churcli,

VOL. I. p
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which she alone of tlie party remembered were at

that time being offered in their own country. Still

more on that day Margaret lamented the absence

of unity.

The fourth evening in Rouen was over at last.

Colonel Clive's business had been finished on the

preceding day, and imperative necessity called him
back to England.

" If it had not been business," he said, " which
did not admit of delay, nothing would have in-

duced him to allow them to return without seeing

Paris ; but it need only be a short postponement,"

he added, looking at Margaret with an intimate,

confidential expression. " In a very short time, he
hoped, they would both return to the Continent."

Margaret could not bring herself to say either
" yes," " no," or " thank you : " but she resolved in

her secret heart that nothing should induce her

ever to become that most pitiable individual, a com-
panion in a wedding tour.

Silence was now the tacit compact between her-

self and Agatha,— in packing, at night, in the

morning, during the whole of the next day, still it

was silence—upon the one subject which interested

them. On all others they conversed amicably, and
said all that was proper and necessary, but Mar-
garet was not what she had been in spirits and en-

joyment. Colonel Clive thought her grave, as he
had often done ; he could not understand, and did

not thoroughly like her, but she was useful in

taking care of his sister ; and if she had been really

disagreeable, he would then have borne with her

for Agatha's sake. Mrs. St. Aubyn was rather

puzzled ; she had made up her mind that every
member of the Percival family would be delighted

at the marriage— so superior to any thing they

could have anticipated — good connections, large
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fortune, gentlemanly manners,—what could bewant-
ing ? She began to think, at last, that jealousy must
be the origin of Margaret's depression, and watched
her narrowly in consequence ; and having little else

to think of, it became rather an amusement. Mar-
garet was wholly unsusjjicious of the observation

she was attracting, believing that every sign of her
inward sentiments had been suppressed. She ex-
erted herself to make remarks, and looked out for

the objects which had pleased her when they had
before travelled the same road, but insensibly her
mind returned to its first state of listlessness. It

was not that she was unhappy, but there was an
oppressiveness in every thing,—it was impossible to

be light-hearted. They reached Havre early in the
evening, and found that it would be some time be-
fore the packet w^ould be under weigh. A discussion

ensued as to what should be done. Agatha was
vexed that they had not been better informed,

as they might, in that case, have spent a longer

time at Rouen. Havre, she thought, was detestable,

and it was her idea that they could not do better

than go on board at once. Mrs. St. Aubyn differed

from her. The journey had wearied her, she said,

and she did not feel well, and thought they should
all be the better for rest— such rest as could not
be had in a steam packet. Margaret's opinion was
not asked ; but she hoped that Agatha would have
had the grace to yield her own inclination. Aga-
tha, however, was not rendered less selfish by
knowing that her will was paramount over all. One
of the petty temptations which had induced her to

consent to marry Colonel Clive had been the love
of poAver. She imagined she could rule him, and
she never ruled at home, at least visibly. She was
very courteous— extremely sorry that Mrs. St.

Aubyn was fatigued ; but, since they were come, she

p 2
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Still thought that it would be the best way to go on
board at once. They went, for Colonel Clive in-

sisted upon it, notwithstanding Margaret's request

and Mrs. St. Aubyn's complaints ; and in the course

of an hour and. a half they were saiKng out of the

harbour.

The night that followed— what words may de-

scribe it ? A slight breeze ruffled up into a strong

wind ; a strong wind became a fierce gale ; the gale

almost a tempest !
" No danger," said the captain ;

but captains always say so, and inexperienced

landsmen find it difficult to believe them. And if

it were true, if danger there were not, fright and suf-

fering there certainly were. Noises, unintelligible

and fearful ; straining of the cordage, creaking of the

mast, calls of the sailors, shouts from the look-out,

orders from the captain, half stifled screams from
ladies, deep groans from gentlemen, — all mingling

with and added to the sights, and sounds, and sen-

sations of physical suffering, so great as to pros-

trate every energy of body and mind. Great in-

juries are sometimes more easily forgiven than

small ones. Mrs. St. Aubyn always declared that

Agatha had caused her this night of dire distress

;

that if she had rested first she should have borne

all perfectly well. And when she was carried on
shore, pale and helpless, and conveyed to the nearest

hotel, her first movement was to motion Agatha from
her, and entreat that Margaret would come to her

instead. Margaret's commiseration was sincere,

for after all Mrs. St. Aubyn's kindness, this seemed

a most unfortunate termination to their travels.

Agatha was uncomfortable, but declared that it

was no person's fiiult ; the storm could not have
been foreseen ; and as to Mrs. St. Aubyn's com-
plaints of fatigue and illness before they sailed,

she had imagined they were half fanciful. . Colonel
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Clive had told her that his sister often was fanciful.

Sellish people are always ready with plausible ex-

cuses ; and under the influence of admiration and
worldly prosperity, Agatha was becoming every
day more intent upon gratifying her own will. A
breakfast, which was scarcely touched, and a few
hours' rest, succeeded the landing. Margaret was
too unwell to make comparisons between English
and foreign habits, though they are in general
very striking after the return even from so short a

visit to the Continent. She took care to order

every thing for IVIrs. St. Aubyn's comfort, and then
hurried to her own room, to sleep if possible, and
forget— though the sounds still rang in her ears—
that such a complication of miseries could have been
endured in one night.

P 3
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CHAPTER XIV.

The incidents which followed the return of Mar-
garet Percival to her home must for a while be left

undetailed, while we turn our attention to persons

and events with which as yet she has been but little

connected. In a spacious drawing-room, forming

one of a suite of apartments in a first-rate London
hotel, a little group of three persons was stationed

near a large window, commanding one of the most
splendid streets in the metropolis. Two were fe-

males, the other was a dark-complexioned foreigner,

in the dress of a Romish ecclesiastic. His age ap-

peared to be sixty, or even more. Lines of thought

had indented his features, and given them an ex-

23ression not so much of suffering as of deep study

—

the indication of a mind which has read not only

books but men ; and when at times he gave his

attention to the conversation which was passing,

his quick glance, subdued the instant afterwards

into rigid indifference, seemed as if it would scru-

tinise the inmost secrets of the breast. His de-

meanour was more, however, that of meditation,

than of interest in the affairs of the world ; for the

objects on which his eyes rested excited no remark,

and his closely shut lips, together with an invo-

luntary movement of his fingers, showed that his

thoughts were pre-occupied.
" Lucia," said the Countess Novera, addressing in

Italian a slight-made, very intelligent-looking girl,

but with an air of melancholy in her countenance,
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who was sitting near her, " this is not like our beau-

tiful Italy, is it ?
"

" Ah ! Signora," and Lucia shook her head and

sighed.
" You repent," continued the Countess, rather

sadly ;" " but you are still at liberty. I am amongst

my friends now."
Lucia bent her dark eyes upon the table, and

took up some work which was lying beside her.

" Nay," said the Countess, placing her hand

gently upon it, "you must amuse yourself whilst

you are here."
" Grazia, Signora;" but Lucia did not look up

for several moments : and when she did, it was
merely to replace her needle in its case, and then,-

carrying her embroidery with her, she left the.

room.
"A marvellous change, is it not, father?" said

the Countess, addressing her confessor, who had

aroused himself from his musing attitude as the

door closed. Father Andrea started, for he had

not noticed what had passed.
" I should scarcely have thought of bringing

Lucia from her home, but for your advice," con-

tinued the Countess ;
" yet I think now you must

see that you were mistaken. Her love for me may
be great, but her love for her native country is

greater."
" These are early days, my daughter," replied

the priest ;
" wait till she is reconciled to the dif-

ference of customs."
" And of climate, and feeling, and religion,"

exclaimed the Countess ; her sweet voice becoming
peculiarly emphatic.

" We will leave out the last," replied Father
Andrea; "Lucia Fontana is not likely to become
reconciled to that."
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" Neither am I, father," said the Countess,

whilst a blush of offended pride mantled on her

eheek.
" Still retaining enmity for that one word of

friendly caution ?" answered the confessor.
" Not enmity, no, that could never be against

you ; but it was a harsh distrust ; tell me that you
think it so."

" Daughter, could it be harsh to fear, lest the

daughter of an English nobleman, returning to her

English home, should, in time, after being exposed
to the fascinations of society, think less tenderly of

her adopted country ?
"

" But my religion is not adopted," replied the

Countess ;
" it is the religion of my forefathers,

and the country was my husband's."

The last words sank into a whisper.

Father Andrea drew nearer to the Countess, and
looking at her steadfastly, said :

—" Yes, it was a dis-

trust, not harsh, but uncalled for. Yet, like other

human errors, it may be forgiven."
" That is not a word for your lips, father,"

replied the Countess, in a tone of meekness

;

" forgiveness is to be sought by me, for my petu-

lance ; but I will tell you, — I have sometimes
thought that you would trust more implicitly to

Lucia, child though she is, than to me after my
many sorrows."

" I would trust her more, simply as I would trust

any other erring creature, because she has fewer
temptations ; but it is, in reality, no question of

trust. Heaven forbid that I should ever fear your
becoming an apostate from the one true faith. I

have only feared lest intercourse with friends you
will, perhaps, love too well, should shake your peace
of mind ; should lead you to regret—

"

" My vow ! my solemn promise!" exclaimed the
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Countess, " given to him— my all— in tliat awful
hour ! Father, I am indeed humbled !

"

" Regret,— only regret," repeated the confessor,

in the same undisturbed tone, which showed little

sympathy with the Countess's look of anguish.

Beatrice covered her face with her hands ;
— then

suddenly rising,—with recovered self-possession,

yet with a deep earnestness of manner, she said :

" Hear me, father : I am ignorant and proud, and
self-willed; none can know it better than yourself;,

and you have distrusted me. Nay,— do not attempt
to reason away your words," she added, seeing that

he was about to speak ;
" you were right, for I de-

served it : I am a creature of impulse, and, upon some
points, I cannot answer for my own convictions

-

for a single day ; yet if there is one feeling grafted
into my very nature, born with me, cherished, ex-
panded, and now made more sacred by the loss which
has rendered life a desert, it is that of devotion to

the Church. As I vowed to my husband on his

death-bed, so will I now renew that vow to you."

Father Andrea's countenance retained its im-
movability, till the last words were spoken, when a
smile of satisfaction brightened his stern counte-
nance.—" You are right, my daughter," he said

;

" fear of ourselves is wisdom in the sight of hea-
ven. The binding nature of your promise cannot,

indeed, be strengthened, but your own resolution

may be. When next I hear your confession I will

be a witness to the renewal of your engagement."
" Not then," said the Countess firmly, " but at

this instant ;" and, bending meekly before liim,

she crossed her hands upon her breast, and repeated
the words by which once before, when kneeling
by her husband's death-bed, she had pledged herself
never to give, nor alienate, nor lend, nor mortgage,
her lands, her money, her jewels, her property or
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possession of whatever kind, beyond a certain small

specified amount, for the benefit of any individual

who should not be in the communion of Rome, or,

as she termed it, " a member of the one Holy, Ca-
tholic, and Apostolic Church."

Father Andrea drank in each word as it was
uttered in the clear undoubting tone of one whose
heart was free from every taint of insincerity ; and
then pronounced his blessing fervently, even ten-

derly.

The Countess rose, placed her hand within his,

and said calmly,—" You are satisfied ; and now we
will speak of Lucia."

" It is useless to-day," he replied ;
" you are im-

patient with her. She must be amused : carry her

about wherever you may go ; divert her mind, if

possible. It is but a home-sick fancy, and it cannot

be lasting."

" If I were sure of it," said the Countess mu-
singly ;

" but the mood comes suddenly, and it was
never so before."

" She will be better at Henningsley, my daugh-

ter; you must take her there soon."
" Yes, believe me, as soon as it can by any means

be made possible. This place oppresses me in mind
and body."

" Yet it is very wonderful ; I should have
thought it might have pleased you, if only from
that cause."

" You forget, it has not even the charm of

novelty. And the friends you fear,"— the Countess

smiled more cheerfully than she had yet done,

—

" the relations who you believe will have such

charms, have already laid their spell upon me, and
failed."

"That was years since," replied the father;
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" when your heart was In Italy. Yon have owned
that the attractions of England are very different

now."
" Yes, it seems more my home, because it was

the home of my father and my mother, and that

blessed one which I called my own is desolate.

But the barrier still exists— the difference of reli-

gion."
" You will find sympathy even in that respect in

England," said Father Andrea.
" Ah ! if I could hope so

"

Lucia's re-entrance interrupted the conclusion of

the sentence.

The Countess continued after a hasty glance :
—

*' I have but little love now left, father, and I

am not likely to bestow that little on English

heretics."

Lucia, as she heard this, gave her full attention

to the conversation j and the Countess addressing

her, said :

—

" Father Andrea and I have been talking of our

movements, Lucia. You will not be sorry to leave

this gay world, and go with us to Henningsley."

Lucia's eyes sparkled. " Ah, Signora ! felice,

felicissima!—but when?"
" Nay, you must not be impatient," said the

Countess, smiling; "we must bestow six weeks,

perhaps more, upon London."
" And friends," added Lucia ; but in so low a

tone that it did not reach the Countess's ear.

" I am going out," she said ;
" and you will come

with me, I am sure. Lady Anstruther's carriage

will be here directly. Father, I know your engage-
ments are many."
The Countess left the room, but Lucia remained

behind. Father Andrea took up a book, yet his
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eye wandered frequently from it. Twice he seemed

about to make a remark, but each time he stopped,

and laying down the volume, allowed his keen eye

to rest upon the young girl, who, notwithstanding

the Countess's wish, still kept her position.

" My daughter," he said, at length, in a voice of

grave condemnation, " you are unjust."

Lucia's eyes flashed at the reproof, but the

impulse of anger was in a moment subdued, or at

least shown only by the concealed bitterness of

tone in which she answered,—" Father, you have

told me 90 before."

"And I repeat it," he continued, still more
gravely ;

" you are unjust, ungrateful ;
you cherish

suspicions where you ought to give your whole

trust."
" You did not think so once, father," replied

Lucia, gently ; though the gentleness was evidently

an effort.

" I thought once, and I think still, that England
will have greater attractions for the Countess Novera
than she is herself disposed to believe ; but I never

thought, I never said, that those attractions could

make her forget her love for you,— the child of

her husband's dearest friend."

" She is English," said Lucia, " and I am
Italian."

Father Andrea's book was pushed aside with a

hasty air as he replied, " These are childish fancies,

daughter. I tell you again it is sin to indulge

them."
" Then it is sin to love," said Lucia.
" Yes, to love as you would love ; to claim all,

when you have right only to a part. Think of it,

and beware."

He waited for a moment, and finding that Lucia

did not answer, added : " We spoke upon this
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subject at Rouen. I hoped you had profited bj my
advice."

" The case is altered," replied Lucia ;
" I saw

then that I was fancifuL"
" Yet the same jealousy which made you unjust,

because the Countess expressed interest in an
English girl, still exists."

" I could understand that, father," said Lucia,
" after you explained it to me. It was natural that"

the Countess should be touched by seeing one
whom she supposed a heretic worshipping in a

Catholic church ; but the friends whom she now
has, have no such claims. Even for the sake of

our holy religion I have a right to be jealous."
" You will leave the Church to my care, daughter,"

replied the confessor ; "the salvation of your own
soul is sufficient for your exertions."

He walked to the door, and once more repeating

his warning, left Lucia to her own thoughts. They
were not the quiet, happy, hopeful thoughts of an
English girl, just entering upon life. The proud
spirit of the South was aroused, and as Lucia's

fancy wandered back to her native land, she asked

herself why she had left it. Why had she not lis-

tened to the voice of her own jealous temper, which
told her that in England she would be unhappy ?

The Countess loved her, it was true : she had tciken

her to live with her since her father's death, and
engaged to provide for her when it was found that

she was portionless ; but the love was not that

which Lucia craved. It was pity and fondness,

but it was not sympathy. The Countess had been
educated with English habits and English care : and
Lucia was Italian in every thought and feeling.

The Countess was highly gifted and accomplished :

Lucia was quick and intelligent, but ill-informed

;

and, from disposition and habit, unequal to atten-

VOL. I. Q
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tion. The affection which subsisted between them
could not be equal. On one side it was the tender-

ness, sometimes the compassion, of an elder sister

for a variable, neglected, unstable mind: on the

other, it was the devotion to a superior being. The
Countess saw this, and it grieved her. The affection

which we cannot return is a gift we would fain bestow

upon another, and Beatrice Novera trusted that the

time would soon arrive when the object of her daily

care might find a love on which to rest her hopes of

happiness. She would fain have left Lucia in Italy,

under the guardianship of her father's friend ; so

the tie between them might have been gently

severed. But though the proposal was acceded to

at first, it was soon repented of. Lucia almost in-

sisted upon accompanying the Countess to England,

though aware that the feelings which in general lay

dormant in Italy, where she had no rival, might be
awakened to intensity in a foreign land. Since the

death of her husband the Countess Novera had be-

come more English in all her tastes. They were
natural to her ; and her Italian habits had been
grafted upon, but had not superseded, them. She
had loved her husband devotedly, for though Ita-

lian by birth, and enthusiastically attached to his

country, his mind had been formed, and his disposi-

tion moulded by a constant intimacy with the Vis-

count de Lisle. His wife's hopes, and wishes, and
pursuits had all been his likewise ; and in religion

there was the most perfect unanimity. The ad-

vancement of the Church of Rome was their great

desire ; and it was to satisfy her husband's anxiety

upon this subject, that the Countess had bound herself

by the vow which she had now repeated to Father

Andrea. There was no sacrifice required in making
it ; Beatrice had no affections to tempt her to look

favourably upon heretics, and only regretted that
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tlie Count Novera should deem it possible for any
circumstance to induce her to exercise more than

the common Christian charity towards them which
religion and relationship demanded. But in satisfy-

ing him, she was satisfied herself; and the vow was
as yet so little of a restraint, as frequently to be
forgotten. Still in re-visiting England, after the

lapse of two years from the period of her husband's

death, the Countess was aware that she was not

without some degree of sympathy for those who
were separated from her upon the most important

of all points. She felt that it would be a satisfac-

tion to renew the acquaintance with persons whom
she had known in her happier days ; and the

thought of a relation was a relief, for when we are

left alone in this bleak world the heart will often'

cling with tenacity to connections which have little

beyond the name to render them inviting. England
was now considered more as the scene of her infan-

tine recollections than as the land of heretics ; and
Henningsley was remembered with a degree of

affection that can only attach to our birth-place. It

was this change of feeling which had first excited

Lucia Fontana's suspicious dread. The Countess
might visit England, and she might never return

again. She would dwell amongst her new friends,

and the ties of a distant land would be forgotten.

True, there was one great barrier, and the Countess
was bound to the faith of her fathers by early associa-

tion and long habit ; by the memories of her parents

and her husband ; and by the fervent spirit of piety

which Avas strengthened by her heavy trial ;— but
Father Andrea had once allowed the existence of a

slight uneasiness upon this subject to drop from his

lips, and from that time Lucia's resolution was
taken not to leave her. The countess foresaw ])ain

for her companion, and discomfort for herself, in

Q 2
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the plan ; but the confessor advised it, and this

outweighed her own objections.

Father Andrea Muratone had been her adviser

from childhood, and not only hers, but her father's

and her mother's also. Many years of his life had
been spent in England, in study, and in active service

for the Church of Rome ; and at that period he first

became acquainted with the Viscount de Lisle.

Circumstances afterwards induced him to return to

Italy, but the friendship Avas still retained ; and
when the Viscount at length settled with his family

at Florence, Father Andrea, in the capacity of con-

fessor, became his dearest and most confidential

friend. To the Countess Novera he was not only a
father in religion, but in the ordinary affairs of life.

His affection was the great tie which still bound her
to earth ; and the austere, subdued, and, to many,
harsh-mannered Romish j^riest, though seldom be-
traying the full extent of his regard, yet allowed
himself to cherish an affection for his spiritual child

which was only inferior to his devotion to his

Church.
The Countess but little dreaded his severity, for the

feelings which existed beneath it were well under-
stood ; but she did not choose to disobey his express
wishes, and was too confident in her own strength
of principle to imagine that Father Andrea had in-

sisted upon the necessity of Lucia's accompanying
them more because her very defects might be of

assistance, in enabling him to keep a strict watch
over the mind entrusted to his guidance, than from
any consideration for the comfort or the happiness

of either. The confessor imagined he had decided

wisely before they left Italy, but the exi)erience of

even a few days' residence in England was now
effecting a change in his opinion.
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CHAPTER XV.

Two months afterwards Miss Debrett was sum-
moned to her parlour window by her maid Jenkins,

to watch a foreign travelling carriage and four, as

it passed rapidly along the London road, and took

the turning to the right in the direction of Hen-
ningsley.

" 'Tis she, sure enough," said Jenkins, soliloquir

sing, as was her wont, for her mistress's amusement

;

* I knew she was expected this afternoon."
" Poor young thing

!

" sighed Miss Debrett, " it's

but a sad return for her."
" Sad indeed, ma'am : such a dismal old place

!

eaten up with rats ; Mrs. Collins says, they are out

in the kitchen every night, and all over the house."
" You don't say so^ Jenkins ; but I thought a

great deal had been done to put it in order."
" So people said, ma'am, but cousin Ben at Mr.

Locke's tells me it's no such thing. He went up to

Henningsley last Sunday, to see the housekeeper,
and he says there is not above five bed-rooms fit to

put a dog into, and only the dining and drawing-
rooms and one other small one. Ben was quite

surprised, but Mrs. Collins told him 'twas all non-
sense about the lady going to live there. She's to

come here just to look at it ; and then the agent's

to have it for a summer place."
" Well, to be sure, Jenkins J what stories people

do tell ! but I'm sorry now to hear it. Thi-ee and
twenty years;— yes, just three and twenty it is,

Q 3
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since the family went away ; and I liked the thought

of her coming back."
" So did a good many people," replied Jenkins ;

but for my part I can't see what good papist folks

are to do anywhere."
" No, certainly, I never thought of that ; but

Jenkins, there were three people in the carriage,

weren't there ?
"

" Two ladies, and a queer-looking man," replied

Jenkins. " I dare say Ben will find out all about
them before long."

" I shall just step over to Mrs, Percival's and tell

her I have seen them," said Miss Debrett; " she will

be glad to know they are come."
" Baker was over here just now, ma'am," said

Jenkins, " and she says JMrs. Percival's as busy as

possible, with the wedding clothes ; she's quite

proud about it all, and the doctor likes it now,
though he didn't much fancy it at first."

" Indeed, then I must go directly. I dare say

the colonel's had the day fixed at last."

" 'Tisn't so very long," said Jenkins, "but I dare
say, ma'am, they ar'nt sorry to have it settled

quickly. It's not often such a lucky chance falls

in people's way."
" No ; there you're quite right, Jenkins," said

Miss Debrett, simply ;
" I do long to see my dear

Agatha a bride."
" Yes, she'll make a very fine one ; there is no

doubt of that," replied Jenkins, " and a power of

money they say is to be spent upon the dresses.

Baker promises I shall have a sight of them."
" It's quite right, Jenkins; people are not mar-

ried often in their lives, and so they should make
the most of it when they are."

" Mhss Percival knows well enough how to

make the most of every thing, I suspect, ma'am,"
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said Jenkins sharply, " to my mind Miss Margaret's

worth twenty such."
" Well, I don't know, Jenkins, perhaps— but I

can't tell— Agatha's a beautiful girl ; and to be
sure. Margaret is extremely kind. I hope you put

by that almond soap she brought me from France."
" Oh yes, it's all safe, ma'am," replied Jenkins,

giving a hasty answer to a question which was
repeated regularly every day.

" I shall use it some time or other, Jenkins

;

but it's too good for me ; my shrivelled hands are

not fit for it. I promised Margaret though, that I

would open it on Agatha's wedding day."
" There's the colonel just crossing the road now,

ma'am," said Jenkins :
" certain he does'nt look a

bit like a man fit to be married."
" Hush ! Jenkins, you should'nt say so. He's

not so young as he was, and not altogether so hand-

some, but he won't make the worse husband for

that. Get my shawl, will you, and my bonnet and
gloves."

Jenkins remained at the window till she had lost

sight of the colonel, and Miss Debrett waited
patiently till her maid's curiosity was satisfied. She
made it a point of duty never to hurry any one,

because she said she knew so well what it was to

be hurried herself; and the shawl and bonnet and
gloves being brought in due course of time, and
very carefully put on. Miss Debrett went out,

leaving a last injunction to Jenkins to take care

that the soup was ready for old Widow Wallace,

and to tell the cook to save all the pieces of bread
for the family in Chalk Lane.
The arrival of the Countess Novera had been

remarked by many besides Miss Debrett. Some had
expected and were looking out for it ; othei-s were
attracted by the novelty of the carriage ; and a fcAV
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noticed it accidentally. Amongst tlic last men-
tioned was Mr. Sutherland. He was walking with

Margaret. It was their first walk together since her

return, notwithstanding his engagement ; for pres-

sing duties had interfered with his being at the

Grove before. Margaret was not sorry to have the

opportunity of writing, instead of speaking her

sentiments regarding Agatha's marriage. She
could not trust herself, and she was beginning to

see that hasty words, even when the motive is

justifiable, and no evil consequences are to be ap-

prehended from them, are in themselves wTong.
Mr. Sutherland sent her a short answer, but it ex-

pressed all that Margaret expected. *' Congratula-

tions," he said, " he could not offer. Wishes he
could, and did from the very bottom of his heart."

Then came regrets at his disappointment at being

kept at Alton, and the promise that he would ride

over on the earliest day possible.

This day proved to be the one on which the

Countess arrived at Henningsley. Margaret had
heard nothing concerning it, and had but little

leisure for indulging her romance amidst the busi-

ness realities of her home. Her mother's energy,

increased tenfold by delight in Agatha's splendid

prospects, and a constant fidgetty anxiety lest every
thing should not go smoothly, would in itself have
been amply sufiicient to occupy her time, if not her
thoughts ; but there was another subject which
pressed upon her mind more than any of the cir-

cumstances actually connected with her sister's

marriage. That event Avas fixed beyond her power
to alter it ; but it had opened her eyes to the neces-

sity of imbuing the children with very different

principles from those which had been inculcated

upon Agatha. The incidents of family life teach

much to those who have hearts open to instruction

;
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and Margaret was now alive to many defects which
before had passed unnoticed. It signified little

that the world pronounced Agatha fortunate, that

her mother exulted in private, or that her father,

after the first surprise of the announcement, gave
his free consent: Margaret's sense of honour and deli-

cacy was shocked, for to her Agatha's utter absence
of affection was glaring. From her inmost heart

she resolved that she would spare neither time nor
labour in bringing up the children with higher

principles. She would watch them, check them,

be constantly with them. Her first mania for edu-

cation returned with nearly its original force.

Plans and theories, and a certain improvement in

matters of practice followed ; and then disajDpoint-

ment. But Margaret was not again to be baffled

by difficulties. There was a ix)ot of strength within
her, or rather the strength which had been bestowed
in infancy, was once more reviving, and promising
to bring forth fruit, thirty, sixty, it might be a

hundred-fold. She was alone, indeed, in her endea-

vours as far as human aid could assist her, except
when she could apply to her uncle ; but even in the

course of a few weeks, notwithstanding the distrac-

tions of care, and pleasure, and business, Margaret
had learnt and felt something of that enduring
peace which is the inner life of a Christian. She
could pray, and pray in earnest, and conscience

bore witness to her sincerity, even when it most
accused her of sins and neglect. Yet at times the

vagueness and unsatisfactoriness of her former
views seemed to return. It was peculiarly so when
she thought of her younger sisters. If they were
to grow up without rule or object as she had done;
if they were to live lives of self-indulgence, fritter-

ing their talents, occupying themselves in discover-

ing how time was to be spent, not used, what could
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shield thein from narrow worldly ideas ? It seemed
a miracle tliat she herself should ever have attained

to the prospect of any thing beyond. With her
brothers there might be more hope. They would
be thrown into the world and forced to struggle

with difficulties. The duties of their professions and
the interests of their country would be to them a
centre for ambition. There would be something
external to themselves to act both as a stimulus

and a check, and in belonging to a body, they
would feel that their existence was of consequence,

and lose the petty sense of individuality which
seems the bane of a woman's life, especially when
unmarried. Margaret felt that something was
wanting, both for her own satisfaction, and the

welfare of her sisters, but she knew not where
to seek it. Mr. Sutherland's conversation recurred

to her ; but though she had acted upon his ex-

pressed wishes, and in so doing had gained a

comfort she could not have anticipated, there was
still much that he had said which, from not having
been clearly understood, w^as but faintly remem-
bered. Her impression was that he had used rather

exaggerated language, not as to the importance of

Christianity, but as to its power of gratifying that

longing for some tangible object of interest which
had driven her to take refuge from a world of sense

in one of shadows. Religion, she thought, might
occupy the place of universal philanthropy ; but it

could never be like the spirit of patriotism. Its

extent was too vast, and its elements were too

incongruous. She was a Christian, but so were
Independents, Baptists, Quakers, primitive Metho-
dists, Wesleyans, Swedenborgians,—yet what com-
munion could there be between them ? Margaret
sighed and blamed herself for discontent and want
of faith. Ought she to require more than had been
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given her ? Would it not be better to concern her-

self with the simple duties before her, and not wish

for any thing greater ? Home was a woman's sphere,

the world was a man's. If she could govern her own
heart, and teach the children to govern theirs ; or,

more truly, if she could trust the work in His
hands who alone can order the " unruly wills

and affections " of sinful beings, she ought to be
satisfied.

Margaret said to herself, what many of her age
and sex have said before her ; what hundreds, thou-

sands, have acted upon, and in sincerity and humility

have fulfilled the duties of their station, and gone to

their graves in peace, followed by the tears of their

friends, and the blessings of the fatherless and the-

widow. But there are others, the gifted, the enthu-
siastic, the poetical, conscious of high intellectual

powers, and believing themselves, perhaps justly,

equal to men in all but physical strength, and sobriety

of judgment, whose whole life is a struggle between
the inferiority of their natural position and the

cravings of an ardent, highly-cultivated mind. Too
simple and retiring to desire for an instant to occupy
a prominent position, they yet feel themselves
capable of something higher than they dare to un-
dertake. The wish, " if I were but a man," passes
the lips, and raises a smile, and is forgotten ; but it

is no transitory feeling which prompts it. Its utter-

ance may be checked by reserve, and a dread of
being misunderstood ; but in solitude it rises again
and again ; first, as a desire to do good to others,

then as a temporary discontent, then, it may be, as

repining, and at length, as a settled, fretting, canker-
ing evil, which perhaps terminates in the neglect of
small duties, because greater ones are not within
reach. It was this wish which was now arising in

Margaret's breast. She longed to be working lor
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some object besides her own improvement; but slie

liad no idea that religion could furnish it. Some-
times she fancied herself a clergyman, devoting him-
self to the improvement of his parish : sometimes a

statesman, dedicating himself to his country's ser-

vice : sometimes a general, winning kingdoms by
the success of his armies ; or even a soldier in that

army, fighting under laws and strict discipline. In
each case there was the exertion for some definite

purpose, independent of self. Her purpose, she
said to herself in her most thoughtful moment,
ought to be to extend the kingdom of Christ upon
earth : it would be so, she hoped, in time ; but her
faith was too weak to seize upon such an object, as

it would upon something visible and earthly.

But, happily for Margaret, the day of dreams was
over, at least they were never long encouraged.
Practical duties surrounded her, and she engaged in

them at once, energetically though ignorantly, and
with no very definite aim. She formed rules for

herself and the children, which were enforced
strictly one day, and the next altered, because
proved to be mistaken. She fixed upon a certain

plan for her religious duties, especially for reading
the Bible ; and then changed because she imagined
another would suit her better. She determined to

exert herself for the poor, but not knowing how to

begin, she gave away money upon unworthy objects,

because she had no one to direct her efforts aright.

All these mistakes Margaret made, and many more
;

whilst at the same time she was distressed at Agatha's
marriage, worried with the children's faults, teased

perpetually by her mother, not at all comfortable at

the tone of Craven's letters, and pained at the convic-
tion tliat personal religion alone could not satisfv all

her needs, or make her thoroughly contented with
her position in life. An inferior mind and a less
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sincere disposition might, under such difficulties,

have returned to its former state ; but Margaret was
not to be easily frightened from the path of dutj.

With a vigorous effort she threw aside all her
internal anxieties, until she could talk them over
with her uncle, and walked boldly forward by the

light which had already been vouchsafed. What-
ever task presented itself, she looked at it fully, and
resolved how it was to be performed. Even when
most bewildered by conflicting claims, by the atten-

tion required to her mother and the children, the

necessity of studying herself, the calls upon her
time from her numerous acquaintances, she still did

something
; generally that which was most dis-

agreeable : whilst the remembrance of her past

neglects, and the sense of gratitude for unmerited
mercies became day by day sti'onger, and urged her
onwards when she might otherwise have been
tempted to sit down in despair. Mr. Sutherland's

visit was now the one thing to which Margaret
looked for comfort. Once or twice she thought of
writing to him upon the subject of her dissatisfac-

tions ; but he was daily expected at the Grove, and
it was difficult to express such vague feelings by
words ; they required looks and tones to render
them intelligible ; and then her uncle could under-
stand half sentences, he could anticipate her
thoughts ; and thus often save her the pain of men-
tioning them ; and in the hope of seeing him, Mar-
garet determined it would be best, upon the whole,
to bear her burden patiently, and wait till his

arrival before she sought relief; though she did
now and then grow a little impatient, and wish that
Alton was a few miles nearer, so that they might
go and return the same day ; or that the curate lived
in another house, so that she might stay with her
uncle, as he had often expressed a wish that she

VOL. I. R
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should do. Mr. Sutherland came, and Margaret, to

his surprise, was shy. She had never hitherto been
reserved with him ; but her views were at last real,

not theoretical, and she could scarcely bring herself

to speak of them. And what could she say of

Agatha, or rather, what would her uncle say?
Agatha herself was a little uncomfortable upon the

occasion, and contrived to be engaged from home as

soon as she heard her uncle was expected, in order

that they might not meet till dinner time. But she

need not have been afraid. Mr. Sutherland neither

said nor looked any thing different from usual. He
avoided a private interview with his sister, and in

reply to her anticipations of happiness, merely
hoped that Agatha had chosen wisely.

" Wisely ! my dear Henry, how very strangely

you talk! " exclaimed Mrs. Percival. " What can be

more wise ? — a good husband and a capital house,

and a large fortune to keep it up. You are really

absurd."

Mr. Sutherland smiled that sort of smile which is

very nearly a sigh ; and speaking to Grace, who
happened to enter the room at the moment, asked

her to run upstairs and see if Margaret were ready

to go out with liim. Mrs. Percival could not inter-

pret his countenance ; but she saw he was not dis-

posed for conversation, and left him in a pitying

mood, saying to herself, "Poor fellow! it is no
wonder ; after that sad loss he never can hear of

marriages with any pleasure."
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CHAPTER XVI.

" We must go into the town first," said Margaret,

as she took her uncle's arm." " I have a little shop-

ping to do : not very much though, so you need
not take fright."

" I don't think I should stay at home, even if I

did," replied Mr. Sutherland. " It is more than
two months since you and I walked together."

" Two months in time, and twelve in feeling,"

said Margaret.
" Yes, fully that, I am sure. I was very glad

you wrote to me about Agatha ; not that I could

have had any serious doubts of what your opinion

would be."
" I imagine that my opinion is a general one in

this instance," said Margaret. " Amongst all the

congratulations, there has not been one hearty one
except Miss Debrett's.

" And hers was from genuine kindness," said Mr.
Sutherland. " It is not in her creed that any one
bearing the name of Percival should do a wrong or

imprudent action."

" If she live long enough she will be disabused
of that error," observed Margaret. " I am not

very old, and not very much given to prophesy

;

but I sometimes think I see the faint cloud in the
distance, which is to gather and burst over our
heads."

" Let us leave it in the distance," replied Mr.
Sutherland, gravely ; " unless we have the power
to disperse it. Our life is the present."

R 2
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" And a very unsatisfactory one it is," said Mar-
garet. "Not from the old causes exactly/' she
added, seeing disappointment in her uncle's face,
" I am not going to tease you with my former dis-

contents."
" You never tease me by anything ; but I hoped

you would have tried to work out for yourself the
principles we talked about the day I met you at

Deering."
" I did," said Margaret. " You never expressed

a wish yet which I did not regard as a command

;

and I have learnt much, I hope, at least as to my
own position ; but there have been such distractions

since."

" Yes, that French journey ; I want to hear it

in detail when you can give it."

" I fancied I should have spoken of nothing else,"

replied Margaret ; " and now it seems gone ;—
past, as if it were an event of ten years ago."

"And the Countess Novera, too?" inquired
]Mi\ Sutherland.

Margaret laughed. "I did not think you
would even have remembered her name. No ; she
is not past, but future. She is to be here very
soon."

" I remember her mother," said Mr. Sutherland

;

"just before they left Henningsley I was staying in

the neighbourhood, and she paid a farewell visit to

my friends. I was a mere boy at the time, yet I

shall never forget her. It was a more perfect

figure, and countenance and manner, than I can
ever expect to see again."

" Wait till the Countess arrives," said Margaret.
" You say she is like the picture at Henningsley ;

if so, she does not resemble her mother. There
is pride in that picture."

Margaret was slightly vexed, though she would
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not have hesitated to make the same observation

herself.

" Perhaps there may be something of that ex-

pression in the Countess's face," she replied ;
" it is

in the mouth ; but her smile is peculiarly soft and
sweet."

As she said this, Margaret stopped at the door of

a shop, not unwilling to discontinue the conversa-

tion. A tone of criticism was the last in which she

desired the Countess or any person connected with

her to be mentioned ; but she had written lightly

about their meeting at Rouen, fancying that, as a
man, Mr. Sutherland would be inclined to ridicule

her sudden girlish prepossession ; and he had no
idea that any thing he said could be disagreeable

to her.

Margaret's purchases were" soon completed, and
they walked farther down the 'street. The dull

town was unusually lively ; shop-boys had left the

counters, and were standing at the doors, watching
apparently for something which was to arrive from
the London road ; about half a dozen people were
gathered together at the corners ; and occasionally

a head was seen peeping over a blind. Mr. Suth-

erland pointed out to Margaret these indications of

curiosity, which he observed always amused him,

as specimens of country-town life ; but Margaret
made no remark in return, for she had fallen into a

musing mood, and was a little chilled by what her

uncle had said. There could be no perfect sym-
pathy, unless he could understand the sources of

her interest, and she was afraid he could not. Per-

haps no man could, but this was a disappointing

thought.

The shopping was finished, and they were leav-

ing the town, when a carriage drove rapidly up
the street, and the symptoms of curiosity increased.

R 3
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Headswere bent forward; and old men rested on their

sticks, and young children put down their baskets,

to stop and look about them. Mr. Sutherland and
Margaret stopped also, to inquire who was ex-
pected ; but the man to whom they referred for in-

formation was as ignorant as themselves.
" 'Tis the lady from over the seas, Sir," said a

boy who overheard Mr. Sutherland's question

;

" they've been watching for her all the afternoon."
" And what makes them all so wish to see her ?

"

inquired Margaret, with eagerness.
" Because they say she's a power of money, and

means to give away soup every week," replied the
boy.

Mr. Sutherland walked on slowly ; but Margaret
was certain that his interest was as much awakened
as she could have expected. A few moments
brought the carriage near. Something was amiss
with the harness, and there was a little delay whilst

one of the postillions put it right. A mob of boys
was collecting, but Mr. Sutherland kept them off,

and in doing this approached so close that he had a
full view of the Countess's features. She was look-

ing pale and rather melancholy, but her glance was
quick and animated. She was trying to recall the
faint images of her childish days ; and occasionally

she spoke to Lucia and Father Andrea in a tone
of satisfaction. Margaret was standing apart ; and
believing herself hidden, was gazing more intently

than she was aware of. As the postillion remounted
she advanced to take her uncle's arm. The Coun-
tess leant forward, saw her, and turned directly to

Father Andrea ; but the signs of recognition were
lost upon Margaret ; she moved aside ; the Coun-
tess sank back in the carriage, the word was given,

and the postillions drove off; and Margaret again
found herself walking leisurely up the High Street

of Staunton, with feelings of excitement and ex-
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pectation which a few minutes before had seemed
dead within her.

"Yes, she is beautiful!" was Mr. Sutherland's

first exclamation ;
" words could scarcely exag-

gerate."
" Beautiful and unhappy," replied Margaret

;

" there is more of sorrow than of pride in her face."

" Something of each : she does not resemble her

mother."
" She must be friendless here," said Margaret.
" I don't know ; she has many relations, and she

is not alone."
" That must have been her confessor," continued

Margaret. " I forgot she was a Romanist."
" So did 1 too till I saw him. I wish she was

an English churchwoman as well as an English

lady : she might then do infinite good by living

here."
" She is never English at all, to my mind," said

Margaret: "her voice, and manner, and tlie very
expression of her countenance, are foreign."

" Yes ; and one cannot help regretting it. These
are not days in which the nobility of England can
be spared from the Church."

" But you would not exclude the Countess Novera
from being useful, because she cannot agree with
you upon particular points of doctrine ?

"

" She may be useful in giving away money," re-

plied Mr. Sutherland ;
" but that is not what we

require now. England and English people cannot

be benefited by eftbrts exterior to the Church."
" You will be shocked at me, I know," said

Margaret; "but there is scarcely any thing more
vague to me than the idea of working for the

Church."
" No," replied Mr. Sutherland, " I am not

shocked : your feeling is that of many, and it has
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been the growth of years of neglect and false prin-

ciples. But, Margaret, have you never felt the

want of such an object— something visible to

which to attach yourself?"
" Yes, indeed." Margaret spoke earnestly, for

the question brought to her remembrance the

floating dissatisfactions which she had lately been

striving to banish. " But I fancied the wish was a

wrong one," she added ;
" that it arose from my

own weakness ; and that I ought to be contented

with trying to do good to myself and to the persons

immediately about me,— the children, for instance,

and the poor."
" So far you were right, that we are all limited to

a certain sphere of action, and must be contented

with it ; but do you not see the immense difference

between working in that sphere, with the idea that

it is part of a great whole, and working in it as an

isolated individual ?
"

" We cannot really be isolated," said Margaret,
" because all Christians form but one body— the

Epistle to the Ephesians says so."

" It says," replied Mr. Sutherland, " that we are

to endeavour to keep ' the unity of the Spirit in the

bond of peace ; because there is one body, and one

Spirit, and one hope of our calling ; one Lord, one

faith, one baptism.' Now look at Unitarians, de-

nying the divinity of our Lord, and calling them-
selves Christians ; look at Baptists, enforcing adult

baptism alone ; look at Wesleyans, and Indepen-

dents, and the countless sects of the present day,

making both the sacraments mere signs, and all

differing from each other and from the Cluirch in

their forms of government, where can the ' one

body' be found amongst them?"
" Spiritually they may be one," said Margaret.
" Was it merely spiritually in the primitive ages,
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when tlie apostles appointed elders and rulers in

every cliurch ; when it was said that if one member
suffered, all the members suffered with it ; or, in

later days, when strangers travelling to a foreign

land, carried commendatory letters to the bishop,

and were received at once as parts of the great

Christian family ? The unity of those days was a

visible unity— the body was a visible body."

"But," said Margaret, "it seems vain to go
back so far ; after the innumerable changes which
have passed over the world, have we any right to

expect that the forms of religion should continue

unaltered ?
"

" Except that the Church of Christ is of divine

origin, and therefore, like her Lord, unchangeable."
" Then, where are we to look, what are we to

do?" exclaimed Margaret, quickly. "Facts are

against you."
" Nay, I beg your pardon ; facts are for me.

The bishops of the English branch of the Catholic

Church are regularly descended from the apostles

;

the faith of the English Church is the faith of the

apostles ; the prayers of the English Church are the

prayers, if not of the apostles, yet of their imme-
diate successors ; and, therefore, to work for the

English Church, is to work for one of the parts of

that body, of which our Lord himself is the head."
" And all others are to be excluded," began Mar-

garet, gravely.

Mr. Sutherland interrupted her :
" Yours is the

common mistake, my dear Margaret. You fancy
that because a man strongly asserts his own privi-

leges, he must necessarily deny them to others.

We have nothing to do with others ; to their own
Master they must stand or fall. God forbid that I,

or any human being, should presume to confine the

mercies of Christ within the strict limits of the
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visible Church. All that I wish to make you per-

ceive is, that we have certainty on our side— cer-

tainty that we are descended from the apostles, and
have received the true faith ; and therefore that it

ought to be our wish that all others should be
brought to a like certainty."

" But the unity of the Church must mean some-
thing more than the Church of one particular

nation," said Margaret.
" Of course it does ; it includes all Churches

which are really Churches, descended from the

apostles and adhering to the true faith."

"And union between Romanists and ourselves?"

inquired Margaret, doubtfully.
" You are inclined to be argumentative, I see,

my dear child," said Mr>. Sutherland ;
" and if so,

perhaps this conversation may do you more harm
than good."

" No, indeed," replied Margaret, gently ;
" if I

could realise all I think you mean, it might add
very much to my happiness. But my thoughts turned

then to the Countess Novera."
" And to my regret, I suppose, that she does not

belong to the English Church," said Mr. Suther-

land; " but 1 am not going to enter upon the subject

of the relative position of the two Churches. It is a

very deep and intricate one, requiring accurate his-

torical knowledge, and not necessary for the regula-

tion of your daily conduct. All tliat is required for

you is the knowledge that you belong to a true

branch of the Catholic Church, and ought to devote

your utmost energies to its service."

Margaret was a very little annoyed. She did not

like her question being put aside, and there was a

slight tone of pique in the remark wliicli followed :

" It would be difficult to devote any thing to the

Church at Deering."
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Mr. Sutherland understood lier thoughts, and
answered them. " You must forgive me, my love,"

he said. " The last thing I should wish to do would
be to refuse to enter upon any question which in-

terests you ; but this one involves controversy, and
is likely to be dangerous, if only as withdrawing
your attention from practical duties."

Mr. Sutherland's forbearance never failed to be a

reproof to Margaret's hastiness ; and she was vexed
with herself as she replied, " I know you are right,

and I am proud. Some faults I shall never cure

:

that is one."

''Not so, Margaret; all faults are curable. If

they cannot on earth be entirely uprooted, they
may always be kept under by a strong hand. To
doubt this is to be wanting in faith."

" And I am wanting in faith," said Margaret,
" I am aware of it constantly. Lately nothing satis-

fies me, because I cannot be contented with spiritual

instead of visible objects. I have prayed, and
thought, and formed rules, and acted— yes, indeed,

I have acted upon them ;— but all seems petty.

A woman's life must be so,"—and she sighed deeply.

Mr. Sutherland considered a little, and then said,

" But if you are acting under a system, bound
down by rules, having your appointed work to do ;

a work as efficacious for the prosperity of a great

body as is the government of its rulers—what will

become of the pettiness then ?

"

" Mysteries," replied Margaret ; " you often deal

in them ; and you speak of men."
"No, believe me; I speak of women, English

women, the members of the English Church."
Margaret looked up in surprise.
" You would agree with me, I am sure," conti-

nued Mr. Sutherland, "if you could once realise

what the Church truly is ; not a sect, not a num-
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ber of persons voluntarily uniting under a self-con-

stituted government ; but a body governed by the

laws of our Lord and his apostles ; its ministers

appointed to be the channels through which the

sacraments of grace are administered ; and its

members, even the humblest, forming the stones of

that glorious building which must last for ever.

No earthly polity can claim half the love and loyalty

which is due to the Church."
" But where is this polity ? " asked Margaret. " I

can understand loyalty to a sovereign, and love to a

country : they come before me, not actually, but

through representatives ; but loyalty to the Church
seems to me to consist in little except going to hear

Mr. Stanley instead of John Dyer, the Plymouth
Brother."

Mr. Sutherland sighed, and his countenance as-

sumed a graver expression than before.

" Forget Deering," he said, " if you can. The
Church is not formed of one individual clergyman.

Something of the polity you can see in the bishops

and the different orders in the Church, which stand

in the same relationship to the body as the rulers of

a state do to the nation at large. The laws ought
to come home to your daily practice ; they ought to

regulate your conduct."
" They do," said IVIargaret ;

" they make me go
to church every Sunday."

" Weekly conduct, that is," replied Mr. Suther-

land ;
" I mean literally every day."

A pause followed. Margaret was conscious she

had spoken lightly, and presently said in a tone of

humility—" You must not be angry with me ; and
if you will tell me all you mean, I will try and do
what you recommend. I did try the last time after

we had talked together."
" I scarce! V know what to recommend now," he
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said. " My real wish is to put the idea into your

head,— to make you understand that the Church is

a visible body, and that you are a part of it, and
ought to seek its advancement and be governed by
its rules. But I will ask you one question : sup-

pose you could once comprehend this to be the case,

do you not think it would add dignity to your life ?

that it would give you an object independent of

your individual improvement, or even of the im-

provement of the persons immediately about you ?
"

" Yes, it might ; it would, I think," replied Mar-
garet, hesitatingly.

" But it is so difficult to grasp the idea," said Mr.
Sutherland, with a smile ; and then relapsing into

his former manner, he added,— " Yes, it is indeed

difficult. Our own sins, and the sins of our fore-

fathers, lie with a fearful weight upon us. But,

Margaret, there is one thing always within our

reach : prayer that our eyes may be opened, and
that we may be able to understand the excellency

of our Church, and may live more worthily of our

calling, as her members."
Margaret was touched by the earnestness of her

uncle's voice. She had not seen before how near the

subject was to his heart. But the walk was ended,

and they stood at the Grove gate, and Margaret was
just going to enter when a quick exclamation was
heard of

—

" Margaret, my dear, how fortunate
!

" and they

were joined by a third person.
" And Mr. Sutherland, too !

" began Miss Debrett,

when she approached near enough to hold out her

hand, and give a hearty shake ;
" really, I am so

very glad. I have not seen you I can't tell the time

when."
" My uncle has not been here for two months,"

said Margaret.

VOL. I. s
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^'No, I dare say not; you are too good, Islr.

Sutherland, too busy. I know you will wear your-

self out."
" Miss Debrett does not mean what she says, I

am sure," said Mr. Sutherland ;
" too good we need

none of us fear to be ; and too busy it is scarcely

possible to be in a parish like mine, though it is not

a very large one."
" Ah ! but the services, my dear IVIr. Suther-

land. You are not aware what you are doing.

Twice every day, I am told ; and schools, and cate-

chising, and all the poor people. I wonder you are

alive to talk of it."

Margaret looked at her uncle rather anxiously.
" I think you are growing thin," she said.

" Yes, to be sure he is, my dear," observed Miss
Debrett, " he starves himself. I hear every one is

doing it. Why don't you go, and stay with him,

Margaret, and take care of him ?
"

Margaret was amused, and said she was afraid

that the curate who lived in the house would
rather stand in the way ; and sixteen miles was
too great a distance to go and return, so that she

had but little opportunity of knowing any thing

about him.
" Well, he must give himself a holiday," said Miss

Debrett. "He will be obliged to do it soon. I

venture to say now that I know more about some
things than you do."

" Very probably," observed Margaret, who di-

rectly guessed the allusion.

" Very certainly," said Mr. Sutherland, playfully,

" ladies' dresses, for instance."
" You are laughing at me, I know. You gentle-

men always do, but I can keep my own secret.

Thursday fortnight— we won't say what day that

will be."
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"A happy one, I hope," said ]VIr. Sutherland,

seriously, " if it is to be Agatha's wedding-day."
" How could you guess ?— but it is true

; you
lost the first hearing by being away."

" 111 news fly quickly," said Margaret, in a low

voice, to her uncle.
" You are very odd people," continued Miss De-

brett, looking at them both ;
" you don't seem at all

pleased. But Margaret, my dear, you needn't be
afraid ; your turn will come by and by ; and as for

Mr. Sutherland, I expect to hear of his marriage

every day."

Margaret felt her uncle's arm hastily withdrawn.

He dropped his stick, and stooped to pick it up.

Miss Debrett, with all her kind-heartedness, had no
perception of the years which may pass by and still

leave a wound unhealed ; and would have gone on
in the same bantering strain, if Margaret, who was
sensitively alive to any thing which wounded her

uncle, had not dexterously diverted the current of

her ideas, by enquiring whether Colonel Clive was
in the house.

"No, my dear, he's gone ;
just this moment left :

but I heard all that passed. They did not mind an
old woman like me, and Agatha would not go and
talk to him alone ; she was shy, and she looked un-
comfortable, quite white, indeed. It was all the

Colonel could do to make her settle exactly, and, I

tliink, if it had not been for your mother, she would
not have had the courage at last."

" Courage !
" repeated Margaret, emphatically :

yes, courage it must have required, indeed."
" Well, I don't know, my dear ; I think, when a

woman has once made up her mind, the sooner
every thing is brought to an end the better.

There's many a slip — you know the old proverb,
Mr. Sutherland."

s 2
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Mr. Sutherland did know it well, and blamed
himself for his weakness, in allowing the associa-

tions connected with it to give him so much pain.

Margaret noticed a certain quivering of the lips,

which was almost the only sign he ever gave of

internal agitation, and walked on, hoping that Miss

Debrett might take leave. The hint was received,

but Miss Debrett, after parting, returned to assure

them that the Countess was arrived, and to give

them an accurate description of her.

" Great events always come double, my dear mo-
ther used to tell me. Not that this one is any thing

like Agatha's marriage; don't think I meant to

compare them ; but still it's something. Directly

I saw the carriage go by, I said to myself, that it

would not be the only thing which would happen

to-day, and so you see it proved. But, good bye, I

won't keep you any longer. You must be longing

to go to dear Agatha."
" Dreading — she should have said," observed

Margaret, as they stood before the door.

Mr. Sutherland kept her from entering the

house.
" I must depend upon you for one thing," he said.

" If possible, do not let me be asked to solemnise

the marriage. You will understand the reason.

If our fears for Agatha's happiness should be rea-

lised—

"

" Yes, yes," said Margaret, quickly, " trust me,

you shall not be called upon."
" And, Margaret, one thing more."

Mr. Sutherland hesitated, and a tinge of colour

spread itself over his face, and was succeeded by
unusual paleness.

" I should be sorry— I could not quite bear your

mother to think I have any other cause for declin-

ing. She distresses me, sometimes, by allusions."
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He stopped, and Margaret did not look at him,

but in a gentle voice she said,

—

" Colonel Clive's cousin, the Dean, is the proper
person."

Mr. Sutherland pressed her hand affectionately,

and Margaret hastened to the drawing-room, though
with unwilling steps, to hear the particulars of what
had passed, and to exert her. ready tact in prevent-
ing her uncle from being obliged to say or do any
thing which might give him pain.

b3
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CHAPTER XVn.

The autumnal morning sun was shining into the

drawing-room at Henningsley. Long years had
gone by since it had shed its brightness in that spot

upon any thing but the remains of former splendour ;

and even now, there was less of the refinement of

modern times, than of the cumbrous magnificence of

by-gone generations, in the appearance of the apart-

ment. Tapestried chairs with faded gilt backs, still

were used instead of luxurious couches ; the walls

were wainscoted in white, and gilded ; the glasses

were inserted in the panels, and the lines which
joined the different portions, showed that they be-

longed to an age when enormous pier-glasses were
unknown. Thick damask curtains, festooned over

the windows, hung in heavy folds to the ground,

upon which was spread a carpet of splendid design,

but so dimmed in colour, that in parts the outline

could hardly be traced : and though a few choice

modern ornaments were placed upon the high

carved chimney-piece, and the inlaid cabinets, they

were little in unison with the furniture. Hen-
ningsley was a relic of past ages, hastily refitted to

suit the need of the fastidious, but, perhaps, less

pure taste of more civilised times, and the contrast

it afforded to the costly decorations of London was
striking to the eye of the Countess Novera, and
painful to that of her companion. Lucia's counte-

nance was scarcely more cheerful now that she had
attained her wishes, and saw tliat the Countess had
escaped unaltered from the attractions of the metro-
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polis. tlian it had been u2Don her first landing in

England.
" You will find it lonely here, Signora," she said,

as, on the morning after her arrival, she came
into the room in which the Countess was stand-

ing, gazing upon the garden with an abstracted

air.

" All things are lonely . now, Lucia," was the

reply, in a tone of sadness. " England or Italy, it

must all be the same."
" But you will have no society as in London,"

continued Lucia, wishing to discover whether the

Countess was satisfied.

" No, but I do not care for it yet. Lady Anstru-
ther will come to me when I wish it, but I prefer

quiet for the present."
" Certainly, it is not as if your whole life was to

be spent here," piu*sued Lucia.

Beatrice did not answer the observation, and
Lucia began her work. A long silence followed,

first broken by the Countess.
" It was a curious meeting, yesterday," she ex-

claimed. " You did not remark her as I did. Her's
is not a common face."

" English, decidedly," said Lucia, in concealed
irritation.

" You could scarcely have seen her on your side

of the carriage," continued the Countess. " She
must be of foreign extraction, I imagine, which
would account for her religion."

" There will soon be no difiiculty in satisfying

yourself, Signora," replied Lucia. " If you intend
to receive visitors, you will easily gain the infor-

mation which you so much desire."

Beatrice knew what this speech implied, but
it did not render her cautious. " I shall inquire

about her," she said carelessly. " It will be a
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comfort to us to feel that we are not alone amongst
heretics."

" The comfort, no doubt, will be necessary for

you, Signora," replied Lucia ;
" it is not so for me,

I am contented."

The Countess looked at her with an expression of

mingled sympathy and amusement, and exclaimed,
" Really, Lucia, I must beg Father Andrea to inter-

fere if this mood continues. I thought it Avas to

have been left in London. But you must not be so

childish. Come, I will read to you, and then you
shall have an English lesson."

She took up a volume of Tasso, and turning to

the opening canto, began to read, in a voice, the

liquid tones of which seemed especially formed for

the melody of the language. Lucia's sullen air ap-

peared at first impenetrable ; but as Beatrice pro-

ceeded, her imagination grew excited, and, after a

time, laying down her work, she sat with her eyes

riveted upon the Countess's beautiful face, on w^hich

there now rested an expression of enthusiasm, which
was too often hidden by the shadow of an ever pre-

sent grief. It was the expression in wliich Lucia
delighted, for it recalled the days of their early

acquaintance, when Beatrice, in the fulness of her
happiness, would sometimes give utterance to se-

cret visionary wishes, and tell of the dreams which
were fostered by her husband's approbation, and of

which the advancement of the Church was the one
great object. Those seasons of unreserve had ori-

ginally formed the connecting bond between two
minds, otherwise totally dissimilar. Lucia had
been educated strictly in attachment to the Romish
Church, and the rhapsodies which Beatrice so elo-

quently poured forth had found a ready echo in

her own heart. But years and sorrow gave a dif-

ferent tone to the Countess's character. She be-
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came less excitable and more real: her religion was
the religion of the heart, whilst Lucia's remained

that of the imagination. There was little now to

recall the union of past days, except when, on occa-

sions like the present, the Countess forgot the self-

command, which, on principle, she strove to exer-

cise, and suffered herself to be visibly wrought
upon by poetry, or an unusual interest in conversa-

tion,

"Listen, Lucia," she exclaimed, her eye kindling

with delight, as she repeated, a second time, the

concluding verse of the splendid speech in which

Godfrey de Bouillon addresses the Egyptian ambas-

sadors :
—
" Ma quando di sua aita ella ne privi, ^

Per gli error nostri o per giudizi occulti

Chi fia di noi ch' esser sepulto schivi,

Ov 'i membri di Dio fur gla sepulti ?

Noi morirem, ne invidia avremo ai vivi
;

Noi morirem ma non morremo inulti

:

Ne I'Asia ridera di nostra sorte,

Ne pianta fia da noi la nostra morte."

" Ah ! Lucia, those were days when life was, in-

deed, valuable. Heresies and schisms were un-
known then ; the battle of the church was with
heathen nations, and not as now, too often, with
those wlio ought to have been nurtured within her

own fold,"

" And who will never be recovered to it," said

Lucia. " Father Andrea thinks there is little

hope."
" He thinks cautiously," replied Beatrice. " If

he has hope, he will not own it ; and he fears

the cold rationalising spirit of my countrymen.
He says that the frozen currents of the nortli flow

in their veins."
" Father Andrea reasons from what he hears, not
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from what he sees," saidLucia, raising her deep, dark

eyes to the Countess with a look of fond admiration.
" The hearing is more true than the seeing,

Lucia," replied the Countess. " No one can j udge

by me. English though I am by birth, and En-
glish in a measure by principle,—I am not, and

never can be, English in aflfection, to forget the land

of my adoption— the centre of Christendom."

Lucia rose suddenly from her seat, and advancing

to the Countess, knelt humbly by her side, and
resting a hand upon her lap, said,—" Those were
blessed words, Signora ; would that Father Andrea
had heard them !

"

The Countess drew back as if offended, but im-

mediately recovering herself, she stooped to kiss

Lucia's forehead, and answered, playfully,—"Father

Andrea is wiser than you, Carina. He knows me
better."

" And you will not stay in England," exclaimed

Lucia, hurried by impulse to the betrayal of all her

hidden fears :
" You will not forget Italy, and give

yourself up to your false friends, and live and die

amongst heretics."
" My movements must be determined by circum-

stances," replied the Countess, composedly. " Fa-

ther Andrea is my counsellor, and what he advises

will be done."
" Then we shall return," said Lucia, rising ; but

her manner was cold, and the Countess's heart

reproached her.
" Do not doubt it, dear child," she said ;

' and for

yourself, I have said before, you have but to name
the wish, and there shall not be a day's delay."

" No, no," exclaimed Lucia passionately ;
" it is

always thus : you will not understand, you do not

love me."

"Lucia!" the Countess's voice was quiet but
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reproachful ; and , tlie proud spirit of the Italian

girl struggled plainly with the warmth of her
affections.

"You loved me once," she continued; "in'ltaly

I was your chosen companion, but you turn from
me now, you would send me to my country when it

is robbed of all that made it precious. I trusted,

and I am deceived."
" Lucia, this is language which I must not hear,"

replied the Countess, " for it is unjust : whilst

with me, these scenes must not be repeated."
" Whilst, whilst

!

" repeated Lucia ;
" say rather

that my trial will not be long ; that you will not
bear with me ; that even now you have arranged
for our separation."

" You speak in wilful error, Lucia," replied

Beatrice, with forced serenity of manner ;
" you do

not choose to remember the ties which bind us to

each other."
" They may be broken ; they are broken," ex-

claimed Lucia :— she concluded the sentence ab-

ruptly ; and in a moment recovering the fixed

manner which she had assumed at the commence-
ment of the conversation, resumed her work.
The Countess gave way to a slight expression of

impatience, but she was vexed with herself the next
instant; and after again kissing Lucia affection-

ately, threw open the window and walked out into

the garden. Relief for her spirits was much needed ;

for this was not the first scene of the kind which
she had been compelled to endure in England.
Something was happening frequently to call forth

Lucia's jealousy ; and each time the same reasoning
and caressing were required to bring her again into

good humour. Beatrice was weary of such a lifp,

yet she was convinced that the fault lay only in an
undue affection for herself, and it seemed wronjr to
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return it as she had clone by cold words and colder

looks. No wonder that Lucia was chilled by her

manner— she would be more considerate on any
future occasion.—But the resolution seemed like

deception, a sliow of something which she did not

feel. Love could not be watched, and checked or

stimulated by prudence : its only value lay in its

truth. There was a time— how many days, and
weeks, and long long months did memory retrace,

as the thought arose! when every thought was
expressed only to be reciprocated : but that could

never be again ; the void which death had left

could never be filled up ; and for the few remaining

years of her life (something within foretold that

they would not be many), the sweetest hope that

remained was a dedication of all which could yet

be thought valuable to the service of God. In the

first dreariness of sorrow after her husband's death,

the Countess had looked to a convent as her only

place of refuge from an unsympathising "svorld ; but
her friends, and Father Andrea amongst them, had
hesitated to encourage the idea. They saw what
the Countess herself could not see, that her rank,

and beauty, and talents, were formed for the world,

and that the interests of the Church might be
furthered by her remaining in it.

Beatrice gave up the idea, though not without

great regret, and determined to occupy herself in

the concerns of her property. Duty of any kind
was a reh'ef to the weight of affliction ; and some
who observed the cheerfulness and energy with
which she prepared to engage in it, believed that

her grief had been quite subdued. By such per-

sons Beatrice Novera was not understood ; they

witnessed the resignation of a Christian, and they
thought that it was the indifference of a common
mind. Even Father Andrea was in part deceived,
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especially during their stay in London. The
Countess then saw many of her friends, and re~

ceived the most flattering attentions. She was, for

the time, pleased, and when she said that she was
disappointed, and that amongst her numerous rela-

tions she had not found one who suited her taste,

or with whom she could form a friendship ; he
imagined that she was ignorant of the state of her
own mind, and that at Henningsley she would pine
for the society which, when it was possessed, she

appeared to value so lightly. His own heart was
cast in a stern mould, and its movements were kept
in rigid subjection. Life had passed, till the pre-

sent hour, without bringing any severe trial ; and
though he had watched deep sorrow often, he had
never experienced it himself. He imagined that

the Countess could act, as in a similar case he could

have acted himself ; that she could shake off de-

jection upon principle, and throw her thoughts into

a new channel ; and when he saw her cheerful and
occupied, he imagined that she had done so. He
heard her indeed mourn over past recollections,

and complain that life was dreary ; but the words
were merely words : they were often contradicted

by what he saw, and many an anxious thought
arose in his breast as he pictured the change which
English habits and English affections might pos-

sibly make in her character. Beatrice herself did

not at first realise the insipidity of the new world
into which she was thrown. It was new and amus-
ing, and for a short time she found real pleasure in

renewing former acquaintances, and seeing all the
wonders of the metropolis. Then the gratification

began to pall ; she was at home without a home.
Her mother's cousin. Lady Anstruther, who had
met her at Rouen, and travelled with her to Eng-
land, proposed that she should take up her resi-

VOL. I. T
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dence for some time with her ; but this was not

practicable, since Father Andrea and Lucia were
with her. The large apartments at the hotel,

magnificent though they were, grew distasteful,

and the Countess sighed for Henningsley.

The warmth of interest also with which she was
received lasted much longer than her own satisfac-

tion in it. She had been too much accustomed to

homage to be elated by it, and real affection she

soon saw was not given her ; she even blamed her-

self for having expected it. How could persons

who had not met for years, and whose lives had
been spent under totally different circumstances,

and with no unity of sentiment upon religious sub-

jects, be to each other more than common friends ?

Vexed with her relations, and unhappy in her own
mind, Beatrice soon urged an immediate departure.

If Henningsley could do no more for her, it could

at least give her change ; and it would certainly

renew the infantine associations which still haunted
her indistinctly. It was the home of her father

and her mother, and had been the frequent theme of

their conversations ; and as Beatrice de Lisle, it had
been the centre of her own childish imaginations

though, as the Countess Novera, it had been com-
paratively but seldom remembered.

Father Andrea saw no reason to object, and
suddenly, with but two days of preparation, the

Countess left London. At the termination of her

journey disappointment again awaited her. Hen-
ningsley, apparently uninhabited, standing in the

middle of a park, which gave many indications of

being seldom visited, was not an inviting object in

its external appearance ; and when Beatrice entered

the large hall, where no one, except her servants,

was waiting to welcome her, and remembered the

vague images of life and happiness, which had till
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that hour been connected with it ; a sense of utter

solitariness overpowered her. Rank, wealth, beauty,

would have been thankfully relinquished for the

sake of one fond voice, one kiss of a father, a mother,

or a husband's love. No wonder that on the fol-

lowing day, after her conversation with Lucia, the

sense of loneliness and want of companionship
should sink her spirits to the lowest ebb.

For a long time the Countess wandered by herself

through the garden and the shrubberies. They had
been lately carefully tended, but tastewas still want-
ing for their perfection. Beatrice, however, gave no
attention to them. The characteristic of her mindwas
that of being entirely possessed by one prominent
idea. She walked and gazed, and even gathered
flowers, but her thoughts were in a distant land,

and it was not until suddenly recalled to her present

situation by an object connected with one of the few
childish offences which, from being severely punished,

had made an indelible impression on her, that she

remembered she was in her native home. A piece

of trellis work formed one of the terminations of the

terrace ; and over this some rare creepers had once
been trained. The brilliancy of the flowers had
tempted her when very young to climb up a few
steps, and the consequence had been a fall, and the

demolition of a portion of the brittle wood. The
offence was a slight one, but it aroused her mother's

fear lest her clambering propensities should lead

her into danger ; and the punishment was so great

that Beatrice believed it to be unjust, and her proud
temper rebelled.

Every circumstance was now clearly retraced.

The family were then on the eve of departure, and
the broken trellis had been left unrepaired. And so

it had remained, though not in its original state.

T 2
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The creepers had overgrown it completely ; but as

the Countess removed a few of the twining stems,

she could perceive the very place where the mischief

had been perpetrated. There was no self-com-

mand then, and Beatrice rested her head against

the trellis work and cried like a little child. She left

the terrace hastily, and re-entering the house with
a feeling of reverence, determined to examine it

well, and endeavour to fix distinctly the scenes

which were either remembered or had been de-

scribed to her.

But this was found to be no easy task. The
rooms which had been prepared for her use were
alone habitable, and many of the others were com-
pletely blocked up with lumber. One had been
originally used as a chapel, but from being the most
spacious it was also the most useful and the best

filled. And Beatrice turned away from it with
increased depression of spirits. It reminded her of

the difference between herself and her nearest

relations, and made her feel more solitary in the

world than before.

She thought of the English girl whom she had
seen first at the hotel, and then praying in the

Cathedral of St. Ouen, and whose face she had
recognised the preceding day. After all, religion

was the one great bond, more important far than
relationship. And if, in this neighbourhood of

strangers, she could meet with one of her own
sex to worship in her forms, and with her sin-

cerity, it would do more towards giving her a

feeling of home during her stay at Henningsley,
than any personal comforts which she might
gather around her. Stay, the Countess called it

now, for residence she could not believe that it

ever would be. She even said to herself that she

would leaye it in a very few weeks.

I
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All tliat could be required of her, she thought,

would be an inspection of her property, and some
inquiries as to her tenants ; and when those duties

were completed she would be at liberty to go where-
ever she chose. Yet Beatrice sighed. Liberty, in

many, perhaps in most cases, is a curse and not a

blessing.

Father Andrea was then sought, and his advice

asked as to the proper mode of gaining minute par-

ticulars of the estates, and the manner in which
they were overlooked ; and two hours afterwards

the Countess was closeted with Mr. Prior, her

agent and solicitor, receiving information, and
asking questions, which in her ignorance of English

laws and customs were confusing to both parties.

T 3
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CHAPTER XVIII.

It was soon known in the neighbourhood, that the

Countess Novera, although unwilling to enter into

general society, was still desirous of being intro-

duced to those families who had been personally

acquainted with her father and mother ; and many,
who could lay claim only to a distant knowledge of

Lord and Lady de Lisle, hastened to call at Hen-
ningsley.

Margaret heard many discussions as to what it

would be proper for her mother to do, without ven-

turing a suggestion. Mrs. Percival was a stranger

at the time when Henningsley was inhabited ; but
Dr. Percival was just entering into practice, and had
been summoned to a consultation several times in

cases of illness. He had been treated with marked
courtesy, and had no reason to believe that a visit

from any person connected with him would be consi-

dered intrusive ; but Mrs. Perciviil rather objected.

She said, that the acquaintance was merely profes-

sional, — that it would have been very different if

it had been of long standing, but in fact it had only

lasted about two years, and she had no wish to place

herself in a false position, by presupposing an inti-

macy where in fact none had existed— the Coun-
tess's stay would probably be very sliort, and
therefore the visit must be a matter of inditference.

Mrs. Percival's opinion would have carried the day,

and Margaret's reason and taste would have ac-

quiesced, though not without considerable disap-
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pointment, but that Mrs. St. Aubyn came unex-

pectedly to the support of her wishes. She had
been at Henningsley, was charmed with the Coun-
tess, and convinced that she would in the end decide

upon living there. As soon as she had made friends

in the neighbourhood, the feeling of loneliness of

which she now complained would be gone, and if

Mrs. Percival did not call at once, the opportunity

of forming the acquaintance would be lost. She
had at least as much right as half the people who
visited there ; for it was well known by many
persons that the Viscount de Lisle had entertained

a great respect for Dr. Percival's talents, and it was
certain that the Countess would receive the visit

with pleasure, as she had remembered Dr. Perci-

val's name when it was mentioned, and expressed
herself interested in every one connected, however
remotely, with her early days. After such counsel,

from one so well versed in the ways of the world,

Mrs. Percival could no longer doubt ; and the

visit to Henningsley was fixed for the following

day.

Margaret listened with impatience for Agatha's
answer to the inquiry, whether she was inclined to

go. Lately her sister had appeared averse to morn-
ing visits, and it seemed natural enough, since she

would of course dislike the observation which under
her present circumstances she was likely to excite.

Margaret had made up her mind that the reply

would be in the negative ; and her surprise was as

great as her vexation, when Agatha expressed not
merely willingness but pleasure in the proposal.

Margaret tried not to be provoked with her, but
she could scarcely help being so. It really seemed
as if she had been contradictory to her wishes on
purpose. Her own introduction to the Countess was
not likely, however, to be more than postponed, as
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Agatha would so shortly be leaving her home ; and
Margaret endeavoured to be pleased at the future

prospect, rather than annoyed at the present disap-

pointment.

She had begun to perceive that every event in

life is to be viewed on two sides, and on principle

she was teaching herself to look at the brighter

one ; conscious that whilst she -was striving to do

her duty, it was also the truer one. Mr. Suther-

land, who had not yet left them, felt for her as he
always did. He had almost a woman's knack of

understanding trifles and their influence upon daily

happiness ; and, instead of finding fault with Mar-
garet because she looked graver than usual when
the carriage drove off, he made her confess her

vexation and talk of it till it was nearly gone.

Still it returned again when Agatha came back, for

she would tell nothing ; or perhaps she had nothing

to tell. The room had been filled with visitors, and
she had scarcely spoken to the Countess. Mrs. Per-

cival declared herself very glad that she had gone,

but said she was rather disappointed in the

Countess. There was more of reserve about her

than she had anticipated : some persons might
have fancied it hauteur, but that was not her

opinion. It was shyness evidently; she did not

fully comprehend English fashions, and there was
something strange in hei' foreign accent and idiom,

considering her birth. The Rom.isli confessor had
not been seen ; it Avas understood, indeed, that he
kept himself quite aloof ft-om every one ; but there

was a young girl present,— a companion most pro-

bably, who talked very little, and looked melan-
choly; and this was all Margaret could learn.

" Your curiosity will be satisfied by and by,

Margaret," said Mr. Sutherland, as he watched
the slight annoyance expressed in her countenance.
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" Remember there will be no one to take your

place when Agatha is gone."
" I do not think that will make much difference,"

said Margaret :
" it is foolish in me to look forward

to anything like real knowledge or intimacy. There

are different circles in life, and they are not meant
to mingle."

" No, and if they do, one seldom sees happi-

ness to be the result—unequal marriages for in-

stance."
" I agree with you entirely there," said Mar^

garet ; " but I am not sure that I do about friend-

ships and society ; the difference of rank, I always

fancy, must increase the charm.
" I don't pretend to know," said Mr. Suther-

land. " I never had any friends except humdrum
country rectors and curates, or fellows of colleges

;

but do you think, Margaret, that friendships, any
more than human beings, can live upon pound
cake?"

" You mean the romance one reads of in novels,"

said Margaret ;
" but that would not be mine."

" But any kind of romance,— don't you think it

requires, besides, some less ethereal food : mutual
sympathy about pet cats and dogs ; and, perhaps, a

little good-natured gossip, such as Miss Debrett
would give ?

"

"No, indeed!" exclaimed Margaret, " a gossip-

ing friendship ! I could not even imagine it
"

" Well, I suppose I am mistaken ; but I always
fancy (I dare say I have gained the notion from
books) that these things are the cement which bind
the friendship together. I know for myself that

my best friend takes a lively interest in the
welfare of Prince, and would be really disap-

pointed if he did not know exactly how my garden
flourishes."
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" According to the elegant proverb, ' Love me,
love my dog,' " said IMargaret.

*

" Yes ; and I don't quite see how this is to be
managed where there is great disparity of rank. I

don't understand how you would make the Countess
Novera sympathize with your dread of one of Miss
Debrett's visits, or with the difficulties you have
with the children."

" How absurd you are
!

" exclaimed Margaret,

laughing ;
" as if such sympathy was necessary."

" Remember, I did not say it was ; I asked
merely as a matter of curiosity."

" If I were to know the Countess Novera inti-

mately," observed Margaret, " I hope we should

find sufficient subjects for mutual interest, without

being obliged to have recourse to either Miss De-
brett or the children."

" You would discuss Tasso and Dante from
morning till night at first ; but that presupposes

that you are always to be in the mood. Now, you
know, Margaret, that even the wisest must descend

to earth sometimes; and then it strikes me that

you^would find yourselves living, one at the north

and the other at the south pole."

" Perhaps so," replied Margaret, carelessly ; " but
I cannot believe that that sort of thing would cause

any diminution of real affection."

Mr. Sutherland smiled, and giving her a kiss, he

said, " that is a very young hope, my child. De-
pend upon it you and I should not love each other

half as happily, or as unchangeably, if you were a

rich duchess whilst I was a poor vicar with three

hundred and fifty pounds a year
."

" I am glad you said as happily, and not as well,"

observed Margaret.
" I have meant happily all along. Difference of

rank, I suspect, acts as a hot-bed. Affection is pre
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cocious and luxuriant, but not healtliy. So I will

promise to love you always, whether you marry the

Great Mogul or remain Margaret Percival to the

end of your days ; but I do not promise always to

enter into your feelings when you order'your black

slaves about ; and I shall not expect you to enter

into mine, when I go and inquire after Humphrey
Jackson and his rheumatism."

" And the end of all is, that I am not to throw
away my admiration upon the Countess Novera,"
replied Margaret.

" Not exactly ; because if I were in a lecturing

humour, I should give you a caution there upon
more important grounds."

" Acknowledge that you are never very muclx
disinclined to lecture," said Margaret, in a playful

tone.
" No, indeed, I will not, because I am just going

to spare you a discourse upon the dangers of an in-

timacy with a Romanist."
" But why spare me ? I always listen very

patiently."
" First, because I have promised Philip he shall

have a ride upon Prince round the field ; and next,

because I see no probability of your being thrown
in the way of temptation. The Countess does not
intend to live at Henningsley ; Mr. Prior informed
me of that yesterday."

Mr. Sutherland did not perceive Margaret's face

of disappointment. He went away, and she was
left to think upon the disagreeable conversation.

Her uncle had not meant that it should be so, but
disagreeable it undoubtedly was. If she had only
told him her prepossession in favour of the Coun-
tess before, he would have assumed another tone

;

but he discussed the matter as if it were of no con-
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sequence, and his objections ai^peared unsatisfac-

tory. Margaret had no doubt herself, that if the

Countess were all that she had resolved she should

be, a friendship with her would be a great addition

to her happiness. She did not form any particular

wishes, because she saw very little chance of their

accomplishment ; but if the opportunity offered it-

self, she could discover no reason whatever to draw
back, merely because they were not equals in rank.

The religion was a more important difference, but

it did not seem insurmountable ; they need not in-

terfere with each other, and there would be no oc-

casion to touch upon it. Margaret was vexed with

her uncle, as she had been once before. She said

to herself that no woman would have been so blind

as not to perceive that such a light way of talking

annoyed her, yet she could not think of telling him
so : her reserve came in the way, and it did not

seem worth while to make a remark about such a

trifle. It would only worry him, she thought ; and

the best thing would be not to mention the Coun-
tess's name for the future. She could not be an-

noyed then ; and when Henningsley was again left

deserted, as most probably it would soon be, her own
feelings were likely to die away. ISIargaret saw no

fault in her reserve, and perhaps it would be hard

to call it one ; but she had misled her uncle, though
unintentionally. She had lately given him the idea

that she could talk to him openly upon every sub-

ject, and, till this instance, she had not failed to

do it. He had no reason, therefore, to suspect any
thing beyond a passing inclination to call upon a

lady whose rank and beauty rendered her an object

of attraction, and he had treated it accordingly.

Margaret grew more reserved the more she thought

upon what he had said ; and she did not even ask
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him why he spoke of danger in an intimacy with a
Romanist, though at the moment she had rather

wished to learn. She shut herself up, and was
silent ; and Mr. Sutherland noticed this, and sup-

posed she was thinking of Agatha. His manner wns
particularly affectionate all the evening, and Mar-
garet blamed herself for unkindness towards him ;

still she did not alter her own manner, nor make
the least allusion to Henningsley, nor ask any more
questions about the Countess. Her mother even
declared that she had no curiosity, because she took
so little part in the remarks which were made at

intervals about the visit ; and at last Margaret re-

tired to bed, earlier than usual, very dissatisfied

with herself for being cross, and resolving to forget

the conversation as soon as possible.

Mr. Sutherland was to return to Alton the next
morning, and not to be at tlK3 Grove again till the

day preceding Agatha's wedding. Margaret had
dexterously suggested Dean Clive as the most pro-

per person to perform the ceremony ; and Mrs.
Percival seized upon the idea, hinted it to the

Colonel, who highly approved, and made excuses to

her brother for not asking him. Mr. Sutherland
was full of gratitude to Margaret for her manage-
ment ; and in the few moments when they were to-

gether alone, he did as he had never done before.

He spoke of himself, of his long attachment, and his

flattering hopes, and their bitter disappointment

;

and when he said that he trusted he was now re-

signed and thankful ; he also added, that within the

last year he had ceased to look upon his situation

as lonely ; Margaret's affection had thrown a sun <

shine over his life. Margaret's heart painfully re-

proached her: she could not bear to be reserved
upon a subject of no consequence, when he was so

vol.. I. u
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open upon one on which the happiness of his life had
rested. If it had been the moment for mentioning
herself, she would have confessed her folly ; but she

did not think it was, and it would be easier per-

haps to write than to speak, and so they parted,

—

Mr. Sutherland to his parish duties, and Margaret
to prepare for taking the children for a walk.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Since receiving her uncle's hints upon education,

Margaret had made some progress in more judicious

management ; and as a consequence she was much
more popular. It is not strictness which children

dislike, but inconsistency and caprice. There was
frequently now a contest for her hand, for Margaret
had learned to listen whilst Philip repeated the odd
stories he had been reading ; and to bear with
Grace's descriptions of all the wonderful things she
should buy if she were rich. One of her great
temptations now was to be constantly correcting.

From natural quickness she readily perceived the

germs of faults, and since she had begun to watch
the children from principle, her consciousness of

them had become a sort of instinct. She could
descry conceit in the merest intonation of Grace's
voice, and the tone in which Harriet sometimes
begged to be allowed to turn back because she was
tired was distressing ; it told so plainly of indolence.

Margaret was not yet mistress of two very essential

qualifications for those who would win the hearts

as well as rule the actions of children. She could
not see a fault without remarking upon it ; and she
could not give a playful reproof. It was clear that

she often irritated the children, especially Harriet

;

but it was difficult to discover why. Complaints, she
knew, she did not make without cause, but the mis-
take lay in making them too seriously. Margaret's
was rather a Draconian code. It had the same
grave look and reproachful manner for a passing

u 2
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forgetfulness, as for a wilful neglect ; and Harriet,

who had by nature a matter-of-fact but discrimi-

nating mind, was fretted by the exaggeration, and
lost a great deal of the good which she might other-

wise have gained from her sister's care. But Mar-
garet's errors in judgment and practice were open
to correction merely by her own observation. She
had no theories, and she was resolved as far as pos-
sible to guard her own conduct, and to act out every
thing which she wished the children to do.

The idea of working for any thing beyond, it was
not easy to realize. Margaret did not forget what
her uncle had said upon the subject of the Church.
She thought of it a good deal, but it did not seem
in the least practical. As a matter of history its

claims were well known to her ; but every one
around her seemed to have forgotten them. She
daily heard Baptists, and Wesleyans, and the innu-

merable sects of Dissenters with which Staunton
and Deering abounded, spoken of in the same terms
as the Church ; and she knew that half the charities

of the place were carried on through their instru-

mentality. It did not appear right and liberal to

attach herself entirely to her own communion, when
others, more active and self-denying, were working
good, or what seemed to be good, around her. She
feared it would engender an exclusive spirit, and so

she endeavoured to take an enlarged view ; to look

upon herself as a member, not merely of the Church
of England, but of the great Christian family

throughout the world. And to work for such a

body, how could it be done? Where was the or-

ganisation ? where were the laws ? where was the

controlling power ? The whole was one mass of con-

flicting opinions, rival authorities, disputed dogmas.
There was no such liberality to be found amongst
Dissenters as Margaret was inclined to practise

j
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for each party strenuously asserted its own rights.

If the points upon which they disagreed were of

importance, truth must be confined to one sect

alone ; and how then did this differ from Mr. Su-

therland's principle of the Church being the only

safe rock on which to rest ? If the points were not

of importance, why were they not yielded ? For
the spread of Christianity alone, such a submission

was imperatively required. Margaret could come
to no satisfactory conclusion, but, as her thoughts

had been hasty, she intended to consider the sub-

ject more fully when she was at leisure, and after-

wards to place her difficulties before her un(;le. In

the mean time, having begun by a fear of exclusive-

ness, if she confined herself too strictly to the Church,

she ended by setting aside the idea of a great Chrisr

tian family, and resolving to limit her efforts prin-

cipally to the members of- her own. She would
pray for them, plan for them, and try to believe

that her whole business in life was to do them good.

There was no fiivourable opportunity for renewing

the conversation before Mr. Sutherland went away.

It required first to be well weighed, and Margaret's

attention was not sufficiently disengaged for such

topics. Agatha's time was given up to amusement
and wedding preparations, and her few duties of

writing notes and receiving visitors were therefore

added to her sister's daily employments. Yet Mar-
garet was not irritated. She knew that an appointed

task was before her, apportioned not by man but

God ; and to please Him was in itself both motive

and recompense. The question was not what she

did, but how ; and the zest with which she seized

a few spare moments for study was a compensation
for many daily annoyances. The children's walk was
now rather a pleasure than not, as it took her from
home at the time when she was most liable to iiitcr-

u 3
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ruption. Still it was a trial of patience when tliey

were sent to dress themselves. Grace and Philip

generally contrived to quarrel about gloves, and
Harriet, three days out of the four, lost hers.

Margaret was generally ready, and had called them
repeatedly before either of them appeared, and by the

delay a quarter of an hour was perhaps lost— a very
small portion of time for some persons, but a very
important one for Margaret, who was always obliged

to be out with them for two hours, calculated from
the moment they left the house. The time between
walking and dinner was her own, and this quarter

of an hour was perpetually subtracted from it by the

children's carelessness and dawdling habits. She
could make little use of it, for she was most fre-

quently required to settle the disputes, or to find

v/hat was lost ; and if this were not the case, her

mother generally knocked three or four times at

her door to bid her " go and hurry the little ones,

for the beauty of the day was passing." Margaret
tried to remedy the evil by allowing a certain

number of minutes ; but they were sure to be in-

fringed upon, and the few punishments which she

was allowed to inflict were thought nothing of.

She gave lectures upon neatness, and did her ut-

most towards setting an example, and this was in

some degree efficacious ; but still the cure was not

complete : for some reason or other Margaret was
kept waiting every day. Her old irritability re-

turned upon her, and the offence was considered

great, and reproved accordingly. " If you grow up
with these habits," she said in her gravest voice, as

Harriet joined her after a delay of at least twenty
minutes, partly caused by having remained in the

hall to say good-bye to her uncle, instead of putting

the school-room closet in order, as she had been
told ;

" if you really do not try more to conquer
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these careless, tiresome ways, you will be fit for

nothing. No one will ever trust you, or depend

upon you. You will be useless all your life."

" But indeed, Margaret, I made as much haste as

I could. It was only because of uncle Henry, else

I should have put the closet to rights directly after

dinner."
" It does not signify to give reasons," replied

Margaret ; " it is your fault, and you must get the

better of it. Every one in the house is put out by
your dawdling. You know, the day before yesterday,

when Agatha and Mrs. St. Aubyn were going to

take you out, you kept the carriage five-aud-twenty

minutes."
" Only ten," said Harriet, rather angrily, " be-

cause I looked at the hall clock, and saw ; and yes-

terday I was ready before any one."
" You have a bad habii of excusing yourself,

Harriet," continued Margaret :
" you know very

well that I don't mean to speak of any particular

instance ; but it is your defect ;
you never can exert

yourself,—you will not hurry in the least ; I cannot

think what you will do when you grow up to be a

woman."
" I did hurry as much as I could," muttered

Harriet, following her sister into the garden, where
Grace and Philip were playing.

Margaret did not vent her feelings upon the two
little ones, though many in her situation might have
been tempted to do it. Her temper was becoming
more under control every day ; and finding herself

annoyed by one fault, she was careful not to be

captious about others. Her summons to Grace
and her brother was made in a very good-humoured
tone, and each seizing a hand, and declaring that

Harriet had walked with Mai'garet only yesterday,

and therefore it was their turn to-day, they set out
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"Which way are we to go ?" was Philip's first

inquiry.
" I don't know ; which way do you wish ?

Ashington, or the river, or Milford Hill, or the

Eastlake road ; which do you like best ?

"

" I thought we were all to go into the town, to

choose a locket for our hair for Agatha," said

Grace.
" No, I must do that alone by and by," replied

Margaret.

Harriet had been walking by herself, with some-
thing of suUenness in her countenance. " Now,
didn't you think so ? " said Grace, appealing to her.
" Didn't mamma tell us we might go and choose
for ourselves ?

"

" No," answered Harriet, who was remarkable for

exactness in all she asserted. " Mamma said perhaps
Margaret would bring us some to choose from/'

" Well, that is the same sort of thing ; we are to

choose."
" No, Grace," observed Margaret, " it is not the

same. I wish you would learn to be as particular

as Harriet in repeating things."

Harriet's face a little brightened, for she was
peculiarly sensitive to praise, perhaps from the

very fact of having so little of it. ;^Iargaret no-

ticed this, and was pleased, as she had not in-

tended to give more than a gentle reproof, and had
rather wondered at Harriet's sulkiness. When it

was settled that they should take the Eastlake road

and return over Milford Hill, she sent the children

on before, that she might have a few moments for

considering what she had said. It was all very

true ;
— dawdling was a serious fault, most torment-

ing to every one ; but it was not quite as certain

that, if Harriet were a dawdle, when she grew up
she would be fit for nothing, or that no one would
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ever trust her, or that she would be useless all her

life. There was a degree of truth in each of the

assertions, but then each was exaggerated. Neither

was it the case that Harriet never did exert herself,

that she would not hurry in the least. Margaret
had perceived an instance of her efforts only the

day before, and naturally the reproof had appeared
unfair. All this Margaret saw, because she was
willing to see it. Self-examination with her was
no form, it was the inquiry of a lowly, sincere

mind, and whatever were the errors that it brought
to light she never shut her eyes to them. How to

remedy her mistake was now the question. The
fault must not be overlooked, because it might
really be of consequence ; and after having spoken
of it so gravely, it would not do to treat it lightly.-

There was another alternative, and as they were
returning home Margaret called the little girl to

her, and finding that she was no longer out of hu-
mour, proposed that instead of going home she

should walk with her into the town to assist in

choosing the locket. "Perhaps she would know
better than herself," she said, " what Grace and
Philip would like, and it would not do to take them,
they were so troublesome in shops."

Harriet was delighted, and even the two little

ones were more satisfied, as they said that Harriet
was much more likely to buy pretty things than
Margaret, because Margaret never cared about
brooches and lockets. They knew she had a great
many, but she never put them on like Agatha.

Margaret laughed, and assured them that some
day or other, just to satisfy them, she would dress
herself out beautifully; and Philip, protesting he
would make her do it the very day Agatha was
married, ran into the house with Grace, whilst
Harriet and Margaret went on into the town.
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Harriet had both forgotten and forgiven, and talked

without restraint, and Margaret entered into all

she said, and described the sort of locket which
they would be likely to get for the sum they had to

spend. Or should it be a brooch ? Lockets were
very pretty, but brooches were more useful, and
perhaps they might meet with one which it would
suit Agatha to wear every day, so that she might
always have something to remind her of them.

Harriet's interest in the purchase increased, when
she found that her sister deemed it worthy of con-

sideration, and she did not once remember that

Margaret had been harsh. IMargaret, however, did,

and the idea presented itself more strongly than

before, that perhaps Harriet's was a disposition to

be governed by kindness rather than by strict rules.

At any rate there could be no harm in making the

experiment on which she had determined.
" I will tell you one reason, Harriet," she said,

as a pause occurred in the conversation, " why I

am particularly anxious to go out soon in the after-

noon ; because if I don't, I have so little time to

myself. It is only the hour before dinner which I

can be certain of having for reading, and if we come
in late I can't do any thing, and I was thinking

just now that if I mentioned this you would be
glad to help me by being quick ; besides trying to

get rid of a fault."

" I do mean to try to-morrow," replied Harriet,
" and I was very sorry I vexed you ; but, do you
know, Margaret, I did not think at all how late it

was till I heard Grace say she was ready. I was
waiting for uncle Henry."

" He made us all late," said Margaret ;
" but he

won't be here to-morrow, and then if you will see

that Grace and Philip go up-stairs when dinner is

over, I dare say we shall be able to manage better."
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There was no acknowledgment in this, tliat

Margaret had been in the wrong, for it would have

lowered herself, and been out of place : but the turn

of the sentence was conciliatory, and Harriet grew
more ashamed of her provoking habits than she had

been after the most severe lecture.

"You shall have a whole hour to yourself to-mor-

row, Margaret : just see if you don't. We will all

try which can be ready first ; that was what made
us so quick yesterday ; Grace and I had a race."

Margaret thanked her, and called her "dear
child ; " and Harriet stroked her sister's hand, and

said she liked walking out with her of all things.

Margaret lightly hinted, that if she intended to be first

in the race to-morrow, the gloves must be put away
carefully at night ; and then, as they had reached the

jeweller's, the conversation dropped. Mr. Lov ell's

was an extremely good shop for a country town, and
rather the fashion. Mrs. St. Aubyn herself had not

hesitated to patronise it, and Margaret had no doubt

of soon finding what was wanted. But of all the

minor difficulties of life, that of choosing a wedding
present, when children are to be the donors, is one

of the most difficult. Margaret turned over a very

handsome assortment of brooches, lockets, and rings,

and selected the few which suited the price that

was to be given ; but, Harriet, having been per-

mitted to see the wonders of the glass cases on the

counters, could be contented with nothing of an in-

ferior order. She would not look at a plain gold

locket, nor even a small turquoise brooch. She had
set her heart upon one set with pearls and rubies,

and it was with difficulty she could be persuaded
that all her pocket money, and Grace and Philip's

together would not purchase it. Her godmamma,
she said, had sent her a sovereign about two months
ago, and she would give it willingly for the pearl
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and ruby brooch. The shopman smiled, and as-

sured her, that many sovereigns would not be suf-

ficient, and then begging Margaret to excuse him,

he hurried away to attend to some new customers.

Margaret was trying to persuade Harriet to be sa-

tisfied, Avhen a woman came up to them and pro-

posed to show them a set of trinkets which had
just arrived. Some were French, remarkably ele-

gant, and not at all expensive. Fresh drawers
were placed before them, and Harriet's expressions

of delight drew the attention of a lady who had
last entered. She came near, and Margaret in an
instant knew the melodious, but very peculiar tones,

which inquired if it was much the custom in

, England to receive jewellery from France. The
Countess Novera was standing close beside her.

If she had only been in Agatha's place, she might
have spoken, now they could only meet as strangers.

Yet it was a great pleasure to feel, that she might
listen to, and even look at her occasionally, and her

thoughts were quite diverted from the wedding pre-

sents, in her dread lest the Countess should go.

Margaret was not aware of her own attractions ;

the Countess was quite as unwilling to depart as

she was to lose her, and lingered under pretence of

examining some watch seals, whilst Harriet endea-

voured to make a decision. " This is beautiful,"

and "this is extremely elegant," and "I am sure,

Miss, you must think this lovely:" were phrases re-

peated, at least, a dozen times ; but they had only

the effect of bewildering Harriet's judgment, and
Margaret was going to tell her that she really must
choose at once, wlien the shopwoman opened ano-

ther drawer, and taking from it several small boxes,

said, as she opened one, and held up the ornament
it contained :

—
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"What do you think of this, Miss? we have sold

several."

It was a silver crucifix.

Margaret uttered an exclamation of indignant

horror ! " Sell them for ornaments ! impossible !

"

" Oh, yes, ma'am, we do. Some ladies admire
them extremely ; and you know crosses are quite

the fashion."

Fashion ! what a word to be applied to the em-
blem of all that is most awful and humbling in the

history of redemption ! Margaret closed the box,

and said gravely, "I can scarcely imagine that

crucifixes have ever been purchased as ornaments,

though you may have sold them."
"I don't know, I am sure, ma'am," said the

shopwoman, rather pertly. " Crosses arc con-

stantly. You may have seen them probably."

A sigh escaped from Margaret, and she turned

away with pain and disgust. To sell crucifixes, and
even crosses, merely as ornaments, was only on a par
with the putting up in a window the engravings of

our blessed Lord by the side of a head of Cesar, or

Napoleon, or the prints of the blind fiddler, a sight

which met her eye whenever she passed through
Staunton. If we will play, as it were, with the

few visible signs which are granted us of those

tremendous truths on which our everlasting happi-

ness depends, it can be no matter of surprise if the

truths themselves become unreal ; if we hear, and
read, and speak of our Lord and Saviour with no
more vivid consciousness of His existence, than we
have of the labours of Hercules, or the lives of the

Roman kings, which modern historians have pro-

nounced to be a myth. Margaret would always
have thought that irreverence was displayed in

a crucifix: merely as a matter of taste, it would
have been offensive to her : but the feeling was

VOL. I. X
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now much deeper. She immediately began to

hurry Harriet, and insisted upon setting aside the

trinkets, which alone could be chosen, being at the

moment only desirous of ridding herself of the for-

ward shopwoman. Before this was done Mrs. Per-

cival unexpectedly came in. She said but a few

words, though sufficient to show their relationship,

when Margaret contrived to make her aware of the

presence of the Countess, who had retired to a little

distance. Mrs. Percival did not suppose it likely

that she should be remembered, having been only

one amongst a crowd of visitors. To her surprise,

however, the Countess came forward, as soon as she

perceived her, and entered into conversation. Mar-
garet stood by, longing to be introduced, and won-
dering what the exact rule of etiquette would be.

The Countess made some remarks upon the town,

and its neatness and convenience ; but her eye wan-
dered constantly to Margaret; and at length, when
the few desultory subjects were exhausted, and
parting civilities might naturally have been ex-

pected, she said almost abruptly :
—

" I think I can scarcely be mistaken. I have
had the pleasure of seeing one of your daughters

;

may I be allowed to form the acquaintance of an-

other?"
Margaret's deep blush spoke of pleasure and shy-

ness, and perhaps a little shame for having been

already in fancy so intimate with a stranger. The
Countess delicately covered her embarrassment by
continuing to address her without requiring an an-

swer ; and in a few moments Margaret was at ease,

and entering readily into the smooth and graceful

flow of the Countess's conversation. ISIrs. Percival

naturally felt gratified ; but neither rank, nor beauty,

nor even eloquence, could induce her to forget that

she had business to attend to, and after a little
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while she desired Margaret not to keep Harriet out

too long, and departed.
" You are in a hurry, T fear," said the Countess,

when she noticed that Margaret laid her hand upon
the parcel, apparently intending to follow. " Is

your sister an invalid ?
"

Margaret could not refrain from a smile, as she

thought how little the Countess would be likely to

understand the way in which every one at the

Grove was kept under rule, and merely answered
in the negative, adding, that " she could not say

she was in a hurry, for the walk home was a short

one."
" I passed your house, I think," said the

Countess," as I came from Henningsley. " It stands

back from the road on the right hand side, does it-

not ?
"

" Yes, about three quarters of a mile it is reck-

oned to be from the town."
" Then you are not more than half a mile from

the lodge-gate at Henningsley. I had no idea we
were such near neighbours ; for in a new country
it is not easy to calculate distances."

Margaret merely replied that there was no
house nearer to the Grove in that direction, and
then again took up her parcel, intending to go.

The Countess went to the door of the shop, and
remarked that it looked very threatening ; she was
afraid Miss Percival might have an unpleasant
walk home if the storm came on. Her carriage

would call for her in a few minutes ; might she be
permitted to offer a seat in it ?

Margaret did not consider the probabilities or non-
probabilities of a storm ; the offer was quite a suffi-

cient inducement, and with evident pleasure and
thanks it was accepted.

The Countess was satisfied ; and although the

X 2
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carriage was delayed longer than she expected,

seemed contented to remain in the inner part of the

shop, where they could be free from observation,

and did not once express either wonder or impa-
tience.

Margaret could not help perceiving that there

was something more than common courtesy in the

attention paid her, but she could not account for it

;

she was too simple-minded to imagine that her per-

sonal attractions, either of appearance or manner,
could be the cause ; and at length, with her usual

rapidity, came to the conclusion, that in some way
or other such cordiality from a stranger must be
OAving to Mrs. St. Aubyn. There was no pause in

the conversation until the arrival of the carriage.

Margaret was led on she knew not how; but the

Countess spoke of Italy, its scenery, and historical

associations, and Margaret's imagination waswi'ought

upon, until she found herself expressing freely, sen-

timents and feelings, upon which, even with her

uncle, she might have had some reserve. The
Countess was evidently enthusiastic, and highly

educated ; and no more fruitful source of mutual
interest could be found than the country she loved

so well; and IMargaret entered warmly into the

subjects brought forward, without the most distant

idea of making a display of her acquirements ; in

fact, they were so common that she never thought

about them, except to lament that they were
superficial. The Countess, however, did not fully

understand the degree of refinement and cultiva-

tion now generally attained by English girls ; and it

was a source of as much surprise as pleasure to

find that she could mention Petrarch and Tasso,

and even indulge herself by speaking the language
which had become more familiar than her native

tongue, and yet be understood. She had hoped to
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find unity of faith upon religious subjects, as she

had still little doubt that her new acquaintance

was a Romanist ; but she had not ventured to look

forward to any thing like the congeniality of taste,

which, notwithstanding Margaret's diffidence, could

not be concealed.
" It is such a pleasure," she said, in reply to an

observation upon the beauties and peculiarities of

some of the modern Italian novels, " to meet with
any one who will discuss these things ' con amore.'

Every one talks to me about them, as a matter of

course ; but I see directly that it is of course, and
then I do not care for it."

" Yet the language is generally read now," re-

plied Margaret ; "and I should have supposed that

persons who can appreciate English poetry would
in the same way enter into Italian."

" Do you ever find any one talk to you willingly

about it ?" enquired the Countess.
" Seldom ; but then I consider it my own fault

I do not know enough to bring the subject forward,

or to pursue it if it is begun."
" Nay, that can scarcely be," said the Countess,

laughing, " considering all the knowledge you
have been betraying."

Margaret coloured, and said that she had no idea

of betraying knowledge ; she had spoken only as

she felt, and it was perfectly true that her acquaint-

ance with Italian was very limited. She had prin-

cipally taught herself, and though she could under-
stand, she had considerable difficulty in speaking
it. The Countess's reply was made in Italian ; and
gracefully, yet with a smile and intonation which
removed every idea of striving after eiFect, she
expressed her hope that whilst she remained at

Ilenningsley, they might meet so often as mutually
to benefit each othci*. "My foreign idiom," she

X 3
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added, " is sometimes sorely perplexing to my
English attendants and the tradespeople ; but I am
endeavouring to improve by teaching a young friend

who is with me, and whom I shall hope soon to

have the pleasure of introducing to you."

Margaret could have answered readily in her
own tongue, but the Italian failed her completely

;

and as she was hesitating and laughing at her diffi-

culty, the carriage drove up. Harriet alone w^as

glad to see it, for after the amusement in watching
a stranger was over, she grew tired of waiting

;

especially since she could no longer look at the

ornaments with any hope of purchasing them. The
Countess apologised for her servant's neglect, but
gave no orders for any extra haste ; and Margaret
secretly wished that three miles instead of three

quarters of a mile, had been the length of the pro-

posed drive. Harriet carefully kept possession of

the trinket box, for she saw that Margaret had
forgotten it ; but the Countess noticed it, and seiz-

ing upon the opportunity to allude to the one sub-
ject on v/hich she supposed they had a common
interest, said :

" You were shocked just now at that

woman's irreverence; yet living in this country, I

should have imagined you were accustomed to it."

"I— I beg your pardon ;— yes, I was shocked
certainly ; every one must have been," replied Mar-
garet, with great hesitation, for she could not un-
derstand what seemed the awkwardness of such a

sjieech.

" I mean it is the usual tone with Protestants,"

continued the Countess. " Things which we deem
sacred, and use in our churches and oratories, and
for aids to private devotion, they either discard

altogether, or turn into ornaments."

Margaret was still more puzzled. " I do not

think that Protestants possessed of right feeling do
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SO," slie answered ; "careless minds must be the same
every where."

" But it is almost unavoidable ; it is the defect

of their faith; its peculiar mark. They are so

spiritual that they cannot attach sanctity to any
thing visible."

" Indeed ! I think you are mistaken ; I am sure

you would find it otherwise," continued Margaret,

becoming really distressed.

"Ah! that is because you have lived amongst
them so long. You cannot see with the eyes of

those who come from the very source and spring-

head of our most holy faith. You would speak dif-

ferently if you had witnessed the gorgeousness of

southern worship. The Catholic religion in Eng-
land is mutilated."

" But," said Margaret, in -a tone the firmness of

which showed that she was irot speaking naturally,
" I do not think the gorgeousness of any worship

would have attractions for me. I am a Protestant."'

The Countess bent forward suddenly, and her

complexion varied from its clear delicate colour to

one . of extreme paleness ; and then as the blood
again rushed to her face, until it dyed her forehead,

she said, in a low voice, " You must pardon me, I

have been under great error. I thought we both

professed the one true ." She stopped and
added more quickly, " Surely w^e met before in the

church of St. Ouen ?
"

Poor Margaret saw directly the secret of the

Countess's attention ; she was valued not for herself,

but for the Church to which she was supposed to

belong. The disappointment was greater than she
could conceal, and the Countess construed it into

annoyance. " I am so grieved, so extremely pained,"

she said. " Nay, excuse me " (the carriage had
reached the Grove, and they were about to enter
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the gates), you must let me carry you on a little

farther."

Margaret made no objection, and recovering her-

self, hastened to assure the Countess that no pardon

was needed. The mistake was natural, and she

could only regret that it should give her a moment's
pain.

" Yet I ought to have imagined— and my words,

they were so thoughtless,"— began the Countess.

And after a little consideration she added, " But
surely you were at St. Ouen ?"

" Yes," replied Margaret ;
" and I felt there

what it seems to me every one instinctively would

feel in such a place."
" My prejudices must seem to you quite uncha-

ritable," said the Countess ;
" but have you never

been in Italy ?
"

" I have never even been on the Continent, ex-

cept for that one short week."
" Then you cannot have remarked the irreve-

rence, the sneers, of the visitors." " The English,"

Beatrice was going to add, but she corrected her-

self, and again slightly colouring, said that she

had been so persuaded Margaret was not a Pro-

testant that she could not in a moment divest her-

self of the idea.

" Protestant is a name held in little estimation

by you, I fear," said Margaret, feeling shame for

the conduct which she knew must have given rise

to the odium.
" Not Protestantism which can appreciate and

worship in St. Ouen," replied the Countess, with a

smile of peculiar sweetness.
" Yet you must think us in great error ?"

" Yes, of course, I must ; but piety under what-

ever form is worthy of honour."
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" And vou do not deny the possibility of its ex-

istence amongst us ? " inquired Margaret.
" No, no ; I must indeed have given a false im-

pression, if you could for one moment think it."

Margaret was sorry that she had spoken, for she

saw that the Countess was pained.
" Do not think hardly of me," continued Beatrice

;

"if, that is, you can really forgive; and let me
hope that we may meet frequently."

She held out her hand, and Margaret, even more
gratified than before, received her advances in a

way which gave full proof that the apology had

been taken as it was meant. The Countess insisted

upon alighting at her own lodge, and sending back
Margaret and Harriet in the carriage ; and when
they had driven off she walked slowly and thought-

fully towards the house.
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CHAPTER XX.

When the Countess Novera retraced the conversa-

tion between herself and Margaret, she was con-

scious of having been carried by impulse much
farther than reason would have led her.

The mere prepossession in favour of a stranger,

gathered from a transitory meeting, or even the

idea that they were united in belief upon religious

subjects, ought not in prudence to have resulted in

such an evident desire to cultivate an intimacy, as

she had during their short interview been induced
to show.

Yet Beatrice could not bring herself to regret

what had taken place. Even though her hopes of

sympathy upon the most important point were de-

stroyed, she still felt that a charm remained. Mar-
garet was unlike any one she had yet seen. The
Countess's knowledge of English girls was princi-

pally confined to those whom she had met upon the

Continent, and to the many to whom she had been
introduced, but with whom she had never become
intimate in London. She had admired many for

their beauty, and had learnt to think highly of their

refinement and amiability ; but in ^Margaret there

was something which to her was more fascinating.

All her remarks showed a freshness and simplicity

which, when joined to the talents so unconsciously

displayed, awoke an interest such as Beatrice had
not imagined it possible that one whom she deemed
a heretic could inspire. But although she could
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not regret the cordiality which had been shown, the

Countess did not fail to reproach herself. Father

Andrea had feared that she might care too much
for her English friends ; and if this could not be

the case here (since she could not be supposed to

care for Margaret), still it was true that she looked

forward to seeing her again with a pleasure which
ought scarcely to be associated with a person be-

yond the pale of the Church, and till that day a

perfect stranger. Could it be that her zeal for the

cause which had once been so dear to her was dimi-

nishing ? A susceptible conscience made her dread

lest it should be so. Certainly she had received

much kindness in England, and though she could

not find happiness in it, she could never look upon
it with cold indifference, as she had done before.

With the candour which her pride could ne-ver de-

stroy, Beatrice went instantly to Father Andrea.

He was in his study, reading. A heap of letters

and half-written papers lay beside him, for his

correspondence was large ; and since he came to

England his advice and support had been required

by many of the most influential members of his

communion. Beatrice excused herself for inter-

rupting him, but Father Andrea's face was a suffi-

cient assurance that the excuse was not required.

The one vulnerable point in his otherwise stern

character was his affection for her. He removed
his books, and placing a chair for her, smiled as she

regretted the inconvenience to which he was sub-

jected, and entreated that he would allow her to

provide him a larger apartment.

"It is ample for my needs, my daughter," he
said. " Even if it were a prisoner's cell, it would
be more than my deserts ; and they who are pil-

grims upon earth, should take little count of the

hostelries in which for the time they dwell. But
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you are vexing yourself without cause. I have all

that I want, or could even find it in my heart to

wish for."

" So you have said always, father," replied the

Countess, " yet it is natural that I should desire

your comfort ; and you deny me a pleasure when
you will not attend to it."

" The chief comfort I require is always at my
command," replied the confessor, " and for earthly

blessings, I have the privilege of watching over

your happiness, my daughter, and studying for the

advancement of our holy Church."
" Oh, that I could be like you, father !" exclaimed

the Countess, " never to forget, and turn aside.

But that great weakness which I have mourned
over so often— it will never leave me. It is the

mood of the moment which governs me now, as it

did when first I knelt before you to confess my
childish faults."

" And is the mood of the moment a wi'ong one

now ? " enquired the confessor.
" You would think it so," she replied, " because

you can never be led away by any charm of manner
to overlook a vital difference of principle. But,

father, it is only self-distrust whicli makes me speak

thus. I have met the English girl whom I first

saw kneeling at St. Ouen. She is not one of us, as

I imagined. She is a heretic. Yet I cannot think

of her as such ; I am still attracted by her, and I

would fain see her again. Can it be lukewarmness
which is the cause ?

"

" Kneeling in the church of St. Ouen ? " repeated

the father, thoughtfully. " Did you say you had
spoken to her ?

"

'•' Yes, we have spent some time in conversation.

She is not like others whom I have seen ; she is

full of poetry, and enthusiasm, and devotion. Her
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mind is not fitted for tlie cliilling creed of a Pro-

testant."
" And you are likely to know more of her ? " in-

quired Father Andrea, with the same abstracted

air. ^
" Yes, if there be no evil in my own heart to

prevent it. I can scarcely avoid it, indeed ; for

I made advances under the belief that she was a

Catholic, and unintentionally said things which
were painful to her ; and as I apologized warmly, I

must seem capricious unless I act up to my words.

Her family, too, have called, so that we must keep
Tip some acquaintance."

Father Andrea laid down his pen, and sat

thoughtfully for a few moments.
" If you must be intimate," he said, " why should

I be consulted ?
"

" Oh, Father, but you know that T could not be
so without your sanction. I would risk any thing

rather than encourage what you disapprove."
" My full sanction cannot be given suddenly, my

daughter. Yet if there were no taint of infirmity

about us, we might mix with heretics, and be the

means of their salvation without endangering our
own."

" I am infirm, I know," said the Countess, in a

tone of meekness which was natural to her only

when religion was the topic of conversation ;
" but,

Father, I would die; yes,"— and the meekness
passed away, and the intensity of devotion was
heard in its stead,— " God is my witness, I would
die for our Holy Church !"

" Heaven bless you, my daughter! " replied Father
Andrea, fervently. " Follow your own will ; watch
yourself carefully ; neglect no single duty, either of
prayer, or penance, or fasting, and let the intimacy

VOL. I. Y
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of which you have spoken be guided by circum-

stances."

Beatrice rose, and as she was leaving the room
she said —

" You will remember Lucia, Father : her 4)resent

temper must be utterly destructive of my comfort

;

and you alone have power over her."

Father Andrea promised that he would talk to

her in the course of the day ; but when Beatrice

departed, he had no thought to bestow upon any
subject but the permission which he had just given
for an intercourse, which it was clear that the Coun-
tess herself had considered open to objection. Father
Andrea reasoned long with himself, and scrutinised

carefully the dangers which might arise. Yet his

decision was still the same. A character such as

the Countess had described was, he believed, far

more likely to be induced to look favourably upon
the Romish Church, by the attraction of the Coun-
tess's society, than to exercise any permanent in-

fluence in the opposite direction. There had been
indeed once a passing fear in his mind, lesf Beatrice
should, in England, be drawn to the religion of her
relations. It was the fear he had expressed before

Lucia, and which had finally determined her upon
accompanying the Countess ; but since his stay in

London this fear had vanished. Beatrice had
never expressed the least sympathy, or even curio-

sity, upon the subject. Many things indeed had
seemed repugnant to her. The closed churches, the

unsightly monuments of St. Paul's and Westminster
Abbey, and the demands for payment where abroad
all would have been open. She found fault, too,

with the inconsistency which could insist so strongly

upon the observance of the day of rest, and yet

keep open the opera-house to the latest hour on a

Saturday night, and spend the afternoon of the
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Sunday in driving in the parks. They were
glaring defects, which openly met her eye, and put

a stop to any wish to inquire further. Neither was
there any fear that the external circumstances of

religion would make an impression upon her at

Henningsley. Father Andrea, even before he came
there, was well acquainted with the state of the

parish of Deering. The Countess, so soon affected

by all that appealed to the eye, would only be dis-

gusted by the neglected churchyard, and perhaps

moved to ridicule by the unsightly building. If

she went amongst her tenants, she would hear little

or nothing of the labours of the clergyman. He
would be spoken of as a good-natured, well-mean-

ing, indolent man ; but Beatrice would know that

these were not the qualities for which alone a

minister of Christ ought to be distinguished. She
would require zeal and devotedness ; and at Deering
they were not to be found. With such a low
standard in the clergyman, it was not likely that

there should be any thing very superior in his flock.

Father Andrea was aware that the imagination of

the Countess was easily captivated by an accordance

in taste ; and to this he attributed her sudden pre-

possession. It could do her no harm, he thought ;

it might even amuse and render her happy, whilst

business detained her in the country : and it would
serve to relieve the burdensome weight of Lucia's

ill-humour. Perhaps, indeed, it might excite jea-

lousy, but the case could scarcely be worse than
it already was ; and there was one consideration

which made any risk of individual happiness of

very slight importance.

Father Andrea did not often indulge in visions,

but he had come to England in the belief that the

general state of religious feeling was opening the

way for .the restoration of the Romish faith. The
Y 2
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present might be an opportunity for tlie furtherance

of this object : and to be tlie instrument of bringing

within the fold of the Church one whom he deemed
a lost sheep, was a hope so animating, that, casting

away his papers, he paced his little study ; and, with

brows bent in thought, pictured to himself the pro-

gress of events in the succeeding months, until the

moment when Margaret Percival, and, it might be,

others with her, should be convinced of the errors

of their creed, and be received as humble and be-

lieving converts into the bosom of the Romish
Church.
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CHAPTER XXI.

How strange is it, even to our blinded eyes, to

watch the successive steps by which events desired,

but believed to be improbable, are frequently

brought to pass ! Margaret could not be insensible

to the fact that an opening was now offered, though
from a cause which she herself could never have
supposed possible, by which the acquaintance she

had so coveted was placed within her reach. The
kindness of the Countess's manner at parting she

attributed solely to a wish to atone for an apparent

rudeness ; but, from whatever motive it arose, its

effect would probably be to put her at her ease,

and perhaps even to afford her occasions of in-

timacy which otherwise would not have been in her

power. Margaret felt only delight at the prospect,

forgetting her uncle's caution as to the difference of

rank, and being captivated by the Countess's grace
and loveliness, the simplicity mingled with enthu-

siasm of her conversation, and the sincerity and
earnestness which had been so evident when they
had approached the subject of religion. Margaret
realized too little the claims of her Church to resent

deeply observations which she knew to be well

founded ; and she was rather drawn towards the

Countess than the contrary, from the circumstance
of her being a Romanist. She had never known
one before, and there was a romance connected with
the wonderful power, and splendid ceremonial, of

the Romish Church, which attracted her imagina-
tion, so as to leave little room for the exercise of

Y 3
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judgment. But Margaret kept all her feelings care-

fully hidden. They would have found little con-

genial to them in the spirit which now pervaded
her home. Each day brought its appointed im-
portant business for every one. Mrs. Percival at

least said so. She would allow none to be idle. Some-
thing was always to be done, or to be ordered to be
left undone : even the children, in the intervals of

school hours, were occupied by messages and
counter messages. Agatha's wedding dresses were
ordered from Paris and London ; but there were the

unnumbered et ceteras of a bridal trousseau, re-

quiring a perfect taste and a vigilant eye, besides

the discussions as to the guests to be invited to the

breakfast, and the preparations for a dance in the

evening. The general remark about weddings is

that they are very dull ; but Mrs. Percival was re-

solved this should not be said of Agatha's, and when
her husband hinted a little attention to economy,
he was silenced by the reproof: "really, my dear

Dr. Percival, I don't understand you,— this is quite

a new trait in your character ! When your daughter

is going to marry a man of fortune like Colonel

Clive, to object to an entertainment on her wedding
day ! what would the world think if it were to be

known ?
"

" That I was a very sensible man, and fond of

quiet," murmured Dr. Percival ; but it was not the

day for murmurs :
" the world" won the victory, and

the invitations were sent. Margaret's taste went
against this, as against very many other of the great

preparations ; and she wondered that her mother did

not agree with her. Mrs. Percival was not in ge-

neral a woman of pretension, and for another person

she would have decided at once, that the style in

which the lady had been accustomed to live, and

not the wealth of the gentleman whom she was to
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many, should regulate tlie entertainments ; but we
cannot always keep a cheek upon the betrayal of our
secret principles, and in the bustle of so grand an
event, Mrs. Percival displayed much which in more
sober moments she would have been the first to

conceal. The dance was to be ; and besides, a large

breakfast ; to which were to be asked all Colonel
Clive's relations, all Agatha's who were within any
convenient distance, and as many intimate friends

of both as would be offended at being omitted. The
accommodation of so many in a house of moderate
dimensions like the Grove would have puzzled less

experienced heads ; but upon all such questions Mrs.
Percival was in her element. She knew exactly how
to place tables lengthways and across, how to

arrange for the servants to be stationed at proper
intervals to avoid confusion: she had a closed door
opened, in order to afford a quicker communication
between the offices and the dining room, for that one
day alone ; and especially, she had prepared a list of

under waiters, charwomen, and carpenter's men out

of employ, who, for a mere trifle, were to assist in

disposing of the remains of the breakfast, and to put
every thing in order for the evening. These were
the real difficulties ; the breakfast itself required only

to be ordered and it was sure to be ready in proper
time. Mrs. Percival's servants were too well trained

to be wanting on such an occasion ; and the spirit

of the mistress of the house had so pervaded the

whole establishment that no complaint was heard.

For Miss Percival's wedding it was made a point of

honour that all should exert themselves tothe utmost.

Margaret looked on in silence, and much thought.

Agatha was now more separated from her than
ever, yet Margaret could occasionally read in her
wandering eye and flushed cheek the signs of a

spirit but ill at ease. But it was occasionally only.
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None who heard Agatha Percival's clear hiugh, or
listened to the rich tones of her voice when she sang
for the amusement of her friends, or joined with life

and eagerness in the light topics of conversation,

could have suspected that, beneath that smooth sur-

face of easy gaiety, there lay concealed a gnawing
regret and self-reproach,—kept under, indeed, by a
strong hand, and most frequently lulled to repose by
the flatteries which surrounded her, yet awakening
at times to warn her of its existence, and to whisper
to her of those future years of married life upon
which she was about to enter, when the delusions of

the present hour would be past away, and nothing
would remain to drive from her the conviction that

she had sacrificed every better feeling of her heart

upon the altar of Mammon. Agatha was not
happy, and she knew that her sister saw it. Mar-
garet's had been the one voice which alone had
blamed her conduct, and Margaret's was now the

only countenance which did not smile with hope
upon her prospects. Silence was a reproach when-
ever they met, and yet silence was the only refuge.

What could have been said which would not have
been either offensive to the one, or against the con-

science of the other ? As the wedding day ap-

proached, Margaret softened.— She had been angry
with Agatha when it seemed possible to retract, but
every day made this a more difficult step ; and when
Margaret once began to imagine that her sister

repented of her hastiness, and would fain put an end
to the engagement, resentment was changed into

pity. The idea, though, was as yet only the creation

of her own mind. Agatha had said nothing to give

the least hint of it, and Margaret only judged by
the downcast look, and the change of voice, noticed

by herself alone, whenever Colonel Clive apjx^xired,

and which w^ere followed almost immediately by
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bursts of gaiety. Something, too, she suspected frtan

the way in which Agatha received the Colonel's

valuable presents. Her manner was almost repul-

sive for the first few moments, and afterwards there

was no expression of satisfaction at the tokens of

affection, but rather an undue admiration of the

gifts themselves, whilst she seldom listened to any
praises of his kindness, without turning attention to

some other subject. And there was no bashfulness

in this ; Agatha's impassiveness was to the common
eye .what it had ever been. She spoke of her

marriage quietly as a matter of business ; talked

over the necessary settlements with her father ;

and the arrangements of her household with her

mother, in as undisturbed a tone as if she were
acting for another person ; only when affection wa^
alluded to, she seemed to shrink from the mention
of it. Margaret blamed herself that such a state of

feeling should exist between them, as to render

Agatha unapproachable. But there was a proud
determination in her sister's character which would
have made any interference probably fatal. The
mere hint that she had been in error might induce

Agatha to persist in it. Margaret could say nothing ;

but she exerted herself to the best of her ability to

win her sister's confidence by kindness. All Agatha's*

wishes were attended to, and all her wants provided

for. Margaret was ever ready to give an opinion,

or deliver a message, or prevent her from seeing

persons whom she disliked. She shielded her from
Mrs. Percival's scrutiny, and maternal lectures upon
housekeeping. She wrote notes for the characters

of her servants, and even undertook to make per-

sonal inquiries concerning them. Every thing that

right principle could suggest was done, with the

faint hope, in Margaret's mind, that even at the

very last moment Agatha might confess her mistake,
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and afiord her an opportunity of entreating her to

break off the engagement. Agatha's strength of

mind would, she thought, support her through the

ordeal which must follow upon such a step. Painful

and humiliating it must of necessity be ; exposing

her to the observation, and even censure and
ridicule, of the world ; yet better, ten thousand times

better any shame to herself, or even suffering to

Colonel Clive, than the sin, it could not be called

less, of vowing in the sight of God a love which she

did not and could not expect to feel. But Margaret
miscalculated, as she now frequently did when rea-

soning upon the movements of a worldly disposition,

and judging them by her own. Strength of mind
we see every day : the ambitious, the covetous, the

selfish, the miserly evince it. It is often wonderful,

almost to a miracle ; for they toil and suffer, " they

rise early, and late take rest, and eat the bread of care-

fulness:" they seem born to endurance and exertion

;

but it is the strength of an evil nature, the strength

by which Satan rebelled against God. For the

world they will fight, and for the world they will

conquer ; but let them once be required to exercise

that same power against it, and they are helpless.

Agatha Percival could risk— could almost certainly

give up—the happiness of her life, to excite the envy

and applause of her fellow-beings ; but their scorn

could not be endured for a single day. Margaret

saw no prospect of attaining her end, and when the

day preceding the wedding arrived, she resolved

not to think of it. Yet there were several trifling

incidents to convince her of the truth which she

strove to forget, that Agatha was rushing wilfully

into misery, and that the misery had already begun.

These symptoms were either not remarked by the

family, or considered perfectly natural. Mrs. Per-

cival said she had cried very much at her wedding,
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and no one could wonder if Agatha looked grave at

the prospect of hers. The children knew that their

sister was going from them to another home, and
they supposed it a necessary consequence that she

should wish to give them some parting remem-
brances, though she could not bring herself to write

her name, as they said, for the last time ; and the

sudden tremor with which she was seized, when
Colonel Clive, in the evening, alluded rather sud-

denly, and at a mal-a-propos moment, to the event

of the following day, was attributed to over exertion.

Margaret read it differently. It w^as mental, not

physical, distress.— She followed her sister out of

the room, though Agatha motioned her away.
" I must come, Agatha, dearest : it would be cruel

to deny me to-night."

Agatha left the door of her chamber open, and
casting herself upon her bed burst into tears. IMar-

garet kissed her tenderly; but no question was
asked, and no answer was required. Both knew
what the other would have said. Agatha was the

first to rouse herself: she sat upright, and said with

a ghastly smile, " I am not ill ; tell them so, Mar-
garet, and leave me now."

" Not ill in body," replied Margaret, with a de-

sperate resolution to discover, at all hazards, her

sister's true state ;
" but you are ill in mind."

There was a hollow laugh which fell discord-

antly upon Margaret's ear.

" You cannot possibly understand it, Margaret."
" Heaven forbid I ever should," said Margaret,

solemnly.
" Then why trouble yourself ?" pray leave me.

Manima will be anxious."
" Aitd not Colonel Clive ?" said Margaret, whilst

she looked steadfastly at her sister.

Agatha turned aside her head, and answered,
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" Yes, Colonel Clive too. Say to him I am better

:

perhaps I may come down again."

Agatha gently put her sister's hand away, and
was going to rise.

" Oh ! Agatha, if you love me, do not deceive

me," exclaimed Margaret, her impatience becoming
more and more painful.

" Deceive you ? No. What are you speaking of?

I am very well, and if you will go down, I shall

follow you almost directly."

Margaret knew the source from which this sud-

den calmness originated, and her last hope died

within her. The ice was once more gathering

around Agatha's heart, and to reach it would soon

be impossible. Yet if she did not then make the

endeavour, self-reproach for years might be upon her

conscience.
" Dear Agatha," she said, " you know I have

never spoken my real mind since that wretched
evening at Rouen, when you said you had decided

for your own happiness. I know I ought not to

interfere. Things are altered now. Misery is be-

fore you ;
— I am convinced that you feel it."

Margaret's words were uttered abruptly, but the

tone of real affection could not be misunderstood.

Agatha sank back upon the pillow, and her eyes

closed. They were dimmed with tears when she

again opened them, but in those few moments the

strength of mind on which Margaret had calculated

was summoned to the support of her natural pride.

" It is not too late," continued Margaret ; " only

say the word ;
— leave it to me, and I will bear,

and do every thing. And it is right : think of to-

morrow and the vow."
Agatha slightly shuddered.
" The fearful vow if it is not sincere ; to bind

you for your whole life ! Agatha, in pity to your-
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self and to Colonel Clive, confess you have clona

wrong."
" Impossible ! impossible !

" exclaimed Agatha,
impatiently; and she stood up and took the bell-

rope in her hand, to summon her maid, in order,

as she said, to have her dress re-arranged. Margaret
stopped her saying,

" I must force you to listen to me."

Agatha leant against the wall, and waited
quietly.

" There is hope to night," pursued Margaret

;

" at this time to-morrow there will be none. You
will see then what you have done ; or if it is not so

dreadful at first, it must come to you afterwards.

When you are once used to all the riches and flat-

teries, you will hate yourself, and loathe your hus-

band ; and his love will go from you, because he
will see that you do not return it ; and there will

be a long life before you to be spent without affection

and without self-respect."
" And if I draw back," interrupted Agatha in a

proud tone.
" Oh! Agatha, if you would not speak so," ex-

claimed Margaret mournfully; "I know there is

nothing to be said when you have that manner."
" No, dear Margaret, indeed there is not."

Agatha's voice had seldom been so emphatic, and
Margaret despaired.

" You are under a mistake," continued Agatha

;

" I must judge for myself."

"But Agatha, answer me one question, only one.

If it could be done honourably, without exciting

observation? "

" What ! has Colonel Clive said any thing ?"

enquired Agatha, with eagerness.
" No, no ; of course not. But do you wish it ?

Would you retract if you could ?
"

VOL. I.
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The veins in Agatlia's foreliead worked quickly,

and an ashy hue was on her cheek. A pause followed,

and then slowly and distinctly, came the words:—
" No. I would not."

Margaret stood for an instant motionless in the

centre of the room. Agatha again w^ent to the bell,

and this time no hand was stretched out to stop

her.
" May you never live to repent your words,

dear, dear Agatha ;" was all that Margaret could say.

She had reached the door when Agatha followed

her.

"Kiss me once more, Margaret; no one loves

me so well
!"

Margaret's arm was thrown round her sister's

neck ; but when she looked at Agatha with an ap-

pealing glance, which prayed that she would recall

her decision, the chill impenetrability triumphed

over the momentary weakness. The door was
opened, Margaret went down stairs, and the bolt

within the chamber was drawn. Agatha forbade

admittance even to the maid whom she had sum-
moned ; and after sending a message of excuse to

Colonel Clive, set herself, with an energy worthy of

a better cause, to subdue the rebellious feelings

which were on the point of destroying her fabric

of worldly grandeur.

Many times afterwards, as Margaret recalled

what she had said on that evening, she blamed her-

self for coldness, awkwardness and want of tact;

and certainly, if the wisdom of our eflforts is to be

judged by their results, hers had been ill advised.

But it is useless to calculate beforehand what we
shall or shall not say under certain circumstances.

Words fail us w^ien we would be most impressive ;

.or, from our ignorance of the mind with which we
have to deal, we strike upon some unknown chord,
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and produce just the contrary effect to that which

we had intended. We can but act upon a general

principle, and guard against wilful indiscretion
;

and when this is done, we must commit our cause

in faith to the guidance of a higher power. It

would have been difficult to tell what arguments

would have been most likely to touch Agatha's

heart. None, perhaps, but those which would have

convinced her that she would gain more respect if

she drew back than if she went on. And even then

there would still have remained the temptation to

sacrifice inward happiness for the sake of outward

splendour.

It was with this that Agatha now strengthened

herself to meet the morrow's trial. She looked at

her dresses and her ornaments ; she pictured the

beauty of Ashington, she imagined herself acting

as its mistress. These were attractions which

every one could appreciate ; and as for her peace

of mind, Agatha believed that she knew herself

better than Margaret. The pain she was enduring

could not, she thought, last. Repugnance would
melt into indifference, and when this was attained,

she would have the full enjoyment of her wishes.

To sacrifice all, at the last moment, merely because

she was too weak to conquer a distaste, however
great, would be worse than folly. Agatha reasoned

correctly. If but another object had been placed

before her, no higher wisdom could be found than

that which would induce her to sacrifice the com,
fort of the present for the lasting blessings of the

future. Alas ! for the. miserable perversion of the

highest faculty of our nature, which can thus

argue for our destruction, Avhile it is utterly power,

less for our salvation

!

A bridal morning! It has been the theme of

poets, and the termination of the labours of novcl-

z 2
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ists. Every one knows tliat it is full of bustle and
fatigue, and ushered in. if not by open grief, at

least by many secret siglis. Yet every one persists

in assisting the general deception. A mother's

tears must not be mentioned, and a sister's heavy
heart must of necessity be forgotten. A wedding
is not a selfish thing, for all private suffering is

merged in the happiness of the two individuals,

who are at length supposed to have attained the

summit of earthly happiness.

Margaret felt that her contribution to the gaiety

demanded by custom need not be a very large one.

Never could there have been a marriage productive

outwardly of less family distress. It was wonderful

to persons experienced in such days of trial to wit-

ness the general hilarity. Earliest, and happiest,

and proudest of all, was Mrs. Percival : ordering,

arranging, enquiring, repeating directions again

and again, sending for Margaret, and offering to

help Agatha. If the weight of the world had been
upon her shoulders she would, on that morning, have
appeared able to endure it easily. Her only regrets

wei*e that Craven had not been able to obtain leave

of absence, and that George could not be sum-
moned from Eton ; but these two facts had been
known long enough to destroy any deep disappoint-

ment. There was sunshine to add to the pervading

exhilaration ; a bright, cloudless sunshine, herald-

ing, as Miss Debrett, with a sudden poetical inspi-

ration, remarked to Margaret, when they met before

going to church, long years of happiness to the

young couple. Margaret had been practising cheer-

fulness ever since she awoke at five o'clock in the

morning, and a smile came as a matter of course.

" But, my dear, we are late, aren't we?" added
Miss Debrett. " Nine o'clock, I declare ; and the
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Colonel to be here at half-past. Do just let me go
and see if I can't help Agatha."

"Thank you; no, indeed, you must not," said

Margaret, stopping her.

" Well, perhaps it is better not ; she's nervous, I

dare say ; but do make me of use ; I came early on
purpose. Can I get the favours ready ?

"

" No, you are very kind ; but there really is

nothing to do. Mamma has provided every thing."
" No doubt ; never was any one like her. My

dear Margaret, I hope Agatha may only be half as

happy in married life as she is."

Margaret tried to obtain a release, for Miss
Debrett's hopes always contrived to centre on the

very points which were least likely to be attained.

" And have you seen Agatha yet, my dear ? how-

does she look?"
" I went to her door," replied Margaret, " but it

was fastened. She does not like to have any one
with her except Baker."

" So much the better. We shall only be the

more struck presently. Do you know, I hear the

Colonel boasts he shall have the most beautiful wife

in England."

Margaret's uncivil thoughts were not expressed.

She remembered happily that the children were not

quite ready. Harriet and Grace were to be amongst
the four bridesmaids. Margaret, and one of Agatha's
intimate acquaintances— friends she had none—
were to be the others. Miss Debrett, left solitary,

occupied herself in placing chairs, and smoothing
cushions, and arranging ornaments. The guests

were to meet in the drawing-room, and they were
expected every instant. Mrs. Percival looked into

the room occasionally to see whether any one was
come, and to report progress.

" Agatha was nearly ready," she said, " and so

z 3
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liappy ; quiet, perfectly quiet, but that was like her
good sense : she had j ust been in to her."

Mrs. Percival was gone before she was answered ;

and then again her head appeared.
" Would Miss Debrett tell Margaret to tell Sy-

monds to count the chairs in the dining-room ?
"

And again. '^ Symonds had better tell Downing
to bring the carriage five minutes earlier than the

time mentioned." Once more. " Had Miss Debrett

seen Mr. Sutherland ?
"

Miss Debrett had not ; but Margaret had. She
remarked him walking in the garden, and ran down,
forgetful of the risk of soiling her delicate dress,

to take one turn with him, and say what she was
not able to say when he arrived late the evening

before, that his presence was the only comfort she

could look to during the day.
" I may be sad to you," she added, " and it is a

relief, — oh, so great !

"

" We must look at things hopefully even now,"
replied Mr. Sutherland. " Our errors are punished,

and Agatha's, as far as we can j udge, must and will

be ; but then comes the working out of good from
the real evil."

" And at what a fearful cost !

"

"Yes; there are some faults which must be
almost burnt out— vanity and worldliness. Scarcely

anything else seems to reach them."

"You are no comforter," exclaimed Margaret
sorrowfully, and a tear stood in her eye.

" Forgive me," said Mr. Sutherland ;
" I believe it

was wrong in me ; at any rate, it was not what you
required. But, Margaret, I will tell you something,

not pleasanter, but more likely to rouse you to exer-

tion and endurance, and so to do you good, than my
hard-hearted hopes. Every prospect of happiness
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for Agatha, and for your whole family, depends

now, as far as we are permitted to see, upon you."
*' Strange consolation for a wedding morning."
" Yes ; but think of it. Many minds are crushed

by responsibility ; but yours will not be."

There are some observations dropt in the course

of casual conversation which we feel at the moment
will leave an impression uneffaced and uneffaceable

upon the whole of our subsequent life. Mr. Suther-

land's remark was of this nature. It gave Margaret,

as he had expected it would, a sense of dignity, and
strengthened her to bear whatever might be before

her.

She hastened to her sister's room ; Agatha was
drest, and looking lovely, almost faultlessly beauti-

ful. Baker, standing by her, was arranging the'

veil, which hung in transparent folds over her soft

glossy hair and simple white dress, the only orna-

ment of which was the pearl brooch that fasten-

ed a small sprig of orange flowers. Margaret's

glance of eager admiration was a relief to Agatha's
mind.

" If I might have helped you, dearest," said Mar-
garet, "I should have been so glad. I hoped I

might."
" Thank you, love ; but I did not want it. I am

not hurried. Is any one here ?
"

Margaret was silent from surprise. That quiet

unconcerned voice and manner; could it possibly

be feigned ? She looked again. A marble statue

could not have given less signs of feeling than

Agatha. Mrs. Percival knocked at the door.
" Agatha, my darling child, you must be quick ;

the Colonel is arrived."

A slight alteration was visible in Agatha's clear

complexion j the bright colour faded to a paler hue.
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" Baker, this brooch is put in horridly ; it must
be lower down."

Baker objected, and Margaret was asked for an
opinion.

" Margaret," said IMrs. Percival coming into the

room, " you had better go ; you are wanted in the

drawing-room." Margaret approached her sister,

and, putting aside her veil, whispered as she gave
her a parting kiss, " Agatha, dearest, we must be
sisters always."

Agatha's lip quivered, and when Margaret moved
away, a tear was resting on her cheek. It was the

last external symptom of the lingering weakness of
her better nature.

A short hour afterwards, and the irrevocable

act was sealed. Margaret had stood beside the altar

amidst the crow^d of interested and curious gazers
;

she had heard the whispered words of admiration,

and watched her sister's unhesitating step, as lean-

ing on her father's arm', she advanced slowly up the

aisle. She had noticed the trembling hand which
caught the rail for support as Agatha knelt by the

side of Colonel Clive, and the self-command which
seemed, as by a stern will, to subdue the passing

emotion. All this Margaret had seen, and mar-
velled at the firmness of a worldly mind. But there

was one marvel beyond all others. An awful charge
was given. It spoke of that dreadful day when the

secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed, and called

for a confession of any known impediment which
should lawfully prevent the marriage. Margaret
involuntarily stretched out her hand to uphold her

sister, but Agatha needed no help. Those were not

the words to touch a spirit encased in frivolous vani-

ties. No movement of vein or muscle betrayed the

secret of internal agitation. Calmly and audibly
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slie pronounced the words which were to link her
fkte for life with a man whom in her heart she dis-

pised ; and when the service was ended no smile

could be seen more placid, and no expression more
tranquil, than that which rested on the countenance
of Agatha Clive.
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CHAPTER XXn.

The ball-room was deserted, the guests were gone ;

servants were busied in extinguishing the lamps ;

Mrs. Percival, indefatigable to the latest moment,
was walking slowly round the room to pick up any-

stray brooches, fans, or handkerchiefs, and guard
them for their rightfid owners. Mr. Sutherland
leant against the mantle-piece. Dr. Percival sat

uneasily in an elbowless chair, and snored loudly

;

and Margaret looked sad, and wondered why she

felt so lonely.

" Bed-time, isn't it ? " asked Dr. Percival, turning

himself, and rubbing his eyes.
" Three o'clock, just," said Mr. Sutherland taking

out his watch.
" Three what ? twelve, you mean."
" No, exactly three — look."

Dr. Percival's drooping eyelids were not equal to

the effort ; he did manage to rouse himself, how-
ever, and, pushing away his chair, muttered a com-
mand that every one should go to bed directly.

" Yes, my dear, certainly ; but I must see that

things are a little in order first."

From Mrs. Percival's voice it might have been
imagined that three in the afternoon and not tliree

in the morning was the hour. AMien Dr. Percival

was gone, she addressed her brother.
" Now, Henry, confess that it has been a most

successful affair."

" Brilliant ; but I shall appreciate it better after

a night's rest."
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" Why did you stay up ? " said Margaret kindly
;

" you were of no use."

"Thank you for the compliment; but I don't

think you know how many people I managed to en-

tertain in the course of the evening."
" And you were of great use in the morning, my

dear Henry," said Mrs. Percival ;
'" you helped us

off at breakfast immensely. I really thought at one
time we were going to be dull."

" Nothing new at a wedding," replied Mr. Su-
therland.

"No, not at many; but this one was diffe-

rent. I don't see what any of us had to make us

dull. It is not like a daughter's going away to

India ; and then such prospects ! By the by, did

not you think the Colonel looked extremely well ?
"

" He ought to have done so, to be in the least

bearable by the side of poor Agatha," said Mar-
garet.

"My love, I must insist upon your not saying

poor ; it sounds as if there was something to make
us dislike the marriage."

"Rich, one ought to say," replied Margaret,

trying to shake off the depression of spirits, and
weariness of body, which she saw were not likely to

excite her mother's compassion.
" And an extremely happy thing, too," replied

Mrs. Percival. " Whatever befalls us, Agatha will

never want money : that is one great satisfaction."

A verse from the Psalms flashed upon Mr. Suther-

land's memory. " They think that their riches

shall endure for ever." But he only said, " that if

worldly advantages were all, Agatha might be en-

vied."

Mrs. Percival frequently found herself thrown
back, she scarcely knew how, when talking to her

brother ; they might start from the same point, but
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they seldom came to the same conclusion. A sud-

den unnatural fit of talkativeness, at this most un-

natural hour, had seized her, and without desiring a

reply, she returned again to the breakfast ; enume-
rated its perfections, repeated the compliments

which had been paid her upon its elegance, remem-
bered the Colonel's last words, and eulogised the

taste of his new carriage. From thence she pro-

ceeded to a description of her own sensations and
fatigue in the afternoon, and the necessity of over-

looking her servants' preparations for the evening ;

ending with,
" You must allow, my dear Henry, that Symonds

is a treasure. No one else would have managed as he

did, to have the breakfast removed, our dinner dis-

posed of, and the supper all laid ready in the dining-

room, without the least fuss."

Mr. Sutherland assented, and if Symonds' excel-

lencies had been less universally adinitted, he was
too tired to enter into an argument upon the subject.

" I suppose we may go to bed now, mamma," said

Margaret, when she saw that nothing remained to

be done.
" Yes, my dear, perhaps you had better. I must

go into the study and dining-room, and know that

all is safe and right ; but I shall not want you."
" We breakfast at what time ? " said IMi-. Suther-

land, lighting his candle.

" The usual hour, I hope," observed Margaret.
*' Of all mistakes, that of upsetting two days when
you are not obliged to do it, is one of the greatest."

" But nature, my dear Margaret, imperative ne-

cessity, as people call it, "what is to be done with it ?

You must remember I am not used to these gaieties.

I shall lie awake for half an hour at least with pale

phantoms in white satin dancing before my eyes."

" Take your own time," said Mrs. Percival.
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**We shall have breakfast, at any hour, for any one
who wants it."

" Thank you ;
you are kinder than Margaret ; I

shall never go and see her when she has a home of

her own, if she is so unmerciful."

"But," said Mrs. Percival, opening her reticule,

" if you really mean to be up so early, Margaret, I

may as well give you this note, and then you can send

an answer the first thing. I forgot it till just now."
" For me, mamma ?

"

"Yes, my dear, from Henningsley. Symonds
told me that one of the foreign servants brought it

and said something about its being intended to be
given to-morrow, but that he thought he might as

well take it, as he was coming this way. Those
people are so stupid."

IVIr. Sutherland stopped as he was going to leave

the room.
" Only to ask me to lend a book," said Margaret,

glancing her eye over the contents. " I will see

about it in the morning. Good night, dear mamma."
Mrs. Percival was too busy and at length too

wearied to be curious. She hurried away to com-
plete her round of inspection.

Mr. Sutherland laughed, and said that " it was
very soon to begin a correspondence."

"A mere matter of business," replied Margaret.

She did not offer to show him the note, and he
did not ask to see it. It was indifference on his

part, but on hers it was something more. Margaret
rose, as she had said, at her usual hour, and the

Countess's note came immediately to her remem-
brance. She sat down to read it again ; it had given
her great pleasure at night

;
perhaps it would seem

more formal in the morning. But no, there were
the same words : an apology from the Countess for

troubling her after so short an acquaintance, and a
VOL. I. A A
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compliment implied by the assurance, that she could

not have taken the liberty with any other person.

Then followed the request for a volume of Alfieri,

and an excuse for not having called in person, from
the fear of intruding at a time when she understood
that Margaret's thoughts must be otherwise engaged.
And at the end came a wish for Agatha's happiness,

which she trusted even a stranger might be per-

mitted to express ; and a hope that before many days
had passed, she might have the pleasure of meeting
Margaret again. If this note had been from any
other person, Margaret would have deemed it merely
kind, but considering the difference of rank, it cer-

tainly implied a more than common cordiality. She
wished she had shown it to her uncle at the mo-
ment ; then she would have had his opinion upon
it. She could not imagine why she had not done
it ; now, if she said any thing about it, he might
fancy she was rather too much pleased, and per-

haps he would say something more about unequal
friendships. The same thought had really been in

her mind previously, but it had been unobserved.
Margaret had not the most distant idea of mis-
leading her uncle, or keeping any thing back which
he ought to know. It was not in her nature to be
insincere, but her intercourse with him was a volun-

tary one, and there was no law to insist upon her
confiding to him a prepossession which he might
not comprehend. And if Margaret had never con-

sulted her uncle, and put herself, in a measure, under
his guidance, her silence might have been justifiable.

But when we go to a physician, we act unfairly to

him and dangerously for ourselves, if we do not

mention the trifling symptoms, which, perhaps, to

his experience, may be the most important indica-

tions of the nature of our case. Margaret di'essed

quickly, put up the book, and wrote her answer.
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and was happy to find that the subject was not

mentioned at the very late breakfast. Agatha,

Colonel Clive, and the party, were topics sufficient

for the conversation, not merely of that day, but of

many succeeding ones.

Mr. Sutherland left the Grove immediately after

breakfast, and Margaret for once did not wish him
to stay. Mrs. Percival might exert her utmost

energies, but she could not at will restore the tone

of mind of a whole family ; and the discomforts of

the day after a wedding and a dance were trying to

all. Some months before, Margaret's temper might
have been seriously affected by it ; and most pro-

bably she would have given herself up to a day of

idleness ; but on this occasion she adopted a plan

different from usual. The children were not al-,

lowed a holiday, though their disinclination for

lessons was set forth in glawing language. Mar-
garet thought with them, that grammar books, and
sums, and French verbs, were beyond measure un-
interesting, when the spirits were suffering from
re-action after over-excitement ; but it was rather

an argument for, than against their use. Tonics
for the mind are as needful when it is unhinged as

they are for the body ; and bitters, every one knows,
produce a very strengthening effect. Margaret ad-

ministered a special dose to herself, by resisting the

temptation of an easy chair, which would have given

rest to her weary limbs at the risk of increasing her

languor ; and then proceeded to deal in the same
way, though more leniently, with her pupils. Har-
riet asked for a holiday, and Grace declared that

they quite expected it the day after Agatha's wed-
ding.

" Agatha is enjoying herself very much, I am
sure," exclaimed Philip, " so why sliouldn't we ?

"

Margaret breathed a sigh of envy over the

A A 2
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blessed simplicity of childhood; and then said,

"that she had not promised a holiday, and she did

not think it right to give one."
" Oh ! why not ? how unkind !

" exclaimed Grace
and Philip at once.

" Hush ! " Margaret held up her finger to enforce

silence. " You both know that is not a proper
way of speaking. I am the best judge of what is

unkind."

Margaret looked very grave, and the children

were a little ashamed. One chief excellence in

Margaret's qualifications as a governess now was,

that she never gave long lectures, so that there was
no opportunity of tiring attention, or exciting ridi-

cule.

"You know, Harriet," she continued, without

noticing the little ones, " that if you have a holi-

day, I shall have one too."
" Yes, of course."
" And I shall be able to lie down on the sofa, and

go to sleep, or read, or do what I like."

" Yes, I know that."

*'But I don't wish to do so, because it is not

right to give way when one is tired, unless one

is really unwell ; and I shall be much happier to

rest, when the lessons are over, than I should be if

there were none ; and so I am sure it will be with

you."

"No, indeed, Margaret, indeed it won't," ex-

claimed Grace.
" Well ; whether it will or will not, lessons we

must have. Now who will bring the books first."

"But not all the lessons, excuse just a few;"
said Harriet, in as coaxing a manner as she could

assume.
" I will not promise that I will excuse any. We

will do what we can, and then we shall be aU the
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happier afterwards. You can't tliink how I am
looking forward to lying down by and by."

"Your face is quite white, now," remarked Philip.

"Sleepy, very sleepy, Philip," said Margaret,

closing her eyes playfully ;
" but we are all going to

be as busy as possible, so I shall be the first to bring

out the books."
" No, no, not .you," and Philip tried to keep

her in the chair. "You go to sleep, and we will

fetch them/'
Margaret sat still, and the regular routine of

school began. Having afforded no expectation of

a holiday, or a half, or a quarter of one, Margaret
was not teazed with requests to be spared any par-

ticular task. The children knew what was required

of them, and if Margaret did not complain, they
felt that they had no right to do it. The lessons

were, hoAvever, finished sooner than usual. Mar-
garet, when the time came, excused one or two
little things ; dates, and multiplication tables, Avhich

were repeated nearly every day, besides asking

fewer questions and giving shorter explanations, and
so contrived not to overtask their minds, and yet at

the same time to preserve the notion of order. The
mental powers needed rest, the moral stimulus ; and
by this means, she hoped that she had succeeded
in administering the proper medicine to both.

Margaret was really thankful at the close of the
day for the necessity which had forced her to exer-
tion. She could never have imagined beforeliand

the blank which the loss of Agatha would cause.

It was not that they were congenial in taste, or had
shared the same pursuits, or even had the same
friends and interests. In all these respects they
had been separated ; but there was the loss of the
familiar face, the sight of the empty chair, the
impulse to make an observation checked by the re-

A A 3
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collection that there was no one to listen to it.

Margaret had never known the fearful void of
death, and perhaps for that reason she was the more
sensible of the pain of this first parting, and she
could not experience the consolation from which
her mother so largely profited.

Mrs. Percival repeated about once in every hour
that dear Agatha must be enjoying herself thoroughly.
She said it to each person who came in, and when
there was no listener, repeated it for her own satis-

faction. Fond as she really was of her daughter,
the separation would otherwise have been a great
trial. Margaret could neither assent nor dissent

;

she could scarcely hope ; but she had her own way
of gaining comfort, and Agatha's name was men-
tioned with a fervent prayer for her happiness,
which many would have deemed more befitting the
day of adversity than of prosperity.
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CHAPTER XXm.

" Mrs. St. Aubyn ! " announced the butler, throw-

ing open the door of the drawing-room at Hen-
ningsley, and pronouncing the name so as to prevent

it from being intelligible to English ears. Mrs. St.

Aubyn entered, drawing the folds of her shawl

gracefully around her. " I am so happy," she

began; but she was stopped by a slight look of

surprise, and a distant greeting from Lucia. The
Countess was not present. Mrs. St. Aubyn was
seldom thrown out of her ordinary self-possession

by any mistake ; and being informed that the

Countess was walking in the grounds, and would
probably return in a few minutes, she proceeded to

exert her powers of entertainment for the Countess's

friend. Lucia had still an air of melancholy, but it

was not settled, as when she first came to Hen-
ningsley. She had fallen into a certain routine of

life, and the number of visitors gave her pleasure.

She enjoyed variety, and would have been open to

the snares of dissipation, if they had ever been

placed within her reach. Besides, the Countess was
not taken away from her in the same way as she

had been in London, for there were no relations to

claim her attention. Neither had Margaret Perci-

val's name been mentioned in a way to re-awaken
her jealousy. Beatrice was more watchful over

herself than she had been when impressed with the

belief that Margaret was a Romanist, for she knew
that Lucia would not at all enter into the points of
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character wliicli had pleased licr, and would only be
startled at learning how great an effect had been pro-

duced by one whose faith was, as she deemed it, here-

tical. For many reasons, therefore, Lucia was more
inclined for conversation, and more engaging in man-
ner, than she had been before ; and ISIi's. St. Aubyn,
who was easily satisfied by an attentive listening

attitude, and soon discovered that Lucia was much
more willing to hear than to sj^eak English, con-

tentedly continued the conversation, under the

supposition that the Countess would in time make
her appearance.

It was desultory at first, touching upon the

Countess's stay in London, and upon those of her
relations with whom Mrs. St. Aubyn had a personal

acquaintance. Lucia gave her opinion unreservedly,

and with a little mixture of quick sarcasm, which,

joined to her foreign accent, and curious modes of

expression, was not unpleasing to a person whose
good-nature was superficial. ]Mi*s. St. Aubyn re-

lated a few anecdotes in return, and at last ven-
tured upon subjects nearer home. The neighbour-
ing families were brought forward, and ]\li's. Per-
cival was alluded to, but Lucia did not like her

new friend the better upon finding how nearly she

was connected with her.

Mrs. St. Aubyn spoke much in praise of the

family, but there was an under current of feeling

not perfectly cordial, which would have been evi-

dent to one more practised than Lucia in English

character and habits of thought. For her own
sake Mrs. St. Aubyn pronounced Agatha a lovely,

elegant young creature, and Margaret astonish-

ingly clever ; but in her heart she was disappointed

with both.

Her wish of patronizing had failed : Agatha
had assimied a tone of independence from the first
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moment of lier engagement, and Margaret was not

approachable by any of those ingratiating civilities

which Mrs. St. Aubyn was in the habit of bestow-

ing upon her favourites. Lucia had quickness

enough to perceive that the unmarried sister, whom
she supposed at once must be the Countess's ac-

quaintance, was not considered perfect. Cleverness

is like good-nature, a point always brought pro-

minently forward, when there are others which it

is desirable to keep in the back-ground. Lucia
remarked that she thought the Countess must have
seen Miss Percival ; she had certainly been intro-

duced to one of Mrs. Clive's sisters.

" Yes, that must have been Margaret. She is

rather what is called a taking person in society. I

mean,"— perceiving Lucia's look of bewilderment,—"that she is good-looking and talks well."

Lucia did not give the Countess's opinion, though
Mrs. St. Aubyn was curious to hear it. " We
shall not know many people here," she said :

" the

Countess will stay a very little while."
" Really ! how tantalizing !

" replied Mrs. St.

Aubyn. " We had all hoped that the Countess
would have fixed upon Henningsley as her resi-

dence."
'' The Signora is so fond of Italy," replied Lucia.
" Yes, and it is extremely natural ; but she

would like this place very much if she were to

remain here long enough to know every one. Per-
haps, though, the climate would not suit her : is

she delicate ?
"

" Si, no, si," exclaimed Lucia, not liking the

question. " La Signora sta bene." The sentence

required to be interpreted, for Mrs. St. Aubyn had
no knowledge of Italian ; and Lucia, blushing, exr
plained that the Countess was seldom ill.
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" Indeed ! she has rather a hectic flush ; and
both her parents died of consumption."
They were thoughtless words, and they caused

an enduring pain. Lucia was fully aware of the
fatal disease which for generations had carried off

the youngest and fairest of the house of de Lisle ;

but in her devotion to the Countess she had never
seriously entertained the idea that she could be
subject to this or any other of the sufferings of

mortality. Mrs. St. Aubyn marked the glistening

eye of the excitable Italian girl, and was hurt at

the distress which she had so unintentionally occa-

sioned. Her manner softened into sympathy, and
Lucia was touched by it. Kindness in any shape
soon found entrance to her heart, and in this in-

stance it was united to a hearty appreciation of the

one object of her affection. Mrs. St. Aubyn admired,

as Lucia believed the Countess ought to be admired,

without qualification ; and in her enthusiasm she
overlooked her connection with IMargaret Percival,

and thought only of the similarity of taste. ]\Irs.

St. Aubyn on her part was struck by the originality

of her new acquaintance. It was long since she

had met with any person so calculated to arouse
attention from her peculiarities. The curious style

of dress, the foreign manner, and the strange accent,

were all in their way interesting ; and Mrs. St.

Aubyn was strongly inclined to believe that, for

the time being, Lucia might supply the place of

her former favourite, Agatha.
" Is the Countess quite resolved never to go

out ? " she said, wishing to try how far Lucia was
independent.

" Quite, whilst we are here. She went out in

Loudon."
" But you must wish for society, and you have
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"We see the people when they call," was the

reply.
" That is not the sort of thing I mean ; it is not

society."
" I have no wish for more," said Lucia.
" But that can scarcely be at your age ; in a new

country."
" Mi place— it is very well," replied Lucia.

Mrs. St. Aubyn was going to reason against any
such ignoble contentment, when the Countess ap-

peared. Lucia looked at her with an uneasiness

which she had never known before. There was a

little colour on her cheek when she came in, but it

soon faded away, and she seemed fatigued. This
Lucia persuaded herself was very natural, for

Beatrice had been giving orders for some altera-

tions in the grounds, and had been walking and
standing about ; but Mrs. St. Aubyn noticed the

same varying complexion, and with a less interested

eye perceived in it the symptoms of an inherent

delicacy of constitution. Lucia's face was lighted

up with satisfaction Avhen she no longer was obliged

to take the first part in the conversation. She was
not shy, but it was difficult as yet to converse

fluently in a new language, and she was sensitively

alive to the ridicule which she had understood the

English were accustomed to bestow upon foreigners.

There was nothing however in Mrs. St. Aubyn's
manner to excite this dread ; and Lucia, to her own
surprise, found that under the shadow of the

Countess's protection, her English phrases came
comparatively without difficulty. They were but
trifles which induced her to look favourably upon
Mrs. vSt. Aubyn, but Lucia felt at ease with her ;

and when, as they parted, another regret was ex-
pressed that they had declined all society, she was
not sorry to hear the Countess modify the declara-
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tion, and say, that although she had considered re-

tirement desirable for herself, it might be less

advantageous for Lucia, and she should be sorry

to be a check upon her pleasure. IMrs. St. Aubyn
was pleased at the opening ; for she did not dislike

the idea of perhaps chaperoning the young Italian,

the friend of the Countess Novera ; and, as an

earnest of future kindness, she pressed Lucia's

hand warmly at parting, and good-naturedly wished

that it might be in her power to assist in making
her stay in the neighbourhood agreeable.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

There were many conflicting feelings in Margaret's

breast during the first week which followed her
sister's marriage. Interest for Agatha, and wishes

for her own improvement, were often present ; but
with all other thoughts came some remembrance of

the Countess Novera.
And there was nothing unnatural, scarcely enthu-

siastic, in this. The Countess returned Mrs. Perci-

val's visit, and the charms of her society lost nothing

by repetition. The ordinary conversation which
passed gave rise to opinions upon books, and, as a
necessary consequence, followed little interchanges

of civility ; volumes lent and returned, and notes

written to accompany them ; excuses for delay, and
petitions for more ; and, at last, a request that Mar-
garet would call at Henningsleywhenever she walked
in that direction. No one could fairly have objected

to the intimacy at any particular stage, or have said

that it was injudicious in the Countess, or dangerous
for Margaret, for the advances were scarcely per-

ceptible. Even Mrs. Percival did not understand

more than that the Countess liked to speak Italian,

and had discovered that Margaret knew the lan-

guage. This was all which Margaret herself said,

for she disliked the idea of making much of an
acquaintance which was only in its germ ; and the

tone in which her mother sometimes prophesied half

in jest, and half in earnest, that she would in time be
the Countess's friend, offended her taste. The ques-

tion whether she was entering upon a safe path did
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not offer itself to Margaret's mind. She did not
know that she was entering upon any path. Every
incident which added to her knowledge of the
Countess's character, was in itself trifling ; and at

the end of a month she could not have said, with
truth, that they were well acquainted. Yet Margaret
was unsuspiciously yielding herself to a new in-

fluence. The thought which wakes with us in the
morning, and follows us to our rest at night, and
obtrudes itself in the intervals of business and
amusement, cannot be without its effect. In days
gone by this thought had been the longing for an
unreal world : now, it was the remembrance of an
earthly being. What the Countess had said or

thought ; what were the opinions which she had
brought forward ; what was the probability of their

meeting ;— these were now the subjects of most
frequent recurrence, subdued indeed and mastered
by the higher principle which actuated Margaret's

life, but seldom or never banished. One thing

might have given rise to a suspicion that all was
not right. This interest alone was not shared by
Mr. Sutherland. The first reserve was now in-

creasing, though Margaret never tasked herself to

discover why. She mentioned the facts, but she

offered no comment upon them ; and the facts them-
selves were not worth consideration. Nothing was
passing, to Mr. Sutherland's knowledge, which was
not required by common civility ; and it was not

to be supposed that INIargaret, who was unreserved

with him upon all other subjects, should withhold

this one.

Beatrice in the mean while was associating her-

self with Margaret as constantly, but in a very
different spirit. Hers was, as Father Andrea had
foreseen, the governing mind. Age, and rank, and
knowled£re of the world Avere on her side, and her
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soul was born to command. In cliildbood slie had
ruled Avitli undisturbed swaj over lier father and

lier fatlier's household ; in love, she had exacted the

most devoted tenderness ; in marriage, she had been

happy, because, joined to respect for her husband's

character, she knew that she was entirely mistress

of his every thought ; and in friendship, she desired

an affection the same in kind, though it must of

necessity be less in degree. Only in religion could

she be humble ; and religion interposed no obstacle

to her intercourse with Margaret Percival. Father

Andrea's observant eye took cognisance of all that

passed before it, and in his character of confessor

he gained an insight into facts and feelings which
would in themselves necessarily have been con-

cealed. His ulterior views were not displayed, for

Beatrice was not as yet possessed by the spirit of

proselytism ; and if the idea were unguardedly pre-

sented to her, she would be likely to commence the

attack openly ; in which case it would be almost

certain to fail. The prejudices of a Protestant

would be shocked, and Margaret would either her-

self break oiF the acquaintance, or her family would
insist upon its being stopped. Father Andrea was
by nature cautious, and the habits of his religious

education had made him more so. The first thing

to be gained was Margaret's heart, and this he
could perceive was fast yielding to the Countess.

They had spent several afternoons together, not by
appointment, but from the wish to prolong an
agreeable visit, and Father Andrea had occasionally

been with them. Perhaps he came into the room in,

search of a book ; or he had been found there when
Margaret called ; or he was going out, and had
some question to ask previously. Some reason w^as
always at hand, and the Countess was so used to his
presence that slie never allowed it to disturb the

B B 2
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conversation or the employment of the hour. Mar-
garet felt a little awkward at first, for her awe of a
Romish priest was great ; but Father Andrea, upon
nearer observation, gave her the impression of

being entirely abstracted. He asked his question

of the Countess, and bowed to her, and perhaps en-

quired after her family ; but he seldom did more

;

and if he remained in the room he took up a book,

and scarcely ever raised his eyes from its pages.

Margaret had no self-important ideas, and believing

herself insignificant in every way, could not wonder
that the Romish confessor did not think it worth
while to converse with her. When she thought
this, Margaret knew but little of the windings of the

human heart. Father Andrea sat with his elbow
leaning on the arm-chair, his head resting on his

hand, and his eyes riveted on the volume before

him ; but the words which met his view did not

gain an entrance into his mind. It was the ear

which was opened, and through that channel came
the knowledge which was to enable him to work, as

he believed, for the salvation of a misguided girl.

He had never yet ventured upon any observation

which might betray his consciousness of what was
said either by Beatrice or Margaret, though there

was much to interest a cultivated and high-toned

mind. The Countess was but partially acquainted

with English literature, and in her desire to profit

by the present season of leisure she had commenced
a course of study with the energy which was so

strong an ingredient in her character. INIargarct

was her counsellor, and occasionally her instructor.

She would throw liglit upon some abstruse passage

in Shakspeare ; or bring her knowledge of history

to support a contested point ; or give a slight sketch

of a distinguished character alluded to in the course

of a discussion. From the necessity of instructing
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the cliildren, all these things were familiar to her
;

and the Countess's rapid mind delighted in gaining

information without the trouble of searching for it.

Father Andrea heard, and often wondered. His
task appeared a more difficult one than he had ima-

gined ; for he saw that Margaret was something
more than poetical and enthusiastic ; she was well-

informed, and had been accustomed to read and
think much. Yet her information was not of a
kind likely to be really an obstacle to his wishes.

It embraced a large circle ; so he perceived, from
the ease with which she pursued the most widely
different topics ; but the history of the Church did

not apparently form a part of it. Religion was
naturally kept mostly in the back-ground ; still,

occasionally it was touched upon, and Margaret
glided over it, and went on fluently, and without
distrust. Every thing Avas tak«n for granted. Her
faith in the English Church w^as based upon habit,

early prejudice, a belief that what was established

must, of necessity, be right. This the confessor

conjectured soon after his first introduction to her.

She conceded, wdthout difficulty, the title of Catho-
lic ; talked of the Established Church of England
and the Established Church of Scotland in the
same terms ; she even once spoke of a person, whose
name was casually mentioned, as an Unitarian clergy-

man. This was merely custom, for Margaret did
actually know that a difference existed, but it was
seldom brought prominently forward, and scarcely

ever acted upon ; and it is only by action that our
belief, of whatever kind, is matured so as really to

deserve the name.
Margaret would indeed have been surprised if

she had known how^ her character had been exa-
mined and understood in the course of the few
hours which had been spent in the presence of

B B 3
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Father Andrea : for, taken together, they wore
but few, and when they were over she could only

say that they had been spent agreeably ; that the

Countess was a very charming person. There was
nothing beyond ; no expression of affection, nor of

peculiar interest. It was outwardly but the ordi-

nary intimacy which springs up between minds of a

similar cast, and which, after forming the amuse-
ment and solace of a few weeks, is often destroyed

by circumstances, and perhaps never renewed again.

If it had been more, Margaret's conscience might
have been alarmed ; she might have asked whether
her uncle would approve, and have reproached her-

self for insincerity ; but the feelings which were
latent in her own breast, and gathering strength at

each interview, required some expressions from
the Countess to call them into active existence.

Besides, Margaret had in her own heart a testimony

that nothing had as yet done her harm. Day by
day she awoke to her duties, humble and sincere

;

and day by day those duties were more carefully

performed. Her position in the family was mate-
rially altered, and Mr. Sutherland's warning of the

extent to which the happiness of all depended upon
her, was continually brought to mind. ]\Irs. Per-

cival indeed still talked much of Agatha, the day
when she was to return, and the gaieties which
were to follow ; but her real happiness was derived

from Margaret. She confessed herself that it was
strange how quickly Agatha's place had been filled

up. " Every one must miss her, dear child, ex-

tremely ; but, somehow, Margaret was so clever,

she managed to make things go on just as well. It

really seemed as if it were a good thing for her to

have so much employment, for she did not forget

as she used to do."

Margaret thought this herself There was no
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Struggle now between her favourite occupations

and her family duties. It was clear that the sacri-

fice must be made ; she must give herself up for the

general comfort. The children, visitors, notes, en-

tertainments,— nothing could be done without her ;

and if strict unceasing self-denial was required,

yet at the close of the day tliere was the great re-

ward : she could lie down to sleep happy, not that

her work had been performed well, but that it had
been carried through vigorously, with a strong will

and a watchful eye, and offered in gratitude to God
for the mercy which had received her as His child.

Margaret's seasons of enjoyment appeared likely to

be fewer than ever ; but, in fact, they were merely

spread over a wider surface. That to which she

gave her full attention was soon invested with in-

terest, and the children especially became more and
more engrossing both to her time and her affections.

Through them she frequently contrived to visit

Henningsley when she could not otherwise have
spared the time. It was easy to take them into the

grounds, and leave them to amuse themselves under
the eye of the gardener, whilst she paid her visit to

the Countess ; and in this way they were the means
of giving her the greatest pleasure which she now
experienced.

The six weeks of Agatha's absence were drawing
to an end. The second visit to the Continent, which
had once been proposed, was deferred to a future

occasion, and the time had been spent in visits

to Colonel Clive's relations in the north. If letters

were to be believed, the period had been one of un-
disturbed serenity. Fine weather, and kind friends,

and unbounded luxury, these were the constant

themes. Mrs. Percival looked no farther ; perhaps
even if she had looked she would not have per-

ceived ; for there is a dimness of the mental vision
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which, from being in its origin wilful, is more in-

curable than any physical blindness. Margaret ran

through her sister's letters, seeking for that which
she never found. Colonel Clive's relations might
be kind, but he himself was scarcely named. De-
scriptions of dinner parties, and fetes, and beautiful

scenery, filled up the pages ; but no word betrayed

the secret either of satisfaction or melancholy.

Agatha's letters were cheerful, — tliat was all

which could be said of them ; to Margaret they were
bright and cold, as sunshine upon ice. Margaret
had indulged one hope for Agatha's happiness ; she

had believed Colonel Clive to be really attached to

her, and she had thought it possible that constant

attention and consideration might by degrees inspire

something of a feeling of love,— such love as Agatha
required. How under the circumstances he should

not have perceived Agatha's indifference was asto-

nishing ; but still cases of the kind have been known,
and love on one side was at least better than on
neither. There were, however, but slight traces of

this love in any thing which Agatha wrote. It was
not often ' Colonel Clive wishes,' or ' is anxious,' ' or

hopes,' but 'Colonel Clive says we must;' and 'must,'

though a very fitting word in a husband's mouth,
is seldom brought into play at the beginning of a
married life. If Agatha did not rule, even her own
mistaken hopes of happiness must fall to the ground,

for of all tyrannies, that of a weak intellect is the

most galling. IVIargaret could not dare to wish

;

she could not pray that Agatlia might be blessed

according to her own view of eartldy felicity ; and
yet it was sad to think of the sufiering to which
her uncle had referred as almost the only hope of

purifying a vain and selfish mind.

jNlrs. Percival counted with eagerness the days
which must soon pass by before Agatha should be
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established in splendour,— the mistress of Ashing-

ton Court. Her drive was now frequently with

Mrs. St. Aubyn in this direction, under the excuse

of giving an order, but in reality to indulge a species

of prospective greatness. " Ashington was exactly

the place for Agatha," she said ;
— " large, and

lofty, and extremely elegant: nothing of the low

rooms and dark windows which it was the fashion

for some persons to admire." There was a beautiful

Corinthian portico, and a saloon filled with statues,

and a long dining-room, just suited for a princely

entertainment, such as Colonel Clive would of course

give. Then the drawing-rooms were furnished in

such good taste, with hangings of the palest blue,

and sofas, and chaises longues, and every refinement

of luxury in the newest fashion. Some persons had
said maliciously that they gave the idea of an up-

holsterer's shop; but this could only be envy. Mr.
Fitzhardinge, Colonel Clive's uncle, from whom he
had inherited the property, was a person of acknow-
ledged superiority in all such matters, and had newly
furnished the house only six months before his death.

The park too was delightful, extensive, and in beau-

tiful order ; not wooded as much as Henningsley,

and more level, but containing splendid and most
valuable timber, and well stocked with deer. Mar-
garet had never cared much for Ashington ; it was
too modern ; and the Fitzhardinges were a prosper-

ous unromantic family, and had not been its posses-

sors for more than sixty or seventy years. She had
no regret on being told the day before Colonel Clive

and Agatha were expected, that she must not go
with Mrs. St. Aubyn, as had been arranged, because

Mrs. Percival had some instructions to give which
liad been sent in the last letter, and in that case

there would be no one to walk with the children.

Margaret was very willing to be put aside, and
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planned instead two visits, one of duty, the other

of pleasure ; and both she thought more likely to be
agreeable in the retrospect than a drive with Mrs.

St. Aubyn, and a tedious two hours at Ashington.

Miss Pebrett's was the duty visit. She had not

been well, and was greatly dependent for amusement
upon morning calls, especially from any of the family

at the Grove. Agatha's letters were always read to

her, and she knew better than any one else the exact

days fixed by the Colonel for reaching any particu-

lar place, the length of the visit, and the time which
was to elapse before they w^ere to return home. If

Agatha's marriage had been useful to no one else,

certainly it had been to her. It gave her subjects

for thought and conversation at all hours and in all

society ; and now every little detail was seized upon,

and treasured up, and recounted, in order to fill up
the void in a weak, fanciful mind, as well as from

the real affection which made the least event of

consequence when it concerned those she loved.

Margaret stood at the door holding the handle of the

bell ; but she had not rung it, when an exclamation

from one of the childi'en stopped her :— " Craven

!

Craven !— yes, just look, Margaret, that is Craven,

I am sure." Philip ran off, followed by Grace.

Margaret looked again. She could not see distinctly,

and she did not like to go forwards. A few steps

more, however, brought the gentlemanly figure of

the young officer more plainly into view, and she

walked towards him quickly. Grace held his hand,

jumping with delight at every step ; and Margaret

was pleased, but not quite as much so as she would
once have been. Her first impression used to be

of his handsome face and his open-hearted manner ;

they were unchanged ; but ^largaret had lately

caught a glimpse of the world within, and she was
dissatisfied.
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" Well, Margaret, this is delightful," was Craven's

salutation; "we must not kiss, I suppose, in tlic

high-road ?
"

" Not quite," said Margaret, laughing :
" we will

take the kiss for granted. But, Craven, what a
strange thing for you to come in this way !

"

" Strange ! no, not at all. I said I should get

leave the first moment I could ; and things are quiet

now. A troop of horse, and a little mock firing,

soon brought the Paddies to their senses."
" I can't help wishing they had been in their

senses six weeks ago," said Margaret ;
" we had

nothing but lamentations from mamma over your
absence."

" Maternal pride, I suppose. She wanted to exhibit

the perfections of her son and her son-in-law side

by side. By the by, Margaret, ; " and Craven
swung his cane with an air of would-be unconsci-

ousness— " What is the latest intelhgence from the

Pyramids ?
"

" The Pyramids?" repeated Margaret.
" Yes ; how do they bear their loss ? The great

Cheops, I mean, and his brother mummies. Did
they send a deputation to dance at the wedding ?

"

" Hush ! Craven," said Margaret, looking at the

children ;
" you really should remember : connec-

tions are serious things."
" Most serious and valuable ; inestimable in the

present case. Agatha is a \ery wise girl."

" Time will prove," replied Margaret. " G-race,

D^ dear, run on with Philip and Harriet to the

next gate."
" Solon, as usual," exclaimed Craven. " If Agatha

is not wise, I know who is ; but when is this golden
age to return ?"

"To-morrow, we expect; so you are come just in

time."
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" Even so. I have always had a conviction that

I was born under a fortunate star, and it was never

stronger than at this moment. The Colonel will be

fond of me, don't you think he will ?
"

" Really I don't know," said Margaret. " Not if

you are so conceited."
" Conceited ! nay, that is the last thing I am to

be accused of. My only misfortune is that I am too

humble. I can't push myself on in the world."
" Or rather, you try hard, and the world pushes

you back."
" We won't argue the point : pushing, or not

pushing, it is clear that I do not have my deserts."

" No," said Margaret, " I really do not think

you do."

Craven stopped and laughed, and then assuming

a graver tone, he said, " Margaret, I don't trust

you : you are not my friend."

" Yes, indeed, Craven ; but it is no proof of

affection to encourage extravagance."
" Pretty well that for a younger sister

!

" ex-

claimed Craven, drawing up his head proudly.
" No, it is not at all well," replied Margaret.

" Younger sisters have no business to say such

things ; but if elder brothers will put them in a

false position, and tell them their follies, what is

to be done ?"

" You are a good child, Margaret, I know," said

Craven, " and I don't find fault : I am not come
over for that purpose."

" You are come over to see us, are you not ?" said

Margaret, looking alarmed.
" Hem ; — yes, to see you certainly."

" And for nothing else ?"

" Can't exactly say that, if you put me on my
word of honour. But don't frighten yourself, Mar-
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garet; things are never the better for looking at

them with a black face."

" Indeed, Craven, it is very hard to look at your

things, as you call them, with any other. You for-

get what it is to see papa worried."
" No, believe me, I don't forget. It is the very

reason which induced me to come over. I never
mean to worry him any more."

" Really, are you in earnest ? " and Margaret's

face brightened.
" Not any more till next time. Seriously though,

Margaret," he added, perceiving her vexation ;
" I

mean to get out of my diificulties somehow. I have
had thoughts lately of trying my luck amongst the

Egyptians. Since Agatha has caught such a splen-

did specimen, why shouldn't I ? What do you say

to Mrs. St. Aubyn ? " Margaret drew her arm away.
" Craven, this is unkind in you. If you arc jest-

ing, just tell me so at once."
" Nay, Margaret, it is you who are unkind in

supposing it possible I should jest upon such a tender

subject." Margaret made no answer. "Well! we
won't quarrel," continued Craven, good-naturedly

forcing her to take his arm again ;
" there's nothing

so very dreadful after all ; but you know I love

dearly to tease you."
" We will not quarrel, certainly," replied Mar-

garet, firmly ;
" but I don't pretend to say that I am

satisfied. I think there is something amiss."
" Just so far amiss as there always must be when

a young man enters the army with a shabby allow-

ance," said Craven.
" But the army is your profession ;' it is to be

your support."
" Support!" he exclaimed, ironically. "You

know what the cow did, Margaret, when the old

woman supported her upon a straw a day."

VOL. I. c c
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" Your allowance would purchase a good many
straws," replied Margaret.

" Yes, straws I grant you ; but who is to live

upon straws ? It is absurd talking. A young girl

like you, just out of the school-room, can know
nothing of the matter."

" Then why tell me any thing about it ?
"

" I don't know. I was a fool, I believe, for my
pains." He tossed his stick in the air and caught
it again, and then calling to Philip, threatened to

chase him to the next elm tree. Margaret could

not help fearing that she had said something inju-

dicious, and retaining his hand as he was about to

set off in pursuit of Philip, she said :

" I wish, Craven, you would tell me if I can be
of any use to you."

" You could be of the greatest ; but I am sure you
won't be ; so I shall not trouble you."

Margaret's resentment was roused, but her ha-

bitual watchfulness checked it.

" I am sure I will be, if it is right," she said

mildly. " When will you tell me what I can do ?
"

" Not now, not now," he exclaimed with impa-

tience. The next instant he was running at full

speed after Philip.

Margaret watched him as he caught the child,

and held him up in derision ; then putting him on
the ground, he turned into a lane, and, vaulting over

a gate, called out " good bye " to Margaret, as she

passed, and strode across the fields to the Grove.

Margaret was vexed both with him and herself, and
as it was now out of her power to visit Miss Debrett,

she pursued ]ier walk to Henningsley.
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CHAPTER XXV.

" Father," said the Countess, addressing her con-

fessor, and putting a letter into his hands, " I must
ask your advice."

Father Andrea, who was standing by the fire,

which burnt cheerfully on the bright October morn-
ing, answered her with more than usual gravity.

" Is the matter a very important one, my
daughter ?

"

" That means you would rather defer it ; but it

is important in so far as I must decide upon it soon ;

and as I expect Miss Percival in an hour's time, I

should be glad to have my mind settled before she

comes."

Father Andrea held out his hand for the letter.—
*' I will not trouble you to read it," continued the

Countess. " There is very little that would interest

you, except the business part. Lady Anstruther
wishes me to spend the winter with her in Devon-
shire." Father Andrea neither moved nor spoke,

and a person less accustomed to his manner would
have supposed that he was giving no attention.

Beatrice, however, went on : "I will read you what
she says. — ' We have a large house, in a most de-

lightful climate, the best in England. If you will

come you shall have rooms for yourself, and Father
Andrea, and Lucia ; any one, in short, whom you
may clioose to bring. I am more particularly

anxious about it, because, after the conversation we
had in London, I cannot think tlie bleak air of

c c 2
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Henningsley at all suited to your constitution. You
are not easily alarmed, I know ; and I really see no
reason to be so now ; but you must remember that

the place has not agreed with many of your family,

and this first winter in England must of necessity

be very trying.' " Beatrice put the letter upon the

table, and laying her hand upon Father Andrea's
arm, she said, with a smile, " Now, Father, advise

me."
The confessor looked sadly at her beautiful face,

and an expression far different from hers told the

thoughts which were working in his breast. —
" Lady Anstruther is your true friend," he said,

" With regard to my health ? but indeed. Father,

that is over anxiety. I never was better : do I

look ill ? " The brilliant colour and the sparkling

eyes answered the question for the moment to Father
Andrea's satisfaction. He was not used to watch
the progress of the insidious disease of a northern
climate.

" "What I really wish to know," continued Bea-
trice, " is whether it would be right. Just as I am
established here, and have made myself occupations
amongst the tenantry, and when you own that you
see a prospect of usefulness for yourself, is it right

to go away ?"

" You would go to Italy," said Father Andrea.
*' I don't know ; I have not thought about it

lately : but if I did, that would be different, because
I have claims in Italy as well as England. It would
not be a question of mere choice."

" What does Lady Anstruther mean by the con-

versation you had in London ? " inquired the con-

fessor. " You never mentioned it to me."
" Because it was not worth while. I know you

are apt to alarm yourself without cause. She told
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me that I resembled my mother, and then she bade

me be careful."

" You should have mentioned this, my daughter ;

it might have caused a change in your movements."
" Oh ! no ;

" and the Countess laughed ; "it would
have been too absurd, when it was the height of

summer, to have been afraid of coming here. Lady
Anstruther herself said it would probably do me
good : she only objects for the winter."

" Then I would listen to her," said Father An-
drea, gravely. "It will be safer, and your plans

for good may be entrusted to other hands."

The Countess looked disappointed and said,

" There are many things which would keep me
here ; and I hoped you would have seen them :

Lucia at length appears contented."
" Yes, but we must not depend upon her."
" It is rest for the present," said the Countess,

heaving a sigh of relief. " I can never be suffi-

ciently thankful to Mrs. St. Aubyn for giving her

amusement."
" I would rather her contentment arose from a

different source," replied Father Andrea; "yet I

have no reason as yet to believe that it has done
her harm. Her attachment to our Holy Church is

unwavering."
" And it will remain so, I am certain," exclaimed

Beatrice ; " but lier present enjoyment is natural.

Remember, Father, how very young she is."

" I would not check her," he replied ;
" yet I may

be allowed to wish that there were less of the world's

leaven in her amusements."
" Time will work a change," said the Countess.

" She will be grave enough even for me, Father,

before many years have passed over her head."
" It AvoLild be better to offer an untainted sacri-

Hce," said the confessor. " It must be less danger-

c c 3
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ous for ourselves, and more acceptable to our
God."
"Ah, father, who does offer it?" said Beatrice, in

a melancholy tone, whilst a tide of self-upbraiding

reflections forced themselves upon her mind.
" None as we could wish, my daughter," replied

the father, mildly ;
" and therefore must we pray,

and watch, and fast, and subdue the flesh, to obey
the motions of the spirit."

" Lucia does all this," replied the Countess.
" Yes, and therefore I am not as yet afraid ; but

the intimacy which you think of consequence would
not weigh with me, to induce me to urge your
remaining here. There is another, which may be
of far greater importance."

" Margaret Percival," said the Countess, and a

bright colour overspread her features. " Father,

you have promised to warn me when I was trusting

myself too far."

" You have not done it," he said, quickly ;
" if

the interests of an immortal soul are at stake, they

are hers not yours."

The Countess looked at him steadily, to catch the

import of his words. "Do I teach her harm?"
she asked, with anxiety.

Father Andrea allowed a smile of pleasure, such

as seldom brightened his stern features, to rest

upon his lips ; and as the Countess seated herself

by his side, he laid his hand upon her head and
said, — " The blessing of heaven be upon you, my
daughter ; you can never teach harm to any one.

No, it was of good that I spoke— unspeakable, im-

measurable. Upon you may rest the salvation of

an undying spirit."

Beatrice bent her eyes humbly to the ground as

she replied :
" I had no such thought, father ;

you
expect a zeal which I do not possess."

i
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" There was no need of it hitherto," he answered.
" The wisdom of the serpent must warn us not to

rush blindly forward in pursuit of any object. If

your zeal had been awakened, I must have checked

it ; but the time is come now. JVIiss Percival has

not been thrown in your way for nought. Heaven
has had mercy upon her youth and innocence,

and wills that the talents which are now de-

voted to error, should be directed into their proper

channel."
" But, father," exclaimed the Countess, in asto-

nishment, " surely you cannot be a judge of her

character— of the probability of success."
" Nay, my daughter, upon that point you are in

ignorance. Shall I tell you the state of Miss Per-

cival's mind at this moment ?
"

Beatrice was silent.

" There are within her,two contending princi-

ples," he continued ;
" or rather they are not prin-

ciples, they are feelings. One is the breathing of

an immortal spirit for the happiness which this

world cannot give ; the other is the dawning of a

love for a human being, such as hitherto, I firmly

believe, she has never experienced. She would
serve her God, and she would devote herself to

you."
" To me, father," exclaimed the Countess ;

" me
whom she has known so little !

"

" It matters not ; I have watched her narrowly
and the experience of years has taught me much
of the working of the human heart. If her devo-

tion to you is now only in its germ, it may be
ripened into fulness, and that quickly.

Beatrice rose and walked a few paces apart, in

deep thought ; then abruptly turning to him, she
said, " And I too, father, could love a heretic.

Yes," she added, seeing that he hesitated to reply
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" I would not, even if I could, conceal any thing
from you. There is a love which nothing can re-

call ; it is buried in my husband's grave, and on
earth it can never wake again. Since that hour of
desolation, when I watched his dying bed, human
affection has seemed almost dead within me, save
only in my reverence for you ; but now it has again

revived. It may be delusion, father ; it may be
folly; and I know— I would confess — that it is

sin," she added, in a deep, low tone.
" Sin, if it should lead you to a neglect of our

holy faith, my daughter ; but not sin, if it should

lead to the gathering of a lost sheep into the one
true fold. Let your love be hallowed by this hope,

and you need not fear it."

" Hope !

" exclaimed the Countess, whilst a sud-

den enthusiasm lighted up her countenance. " Can
you really think that there is hope ?

"

" The grea^test— almost certain hope; but every
thing will depend upon your caution."

" Then I need not go away ; I may spend the

dreary winter months in my home," said Beatrice.

Father Andrea smiled at the change from her

late disappointment at Henningsley, and to this

sudden attachment for it. " You may not further

your cause by that means," he replied ;
" and I will

own I would not trust you : one unguarded word,

and all may be lost. There is now a principle su-

perior to Miss Percival's dawning affection for you
— the religion which clings to tlie cold faith of her

Protestant ancestors. Once alarm her on this point,

and she will feel it a duty to draw back."
" Pardon me, father, but you are seemingly in-

consistent," said the Countess. " I am to believe

that there is hope, but I am not to act upon it ; and
it appears that I am not to remain in the only spot

where 1 can expect to be of use."
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" Your healtli is the first great object," replied

the confessor. "• I have heard warnings upon the

subject before. At least, for this first winter, it will

be advisable to avoid all risk ; and for use, you
may perhaps do more by your absence than your
presence. You must find some excuse for writing

;

Miss Percival will be flattered ; and it will afford

you opportunities for saying all that is necessary,

without giving rise to suspicion."
" And I must go then !" exclaimed the Countess.

" I must leave the only spot where I have found
sympathy, and go amongst those who look with
suspicion on my religion, and only think it neces-

sary to pay me attentions because I am their

relation."

" Your affection for one person ought not to

render you unjust to others, my daughter," said

Father Andrea in a severe tone.

At that moment the pealing of the hall bell gave
warning of a visitor.

" It may be Mrs. St. Aubyn," said the Countess
;

"she was to call for Lucia." There was a flush on
her cheek as she spoke, which the expectation of
seeing Mrs. St. Aubyn would not have caused.

Father Andrea collected some letters that were
lying on the table, but waited till the arrival should
be announced. " You said, I think, that you expected
Miss Percival," he observed, turning to Beatrice.

" She sent word that she would come if possible,

but it was doubtful."

The servant's footsteps sounded in the ante-room.
" Caution," said Father Andrea in a low voice :

" remember there must be no betrayal of our
wishes."

Beatrice bowed assent, and the next moment
Margaret entered. The Countess advanced eagerly
to meet her, but it was with emotions which she
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could little have defined. Pleasure there was, such

as she had never experienced before in Margaret's

society ; for who could be insensible to the thought

of inspiring love, almost devotion, in one so un-

touched by the world— so simple, and ardent, and
highly gifted ? Yet as she gazed upon the sweet
features, from which all signs of care had faded

before the enjoyment of the moment, a pang, a tran-

sient but deep pang of regret, crossed the Coun-
tess's mind. Before the object which had been set

before lier could be attained, that easy cheerfulness

must be destroyed by the most painful doubt ; that

quiet repose of manner must be disturbed by a

conflict of mind, involving, it might be, a keener

agony than any bodily suifering ; and she herself

was to inflict the suffering, not openly, but through
the means of a pure confiding aff'ection. The Coun-
tess's smile of welcome was checked, and the gloom
which spread itself over her countenance was evi-

dent to Margaret's watchful eye. It was gone,

hoAvever, almost as soon as noticed. Come what
might, suffering or sorrow, of whatever kind, or to

whatever extent, it was for the right cause. Who
would not joy over martyrdom on earth, to win
the crown of glory in heaven? Father Andrea
remained in the room, silent and occupied as usual

;

and the Countess, placing Margaret on a sofa which
fronted a lovely slope of the smooth lawn, and a

glade of the park, terminated by the grey church

tower, drew a low, old fasliioned cliair to her side,

and said, almost caressingly, as she attempted to

draw off her shawl

:

" You are come to spend a long two hours with

me, so I must be careful of you."
" O no, indeed," replied ^largaret ;

" not two

hours— scarcely one. I am later than I expected."
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" But you promised me, and I have been looking

forward to it."

" I must not waste my precious moments in ex-

cuses," said Margaret, with a smile ;
" they are in-

deed very few ; but I have remembered the book

—

the 'Milton.'"

She laid the volume on the table, and the Coun-

tess took it up, and turned over the pages. " Diffi-

cillissime," she said, shaking her head.
" Not worse than Dante," replied Margaret.
" Perhaps not ; but I do not think an English-

man or an English woman's comprehension of

Dante (forgive me for saying so) would satisfy me."
" I must own it is the comprehension of the

head, and not of the heart, in general," replied

Margaret.
" Yes, and perhaps necessarily : really to under-

stand a book, one must enter Jnto the author's tone

of mind, and know the characteristics of the age

in which he lived."

" I should despair of ever doing that with Dante,"

said Margaret. " What with the unsettled condi-

tion of the whole of Christendom, and the particular

turmoils of his own city, one could scarcely hope to

enter into the feelings of an ordinary individual,

still less to fathom such depths as his must have
reached."

" I shall turn round upon you with Milton," said

the Countess, playfully, " and give up the attempt.

Contrast these days of peace with his stormy ones."
" But the stormy ones were nearer our own

times; and there are histories, and memoirs, and
information of every kind to throw light upon
them. I really hope you will try the book."

" And yet you acknowledge that Milton is no
favorite."

'• It is a dreadful heresy, I know," said Margaret.
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" I never confess it if I can help it, because people

put it down as presumptuous : but he shocks me.
Whilst he keeps to earth, 1 can admire heartily ;

but when he ventures beyond I am obliged to turn

away. I dare say the fault is in my own irreverent

mind."
"Then why should I read it?" inquired the

Countess.
" Because it is one of our standard works, and

there are very great beauties in it ; and, in fact, you
can be no judge of English literature unless you do."

The Countess again took up the volume. " I

remember longing to read it as a child," she said

;

" and my father would not allow it. He was ex-

tremely careful then, for he used sometimes to

fancy I had a leaning towards Protestantism."
" I don't think Lord de Lisle had reason to fear

Milton," said Margaret. " He is not likely to excite

much sympathy in a Roman Catholic."

Father Andrea, who had been sitting at a little

distance, now, to Margaret's great surprise, rose

and joined them ; and, as if struck by the last

words, he repeated them, and said in an indifferent

tone—
" Will Miss Percival do me the favour to tell

me why?"
Margaret blushed deeply, and hesitated. " His

religion, " she said ;
" he was such a violent

Puritan."

.
" And do you dislike him for that reason ? " in-

quired the Countess, quickly.
" Partly ; and in politics likewise, all my prin-

ciples go against him."
" You object to his religion, because he was an

enemy to forms," said Father Andrea.
" Yes, in a certain way ; but ," Margaret

laughed, and added, " I don't think I am fond of
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being examined as to my likings and dislikings. I

am afraid too often they are mere questions of

taste."
" But religion cannot be," said the Countess,

more gravely than was her wont.

Margaret coloured.
" I know it is usual for members of the Esta-

blishment in England to object to the principles of

the Puritans," said Father Andrea ;
" but I could

never obtain any satisfactory reason why ; and I

thought that perhaps Miss Percival's course of

reading might have enabled her to enlighten me."

Margaret was displeased at the compliment im-

plied, for she could not believe it to be sincere.

" I should have supposed," she said, " that after

so many years of controversy, the case would have
been made plain by books."

" Then your studies cannot have led you very

deep in controversy," replied Father Andrea ;
" or

your intellect must be much clearer than other

persons."
" The usual end of controversy being to prove

that both sides are wrong; is it not, father?" said

the Countess, lightly.

" In many cases it may be, my daughter," re-

plied the confessor, speaking so seriously that

Margaret wondered at the Countess's boldness;
" but you must remember that truth still exists

;

and that to see error in all things is not the right

way of ascertaining it."

The Countess laid her hand affectionately upon
his as he rested it on the table, and said,—" 1 never
yet made a hasty speech in your presence, father,

without quickly perceiving my folly."

" We will not call it folly," he replied ;
" there

is wisdom in it ; for all controversy which is not

VOL. T. D D
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based upon some deep truth must at last come to

this point. Such, I should venture to saj, if Miss
Percival would pardon me, has always appeared to

me to be the case in the discussions between the

Establishment in England and the other sects

against which it contends."
" We do not call ourselves a sect," said Margaret,

whose spirit was a little roused by the equality thus

asserted for Dissenters.
" Yet upon what grounds ? A sect is a section,

a party, a small number ; and even in England the

Establishment can scarcely be said to command any
large majority of the population."

" But we have antiquity, and law, and sobriety

of forms, and so much on our side," said Margaret,
seizing in her haste upon the first weapons of de-

fence which offered themselves.
" Granted entirely ; and if we had now for the

first time to choose for ourselves amongst the dif-

ferent religious systems of the day, undoubtedly yours
would have great claims upon our attention. But
this will not suffice in an argument. We may not

deliver up a contested estate into the hands of the

claimant who most pleases our taste."

" You are rather hard upon Miss Percival, fa-

ther," said the Countess, observing Margaret's look

of annoyance at being thus drawn into a conver-

sation for which she was not prepared.
" Which is my last wish, my daughter," replied

the confessor ;
" but it is natural to desire, whilst one

is living in a country, to gain some insight into its

institutions, and the established religion necessarily

presents itself first."

" I should be glad," said jNIargaret in a tone of

simple earnestness which had often caught the

Countess's attention, contrasting peculiarly with her

superiority of talent,— " I should like to hear any
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one else talk to you about it ; but I am so very
ignorant, I am afraid."

" Yet you have said what I have heard others

say continually," replied Father Andrea. ^' It may
be my own obtuseness which prevents me from
perceiving the true strength of your position. An-
tiquity and law, you say, you have on your side ?

"

" Yes," replied Margaret, recovering herself a
little ;

" and more than that. Episcopacy, we know,
was the system of government of the primitive

Church."
" Undoubtedly ; it is a fact acknowledged by the

whole Christian world. But I think you woukl find

as an argument against you, that different ages and
different countries require different forms of govern-
ment."

" Still," said Margaret, not clearly perceiving the

ground upon which she stood, and anxious to

fortify it at all hazards, " the religion which is pro-

nounced by the law of the land to be the best, and
which has been upheld for centuries, must stand
upon higher ground than any other.

Father Andrea paused: "You will think me
very captious," he said, after a moment's thought

;

" but the law pronounces Presbyterianism to be the

best religion for Scotland, and I have heard many
members of the Establishment in England say that

they should think it their duty to attend the services

of the kirk, I believe it is called."

" Yes, I don't know, I never thought about it,"

replied Margaret, looking distressed.

"Then the two forms of religion are on an
equality ? " said Father Andrea.

Margaret could not at the instant say they wer(f

not. The Countess who had been listening attentively

again interposed :
" Father, indeed you are hard

upon Miss Percival
; you forget how much early

D I) 2
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association and habit must have accustomed her to

reverence the English Church."
" The English Establishment, my daughter," said

the confessor, with marked emphasis. " No, indeed,

I do not ; I can honour and appreciate the attach-

ment to forms which we have reverenced from
childhood. If Miss Percival were a Presbyterian,

doubtless her affections would be as strongly enlisted

on the side of the kirk."
" No, believe me," exclaimed Margaret ;

" that

could never be. My taste would always prefer the

services of the Church of England. I cannot endure

extempore prayers and preachings."
" But if you had always heard them," said the

Countess, " you would probably think differently."

Margaret shook her head ; " I could have no zeal

for such a church," she said. "I can scarcely

imagine its inspiring any."
" That was not the feeling of the Covenanters,"

observed Father Andrea.
" Nor of the Puritans," continued Beatrice.
" They were Independents, principally," said Mar-

garet.

"Independents, fifth-monarchy men, whatever

you call them," remarked the Confessor, " still they

all stand upon the same ground. They fought, and

fought vigorously, for that which they believed to be

truth."

"Yes," said Margaret thoughtfully: ".one must
acknowledge that."

" And there were martyrs amongst them," con-

tinued Father Andrea. " Milton would have been a

martyr if he had been brought to the trial."

Margaret smiled, and answered, " If I am ever

converted to puritanism, the world will scai'cely

believe it was through your means."

Father Andrea did not make a direct reply, but
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taking up the volume of the Paradise Lost, began

to remark upon the peculiarities of the style, which

to a foreigner rendered it very difficult, though to

him, he said, it might be less so than to many, as he

had so long been in the habit of reading and speak-

ing English, that it seemed almost as familiar as his

native tongue. The Countess was interested in his

observations. He was little in the habit of con-

versing upon any subject except those immediately

connected with his Church ; and Margaret, who at

first had been vexed at his presence, as being an

interruption to the pleasure she had anticipated

with the Countess, found herself by degrees, in the

act of giving explanations, they might almost have

been called instructions, to the reserved, cold man-
nered Romish priest, whom she had before so much
dreaded. Beatrice looked round occasionally for

Lucia, and was glad that slie was engaged for the

afternoon. When she was present there was always

a certain degree of restraint in her intercourse with

Margaret, for the Italian jealousy though it slum-

bered was by no means dead, and the least incau-

tiousness might reawaken it. Several times, in the

course of the conversation, the Countess was upon
the point of mentioning her projected absence; but

she was stopped by the hope that after all it might not

be necessary. Father Andrea however alluded it, as

Margaret rose to depart.—" If I had the prospect of

remaining here during the winter," he said, " I should

hope in time to master all the difficulties of your
great poet."

Margaret looked up in surprise. " I was trying to

forget, father," said the Countess, half reproachfully.
" There is no need to speak of parting to-day, but it

is true that I must leave Henningsley for the win-
ter, before another fortnight is over." A sensation

of faintness was at Margaret's heart, and then it

I) i> 3
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tlirobljcd quickly. The Countess held her hand
without speaking. Margaret felt ashamed of her

own weakness. Slie struggled against it, but in

vain. Her eyes glistened and her lips quivered.

Father Andrea as he turned away cast on her a

glance rapid but penetrating, which seemed as if

it would have read her inmost thoughts.

"We shall not forget each other," said the

Countess.

Margaret's answer was inarticulate, but the

Countess's hand was clasped within hers, and the

silent pressure spoke the warmtlr of their mutual
affection. Father Andrea opened the door, and said

in a tone of less seriousness than usual—" We are

friends. Miss Percival, even though I may think

more highly of the Puritan poet than you w^ould

deem desirable."

Margaret smiled.
" Friends always," he continued, as he shook

hands ;
" for ever, we may hope." The last

words were earnest, even paternal ; and Margaret
was touched by them. They parted cordially ; and
Father Andrea returned to the Countess with an
expression of satisfaction in his face.

" Father, I am puzzled," exclaimed Beatrice

;

" completely puzzled. What have you been doing ?
"

" Laying the first stone of our future edifice," he
replied.

" But by upholding Puritanism ?
"

" Nay, my daughter, jon must recollect, we are

not to build upon unoccupied ground; our first

object must be to destroy that which already cum-
bers it."

" Addition seems a strange mode of destruction,"

said the Countess.

"Think of this," rcj^ied Fatlicr Andrea. " Tliere

is no principle more utterly fallacious, than that
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which would make truth consist in liherty of

opinion. It is proved to be false, because tlie mo-
ment you attempt to put it in practice it ceases to

exist. The wildest supporters of perfect equality

and freedom demonstrate the fact by the intolerance

which they show to all who differ from them : the

demagogues of the French Revolution, for instance.

If this is true in politics, still more is it true in

religion. Atheism itself becomes a system of dogmas.
The first step is to deny the being of a God ; the

second, to set up the goddess of reason in His stead.

Now to apply this principle to the present case, you
will find amongst Protestant sects as much exclu-

siveness as they complain of in the one true Church.
The Establishment in England sets itself above all

others for one reason; the Establishment in Scotland
for another ; Independents for another ; Baptists for

another; even Unitarianism claims to have the

peculiar exercise of reason. Miss Percival trusts

what she calls her Church, because it has a claim to

some antiquity, and suits her taste ; but if you can
bring her to see that Dissenters have an equal claim

to her respect, the prestige, for it is nothing more,
which now makes the Establishment venerable, will

cease ; she will be driven from her position."
" I do not quite see this, father," said the Coun-

tess ;
" and do not call me presuming, it seems a

very long way to go before reaching our point."
" Like other things, my daughter, long in tlic be-

ginning, and short in the end. You do not think a
mind like Miss Percival's can rest happy in the

belief that truth exists nowhere ?

"

" No, indeed ; but does such a belief follow from
her seeing the good in other systems ?

"

" Yes, if she has no firmer ground to stand upon
than an equality of good in her own. Episcopacy
is established, but so is Presbytcrianism ; Episcu-
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pacy has its zealous defenders, so have all the other

forms of government ; Episcopacy has its mar-
tyrs, so have they ; by degrees, notwithstanding

their wide differences, all will appear alike. Now,
no mind capable of any thought, and really earnest

like hers, can long endure this absence of positive

truth ; to say nothing of the pride which often

mingles with our purest motives, and makes us

long for superiority."

Beatrice was thoughtful ; at length she said

:

" When you have brought her to own that all are

equal, father, what will be the consequence ?"

" She will immediately seek for something be-

yond ; for that which is only to be found in the

Catholic Church : a divine appointment, and an ex-

ternal authority."

"You are too deep for me, father," said the

Countess, with a faint smile ;
" I should have pro-

ceeded much more simply."

"And so have defeated your own purpose. If

you alarm her, she is lost. You, educated in Italy,

can have no idea of the strength of prejudice which
exists in England against the true faith."

" But the English Establishment does assert some-
thing of a divine right and an external authority,"

said the Countess.
" Yes, it asserts ; but what is assertion against

facts which pass before our eyes ? How can IVIiss

Percival discover any power in the system as it is

exhibited in this village ? AVhat is its working,

even in its best form, compared with the gigantic

efforts of the Catholic Church? Besides, you see

that she scarcely knows the existence of a claim to

divine right. Her arguments were based upon
law, antiquity, and taste— all utterly futile."

"And why futile, father?"
" Because, to found any religion upon law is to
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substitute a temporal for a spiritual authority. To
rest it upon antiquity makes it merely a question

of private judgment as to whether our ancestors

were wiser than ourselves ; to-day we think they

were, to-morrow we may determine they were not.

And with regard to taste, if Miss Percival is ever
converted from her fatal errors, it will be in a

great measure, humanly speaking, by her refine-

ment of taste. She will easily be made to acknow-
ledge the infinite superiority of our magnificent

ceremonies, compared with her own cold worship.

First shake her faith in her Church, and then appeal

to her feelings, and appeal to her taste, and the

work is accomplished."
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Father Andrea was right. Even with the Coun-
tess's last look, and the mingled tenderness and
sadness of her parting words still resting on her
memory, Margaret left Henningsley with seeds of

uneasiness in her mind, more deeply rooted than

any which the prospect of an earthly change could

implant. The Countess might be absent for a while,

but it was greater happiness to believe that her

affection had been awakened, than it was sorrow to

fear the being deprived of her society. Such at

least was Margaret's first feeling, though when she

approached her home, and all its anxieties, those

caused by her brother especially, were recalled, a

sense of desolation stole over her, and the transi-

toriness of earthly pleasures made her spirits sink

almost to the state of depression which a few
months before had rendered her existence " flat,

stale, and unprofitable." In such a mood Margaret
had learnt there was but one comfort— religion;

active, humble, self-denying, and fall of a child-

like faith ; and it was this comfort wliich Father

Andrea's words had shaken. Margaret had never said

to herself that she was working for the English

Church ; when her uncle had put forward the idea

as a duty, she had found it too difficult for her rea-

son, and she thought that she had taken a wider
view of Christianity, but it was not so. How many
hundreds are there at this moment in England, w-lio

like her have unconsciously twined their affections
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around the Church of their fathers, and who start

back from the first weapon of offence which assails

it, not because they have any deep appreciation of

its inestimable worth, but because they have asso-

ciated with it the recollections of by-gone days

and of affections which death has severed ; who
love to dwell upon the material building, Avith

the old fantastic monument which attracted their

childish admiration, or to kneel again in fancy in

the corner of the large cumbersome pew, into

which they were first brought to offer their public

devotions ; who delight to fill the vacant seats with

the forms of friends and companions, parents, bro-

thers, sisters, or to recall the sense of secrecy and
romance with which the privileged spot was invested,

when the curtain was closely drawn around, and the

voice of the preacher sounded amongst the heavy
pillars, less like a call to battle with a deadly foe,

than the soft murmur of gentle admonition. They
are prejudices hallowed and venerable, and they

may not be lightly disturbed ; but in the fierce con-

test with the claims of an opposing Church, they

will slip from our grasp, and leave us helpless and
unresisting, a prey to the first asserter of high spi-

ritual power ; whether, as in the case of dissent,

supposed to be derived immediately from Heaven ;

or in that of Romanism, to have been transmitted

through long ages from the traditions of the

Apostles. It was not the spiritual church whicli

Margaret loved, but the old ivy-mantled tower
and her own peculiar seat, and the familiar fjxces

which appeared Sunday after Sunday in their fixed

places in the adjoining pews ; and the words of the

prayers were valued, not because they were a pre-

cious inheritance from the primitive ages of Chris-

tianity, but because they harmonized with a pure
taste, and expressed fully and forcibly the needs

whicli in her own language she would have found
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it difBcult to utter. A change seemed suddenly

to have come upon all these things,— "a glory had

passed from them." The Church had been depre-

ciated,— it had been called a sect. Margaret asked

herself why she had thought so highly of it, and

she could give no more satisfactory reply now
than she had done wdien questioned by Father

Andrea. It was the most respectable communion,

certainly ; all her ov/n friends belonged to it. It

was supported, (that was the term which she had

often heard,) by the nobility and gentry in England ;

but to what did all this amount ? In the eyes of a

foreigner, a Romanist, she saw that it was nothing.

Margaret cast her eye upon the red brick building,

the excrescence which the niggardliness of a century

before had attached to the venerable tower, and she

no longer w^ondered. The edifice was the visible

symbol of her faith. The illusion with which her

childish recollections had hallowed it were dissi-

pated, and it stood before her in its native de-

formity. She thought of the weed-covered church-

yard, the neglected poor, the indolent rector ; and

she was ashamed,—not ashamed of the human sins

and ignorance which had caused such a state of

things to grow up unchecked ; but of the Church
which in her prayers and her ordinances, in her

rubrics and her canons, provides for the solemn cele-

bration of public services ; enjoins upon her chil-

dren a life of humility, devotion, penitence, and self-

denial; and would train them up in the way in

which they should go, that so, when they are old,

they may not depart from it. INIargaret remembered

St. Ouen, the first Romanist church she had ever

seen. Reason told her that it was a false argument

which would lead her to judge of the merits of a

religious system from the beauty of the temples in

which its worship was offered ; but Margaret was

not then in a disposition to reason. Her fancy had
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been awakened ; and, without knowing it, she was
prejudiced in favour of any belief held bj the Coun-
tess Novera. She could not imagine her a Pro-
testant. The sobriety of the English ritual seemed
little to assimilate with her bursts of enthusiasm, and
the graceful dignity of her manner and the elegance

of her appearance suited much better with the splen-

dour of St. Ouen, than with the poverty of the old

church of Deering. Protestantism, it seemed cer-

tain, could have no attractions in her eyes ; and
though her regard for Margaret's prepossessions

had prevented her from openly declaring her opi-

nion, it was evident that she, as well as Father
Andrea, could perceive little difference between the

English Church and Puritanism. Margaret in-

dulged in a moody discontent for the remainder of

her walk. She sent the children from her, and at

last created a day dream of ,a life at Henningsley,
with the Countess as her friend and guide. And
what was to be done with the religion ? For that

moment it was set aside : she had no thought of
converting the Countess, and she had no fear lest

the Countess should convert her. It was all very
well to look at Romanism at a distance, and admire
it ; but there were grievous errors which never
could be received. She could not worship the
Virgin, and pray to saints, and put faith in relics

:

all these were absurdities, therefore safe-guards.

She might go as near as she liked to the forbidden
fruit : she might look at, examine, touch ; but she
had been told that the taste was bitter, and there-
fore she need not dread the temptation of plucking
it. If Margaret had been accused of self-confi-

dence, she would have rejected the accusation with
sincerity. If the trial had come in another form,
if it had been an open sin which thus assailed her
with its lures, she would have said at once that she
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could not trust herself; that to dwell even upon a

crime which may be repugnant to our nature, from
which we should at first turn with loathing, may in

time lead us to destruction ; and she would have
shut her eyes and closed her ears in distrust, not of

the power of truth and holiness, but of her own in-

herent weakness. But the present temptation came
before her in another shape, as an angel of light

rather than of darkness. It appealed to her long-

ing after perfection, to her belief of what the wor-
ship of God might and ought to be ; and it did not

invite her to find rest in another communion, it

only opened her eyes to the glaring defects of her

own. Before she reached home, Mr. Sutherland's

idea of working for the English Church seemed
more impracticable than ever. If the existence of

the Church had hitherto appeared an abstraction

which her mind could not grasp, now it had melted

away entirely, lost amid the heterogeneous medley
of opinions which she had been accustomed to in-

clude in the term Protestantism.

The first person who greeted Margaret's eye

when she entered the house was her mother, — a

frown on her forehead, a watch in her hand.
" Twenty minutes after the time, Margaret

;

what have you been doing ? You will tire the

children to death, if you take them for such long

walks."
" I was* at Henningslcy, mamma," said Margaret,

knowing by experience that there was a magic in

the name.
"At Henningsley, were you ?— did you see the

Countess ?
"

" Yes, I was with her some time ; and tlie chil-

dren played in the garden."
" Oh !

" — ]Mrs. Percival could still almost have

found it in her heart to administer a reproof.
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" You ought to have been here before, though," she

said ;
" you have been wanted."

" By Craven ? " enquired Margaret, attempting

to smile.
" Yes, he told me he had seen you ; and he seemed

disappointed that you should have staid away from
him so long, when he had but just arrived."

Margaret made an excuse, and went to her room.

Why was it more difficult to bear with complaint

now than it was usually ? Why did Craven's in-

justice and thoughtlessness particularly strike her ?

Why did she think of the morrow, and Agatha's

return, with increased pain ? It was the world
within, not the world without, which was in fault.

But a short space was left before the dinner bell

would ring. Margaret had intended to dedicate it

to self-recollection and prayer, for experience had
taught her that the devotion which is exercised

only at the beginning and the close of the day will

insensibly become weaker and weaker as it strug-

gles against the manifold trials of domestic life.

One of her strictest rules had been to give up some
time in the middle of the day to pi-ivate prayer, and
nothing had been hitherto allowed to interfere with
the duty. If it was not performed at one hour, it

was at another. The fixed time was between lun-

cheon and the children's walk ; but this day it had
been postponed by a morning visitor, and now Mar-
garet wished to recall her scattered thoughts, and,

as it were, re-tune her mind before going down to

dinner. If she did not, the presence of Craven, and
her mother's censures or questions, would in all

probability put the finishing-stroke to her unhappi-
ness, by making her feel that her temper was not yet
under subjection, nor her will resigned to the circum-
stances of lier earthly lot. But Margaret's unset-

tled thouglits followed her even into the presence of
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her Maker. She had compiled for herself from the
Church services and the Psalms a short form which
she had been accustomed to make the frame-work
of her prayers. It had been selected from suiting
her own especial wants,, and hitherto it had satisfied

her ; but a criticising spirit had taken possession of
her, and when her book was opened the first thought
which arose was whether the prayers were as good
as she had imagined ; whether Father Andrea and
the Countess would admire them. Margaret was
shocked at herself, but not because this was not the

manner in which she ought to look at the Church
prayers, but because the idea came at a wrong mo-
ment. She turned from it immediately, and when
her devotions were ended she could acknowledge
with satisfaction that nothing better could be de-

sired than the "form of sound words" which she
had uttered from the heart, expanding and concen-
trating them as occasion required, so as to embody
the particular necessities of the moment. She
dressed herself and went down stairs happier than
before, more satisfied that the prayers of the Church
were not merely equal, but far superior to any
extempore eflfusions, however sincere and eloquent.

Slie thought that she would take a prayer-book
with her the next time she went to Henningsley,
that she might explain it to the Countess, and
excite her admiration also. Margaret had no notion
of error in thus praising instead of reverencing, for

she did not see that she was placing herself in a
wrong position with regard to the Church ; the

position of a child, who obeys his parents because
they are kind to him, and try to teach him what is

right, and not because the imperative law of God
has said, " Honour thy ftrther and thy mother, that

thy days may be long in the land which the Lord
thy God giveth thee." It would have been hard to
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blame Margaret for such a spirit, for it was the

natural consequence of the view which she had

learnt to take of the authority of the Church, de-

riving it from human power, not divine. That
which man has created, man may alter and destroy

;

and the same legislature which fixed upon Presby-

terianism as the best religion for Scotland, might
also, if it saw fit, establish any other species of

dissent as the most desirable for England. Mar-
garet's affections might in that case still cling to

the Church of her fathers, but there could be no
law to enforce an adherence to it. She would sup-

port, admire, and whilst she supported and admired

she would obey; but the obedience due to the

object of our own choice is but another word for

obedience to our individual will; and the Bible

does not say, " Let every soul be subject to the

higher powers^ because they" are good and holy, and
approve themselves to our conscience;" but it gives

the injunction broadly, strongly, without definition

or limitation, to teach us that subjection to law,

fixed and unchangeable, is the condition of man's

existence in happiness here, as it must be of his

hopes of blessedness hereafter.

Margaret had no opportunity of conversing with

her brother before dinner, and afterwards Dr. Per-

cival engrossed him entirely ; making him recount

his Irish adventures and disasters,— the attacks of

the peasantry, and the repulses of the soldiers. The
descriptions were given with infinite humour, and
Margaret laughed heartily; whilst Dr. Percival

seemed to have forgotten all his son's misdemean-
ours in delight at his cleverness.

" AYell ! Craven," he exclaimed, as he stretched

liimself in his chair, wearied at length Avith the

pleasure of listening ;
" people may say what they

will, but the army is a fine field for a young man.
E E 3
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It throws liim into the worhl upon liis own re-

sources. I am not sure that George would not have
done much better if he had gone to Sandhurst.

The Church is but plodding up-hill work at the

best."

" George is very firm to his choice," observed
Margaret. " He told me in the summer that the

more he thought of it the more he liked it."

" George is a strange fellow," said Dr. Percival,
" not a bit like any of you. I'll tell you, Margaret,

the only person he ever reminds me of, your uncle

Henry."
" Does he ? " said Margaret ; " then I am sure

we ought all to be contented."
" Yes, he has just the same quiet humour and

odd way of looking at things."

Margaret would have preferred hearing that he

had just the same piety and zeal, but this, perhaps,

was not to be expected in a boy.
" The worst of the Church," continued Dr. Per-

cival, " is, that it requires such a long preparation.

One is obliged to spend a fortune before a young
man can take his degree, and when he has done it,

there is little prospect for him, beyond starving for

life upon ninety or a hundred a year."
" Our rich Church!" said Margaret.
" Our rich Church, you may well say

;

" replied

her father; "but people's eyes are beginning to be
opened to that falsehood. ^Vhere would the Church
be, if it were not for the private fortunes which are

brought into it ?
"

" Where George will be one of these days," said

Craven, " in a great mess."
« Poor George! " half sighed Dr. Percival. " Well,

it is his own doing. I have warned him again and
again that he is making a mistake, that he must not

expect any help from me."
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Craven thought that they were treading upon
Dangerous ground. He took up a book, and hoped

jiis father would go to sleep, but Dr. Percival was
roused by his subject.

" What was that you heard about George, from

some one who had been at Eton, Craven ?"

" Merely that he was doing very w^ell, sir :

likely to cut a figure."

" That is the only thing which satisfies me as to

his profession," continued Dr. Percival. " t have

thought sometimes lately, whether it would not

have been wiser to have taken his godfather's offer,

and put him into a merchant's house."
" What! George, papa ?" exclaimed Margaret.

"George!" echoed Mrs. Percival, who caught

the last sentence, as she came into the room from
paying her last maternal visit to the children.

" Yes, George : " repeated Dr. Percival, sharply ;

and sitting upright in his chair, he cast an irritable

glance around him.
" You don't think Mr. Dampier would take me

instead, sir, do you?" said Craven.
" Not quite. Craven : you are not exactly the

stuff of which a merchant's clerk should be made

;

but as to your mother and Margaret exclaiming in

such a fuss about George, it is absurd. A stead j'-,

well conducted boy, he would gain a fortune in no
time."

" A good hit at me," whispered Craven to his

sister.

" But his talents," said Mrs. Percival :
" really

my dear, you forget sometimes what your children

are worth."
" Shall I tell you, Julia ? " said Dr. Percival

;

" worth nothing— not a penny ; that is what I

want you all to learn. It is very well to live iu

comfort now, but if anything luipi)ens to me, ever
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one must take care of himself; and so George was
a foolish fcUoAv for refusing Dampier's offer, and
insisting upon taking to the Church ; and I was a
foolish father for allowing it."

" I don't think you will regret it, dear papa," said

Margaret gently.
" Very possibly not, Margaret, if he does well,

and is happy ; but the thing which annoys me is

that you should not all see that money is of import-

ance."

Craven looked his thoughts of amusement, that

any teaching should be deemed requisite on such
subject, but he did not venture to utter them. Mrs.
Percival waited till she heard the first snore, wdiich

was not long in giving notice that sleep had gained
its usual victory over Dr. Fercival's senses, and
then turning to Margaret, she said, " Your father

is so strange upon that point; he thinks that I

have not the same care for my children's interests

that he has."

" He is worried just now, I suspect," said Mar-
garet.

" Yes, a little. There came in a long bill this

afternoon, which I was obliged to give him, from
the coachmaker's. I can't think why it was not
kept till Christmas."

" Let us have a little music, Margaret," said

Craven, abruptly.
" Papa must have known it was going on," ob-

served Margaret, repljdng to her mother.
" Oh, yes, of course he did ; and he can settle

it without any difficulty ; but it is his vray just for

the time. He forgets that every thing is doing
well, and that Agatha is off his hands."

" And on Colonel Clive's ;" said Craven.
" She can be no burden to any one, Craven. A

prince might be proud of her for his wife."
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" The tiling I want to know," continued Craven,
'' is, whether the Colonel's alFection extends to the

whole family. Does he patronize you, Margaret?"
" Patronize ! my dear boy, what a word !

" inter-

rupted Mrs. Percival. " Who could think of pa-
tronizing Margaret ?

"

" Why, no one, I must own;" said Craven, sur-

veying his sister with an air of mingled criticism

and pleasure. " There is a something about Mar-
garet, I confess, which would not attract patronage.

A sort of sevenfold fence— of— what is it?— re-

serve ?
"

" Nonsense, Craven," said Margaret, laughing

:

" you know I never allow personal observations.

What shall I play to you ?
"

" It is a great deal too late for music to-night,"

observed Mrs. Percival ;
" if your brother wishes

for it you must begin earlier another evening."
*' Only one thing,—just one;" said Craven, im-

ploringly.
" No, my dear, I can't indeed. The servants

will be kept up.—Margaret, I wish you would take
these books into the library."

Margaret did as she was told, and was carrying

off a pile of books in one hand, and a candlestick in

the other, when Craven followed, offering to help

her.
" I can't stand this much longer," he said, throw-

ing down the volumes upon the library table, and
closing the door. " Margaret, why does my mother
fidget so?"

*' It is a mere nothing," said Margaret. " She
likes every one to be in bed in good time, that's

all."

" But it is not in this only ; it is in every thing.

Not to be allowed to have a little music if one likes
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it ! Really, if one was a baby in arms, one couldn't

be treated worse."
" If you w'ere a baby in anns you w^ould probably

bear it better," said Margaret, smiling ;
" but se-

riously, it is very unjust in you, Craven. Suppose

in a large family each person was allowed to have

liis own way, what would become of comfort ?
"

" What is comfort without freedom ? I wish,

Margaret— yes, I wish with all my heart I be-

longed to any family but this."

Craven seated himself at his ease in an arm chair,

and Margaret was obliged to remind him that their

mother would miss them, and come to find them.
" But, Margaret, I can't be ruled in this way

;

I must have some talk with you to-night. You are

the only rational being in the house."
" Then you must come to my room, there is no

other place."

Craven rushed up the stairs hastily, wished his

mother good night, and before Margaret had been

told the plans for the next day, which were always

enumerated over night, he had taken possession of

lier room, and was comfortably established, in ex-

pectation of a midnight talk.

" Nov/, Craven ! acknowledge you are very fool-

ish," said Margaret, lightly, as she rested herself

against the arm of his chair, and pushing back the

hair which clustered over his handsome forehead,

gave him a kiss.

"'Foolish' may mean many things, Margaret,"

replied Craven, drawing a long breath. " Perhaps
I am more foolish than you would give me credit

for."

" I did not mean to recall old grievances," said

Margaret. " All I mennt was about mamma."
" Never mind her: I .•;;liould not, if it were not

for other things."
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" I thought that was all," observed Margaret in

a voice of sadness ;
" but how can I help you in the

other things ?"

" That is the question. I don't think you can."

" Let me hear them," said Margaret.
" No, it will be no good." He was silent for an

instant, and then exclaimed :
" I would give the

world if you were Agatha !

"

" Don't wish that," said JMargaret, very gravely.

"Well! not Agatha ; but any one else with a

good handsome fortune. You would help me out

of a ditRculty, wouldn't you ?

"

" Yes, of course, in a moment ; if it were right."

" Leave the right ; I am not in a humour for it."

" But you must be, dear Craven ; or I must not

talk to you."

Craven looked at her steadily, and said, " Mar-
garet, I think you are grown very old."

"Eighteen my last birth-day ; that will be nine-

teen in two months' time. It is advancing cer-

tainly."
" And I am four-and-twenty : our ages ought to

be reversed."
" Women always are older than men," said Mar-

garet.

"Six years' difference!" continued her brother,

speaking slowly ;
" but somehow, Margaret, I haA e

rather a respect for you." He jumped up from his

chair, and walking to the table, began to turn over

the books which were scattered upon it. Then,

bursting into a laugh, he exclaimed, " By the by,

you have never told me what sort of appearance

our venerable brother-in-law made when he led

his fair bride to the altar?"

Margaret was too much accustomed to his caprice

of manner to be at all startled by this change. " I

am not going to talk about Colonel Clive, Craven,"
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she said quietly, but with p^reat firmness. " It is

hxte, and if you have nothing more to say to me,
you must leave me."

"Say!" he repeated; "I have things to say
which would occupy half the niglit."

"Then they must be left till to-morrow," said

Margaret, opening the door for him to pass ; but he
closed it again quickly, and as if inspired with a
sudden resolution, exclaimed, " The truth is, Mar-
garet,— it's no use trying to hide it,— I'm in a des-

perate plight."

Margaret was about to answer— "So soon!
again !

" but she stopped in time, or his fit of can-
dour might have passed, not to return.

" That paltry three hundred !

" he continued

with vehemence :
" It was a drop of water in the

ocean !

" and then he added, hurrying over the

words,—" Fifteen ! what do you say to fifteen, Mar-
garet?"

Poor Margaret gasped for breath. Craven put
on an air of indifference, but the penetrating eye

of affection could see that there was remorse be-

neath. Margaret sat down in the nearest chair,

her face was flushed, but she kept a steadfast con-

trol over her manner, and without expressing sur-

prise or distress, said, "And how have you managed
to spend so large a sum ?

"

"It was not spent, exactly," he replied, with

some hesitation ;
" but after all, there is nothing so

very monstrous. Many men, I know, run away
with three times the amount."

" All things by comparison," said Margaret, try-

ing hard not to show her annoyance at his at-

tempted excuses. " One thing is certain. Craven, it

is a very large debt for my father to pay."
" There's the rub, Margaret. It strikes me that
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his excellency is not quite in the humour to hear it

mentioned."
" No, indeed," said Margaret. " Did you come

over with any idea of finding that he was ?"

" Why, not precisely. I came — I don't know
why I came. AiFairs Avere at a desperate pass, and
I was desperate too."

" Yet it is strange," said Margaret, after a little

thought. " How has it gone, Craven ?"

" Gone ! I wish it was gone ; but it is to come !"

" Well, but how ? What have you been doing ?
"

" Oh ! as to that, there is no use in inquiring.

Put you into the army, and you would soon under-
stand how money goes."

" Yet I should like to be told," said Margaret, in

a voice of great gentleness ;
" because, if I am to

help you in any way, (though I can't imagine how,)
it may be necessary."

" It is merely doing what every one else does

;

what one is forced into, indeed," said Craven. "But,
Margaret, I will tell you why I came. I had a

sort of wild notion that perhaps Agatha could assist

me. She must be rolling in riches now, and she is a
good-natured girl."

" A very vain hope," said Margaret, sadly.
" You don't imagine, do you, that Colonel Clive

has made over all his property to her ?
"

" No, I was not fool enough for that ; but I had
a fancy that she must have something at command,
— a few hundreds; and that would do just for the
present. The duns I don't mind, it is only serving
them as one has done fifty times before."

" Then if you do not fear the duns, what do you
fear ?" asked Margaret.

" Trust a woman's curiosity," he exclaimed, with
something of his former lightness of manner. " T
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suppose you can't understand what a debt of honour
means ?

"

" Gaming ! " exclaimed Margaret, in a tone of

horror.

Craven saw the expression of her countenance

:

it was a miserable reproach for his conduct. " Don't
fuss yourself so, Margaret, love," he said, drawing
near to her j

" it is only because you are not in the

habit of hearing of these things : no one else thinks

about them."

"But, Craven, my father ! what will he say ?"

Craven struck his forehead, and turned away.
"I'm a horrid coward, Margaret," he said, after a

pause ;
" I could face a cannon ball sooner than my

father's look."
" So could I," said Margaret.

Her brother seemed surprised by the avowal.
" I thought you never feared any thing, Margaret.

I have rested upon that."

Margaret sighed deeply. " There is enough to

make one fear now," she said.

*' Not you; you have no cause for it. But are

you sure that Agatha can do nothing ?

"

" Positively certain. She has a handsome allow-

ance, yet only sufficient for her position; and every

thing else is settled upon her after Colonel Clive's

death. The estate, you know, can never be hers."
" And she has no ready money ? nothing to help

one at an emergency ?
"

" Nothing whatever."

Craven stood con.sidering, and at length said ;

" It is absurd in my father to pretend he can't Iielp.

If I had his fortune, I would live like a prince."

Margaret thought that lie seemed inclined to do so

without it, but she let hia^i go on free from inter-

ruption. "It is the telling, that I am afraid of,"

he said.
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" You may write."
" And not be answered : when the three hun-

dred were sent me, my father vowed he would

never listen to another application."

"Yet there is no other hope," observed Mar-
garet. " He must listen to you if you speak to

him."
" I can't, Margaret. You may as well tell me

to do the most unheard of impossibility. I could

die sooner."
" Then, my dear Craven, what can you do?"
" As I have before," he answered vehemently ;

" go back and stake my last farthing, and run my
chance. I meant," he added, with a quieter tone,
" to have broken off. I said I would, if I could be
freed ; but there is no other alternative."

" Did you really say it?" asked Margaret; and
her face was lighted up with hope. " Could you
promise it. Craven ?

"

" I would promise any thing to be out of this

fearful mess. I would work as a galley slave—
starve in a dungeon, rather than bear what I have
borne lately."

"But," said Margaret, "you have only to say

this to my father. He is quick, but it is soon over.

He will make any sacrifice to gain such a point as

your steadiness."
" ]\Iargaret, I cannot. I tell you in plain words,

that if the affair is left to me it must end— I don't

know—I can't think how it will end," he added,

wildly :
" but this I know, that I will be off to

Ireland to-morrow, and have one more chance."

Margaret was extremely frightened. She was
so young, and so unused to any scenes of the kind,

that she could not attempt to spothe or reason with
her brother ; and Craven, who, like most cxtrava-
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rant persons, was in his heart selfish, saw that he
had reached the point at which he aimed.

" If it were left to you, Margaret," he said, " to

break the business, there might be a chance of

success."

" Oh, Craven ! I could not : what would become
of me ?"

" There can be no blame attached to you for it,"

he replied.

" No blame ! but when my father is angry, it is

so dreadful ; and you away—and mamma unhappy
— how could I ever bear it ?

"

" Then I am disappointed in you, Margaret. I
looked upon you as my only help. I came over
purposely to see you, because you had said I must
not write."

Poor Margaret leant her head against the arm of
the chair, and began to think. It seemed so selfish

in Craven. He knew quite well that the brunt of
the storm would, in such a case, fall upon her. He
would be away, safe from irritation and complaints
and moody looks. He did not know how a woman's
life at home is rendered miserable by the actions of

those who are absent, enjoying themselves— if it

may be called enjoyment— amidst the follies of

the world. If he were to speak himself, he, who
had done the wrong, would bear the punishment.
Yet there was truth in his assertion, that no blame
could be attributed to her ; and if the thought of

the disclosure were so painful to the innocent, it

must be still more so to the guilty. Margaret's

conscience reproached her for unkindness and
cowardice, the very faults of which she had been
complaining secretly in her brother. Even if he
were to make the confession himself, the pain it

would cause her parents must, she knew, be shared
by her, and whether she had to bear a little more or
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less was perliajos of trifling consequence. The smile,

with which she looked up into Craven's face as she

answered, spoke more keenly to his selfishness than

any reproach

:

"If you will promise me one thing. Craven, I

will undertake to tell papa."

Craven could not return the smile ; he felt his

own weakness, and Margaret's strength ; but he
poured forth a torrent of thanks, which was only
stopped by his sister's saying in a firm.er tone

:

" You must promise that you will never touch
dice, or a card, or gamble in any way; and you
must empower me to say so to papa. If you will

not do this I cannot undertake any thing."
" Oh, Margaret !

" exclaimed Craven, with his

usual impetuousness, "how can you doubt that I

will promise that, or any thing else you require ?

I will give it all up— you shall never hear a word
against me ; I will keep strictly within my income.
Save me from this, and do not let me hear from
my father till he is softened, and believe me you
shall never regret it."

" Then I must have a list of all— a strict ac-
count," said Margaret.

" All— every penny. Stop, I can give you the
great items now."
He seized a pen, and scratched a few figures,

which were tossed over to Margaret with a careless

air, not at all suited to the occasion. Margaret read
insecurity in the trifling action ; she saw that she
had been hasty. Craven had promised without
thought, how would such a promise stand the fierce

trial of the world?
" Dear Craven," she said, " if it were not so

late, and if it were my place, I could find it in my
heart to say so many things to you. But you woulii

F F 3
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not listen to them from me : Uncle Henry should

talk to you."
" I would rather henr you, Margaret," he replied,

" than all the Uncle Henrys in the world."

"I can write lectures better than I can give

them," said Margaret. •' I shall send you one when
you go back."

" That will be very soon," answered Craven ;
" I

can't stay here, with this weight upon me."
" But you will not go sooner than you can help,

for mamma's sake."
" I don't know ; I shall like to see Agatha and

the Colonel, just as one would like to see specimens

from the Zoological Gardens."
Margaret did not laugh ; and Craven, kissing her

several times, and declaring that she was the best

sister that a brother was ever blest with, bade her

good night.
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CHAPTER XXVn.

Margaret was too tired to be wakeful, and not-

withstanding her anxieties, her conscience was at

ease, and there was no indecision burdening her

mind. The rest which she enjoyed was indeed

heavy and unrefreshing, but she rose to her usual

duties with an energy damped only by the chil-

ling remembrance of Father Andrea's conversa-

tion. It was a holiday ; Mrs. Percival had insisted

upon it; and Margaret had neither the will nor
the wish to oppose, though she could not tell

why it was necessary, as Agatha and Colonel Clive

were to arrive at Ashington, not the Grove ; and
Agatha had particularly mentioned that they were
likely to be uncertain in their movements, so that no
one was to be there to meet her. But the bustle of

Mrs. Percival's mind always exhibited itself in her
actions, and infused itself into her household.

Margaret thought of Henningsley ; the repose of the

Countess's manner was a characteristic which struck

her anew whenever she was in her company. It was
not reserve, nor indifference, nor was it the easy

polish of one accustomed to the refinements of the

highest circles of society. It was something above
and beyond all these— the repose of a mind calmed
by suffering, superior to petty foibles—a mind full of
iofty thoughts, and passing through the turmoil of life

untouched by the movements which excite and agi-

tate the mass of mankind. A charm there might be
also ill the dignity of one who liad few earthly needs,

and threw the burden of providing for tliem upon
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others. The Countess was not harassed by trials

of temper ; she had "no thought for the morrow,"

because in a worldly sense the morrow was provided

for. All things at Henningsley were simple and un-

disturbed : orders were given and executed ; wishes

were expressed and gratified; not, however, that they

were selfish and luxurious ; for if they had been,

Margaret would have been pained. But the life

at the Grove, how different it was ! — active, eager,

conflicting, a world in itself, and many of those

who took part in it undisciplined in spirit, and un-

congenial. Margaret was full of energy, but it was
energy refined and toned down. She had undergone

a change even outwardly since the ideas first in-

stilled by her uncle had actually guided her con-

duct. Her actions were slower, more considerate ;

her words were fewer ; there was an air of self-re-

collection about her, which, perhaps, is one of the

most powerful, though unconscious, means of in-

fluence exerted by the higher order of minds.

There was nothing of this in her mother ; nothing

in her father ; nothing, as yet, in the children.

They seemed rushing through the world, catching

at every passing obj ect ; and unmindful of that deep,

dark current of time, which, whilst they were
dreaming of days and hours, was bearing them on
swifter than thought could measure to the unseen

world, and in which, in a few short years, all human
hopes must be engulphed. A home, a quiet, happy,

peaceful home, such as is sometimes believed to be

the natural inheritance of women, was not Marga-
ret's, and it is the blessing of the few, not of the

many. There is seldom any thing more delusive

than the tranquillity which men harassed by blisi-^

ness are apt to envy in a avell-regulated family circle.

They see every thing outwardly smooth—no sighs,

no complaints ; or if there is an occasional cloud,
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they are too little acquainted with the different shades

of character, even of those most nearly connected

with them, to be aware of it. And as it is in the short

intervals which they are allowed to pass with those

they love, so they imagine it must be always. They
think that where the strife of the Avorld is not heard,

there every other strife must be excluded. And
yet in that orderly household, in that cheerful so-

ciety, there is fought, hour by hour, the great battle

of good and evil, as constantly, as vigorously, with
as many hopes, and fears, and alternations of victory

and defeat, as when men meet in the senate-house

or the market, or mingle in the most crowded
haunts of their fellow-beings. There were some
who arose to scenes of anxiety on that morning,
and thought of Margaret Pereival as possessed of

every blessing which could render existence enjoy-

able. Parents in prosperity, and in a position rather

above what the circumstances of birth and fortune

seemed naturally to indicate ; a sister returning

from a wedding tour to enter upon a life of luxury

;

duties in her home sufficient for rational occu-

pation ; talents which every one admired ;
— who

could want more ? Margaret did not ; she knew
and valued her advantages, and yet her first thought
when she opened her eye to the light of the lovely

autumn day, was, that life was full of care. The
thought must come to all sooner or later; and
however little we may be inclined to believe it, it

is happy for us when the truth is understood in the
days of our youth ; for we have not then learnt to

rest upon our own strength, we have not exhausted
our higher energies in the enervating pursuits of
the world, nor bartered the precious gifts of our
spiritual inheritance for the fragile toys of fame, or
wealth, or pleasure. A weary length of road may at

times appear to bo before us, and when we enter upon
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it, it may seem that there is little to cheer us, but
the very infirmity of our nature will force us to seek

for a support mightier than our own ; and when we
can bend our knees, and fold our hands in submis-

sion, and lifting our eyes to heaven, own ourselves

helpless without God's help, the weight of our bur-

den will adjust itself precisely to our need ; and as

it increases, so will the spirit within us be called

forth to endure until we have at length learnt to

realize the truth of the promise which can never be

broken— " as thy days so shall thy strength be."

Margaret was not overwhelmed by the troubles

which were gathering around her ; though she

knew that they betokened, not a transient storm,

but the steady succession of the appointed trials

which were to purify her soul for heaven. One
might pass, but another w^ould follow in its stead.

The great lesson which she had then to learn was
to take each by itself; not to burden to-day with

the anxieties of to-morrow. She was too much in

the habit of doing this. Having promised to assist

her brother out of his difficulties, at a great sacri-

fice to her own feelings, she went through the

whole scene with her father ; repeated his probable

words, conjured up his look, rehearsed, beforehand,

her mother's distress, and the manner in which it

would be shown by increased vigilance over all her

other children. She then proceeded to dwell upon
the defects of Craven's character, and the miseries

into which they might lead him ; a consideration

which would have been extremely desirable if it had
taught her merely to be more guarded over her own
conduct when with him ; and to pray, that he might
be kept from temptation. But it went much fur-

ther, and before Margaret was drest, she had placed

her brother in situations of the utmost difficulty,

caused by his own folly, and had seen him fall in
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each. So it was when she thought of the Coun-
tess's departure from Henningslej. She grieved

over her absence as lasting, because it might be so

possibly. At the present time there was no idea of

her staying beyond the winter in Devonshire, but

that was not sufficient for Margaret's anxious mind.

This, and every other sorrow, was doubled by
her imagination, and the cares of many succeeding

weeks, and even years, were brought to increase

those which were especially appointed for the hour ;

until the words " sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof," recurred to her memory,— and with them
the lesson which they were so mercifully appointed

to teach. The immediate troubles were then singled

out from the rest, and Margaret repented the want
of faith which had added to them so unnecessarily.'

Craven's face, when they met at breakfast, showed
no regret, nor his manner any particular sense of

his sister's good-nature. Generous, open-hearted

people, as they are called, are often thoroughly sel-

fish, and the fault is hidden not only from the world,

but from themselves. It is in their private circles,

amongst their relations or perhaps their intimate

friends, that it is discovered. Craven Fercivalhad the

reputation of being the most liberal, good-natured

fellow in existence ; and he actually believed himself

to be so. He spent his father's money, and imposed

upon his sister's kindness ; but his brother officers

knew nothing of this, and as far as being reckless

of expense, andwilling to head any scheme of folly,

may be considered to constitute liberality and good-

nature, so far Craven certainly had great claims to

the character he enjoyed. All this morning he was
in the school-room, playing with the children, or

lounging in an arm-chair, reading a novel. His life

at home was generally insipid, and for that reason

he seldom came there. He tried to cnsrage Margaret
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in a bantering conversation, but IVIargaret was busy,

and in her heart provoked, and soon made her es-

cape ; though she promised to walk with him in the

afternoon. The promise was given a little before

luncheon, which came very opportunely for Craven's

listlessness. He undertook to carve for the children,

and managed at the same time to make a substantial

repast. What else could an idle man do ? as Mar-
garet asked, when, after helping herself to a piece

of cake and a little wine, she went to her own room.

Philip was delighted at having an elder brother at

home, and Mrs. Percival was proud of her handsome
son, and particularly enjoyed his good spirits. She
secretly wished some one would call that she might
exhibit him, and looked up when the hall bell rang,

expecting to be told of a visitor. But it was only

Miss Debrett ; and as a privileged person she was
shown into the school-room. Craven received a

hearty shake of the hand, which was given more to

his owning the name of Percival than to any actual

liking. Dislike him. Miss Debrett certainly did not ;

she could not absolutely be said to dislike any body,

but she would rather have been out of his presence

than in it. A few inquiries satisfied her that no-

thing had been heard of Agatha, and that, probably,

nothing would be, till late in the day ; and then she

gave renewed attention to Craven, and congratulated

Mrs. Percival with much warmth upon having him
at home again, declaring he was looking particularly

well, and adding that she would not repeat all the

pretty things she had heard of him lately, for fear of

making him blush.
" Now is that really your fear, ISIiss Debrett ?

"

demanded Craven, gravely ; delighting in taking

every thing she said literally, and then forcing her

to explain herself. " Do you really think that I am
given to blushing.
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" I don't know about the being given to it ; you
used to blush when you were .a little boy."

" But since I have been a man, can you state It

positively ? because if you cannot, I must say you
should be careful. To tell a man he blushes, is to

tell him he is like a woman ; and to tell him he is

like a woman is just another name for saying he is a

coward ; and you know if an officer is a coward he
deserves to be drummed out of his regiment."

Harriet laughed heartily at her brother's tirade,

but poor Miss Debrett received it as it was intended

she should.
" My dear Craven," she began, her mouth twitch-

ing nervously, " you must let me call you Craven,

because you know I held you when you were a

baby ; but you can't think 1 meant it, not for the'

world. Harriet, my lo\:e, you should not laugh so

loud : your brother can't hear."
" Thank you, I hear quite well," said Craven.
" Well, then ! let me tell you what Major Vernon

said only last week— Major Vernon of the 97th,

you know him of course." Craven bowed. " He
is just come from Ireland, and we met in the

street, and talked about you ; we did, indeed ; and
he said that he did not know a finer young man any
where— nor a braver, no doubt, he would have said,

if he had not been in a hurry."

Craven kept his countenance and his attention im-

movable ; and, when Miss Debrett stopped, answered :

" Brave you may well say. It requires bravery,

I can assure you, to live in Ireland. A dreadful

country ! barbarous people !

"

" Ah ! indeed ! so I 've heard. I had a cousin

living there once, who was shot quite dead one day
when he was not thinking about it."

" Things are no better now," said Craven :
" worse

one may say. We had a fierce engagement the

VOL. I. G a
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Other clay, up in a wild part amongst the mountains.

All our men were drawn up, bayonets pointed, the

word of command just going to be given— when
the mob dispersed, yelling and screaming ; the vil-

lage street was crowded ; two women and half a

dozen children were thrown down in the scuffle ;

four dogs had their legs broken ; and eight pigs'

tails were pinched off; besides half a dozen police-

men's staves knocked to atoms."
" Dreadful! dreadful!" sighed Miss Debrett.
" And besides this," continued Craven,— but Mrs.

Percival interposed.
" Craven, I won't have you talk any more such

rhodomontade. My dear Miss Debrett, he is laugh-

ing at us all. He likes Ireland very much, and he

has a great many friends there." Craven bit his

lip, and looked not very dutiful. Mrs. Percival

was not partial to rhodomontade, and even her

fondness for her eldest son could not induce her to

bear it long. " I wanted to know about Jenkins,"

she said, turning to Miss Debrett. " Is she finally

resolved upon leaving you ?

"

"What, Jenkins!" exclaimed Craven; "that

piece of perfection ! that phoenix of abigails ! you

cannot have made up your mind to part with her !

"

" No, my dear, not made up my mind, but, you

see, she has made up her's."

" Jenkins is going to be married," said Mrs.

Percival, shortly. Then, fearing lest Craven should

again ramble off, she added, "I want to know
whether you have met with any one instead."

" Why, I have a good many, but then they will

none of them suit ; that is, one will, but I am not

quite sure."
" An answer worthy of the Delphic oracle,"

said Craven.
" Hush, my dear ; you really are too absurd. —

.
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What do you mean, my clcc^r Miss Debrett ? Have
you hired a maid instead of Jenkins ?

"

•' No, indeed ; how could you think I should do

such a thing without consulting you ? But the

young woman who called this morning looks very
neat, and is very civil ; and if I had not been so

flurried at hearing that Jenkins had actually fixed

the day, I think she would have done for me."
" Why not take her, then ? " inquired Mrs. Per-

cival. " Children, you may say grace, and go up-
stairs." The grace was mumbled over in a different

way from what it would have been if Margaret had
been present, Mrs. Percival continuing to speak at

the same time. " Why don't you take her, my dear
Miss Debrett," she repeated.

" That was what I was going ta talk to you
about. You see there^ is an objection; she lives

close by the lodge at Henningsley."
" A serious matter !

" remarked Craven, shaking
his head.

" Yes, you are right : it is very serious. As I

said, she was a very tidy, civil-spoken young
woman ; but I had Jenkins in to see her, and Jen-
kins declares that she is a Papist ; that is, she is

not, but they say that her sister who lives in the

same house is."

"Not unlikely," observed Mrs. Percival, "con-
sidering that so many of Lord de Lisle's tenants

were of his faith."

" But the shocking thing is," continued Miss De-
brett, " that the mother is a very excellent, good-
hearted woman; she goes regularly every Sunday to

theWesleyan meeting, and one of the sons is a
preacher; and another has just turned Plymouth
Brother. They are a very highly religious family,

all of them ; but the poor girl, the sister of the one
who came to me, is dying of a decline, and people say

G G 2
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that the Italian Countess, and the Catholic priest,

have managed to see her, and turn her; and there's

a thought that this girl is not right either. Now it

would be so dreadful to have a Roman Catholic in

the house. I shouldn't feel I was safe in my bed."
" There you are quite right : I most highly ap-

plaud your principles," exclaimed Craven ;
" let

me have any thing but a Papist. I will just give

you a slight sketch of the state of Ireland at this

present time ; you know they spring up like mush-
rooms there."

" Do they, indeed ? I heard it was a horrible

country."
" Two or three things I can prove to be facts,"

began Craven, but he did not go on, for Margaret

came into the room, leading little Juliet, and Miss

Debrett's attention was of course diverted to her

;

the state of her health, the length of her walk, the

exact day when she had last seen her, ending with

caresses to the child, and the production of a round
box from the depths of a capacious pocket, in which
lozenges and sugar-plums were always kept for the

pleasure, as she said, but for the injury, as Mrs.

Percival declared, of all the children in the neigh-

bourhood. Craven was not to be diverted from

his object, especially when that object was start-

ling the nerves of a timid elderly female ; and again

he returned to the fearful state of the peasantry

in Ireland. Margaret listened to him with more
interest than usual ; and when her brother per-

ceived that he really had a sensible hearer, and
that even Mrs. Percival said " hush " to Juliet, and
took her upon her lap to play Avith the spoons and
be quiet, his own satisfaction in talking increased,

and he related several stories free from gross exag-

geration, which in their details were very painful.

Miss Debrett lifted up her liands and eyes, and
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many times ejaculated " oh !
" Mrs. Percival made

a point of inquiring at the end of each fact, what
was his authority, and if he were quite sure that

he was repeating honestly ; and Margaret gave her
attention to the subject from a feeling stronger than
curiosity. Unhappily, Graven was not always exact
in what he said ; and though, in this instance, he
had been particularly careful, yet the discredit at-

tached to liis stories in general still remained. All
that Margaret heard was received with a lurking

mistrust. It might be true, but then Craven said

it, and it was well known that he would add and
embellish. She was silent, however, and Craven
went on. Growing bolder by success, he amplified

and gave inferences as facts. Margaret had a very
clear head, and she cross-examined cleverly and'

forced him to retract. The retractation nullified

the effect of his previous assertions ; and she ven-
tured to hint at a few palliations for the crimes
which he said had been committed by the people,

and sanctioned by the priests ; but Mi's. Percival
would not hear of them ; and, giving way to the

impressions which had been kindled by all she had
been told, expressed herself in strong terms against

the people, the priests, the system, the doctrines,

blending the most incongruous points, and, in her
zeal against Rome, pulling down the greater part of

the English Church also. Margaret sat by per-
fectly quiet ; she no longer attempted excuses, even
when Craven brought a charge of hypocrisy against

every Romanist that had lived ; protesting that the
religion was a tissue of absurdities from beginning
to end, and that no man in his senses ever believed
it, however he might use it as a cloak for his secret

purposes. With three persons like Craven, IMrs.

Percival, and MissDebrett, reasoning was hopeless;

but Margaret's mind travelled swiftly to Ilennings-

G G 3
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ley, and whilst the fierce invectives against the

Church of Rome met her ear, her thoughts were
dwelling upon the exquisite repose, the grace, purity,

and dignity of the Countess Novera, and the chast-

ened, thoughtful earnestness of the Romish con-

fessor. There was a pause when the storm of abuse
had a little subsided, and Miss Debrett, her nerves
highly agitated, and her imagination set at work,
rose to say good-by. " I shall not have the young
woman, you may be quite certain, my dear Mrs.
Percival," she said. " I am so glad Craven has

told me- all this: I knew the Catholics were very
wicked, but I had no idea they were such wretches.

No, I will have nothing to do with them."
" What young woman ? " inquired Margaret.

Miss Debrett repeated her history, allowing that

as yet the fact of her being a Roman Catholic w^as

only Staunton gossip ; that she had come highly

recommended, and that her appearance was very
pleasing; that, in fact, she was the only person whom
she had seen likely to suit her when Jenkins was
gone.

" Then, why give her up without inquiry ? " said

Mrs. Percival.
" I don't know, but I imagined you disapproved

;

that you would object to her being a Catholic."
" As to disapproving," replied INIi's. Percival, un-

able to refrain from a smile, " it is your business to

do that. I certainly should not advise you to have
her if she is one ; but I would find that out first."

" Well, to be sure, it would be best, I am so

glad I called : I never do manage to settle the right

thing myself. But what shall I do ? I shall not

see her again till next week, and she may be en-

gaged by some one else before that time, and so I

shall lose her entirely. Dear mc, how unfortunate !"

Miss Debrett looked really distressed, and the
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merits of the rejected applicant rose distinctly to

view. " She was so very tidy, so civil-spoken,

and she had been used to nursing, and was fond of

cats."
" But is there no way of hearing of her?" asked

Margaret.
" O yes, my love, a great many, if I could ma-

nage it. But she lives out of the town, and I don't

think Jenkins will go and see about her for me, and
I can't trust the woman of the house ; and letters,

you know, may be lost."

" Will it not do for me to go?" asked Margaret.
" Is it any distance within a walk ?

"

" It is at Henningsley ; the cottage close to the

lodge, my dear. But I have not walked so far for

years."
" But I have, every day of my life nearly," said

Margaret ;
" and it will be no trouble to me. Just

tell me what I am to say, and tlie young woman
shall call upon you this evening, if you like it."

" Not this evening, my love, because I shall be
having my tea, and I have taken lately to going to

bed early—not this evening, but to-morrow, in the

morning, at twelve o'clock ; then I can bring her
over here for your mamma to see her. But, my
dear Margaret, I don't know why I should give you
so much trouble."

" It will be no trouble whatever," replied Mar-
garet :

" it is merely taking one road instead of

another ; and we were going out directl}^, were we
not. Craven?"

Craven agreed, but hinted that he did not feel

safe in venturing into such a dangerous neighbour-
hood. He always thought of gunpowder plots when
he heard of Romanists; and who knew but that

they might suddenly find themselves blown up into
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the air, v.'liilst they were talking to this civil-spoken

damsel ?
"

" She was very civil-spoken, to be sure," said

Miss Dcbrett, with an . air of thought ;
" but that

was what I liked. Are you quite certain, my dear
]\Ii"s. Percival, that you would recommend her ?

"

" I would recommend you to inquire about her,

by all means," replied Mrs, Percival, growing im-
patient. " Margaret wdll undertake the business,

and, when she has seen the young woman, we can
talk it over together."

" Thank you,— so like you,— so very kind ; and
you promised to let me know the moment you heard
of dear Agatha and the Colonel."

" Yes, Margaret shall send you a line ; but very
likely we shall not see them this evening. Agatha
made a point of our not waiting at Ashington, be-

cause they might arrive late."

" Well, you are very patient and good, I must
say ; quite a pattern for all mothers. Margaret,
dear, perhaps you will call on your return, and let

me know what your opinion of the young woman
is."

" If I do not call, I will write," said Margaret,
knowing the length of time which a visit would
involve.

Miss Debrett performed the usual salutations,

and Craven looked on, drawing up his head, whilst

a smile played round his mouth, as if he feared that

the favour would be extended to him. He followed

her, however, politely to the gate, congratulating

her upon the happy prospect of a Romanist house-
hold ; and assuring her that, whatever she might
hear to the contrary, there was no doubt it was
extremely dangerous to live under the same roof

with any person who had ever been called a Papist.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Margaret had great difficulty in keeping her at-

tention fixed upon any thing which her brother

said during the course of their long scrambling

walk. Craven talked incessantly and amusingly,

but Margaret desired silence, such silence as would
give her time for reflection. There was none, how-
ever, till they had made a circuit of three miles,

going through narrow lanes and ploughed fields,

entangling themselves in brushwood, and clamber-

ing stiles. It was precisely the walk to prevent

any thing like a consecutive train of ideas, and
Craven was so much the more pleased, for there

was no occasion to renew, or allude to disagreeable

subjects. They passed over the hill at the back of

Henningsley, and Margaret, with a longing, envious

eye, watched the smoke curling up from the massive
chimney, and thought how happy she could be if

she were sitting, as she had been at the same hour
on the previous day, in the bay-windowed drawing-
room, with the Countess by her side, and Father
Andrea standing with the volume of Milton in his

hand, delighting her with the remarks and criticisms

of a man who had studied deeply not merely classi-

cal and theological literature, but the lighter subjects

of poetry and art. The enjoyment had been transient,

and many months might elapse before it could be
experienced again. Margaret thought of this with
the greater regret, from the contrast the preceding
day's conversation presented to that in which she
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had lately taken a part. Sincere minds instinctively

turn from what appears to tliem exaggeration and
injustice. Margaret had discovered both in what
had been said, and the effect was to give her a bias

precisely in the opposite direction. There were
many facts of a similar nature to those repeated by
her brother, which she had often heard, and they

had served to prejudice her strongly against the

doctrines and the practices of the Romish Church.

She had felt them so repugnant to her principles of

right, that when first she knew the Countess she

had tried to forget her as a E-omanist. The extreme

doctrines seemed unsuited to her. She had pic-

tured to herself an ideal creed in harmony with the

Countess's character, and which, by degrees, had

assumed the form of reality. It might include defer-

ence to the Pope as the supreme head of the Church,

confession and absolution, reverence for the saints

and the blessed Virgin Mary, but little besides—
certainly nothing approaching to idolatry or super-

stition, nothing which would sanction crime; nothing

cruel or worldly. The assertions made by her bro-

ther had from this cause shocked her sense ofjustice:

they appeared libellous. Her heart turned towards

the religion which she considered to be calumniated,

and her belief in the extent to which it had cor-

rupted the doctrines of the primitive Church became
less firm. If there were such misrepresentations

and exaggerations in one instance, it was not un-

natural to suppose there might be the same in all.

These ideas floated in Margaret's mind as she walked

leisurely through the copse which skirted the park,

following the straight path, whilst the children ran

amongst the trees with Craven, making the air ring

witli their merry laughter. They -^merged from

the wood into the high road, and here they were to

separate. Margaret was to cross the fields in order
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to reach the cottage by the lodge, and Craven was
to take the chiklren home.

" You will be careful of them, Craven, now,
won't you?" said Margaret, as Grace and Philip

ran off by themselves. " Mamma will hold me
responsible if they are led into any mischief."

" Take care of yourself, Margaret
; you are in

much greater danger than we are. Guy Fawkes
and the Gunpowder Plot for ever "

He nodded a laughing farewell, and hurried Har-
riet away ; and Margaret, opening a gate, pursued
her path over the fields. The afternoon was lovely,

and the bracing air seemed to refresh her mind as

well as her body. She breathed freely, and looked
around her cheerfully, watching the varied shapes
of the white clouds sailing slowly across the sky,

marking the gradatioiis of colour,— brown, and
orange, and pale yellow,— which had just begun
to tinge the foliage, and which harmonized richly

with the deep crimson of the hawthorn berries on
the old thorns, and the sombre red of the sandy
banks, or stopping to gaze upon the purple shadows
blending the distant hills, or to notice the perfect

grouping of the trees, and to fix upon the spots in

which, when the summer returned, they might form
the best subject for a sketch. Margaret had not
enjoyed a solitary walk for many days ; she had
almost forgotten what the luxury of solitude was,
her life at home was so full of occupation and care
for others. But the cottage was reached, and she
was obliged to seek for admittance. She paused
for an instant, unwilling to go amongst strangers,—
even the poor,— and upon a matter of business.
The reluctance was less strong than it used to be,

when Margaret would have been as shy of making
a new acquaintance amongst the villagers, as amongst
persons of her own rank ; for she had found by ex-
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perience that there are i'ew amongst the lower orders

who do not like the visits of their superiors, when
they are made cordially, and with the attention, it

may even be called the politeness, which is their

just due. But there was a little effort required to

introduce herself, and as she stood at the gate look-

ing at the remaining autumn flowers which still

appeared gay and inviting, she heard a door open
on the opposite side of the cottage, and directly

afterwards a man walked rather quickly towards a

stile which parted the garden from a field next the

park. He stopped as he came there and looked

round, and Margaret perceived that it was Father
Andrea. He knew her at once, and bowed, but he
did not come near, and Margaret had no excuse for

addressing him. His presence there she considered

a confirmation of the intelligence Miss Debrett had
received. Father Andrea walked away, but very
slowly, and Margaret knocked at the cottage-door.

A faint voice bade her come in, and gently lifting

the latch, she entered. A young girl, apparently

in the last stage of consumption, was sitting, propped
up by pillows, in an arm-chair by the fire ; some
work was on the table beside her, but there were
no books, and no signs that she had been reading,

though on a shelf in the corner lay a large Bible,

and a number of tracts, besides two or three stray

volumes, which had apparently been well used.

The room was scrupulously neat, the walls were
papered, the pewter dishes bright, and the china cups
ranged in regular order in the open closet. There
were coloured prints also put up for ornament, and
a couple of brass candlesticks, and a japanned snuffer-

tray on the mantelpiece, besides a piece of carpet by
tlie fire, and a footstool. But IMargaret's attention

was little attracted by these things : they satisfied

her that there could be no actual poverty, and then

I
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she turned with interest to the sick girl. Her
countenance was of a deadly paleness, except in the

one hectic spot which marked the burning fever

that consumed her. Her hands seemed scarcely

more than the bones of a skeleton, so thin they

were, and transparent, and her glassy eye wan-
dered restlessly about as if seeking for the rest

which suffering forbade her to find. It was this

expression of restlessness which struck Margaret
especially. The girl started when she entered, and
her voice was not merely weak but frightened. She
tried several times to look round to the door through
which Father Andrea must have departed ; and once
or twice, as Margaret stopped in order not to

fatigue her by questions, she observed that she

seemed to be listening for something. All that she

said at broken intervals,.and interrupted by a short

dry cough, confirmed what Miss Debrett had heard,

except the fact of her religion. When this was
mentioned, the girl's manner changed; her an-

swers were short. She said that she had been bred
up to the Church of England, and Mr. Stanley knew
her very well. Her sister had been at service in a
Baptist family ; she generally went to the Baptist

chapel, but she would not mind going to church.
" But perhaps your mother would object," said

Margaret.
" No ; mother does not care ; she likes the Wes-

leyans ; and Tom preaches there ; but it is all the

same."

The girl leant back in her chair, with a look of

distress. Margaret repeated to herself, " it is all the

same."

The words had struck upon a painful chord.
" Then you will tell your sister to call upon Miss

Debrett to-morrow, at twelve o'clock."
" Yes, ma'am, certainly

;

" but there was no
VOL. I. II II
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graciousness in the voice, and Margaret thought

that perhaps she had been inconsiderate in trou-

bling a person so ilL

" Is there any thing I can do for you ? " she said

with great kindness of tone and manner.
"Nothing, thank you, ma'am."

"I shall be glad to hear how you are," continued

Margaret, her interest strangely excited by this un-

usual reserve.
" Your name is what ?

"

" Ehoda— Rhoda Newbolt."
" Rhoda ! an uncommon name," observed Mar-

garet.
" They like Scripture names at the chapel," said

the girl, and she was silent again.

" Well, then, Rhoda, I shall come another day, if

I can, and see how you are going on ; and perhaps

you may be able to tell me something I can do for

you."
" Thank you, ma'am," and Rhoda tried to rise

from her chair to show the parting civilities. Mar-
garet, however, insisted upon her remaining still,

and after re-arranging the pillows which had fallen

down, once more begged that the message to tlie

sister might not be forgotten, and went away.

There was an oppressive weight upon her heart,

when she again stepped forth into the open air

;

she seldom visited the cottage of the poor without

it; a sense of powerlessness, uselessness; a thought

that she was one—weak and helpless, and that the

evils against which she would fain contend were
legion. And she was a woman, a young woman,
scarcely more than a girl; very ignorant, very

sinful, wanting in judgment, experience, knowledge
of the human heart. She could not govern herself, or

teach the children aright, how then could she hope
to do good amongst strangers— the poor, educated
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under totally different circumstances from any which

had occurred to her ? And what was her authority?

If she spoke to them, how could she call upon them

to listen ? If she reproved them, what right had

she to take upon herself the office of their judge?
And if, as she knew by experience was frequently

the case, they misled her by wilful falsehoods, how
-could she convict them ? The sound of the church

clock at Deering striking the hour awoke a different

train of associations ;
yet not different, only directed

from herself to the clergyman of her parish,—the

good-natured rector, wasting his days in indolent

comfort, when hundreds were perishing around him
in the paths of vice, or wandering from his fold to

seek instruction from self-appointed pastors. From
the rector, there was but one step to the Church at

'

whose altars he ministered. That particular case of

spiritual destitution was not solitary; complaints

were rising up every where. The history of the

dense masses of the metropolis, and the manufac-

turing towns, was but a repetition of the same tale

magnified a hundred fold ; and if from them thought

wandered to the vast colonies, where English laws

and English customs were fast extirpating all traces

of the original ownership of the lands, there was a

picture of infidelity and unutterable wickedness

which the mind shrank from contemplating. In

the midst of this accumulation of horrors where
was the Church ? Margaret was bewildered. She
gazed in sadness upon the turrets of Henningsley,

and thought that Father Andrea might be right.

Where therewas such fearful neglect, there could be

no claim to superiority. The idea seemed as if by a

Budden spell to have conjured up the person of

Avhom she was thinking, for, as she turned to pur-

sue her walk liomewards, she saw Father Andrea
coming towards her. He was looking grave and
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severe as ever, but thei'e was a iientle courtcousnoss

in his voice when he addressed her, which found

an avenue at once to Margaret's heart. He apolo-

gised for having allowed her to pass before with-

out speaking, but added, "that lie was in much
haste, and saw that she was upon an errand of

charity."

"Business, not charity/' replied Margaret. "I
wished to ask a question for a friend, but I have
never been in that cottage till to-day."

"' Indeed ! I imagined you were ^vell acquainted

with all the poor in the neighbourhood."
" That can scarcely be called a poor cottage," said

Margaret :
" there were many symptoms of unusual

comfort."
" It may be poor in other respects," he replied

;

" and sickness w^ill very frequently bring poverty in

its train."

" Yes," said Margaret ;
" and that is an extreme

case : one without hope, apparently."
" Without earthly hope," replied Father Andrea,

emphatically ;
" but the Countess Novera has pro-

vided for all necessities to the best of her ability."

" There seemed little W' anting except books,"

observed IMargaret.

Father Andrea was silent for an instant.

" You saw none ? " he enquired.
" None, except the Bible, and the tracts on the

shelf. Perhaps what she requires is to be talked to

and read to."

" By the clergyman of the parish," said Father

Andrea.
Margaret was aware of a little confusion, but she

hoped the Romish priest did not remark it.

" Mr. Stanley is a kind-hearted man," she said.

" So I have heard ; he must have a large popula-

tion to attend to."
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" Fifteen hundred persons."
" Fifteen hundred souls," said Father Andrea,

and there was silence again.
" But that one family can scarcely be considered

to be under his care," continued Margaret ;
" they

are Dissenters."
" And he has given them up, then ?

"

" No, I don't suppose that exactly ; but they have
left the Church."

" Or have been left by it ?
"

It was the first severe word the confessor had
said, and Margaret could not be angry, for it was
just.

" It is useless to attempt concealing the fact," she

said, in a tone of candour for which Father Andrea
was not prepared: "the parish is miserably neg-

lected."

"You exaggerate," he replied mildly. "Those
whom Mr. Stanley cannot attend to, other persons

can. You yourself, I have heard, are constant in

your exertions."
" Me !

" exclaimed Margaret, extremely pained ;

" Oh, no : who could say that ? But if I did my
utmost, who and what am I ? Individuals have no
power."
"Are you serious in saying so. Miss Percival?"
" I am serious in saying, and in feeling it," replied

Margaret ;
" and I am a woman : teaching and

guiding cannot be my province."
" Yet I have seen women working zealously,

humbly, with the greatest success," observed the

confessor ;
" not, indeed, undertaking the duties of

men, but watching over the sick and the destitute

;

standing like ministering angels by the bedside of

tlie dying ; and winning souls to Clirist by the

saint-like purity of their lives. They were members
II II 3
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of anotlier communion : you would call them Eo-
manists."

" The sisters of charity," replied Margaret.
" Yes, I have read of them, and fancied that if one

might dare to choose one's lot in life, theirs would
be the safest and the holiest ; but they do not act

individually."
" No ; they are members of a body, bound to-

gether by laws, kept under discipline. They act as

parts of the Church, and the authority of the Church
goes with their efforts."

" And they are guided and directed continually,"

said Margaret, remembering her own weak en-

deavours.
" Yes, they have persons to whom they can apply

in all cases of difficulty, and they are trained for

the work by the system under which they live.

But the Catholic Church has peculiar ideas on this

subject, she does not contemplate doing good by
individuals."

Margaret felt uncomfortable, almost unhappy

;

yet the very uneasiness she experienced seemed to

urge her to continue the conversation.
" We have no institutions of the kind in the

English Church," she said, " except what are called

district visitors."

" And are they a body living together ?
"

" Oh, no, all separate ; taken from different fami-

lies, or rather offering themselves. But they have

meetings at stated intervals."

" And a strict surveillance is kept over them, no

doubt ? " said Father Andrea.
Margaret could not help smiling, for she had

lately received an account of the proceedings of a

society in Staunton, and had been surprised at the

freedom upon all points allowed to its different

members.
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*' I believe," she said, " that in a large parish, a

clergyman has so much to attend to that the surveil-

lance of which you speak is next to impossible.

The visitors do what they can, and state any cases

of particular distress, but they must be left very
much to their own responsibility."

" They are persons of mature age, then, are they
not ?

"

" Some may, be, others are quite young girls
;

but it is impossible to be particular, because where
there is very much to be done, and where few
are willing to devote themselves, there can be no
choice."

" The numbers of the sisters of charity are

always full," said Father Andrea ;
" but they are not

the only persons who are associated in bodies. The
Catliolic Church has al^so her houses of refuge for

women who are left unprotected, or for any persons,

male or female, who may wish to dedicate them-
selves to a stricter life of devotion, than is possible

when mixing in the world."
" Monasteries and convents ? " said Margaret.

" We had such once in England, but they were
greatly abused."

" So men say," replied Father Andrea ; and,

avoiding the question involved in Margaret's obser-

vation, he added, " you have missionary schemes,

I think?"
Margaret said, " Yes ;" but, conscious of her own

ignorance, she shrank from the subject.

" Yet it is strange," continued the Confessor,
" how seldom we hear much of the working of the

English establishment in the colonies."
" There are bishops in India, New Zealand,

Austi-alia, the Canadas," said Margaret.
" But comparatively lately established, I believe.

I suppose the reason I know so little of what they
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liave clone, is because my attention lias been pnn-
cipally turned to the operations of the Catholic

Church, which has long provided for the necessities

of the native and Christian population of these

countries. Yet, perhaps, I am in error in attri-

buting so little to Protestants, if I may include the

sects who have worked with you."

Margaret was about to disclaim any such sup-

port, but she did not know upon what grounds she

could base her objection. Father Andrea allowed

a pause to follow ; and then he said, rather sud-

denly, whilst a smile played upon his lips, —
" You have never, perhaps, read the account

of the Jesuit missions in Paraguay."
" No, never," replied Margaret ; and her suspi-

cion was instantly aroused.
" I am not a member of the order," said the Con-

fessor, carelessly ;
" but I thought the subject might

interest you."
" I am afraid I am rather prejudiced against the

Jesuits," answered Margaret. " You know the

name in England has passed into a proverb for

double meaning."
" Yes, I know it well ; but I should like you to

judge for yourself. Will you let me give you a

few facts ?"

Margaret assented, and willingly; the mystery
connected with the name of a Jesuit excited her
utmost interest. Father Andrea noticed the spark-

ling of her eye, and the eagerness with which she

listened, and he thought he might venture farther

than he had at first intended. He began with the

founder of the order himself, described his zeal,

spirituality, devotedness to the cause he had es-

poused ; from him he proceeded to Xavier, Lainez,

Peter Faber, and their followers : he sketched the

progress of their establishments in Europe, theii*
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rapid advancement their marvellous power, tlieir

deep insight into the human heart,— ending by

almost startling her with the details of their con-

versions in heathen countries, not by tens, nor

hundreds, but by thousands. Margaret's brain grew
confused. Father Andrea had lost his sobered,

stern demeanour, and, animated by his subject, his

words flowed eloquently. He made no pause, gave

no time for questions and examinations, such as

those with ^vhich Margaret had convinced her

brother of exaggeration ; his assertions were dog-

matic, and Margaret could not dispute them ; and

when he had ended, slie could say nothing in reply,

for there was no room left for doubt.

Father Andrea saw his success, but there was no

trace of the consciousness in his manner. He only

apologized for having, as he feared, fatigued her

with his subject, by saying that he hoped that its

importance would plead his excuse. " A priest of

the Catholic Church," he added, "cannot bat feel

an overwhelming interest in all which throws light

upon his great duty of winning and training for

heaven the souls of his fellow sinners."

As he spoke they stood before the front of Deering

parsonage. A man servant was at the gate, order-

ing angrily away a woman with two ragged children,

who were begging for charity.
" My master gives nothing to trampers," said

the man, in a surly voice. The woman looked ill,

and mentioned that hers was a case of distress in

the parish. The man again repeated his orders ; and
whilst she still lingered, Mr. Stanley rode up with
lAvo ladies ; they were laughing heartily, and Mr.
Stanley, taking out his watch, declariid that they

were very late. ]\Iargar( t could not stoj) to know all

that passed, but she heard the Hector tell his servant

to give the woman a shilling, and bid her call to-
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morrow. This might be right, or it might not ; she

was not the person to judge ; but a look, it almost

amounted to a contemptuous expression, was visible

on Father Andrea's face.

" I must leave you here," he said, " but I had
nearly forgotten the subject which I most wished to

name. You will, I think, pardon me for troubling

you with a secret, in which the comfort of another

person is concerned."

Margaret looked at him in wonder.
" It may not seem to you a very important one,"

he continued, " but that poor girl— had you heard
any report about her before you saw her ?

"

" I was told that she was a Romanist," replied

Margaret.
" A Catholic ; yes, you are right ; she is one,

so are many of the people on the Henningsley
estate. But she belongs to a family where her reli-

gion is not merely disliked, but hated. My visits

are necessarily rare ; to-day I knew that she Avas

alone, and I had the opportunity of a short conver-

sation with her. You will do me the favour not to

mention that you met me."
Margaret promised readily, and Father Andrea

thanked her with much warmth of manner. As they
parted he said, —

" The Countess will see you again before she

goes of course, and we may look forward, I hope,

to renewing our acquaintance after the winter."

Margaret agreed to visit Henningsley if possible

in a few days, and then retraced her steps home,
Avith a mixture of irritation at the style of the con-
versation, sorrow at the projected separation, and
secret regret that she should probably have so few
opportunities of increasing her uneasiness, by an-
other walk with the Romish priest.

When Margaret reached liome, she found her
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mother in a state of great excitement, having just

received a note from Agatha, written from Ash-
ington. Mrs. Percival was eager to go there at

once, but it was Late. Dr. Percival was impatient

for his dinner, and reminded her that Agatha par-

ticularly said that she should not expect to see any
of them.

" Let them have a quiet evening to themselves,

Julia," he said, " they must be tired ; besides, I

don't see why my house is to be put into confusion

to-night."
" There will be no confusion, my dear ; Mar-

garet will be at home, and you don't consider how
anxious I must be."

" But I suppose Margaret will be wanting to go
too: women are so restless. No, no, leave it to-'

night."

Mrs. Percival looked at Margaret, expecting to

hear her entreaties seconded ; but Margaret, stand-

ing by the lire, listened with an air of indifference,

which was scarcely disturbed by her mother's ex-
clamation of—

" My love, what is the matter ? you seem not to

care about Agatha !"

" Me ! oh yes, mamma ; we can go the first thing

to-morrow. It must be time to dress for dinner
now ;" and Margaret hastened away.
Not care for Agatha ! yes, Margaret did care

more truly and more kindly than her mother ; but
the affection Vv^as not elicited at that instant,

even by the prospect of their meeting. Father
Andrea's words were rankling in her breast, and
Father Andrea's voice and manner were haunting
her memory. So zealous, so reverent, so confident

of his own faith, and the truth of his Church.
Could he be in error? Falsehood can tempt us in

any shape, even by appealing to our virtues ; and
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charity and humility whispered to Margaret, that

where so much was saintly in feeling, there could

be little wrong in doctrine or practice. She did

not think now, that she would take her prayer-

book to Henningsley and teach the Countess to

admire it ; rather she said within herself, that she

would enquire more into the rites and services of

the Romish Church ; she would see what there was
in it which could so powerfully influence the mind

;

she would endeavour to discover whether the

Countess really did believe all the points which
she had been accustomed to condemn ; that is,

she would inquire when the Countess returned

in the spring or summer. For the present, she

would cherish her remembrance as the most beauti-

ful vision of outward grace and inward purity

which had ever yet been presented to her view,

and think of Father Andrea as the representative

of all that a holy, devoted servant of God, might
and ought to be. And Mr. Sutherland— how
was he to be considered in comparison ? "Was

he to be Father Andrea's equal ? Self-denying,

humble-minded, sincere, zealous— jMargaret had
hitherto believed that no one could be like him

;

but there was one thing wanting : no mystery sur-

rounded Mr. Sutherland. All that he did, and said,

appeared open as the day. His dress, and manner,

and actions were perfectly simple ; so much so, that

it was only after long acquaintance that any accu-

rate idea could be formed of the depth of his mind.

But Father Andrea, at first sight, bore the stamp

of a man distinguished from the ordinary world.

Something there might be in his dress, but there

was much more in his deep sonorous voice, his

stern cast of countenance, his words, now uttered

hastily, as if the outpouring of a spirit eager to

give vent to its fulness of thought ; and then

i
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checked, and mastered by a j)owerfnl will. And
Father Andrea wrought upon Margaret's imagina-

tion, as belonging to a different communion, and
being governed by laws, which for ages had ruled

with despotic sway over nations and characters of

every different class.

Mr. Sutherland was one of a body of whom Mar-
garet believed she knew all that could be told.

They were excluded from ordinary vocations, but
there was no secrecy in their internal government

;

no peculiarity in their mode of living. Of their

spiritual authority she had thought but little

;

and since her conversations with Fatlier Andrea it

had sunk in her estimation. Few mJnds, certainly

few young minds, can resist the influence of a doubt
implied without hesitation ; and it required more
faith than Margaret then possessed, to believe that

the rector of Deering could lay claim to any parti-

cular respect^ by virtue of an office which he neg-

lected to fulfil. Mr. Sutherland was indeed very
different ; but even he did not possess the distinctive

marks w^hich rendered Father Andrea an object of

so much reverence. Margaret could not but respect

and love him ; but she had no hesitation in arguing
with and differing from him. Before the mysterious

character of the Romish priest, she felt that her
whole soul would bow in acknowledgment of infe-

riority, and in the act of humiliation her spirit

would find repose. The right of private judgment
is much spoken of, and supposed to be a great pri-

vilege ; but there are not many, especially amongst
women, who find it so. Their very physical weak-
ness makes them willing to be governed, especially

in questions of religion ; and it is in this way that

a power which comes before them, speaking autho-

ritatively and requiring unreserved submission,

seizes upon their imagination, and easily triumphs
VOL. I. I I
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over their reason. Superiority of intellect is no
safeguard ; for the minds which think the most,
have the greatest perception of the awfulness and
mysteriousness of life, and the greatest longing for

rest.

A visible, infallible guide, is to some the only
refuge from the changes, the unceasing fluctuations

of opinion, which agitate them when they venture
forth into the unfathomable ocean of perplexity

lying beyond the actual region of sight. So men
can live engrossed in earthly cares, and die without
more than a passing wish to know that which shall

follow after; but let the eye be opened to the
vanity of the things of time, and the intense long-

ing to realize the hereafter of eternity will be
quieted only by the humble spirit of faith, which,
trusting in the mercy of God, is satisfied with that

which he has plainly revealed ; or by speculations

which enter into the secrets of the Almighty, and
seek to determine the condition of the soul in the
intermediate state. Either a childlike faith, or a
supposed certainty they must have, who hope to

cultivate their reason, and purify their hearts, and
yet know peace. But it is mercifully ordered, that

the needs of our animal nature, and the common
requirements of society, step in to prevent too great
an exercise of thought. If Margaret had been left

to herself, she would have spent the remainder of
the evening in solitude, trying to recall all that

Father Andrea had said, and perhaps considering
how Mr. Sutherland would have answered ; , or
raising questions which by her own knowledge she
would not have been able to answer. Instead of
this, she was obliged to go down stairs and endea-
vour to enter into conversation. She was called

upon afterwards by Harriet to look over some
exercises, and obliged to prepare some questions in
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history for Grace to answer the next day; and
after tea Craven insisted upon having a musical

evening, and beginning early ; and when the clock

struck ten, Margaret liad not been at liberty to

follow her own inclinations for one quarter of an
hour. There was a little fretfulness in her mind
when she went to bed ; a thought that every one
else had been amused or instructed at her expense.

But she little knew how great a blessing this con-

stant occupation, this unceasing demand upon her
self-denial really was. Left to herself, and to her
own pursuits, Margaret would have become vision-

ary, and indolent, and indulged in doubts which
could only end in fatal error. The practical duties,

even the common necessities, the eating, drinking,

and sleeping, which could not be omitted, were
of incalculable use to her. They served as checks
and balances to a vivid, but as yet an ill-regulated

imagination.

1

1
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CHAPTER XXIX.

The grounds of Ashington were looking lovely when
Agatha descended to the breakfast-room, the first

morning after taking possession of her new home.
One less easily captivated by outward beauty,
might well have felt a glow of exultation at the
thought of being the mistress of such a place, and
Agatha's face fully expressed her satisfaction. She
was alone, and there was nothing at the instant to

remind her of the price at which she had purchased
her worldly elevation. The future spread before her
glittering and unchangeable ; her lot in life was
fixed, and fixed for the enjoyment of all the luxury
which wealth could obtain. But a voice was heard
in the hall, and Agatha started from a brilliant

reverie. The countenance of her husband was not
cloudless like her own. He had missed some ar-

ticles of his dressing apparatus, and had been abu-
sing his valet for carelessness.

" I shall turn him off, Agatha," he said rather
moodily, drawing his chair to the table.

" I doubt if you will find any one to suit you
better," she replied. " He was very attentive when
we were travelling."

" He might have been attentive to you, my dear,

but he was not to me. I had to complain of him
every day."

Agatha had already learnt that there was no surer
way of increasing Colonel Clivc's annoyance, than by
taking the part of any one with whom Jie found fault.
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She made no, reply, and the breakfast proceeded

without much attempt at conversation ; Agatha
thought a little of the description which she had
read in novels, of the conduct of husbands and
wives under similar circumstances ; but the compa-
rison which followed was not satisfactory, and she

proceeded to other contemplations. Colonel Clive,

however, never was possessed by any notion without

wearing it threadbare ; and after a long pause he
again exclaimed,

—

" I shall turn him off, Agatha."
" If you do," answered Agatha, " you had better

let me ask mamma to recommend you another

man."
" No, I think my sister is the best person to con-

sult."

"I don't see why that should be," observed
Agatha, with a slight tone of pique.

Colonel Clive relapsed into abstraction, though
not sufficiently so to prevent his making a hearty

breakfast.
"My sister will be here this morning, and I shall

talk to her," he observed, bursting forth suddenly
again.

Agatha could be indifferent to much which might
have disturbed other tempers, but interference was
unendurable. '' I really wish," she said, " that I

might be allowed to have a voice in the management
of the household."

" He is the most lazy, sulky felloAv in existence,"

continued the colonel, regardless of the remark. " I
shall turn him off

;
yes, I shall certainly turn him

off."

" Mamma will be sure to know some one to take

his place," replied Agatha ;
" I can ask her when I

see lier."

II 3
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"I don't wish you to ask any one, my clear.

Leave me, if you please, to manage my own affairs."

" That butler of your sister's is detestable," pur-

sued Agatha ;
" all but an idiot."

" My sister will be here in the course of the day,"

said the colonel ; " she will dine here, and then I

shall describe the sort of person I want."
" Mamma, and papa, and Craven, and Margaret,

will be here, too," observed Agatha. "I don't

think your sister will care to meet a family-party."
" I shall beg her to come, at all events. I can't

be bored with this man any longer."

Agatha took refuge in silence and hot rolls ; and

the servant entering with letters and a newspaper,

the subject was dropped. But it was not forgotten

by one at least. Agatha's jealousy of IVIi's. St.

Aubyn's influence had been aroused before her mar-

riage, and had caused a decided coolness, veile^l

under a mask of politeness. The question of the

man-servant was really not of much consequence to

her, for Mrs. St. Aubyn might be just as able to

recommend a good one as Mrs. Percival ; but Agatha
could not, and would not brook, what seemed an

invasion of her rights. There was a quiet per-

verseness in her manner the whole of the morning,

remarkably irritating to a fretful, impatient man ;

and before the arrival of the party from the Grove,

the incipient feud had twice broken out into open

violence of temper on Colonel Clive's part. The
hall bell rang in the midst of the last altercation.

The colonel left the room, uttering an exclamation

very far from gentle ; arid Agatha smoothed her

brow, and ibrced her mouth into a smile, and went
to greet her mother and Margaret. It was a proud
moment for Mrs. Percival, She saw her daughter

the wife of a man of fortune and family, lovely in

feature, elegant in dress, soft and atfecliouute in
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manner to herself, and apparently full of eheerfui-

ness and contentment. No fondness could have de-

sired any thing beyond ; at least, no such fondness

as Mrs. Percival's. Margaret looked at her sister

with surprise. She had fancied that Agatha must
appear in some way different ; that she would look

or speak so as to betray something either of deeper

happiness or sorrow. But Agatha Avas scarcely in

any way altered. She smiled brightly, spoke cheer-

fully, enquired with particular interest about the

Grove, and the children, and her friends ;
— one

circumstance only was remarkable ; she did not men-
tion her husband. They walked into the garden :

Margaret thought she saw Colonel Clive at a dis-

tance ; but if he were there, Agatha avoided him.
Margaret grew annoyed and suspicious ; this com-
pany manner was not what she had anticipated.

Mrs. Percival asked several times for "the dear
Colonel," but Agatha professed ignorance of his

movements.
" He had his own peculiar ways of occupying

himself," she said, with a shade of sarcasm in the
tone, which did not escape Margaret's watchfulness.

"Well! we shall see him at dinner," observed
Mrs. Percival. " We shall all come, my love, since

you wish it so much ; and I thought of bringing
Harriet too, because then I can better leave the
little ones with Baker."
At that instant, they turned the corner of a

walk, and came suddenly upon Colonel Clive.

There was no retreat— Agatha glanced at her
husband, then at Margaret, to discover how much
of the morning's dispute was likely to be visible

and was satisfied that Mrs. Percival's eagerness and
cordiality would compel the colonel to relax. A
feeling oi' greater ease was stealing over the party.

Agatha thought she might venture a step towards
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the attainment of her desired object, her own way.
She kept her mother back and mentioned their wish,

theirs she called it, not the colonel's, of having
another man-servant ; but Colonel Clive heard the

words, and his displeasure burst forth— to Mrs.
Percival's dismay, and Margaret's shame and sorrow.

Agatha stood unmoved, a scornful smile curling her

lip ; and when the torrent of words was ended, she

begged that she might be allowed to pass, and en-

tered the house. After the lapse of a few minutes,

she returned to the drawing-room ; Colonel Clive

was still there, fretting and fuming. Agatha took

up her work, and addressed her mother, and Mar-
garet almost believed she must be in good humour;
but the storm which for a moment gathered on her

brow, when, unannounced and apparently unex-

pected, IVIrs. St. Aubyn entered, was no sign of

amiability. Yet even then she was polite, perfectly

so; the only fault that could be found with her

was, that the politeness was uncalled for. INIrs.

St. Aubyn's manner was that of a person at home.

In her brother's house it was natural that it

should be. Agatha's was carefully ceremonious.

Colonel Clive was a little soothed by his sister's

presence, and Margaret trusted that he w^ould

not again allude to the unpleasant subject. The
question, however, came at last.— " Do you know
of a good m.an-servant ? " Agatha did not ap-

pear to listen whilst Mrs. St. Aubyn told of the

two or three who, as is always the case with good
servants, might have been had some weeks before;

but when, as she continued. Colonel Clive vacantly

turned over the pages of a handsome book of prints,

in the awkward way Avhicli marks a person who
does not care for such things, Agatha threw down
her work, broke off a conversation with hen
mother, and silently taking the book from her huE-
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band's hand, pointed to the thumb-marks. Mar-
garet, in consternation, started up, saying that she

must go, if her mother did not care. At the instant

she did not know what reason to give for her sudden

haste ; but any excuse seemed desirable to avert the

wrath of the colonel's fiery eyes ; and she ran

through the list of her day's occupations, not allow-

ing a pause for any one to interrupt her. Mrs.

Percival looked astonished, but she was not inclined

to object, though, for herself, she said, she should

stay there, as she had many things to say to dear

Agatha. Margaret hoped that she might be

allowed to walk home alone ; but Mrs. St. Aubyn
having declined the invitation to dinner, on the

plea that she had already engaged the Countess

Novera's young Italian friend to spend the day with
lier, proposed that Margaret should accompany her-

in the carriage. Margaret's heart was too heavy
to desire any such society, but she was obliged

to agree ; and after a cold unsatisftictory parting

from Agatha, and a promise to return with her

father. Craven, and Harriet, by dinner time, she

departed.
" And this is Agatha's happiness

!

" she said to

herself, as the carriage drove off. How the aspect

of all external was changed, even in that short

interview. Margaret could have understood her sis-

ter's hopes of enjoyment in the morning, when she
looked upon the beautiful place of which she was
the mistress ; but now she only sorrowed over
her delusion. Well might Mr. Sutherland have pro-

phesied of tlie suffering which is necessary to root

out of the lieart a worldly selfishness. But Mar-
garet could not then give way to painful anticipa-

tions, for Mrs. St. Aubyn demanded her attention.

The conversation began ; and almost the first obsc;r-
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vation which was made completed Margaret's de-

pression.
" So we shall lose our friends at Henningsley,

Margaret, almost immediately. Lucia tells me they

go at the end of the week."
The words were rather a shock, for Margaret had

in her own mind made the fortnight at least a

month.
" I dare say you will not care as much as I do,"

continued Mrs. St. Aubyn, observing her silence

;

" but I shall miss that pretty little Italian girl ex-

tremely, and she is becoming quite fond of me."

Margaret remarked that she looked quick, and
Mrs. St. Aubyn immediately launched out more
warmly into her praise, adding, " my regard for the

Countess has been increased by her. The friend-

ship between the two is really quite romantic."

Again Margaret felt as if something had struck

her; the sensation was such as she imagined

jealousy to produce, but she was not aware that

jealousy was in her disposition. She wished to hear

more, and yet disliked the sound of the Countess's

name from Mrs. St. Aubyn's lips. She was spared

many more communications, however, for IMrs. St.

Aubyn desired to alight at the entrance of the town,

and Margaret was sent home alone. The house

looked dreary when she entered it ; without life or

interest; full of duties and no pleasures. And the

duties so trifling ! so widely difterent from the ani-

mating employments which Father Andrea had pour-

trayed when describing the life of a missionary of

the Romish church, labouring in a foreign land,

devoting himself to his grand work, and finding in

it sufficient to satisfy all his desires. Margaret was
sure that, in such a cause, she could labour likewise.

Privation would be no hardship, loneliness would
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scarcely be suffering. For a great trial, a great spirit

would of necessity be aroused ; but for a trifling one
of no consequence—under the influence of a passing

discontent, Margaret made a grievous error. How
can any trials be trifling? For beings born for

eternity, how can any event which brings them
nearer, even in the most remote degree, to endless

happiness or misery, be thought to be of no con-

sequence ?
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CHAPTER XXX.

Mrs. St. Aubyn was correct in her report, that the
Countess would leave Henningsley in a few days.

Lady Anstruther had written to request that she
would without fail join her in London, and travel

with her into Devonshire. There was not one of the

little party who had not some cause to regret the
arrangement. Lucia lamented openly that she
sliould be separated from her kind friend Mrs. St.

Aubyn ; the Countess thought in private of Mar-
garet; and Father Andrea tried to persuade himself
that it would be better to allow his words to take

root, and work out their natural effect, than to

be actually on the spot, under the temptation to

speak unguardedly, and perhaps defeat his own
object. Yet he could not entirely banish regret—
the case seemed so hopeful. Margaret was humble-
minded, and candid ; there seemed no prejudices

standing in his way ; and perhaps, during his ab-

sence, other subjects might arise to occupy her
mind, or other friends might be found to supplant
the Countess in her affections. Father Andrea
feared that Margaret might be versatile, for it was
rather a characteristic of her sex. Even the
Countess, he thought, might have been so under
different circumstances ; and Lucia he saw, was
already losing something of the stability which had
formerly marked her character. For her sake, he
was not sorry that they were to remove from Hen-
ningsley. Beatrice was now made a sharer in all

the Confessor's thoughts regarding Margaret. He
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repeated to her the convei'sation wliich he had held

when they last met, and expressed his wonder that

any one aware as she seemed to be, of the deficiencies

of her own Church, should yet retain an attach-

ment for it.

" Yet it is but early prejudice," he said ;
" and I

think her sympathies would soon be enlisted on our

side. Have you yet lent her any books ?
"

" No, Father," replied the Countess. " I would
take no such step without your sanction ; and you
have warned me repeatedly to be cautious."

" It is well, my daughter : yet I should have

been glad to know how far she is acquainted with

the writings of our divines. Those of them, I

mean, in whom she would find the least to startle

her present belief. Massillon, Bourdaloue, Fenelon,

.

Pascal, Thomas a Kempis, might all be read with-

out what she would colisider danger. You may
try her. Mark your favourite passages, and leave

the volumes with her. Now that you have resolved

to propose a correspondence, you will be able to

gain her opinions without difficulty."

" You have not seen the poor girl at the Lodge
to-day, Father, I suppose," said the Countess.

" No ; she is carefully watched. I imagine my
visit must have been perceived the other day ; but

it was a very satisfactory one. Her belief is set-

tled ; and whether she live or die, I have no doubt

that she will continue faithful to the true Church."
^' Poor young creature !" exclaimed the Countess;

" and to be obliged to conceal so much, and listen

to the errors of those deluded people ! Yes, it

will indeed be a comfort to know that Miss Percival

is acquainted with her state, and is watching over

her."
" It will be for the good of both," replied Father

VOL. I. K K
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Andrea. " When the soul is hanging on the brink
of another world, its thoughts become awful pro-

phecies."
" And she will hearken to them !

" exclaimed the

Countess, a smile of hope breaking over her face.
" Father, I see now how deep your meaning is."

" Rhoda will unconsciously work for us whilst we
are away," said the Father. "I shall make her
aware that Miss Percival has heard her history,

and that she may confide in her ; and she will pour
forth to her the feelings which are now pent up in

her own breast."
" And Miss Percival will not resist," replied the

Countess. " When she sees the peace which is

bestowed upon those who die in the communion of

the true Church, she will long for it likewise. I

have heard that at such seasons Protestants are

harrassed by fearful doubts."

Father Andrea for a moment covered his face

with his hand. Perhaps a thought of the unknown
sufferings of Purgatory might have induced him to

doubt of the fulness of that repose which the

Countess had supposed would be granted to the

last hours of a Romanist. " At any rate," he said,

looking up again, " it is clearly our duty to pro-

vide for the comfort of the sick girl ; and not to

neglect the opportunity of leading Miss Percival

to the truth. Shall you see her again before

you go?"
" I had thought of doing so, Father, though the

time is short : but I fear our interview is not likely

to be private."
" Then do not offer her the books, or mention

Rhoda's name," said Father Andrea. " It is above
all things necessary that her family should not take

alarm. You may write from London, which will

answer every purpose."
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The Countess looked grave at the mention of

London.
" I shall leave all my interest behind me," she

said. " Whether I am in London, or Devonshire,

or elsewhere, I shall find nothing to atone for the

absence of Margaret Percival ; and I think, Father,

that she has something of the same feeling for me."
" It could not be otherAvise, my daughter," replied

the priest, and he looked at her affectionately. But
a change came over his countenance. It was a

lovely face upon which he gazed ; and the traces of

a lofty, unworldly spirit were to be read in its pure
and dignified expression. Yet there were lines and
hues, soft and beautiful in themselves, and throwing
an air of ethereal grace over the features of the

Countess, which Father Andrea could never dwell

upon and smile.

" There is a chilling wind to-day," he said :

" you will remember, my daughter, that we are not

in Italy."

The Countess saw his fears, but she had no
thought for herself, and playfully insisted that she

must go the round of her tenants, to bid them good
bye.

" You know. Father, they are not all to be placed
like Rhoda under Miss Percival's care."

" No, and therefore I would fain preserve the
health of her who is their natural guardian, that

when the summer returns, she may return also to

watch over them." Beatrice, however, objected to

this apparent unkindness, and Father Andrea's will

was overruled.

Margaret and the Countess did not meet again
before Henningsley was left. On returning the fol-

lowing day from paying a visit, Margaret w^as toldtliat

tlie Countess Novera luid called during her absence
and left a note and a parcel. She took the note

KK 2
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with a foreboding of wliat it would contain. It was,
indeed, a farewell, hurried but affectionate. Lady
Anstruther's plans, the Countess said, were so set-

tled that she was compelled to join her immediately ;

and she could only look forward to the hope that

when the winter months were over, she might again

have an opportunity of renewing an acquaintance
which had given her the greatest pleasure that she

had yet enjoyed in England. In the mean time

she entreated Margaret not to forget that they had
known each other ; to think of her in her walks, and
conversations, and studies, as Beatrice herself must
ever remember her ; and, if possible, to prove that

the regard which had sprung up in her own breast

was reciprocated, by perusing the volumes which
were enclosed. " They have been to me," she added,
" comfort in sorrow, and support in weakness ; and
they will tell you more of the foundation of the

hopes upon which I have long built my happiness,

than I could ever explain in myown words." Sadness
filled Margaret's heart when she read the concluding

sentence in which the Countess prayed that God
would bless her and make known to- her His truth.

The expression was too solemn for any ordinary

parting. A light dawned upon her mind, and showed
her that Beatrice grieved over what she believed to

be her errors. Some months before Margaret might
have smiled at such an anxiety, but now she could

not. It was entertained by a person so superior to

herself in devotedness to religion, that it assumed
the form of an accusation. Margaret's virtues again

became her temptation, and her candid confession that

she was not holy like the Countess Novera, cast a slur

over the Church in which she had been educated.

So difficult is it to separate ourselves from the prin-

ciples by which we profess to act ; to condemn our

own deficiencies without throwing a stigma upon
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the faith which is, in itself, sufficient to make us

saints. Margaret opened the parcel accompanying
the note, and saw that it contained a few volumes
of Massillon, and Bourdaloue's sermons, extracts

from the writings of Fenelon, made in the Countess's

handwriting, and the " Fensees de Pascal." Even
Mr. Sutherland could not object to these books, they

were in common use amongst members of the English

Church. And yet she did not wish to mention that

she had received them, thougli an unfinished letter

to her uncle lay on the desk before her. He might
allow that there was no harm in the books them-
selves, but he might fancy that if the Countess once

began to lend books, she would not stop at those

which were unexceptionable. He was likely to be
distrustful also of her strength, thougli no idea could

be more absurd. In fact there could be no danger.

The Countess might wish'that they agreed, and very
naturally ; Margaret wished the same ; but there

were no attempts at conversion, for it was well known
that the orthodoxy of Pascal and Fenelon was con-

sidered doubtful by very strict Romanists.

As Mr. Sutherland would be likely to misinter-

pret, Margaret persuaded herself that he ought not

to be put to the trial. If he objected, she would
have a difficulty in going against him, and it would
involve the necessity of drawing back and appearing
unkind to the Countess. This was at the root of

Margaret's determination ; her affections were
touched, and she suffered them to mislead her,

still without a thought of harm. Her mother, she

knew, would in no wise share Mr. Sutherland's

scruples. To her it would be sufficient to say, that

the Countess had lent her some French sermons.
Mrs. Pcrcival was too well pleased at the acquaint-

ance to be likely to object to any thing which pro-

mised its continuance. The books were put away
K K 3
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to be studied at leisure ; the note v/as re-read, not

once, nor twice, but many times ; and then Mar-
garet sat down to finish her letter. She had been

describing her meeting with Agatha, and had
written freely whatever came uppermost in her

thoughts. But something now had chilled the free-

dom— the inclination to write was over ; and as

the letter was not intended to be sent on that day,

Margaret shut her desk, and took a volume of

Massillon instead. The style of writing was ex-

tremely attractive, and the most beautiful passages

were marked by pencil lines. They were mostly

those which spoke of the burden of sin, the op-

pression of sorrow, and deadness to the world. In

one or two places Beatrice had written an observa-

tion, applying what was said to herself, and Mar-
garet felt that she was reading the revelation of her

mind. Through the medium of another's words,

and by the power of the most eloquent language,

she was learning to penetrate the depths of the

Countess's heart. Margaret read till the dinner-

bell rang, and when dinner ^vas over seized with
avidity upon a fcAV leisure moments, to return

again to the study, not of Massillon's exhortation?,

but of the Countess Novera's character. Beatrice

would have been shocked, if she had know^n the

reverence to which her simple obedience to Father
Andrea's wishes had given rise. Some parts she

had marked because they explained what she wished
to be ; others because they suited some favour-

ite train of ideas ; others because they were in

themselves beautiful. But Margaret read them all

as the actual portrait of a human being*— of a
Romanist. She had never seemed to know so much
of any one, not even of her uncle ; and when forced

at length to return to the drawing-room, no one in

the circle of her friends appeared worthy of ad-
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miration, when compared with the ideal which she

had formed of the Countess Novera.

The succeeding day Margaret sat in the dull school-

room, looking out upon the garden, and pursued her

course of occupation with a w^andering eye, and a

vacant ear. Carts, and waggons, and the rumbling

of a stage-coach were heard at a distance ; and,

now and then, the quick rattle of a lighter vehicle.

Margaret sent Harriet to the drawing-room to prac-

tise, and made the little ones repeat their lessons in

a low tone. With all her watchfulness, she knew
that she was likely to miss the moment of the

Countess's passing. To be certain that she was
gone, could only give her pain

;
yet, with an

ingenious self-torture, she allowed her mind to

be distracted, and scarcely struggled against her
inattention. A deeper roll, as of a heavy car-

riage, at last caught her notice ; she thrcAv down
the children's books, and ran into the dining-room.

It opened upon the front of the house, but shrubs
and palings screened it from the road. Margaret
had a glimpse of the postillions— the footman—

•

the Countess's maid. The carriage was moving
quickly— in a moment it had reached the gate—its

cumbrous un-English form was just visible — and
then it was gone ; leaving on Margaret's mind
nothing but a heavy sense of disappointment and
loneliness, and a fancy that she had indistinctly seen
a fiice of exquisite sweetness gazing earnestly from
the window.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

The romance of Margaret's daily life was now over.

It was in vain to look at the turrets of Henningsley

and picture the Countess's occupations ; it was useless

to turn from the insipidity of her home duties to the

hour of relief which awaited her in her next visit

:

employment, unexciting and often distasteful, was
before her, and it was to be carried through as best

it might, with little external to animate or refresh

her. It seemed hard that it should be so ; that she

should be thus left to herself, when domestic cares

were evidently drawing nearer, and she had just

begun to taste the enjoyment of affection and con-

geniality in a person of her own sex, living in her

own neighbourhood. Margaret was inclined at first

to murmur, but her practical habits saved her as

they had often done before. On the very afternoon

of the Countess's departure, Mrs. Percival having

taken the children out, she was at liberty to make
a few parish visits, and the real grievances of the

poor were a striking sermon against discontent.

Her trials scarcely deserved the name in comparison

of theirs. All that was needed to make them light

was that they should be borne in a right spirit, and if

besides endeavouring to tone her mind by prayer

and meditation, she could look at some of her

anxieties and grapple with them, she knew that her

failing energy would be strengthened. Craven's

secret was that which most oppressed her. He had

professed his determination of leaving them directly,
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notwitlistanding that his leave of absence was not

expired. This was in accordance with his selfish-

ness, though he gave very plausible reasons for it,

and said that he wished to visit a friend in town.

Margaret saw that the excuse was a mere pretence

;

his home fretted him. He had amused himself

sufficiently with laughing at Colonel Clive, and had

jested with Agatha until she grew angry ; and now
he had nothing left to assist in keeping up his spirits,

for he could not bear to be alone with Margaret

;

she never gave him reason to suppose that she in-

tended to refer to the subject of his debts, still less

that she thought of retracting her promise ; but he

lived in constant fear of it, and he would give Mar-
garet no opportunity of inducing him to be serious.

This was a most uncomfortable position for her,

when it seemed as if she ought to have some influ-

ence over him. His candour, and his professed

affection, indicated that he had more regard for her

^ than for any one else, and a responsibility seemed
attached to her in consequence. But talking was
out of the question. When he had left them she

thought that she v»^ould write. Yet how could

writing be of use ? his answers must be public. If

Mrs. Percival once found that a correspondence was
kept up from which she was excluded, she would
either complain, and distress herself, and suspect,

till the happiness of the whole family was destroyed,

or else forbid it entirely. She placed no confidence

in her children, and yet her favourite theory— a

very high sounding one—was, that their confidence

ought to be given in an unlimited degree to her.

As a mother, she believed that she had a right to

exact it ; and from their infiincy she had done so,

by forcing them to tell her whatever was passing,

by never allowing them to write or receive letters

which were not subjected to her inspection, by
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checking every thing like unrestrained intercourse

with their companions, in the vain hope that by
thus closing the outlets to their feelings they would
return back to her. Return indeed they did, but it

was to her children's own breasts, there to be fos-

tered without restraint, whilst hidden by a cold

propriety, which without any intentional deception

entirely concealed their real dispositions. No mo-
ther could be more ignorant of what her children

really were than Mrs. Percival, whilst at the same
time no mother could have had a more accurate

knowledge of all that apparently w^ent on amongst
them. When they grew up this species of super-

vision was of necessity checked in its outward form,

but the spirit still remained. Margaret was not

commanded to show her letters, but it was expected

that she should do so ; and this not from curiosity,

for common notes were allowed to pass without much
inquiry, but from a wish on Mrs. Percival's part to

enter into her children's minds. She was even

more particular in their correspondence with each

other than with indifferent persons, and from this

cause it would be next to impossible for Margaret
to be of use to Craven. She considered whether it

would be well to ask as a favour that she might
keep his letters private ; but against this there w^as

the fact that, in a few days, the state of his affairs

must be made known, and if she tlien proposed this

for the first time it would very naturally make her

mother anxious. There might be other ways—
deceitful ones ; but Margaret could not do evil that

good might come. She tried rather to have faith

that God would guard him from evil. It was a

more safe rock to build upon than her own efforts.

And so Craven departed, and Margaret said " Good-
bye " to him with a cheerful smile, and a whispered

but most earnest request that he would remember
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liis promise, which was answered in a similar tone,

by an injunction to manage matters carefully, and
get as much out of his ' excellency ' as she could.

Margaret was weary of his indiiference and folly.

She was thankful that he was gone, though it brought
the dreaded moment near when she must explain

every thing to her father. Colonel Clive and Agatha
were to dine with them, and it seemed a reason for

delay. But when Margaret began to examine she

found that it was no reason at all. She could not

on any other day talk to her father at dinner, or in

the evening when her mother was present; the

only time was quite late; and the visitors would
not interfere with this, because Colonel Clive

always went away at ten o'clock, unless he was at

a regular party. This was not a pleasant discovery

to Margaret. She was as great a coward as the

rest of the world with regard to family explosions,

and had just the same inclination to procrastinate,

and make false excuses to avoid doing what was
disagreeable ; but she was accustomed to tutor her-

self in little every day incidents ; fetching her work
directly she knew that it ought to be had ; preparing

for a walk as soon as the proper time arrived ; giving

up an interesting book whenever a superior duty
claimed her attention ; and now this same habit

prevented her from postponing the declaration of

Craven's extravagance for a single day. It was
strange how greatly the difficulty seemed lessened

even by the very resolution to face it. The moment
Margaret had made up her mind that on that even-

ing, as soon as her mother was gone to bed, she

would tell her father every thing, a new spirit

seemed to pervade her. Every now and then her
heart beat rather fast, and she was a little abstracted

in her manner during the evening, but upon th(?

whole she was tranquil and unconcerned to a degree
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which before she could not liave conceived. Life is

to us all like a succession of shower-baths. Some
shiver and tremble, and holding in their hands the

fatal string, look round for a means of escape, and
give a slight pull, and feel the first misery of the

shock, and then in fear give way, and shiver, and
look, and gently pull again, and at last leave the

scene of their trial, chilled and comfortless, and un-
invigorated ; and others rouse up their energies to

face the seeming suffering, and after the first alarm

is over, find that they have attained a lasting good
at the expense of a momentary evil, for good that

must be which at whatever price strengthens our

powers of self-command, and gives us moral courage.

The evening was not long, for they dined late ; but

it was very stupid. Family parties, when persons

do not live in the same house, can scarcely fail to be

so, unless all can be either quite at home, or quite

visitors. Colonel Clive could be neither. He re-

quired amusement, and ]\Irs. Percival thought it

right that he should have it, and accordingly books

were forbidden when he was present. He did not

care for music, but he did now and then fancy a

game of backgammon, and ^Margaret played with

him, whilst Agatha and her mother sat by, and tried

to talk. The only individual at his ease was Dr.

Percival, who slept as usual. Margaret observed

her sister's manner, and thought she was out of

spirits. She conversed, if that could be called con-

versation, which consisted only in short replies to

Mrs. Percival's questions as to whom she had seen

during the day. Her husband did not address any
observations to her and looked sulky ; and an out-

break of impatience when he had lost two games,

made Margaret think that the storm might have been
gathering some time previously. If Agatha's anger

was in any way excited against him, she contrived.
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however, to hide it with a very good grace. The
only thing remarkable in her manner was the

haste with which she put up her work, when she

was sharply reminded by the Colonel that the clock

had struck ten, whilst in a fretful voice she assured

him that she should be ready in a very few minutes.

Margaret gained some insight into the causes of this

ill humour when she inquired whether Colonel Clive

meant to go to London the next week, and was told
" no ;" that he had a sudden whim to stay at home

:

he had taken it into his head that farming would be

a good occupation. Agatha's tone was that of an-

noyance, but she saw the feeling which she was be-

traying, and added, '' it certainly is desirable for a

country gentleman."

Margaret was the last person to whom Agatha,
would willingly have acknowledged that she looked

forward to her husband-'s absence as ^ relief, and
had urged it upon him so strongly as to arouse his

contradictory temper, and give rise to a not very

gentle matrimonial quarrel.

The hall door was closed ; the night candles were
brought ; Mrs. Percival bade Margaret go to bed,

and prepared to do the same. But the preparations

took a long time, and Margaret was obliged to wait

for at least twenty minutes in her own room, until

she heard her mother enter her chamber, and ring

the bell for her maid, and then, her heart beating

quickly and faintly, she proceeded again to the

drawing-room. Dr. Percival was asleep, and he

might not wake up for some time. The delay would
be worse than all, and Margaret coughed loudly,

and moved the table, and at last let down a heavy
book, and then had the painful satisfaction of seeing

her father open his eyes, whilst he asked hastily,

" Why she staid up so late ?
"

'' I went upstairs when mamma told me," replied

VOL. I. L L
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Margaret with timidity, " but I had something to

say to you, sir, and 1 thought I had better come
down again."

" Keep it till to-morrow," muttered Dr. Percival,

who, like every one else, had an instinctive dread

of hearing that any person had " something to say

to him."
" You are so busy in the mornings," continued

Margaret ;
" and I think I heard you say that you

must go out earlier than usual to-morrow."
" Well, make haste, let me hear."

The tone was disheartening, but Margaret's cou-

rage was in full force.

" It w^as about Craven, I wished to speak to you,

sir."

" Craven !

" Dr. Percival was now not at all

sleepy ; he sat upright in his chair, and Margaret
wished herself a thousand miles off.

" I had a conversation with him the other night,

sir," she continued. " I am afraid he has been led

into difficulties again."

Dr. Percival seemed about to speak, but Margaret

was resolved he should have no opportunity of vent-

ing his indignation till the whole was known. She
was not partial either to taking or administering

inevitable disagreeables by driblets.

" You sent him three hundred pounds, I know,

sir, a little while since ; but this is a great deal

more,— fifteen hundred, he says,— and some of it

he acknowledges from "— Margaret could not bring

herself to say "gambling," so she concluded with
" debts of honour."

" Debts of honour
!

" Dr. Percival started from his

chair,—"disgrace! shame! ruin! infamous fellow!—
fifteen hundred pounds!— not a penny! not a single

penny shall he have !" lie kicked aside a footstool,

so as to upset a small table and with it a work-box,
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the contents of which were immediately scattered

'upon the floor. Away rolled the balls of cotton to

the other end of the room, and away walked Dr.

Percival pushing them before him, stumbling and
ejaculating, his voice raised, his eyes sparkling,

his face the colour of crimson. Margaret stooped to

collect the different articles, thankful for any occu-

pation. If the case had not been so serious she

might have been alive to a sense of the ridiculous,

as Dr. Percival one moment knocked his foot against

a reel of thread and poured forth his whole indig-

nation upon it ; and the next, and almost in the same
breath, stormed at Craven as the most extravagant,

good-for-nothing young man in Christendom. Hav-
ing broken the ice, however, Margaret's fears had
comparatively vanished, and she waited, almost with -

unconcern, till her father's equanimity should be in

a measure recovered. This was not long. Dr.

Percival's temper was very quick, and when he was
in a passion he set no bounds to his expressions

;

but the vocabulary of abuse being at length ex-

hausted, he turned suddenly to Margaret, and or-

dered her to tell him all she knew of this atrocious

business. Margaret ventured no apology for her

brother until she had quite finished the details, and
had laid on the table the list which he had given

her of his debts ; and then she said, " he has given
his promise, sir, that he will never touch cards or

dice again ; and I was to tell you so." Dr. Percival

took up the paper, glanced at it, and cast it from
him with an air of supreme contempt.

" I want no promises, Margaret. I would sooner

trust little Juliet's promises than Craven's ; you
may say so from me."

" Won't you write to him, sir ?
"

Dr. Percival laughed bitterly. " He won't like

to hear from me, I can assure you that, Margaret."
LL 2
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" He has done very wrong, sir, certainly ; but

there are so many temptations in the army."
" Don't talk to me about temptations ; it is no

concern of mine."
" But if you could assist him just this once, it

might save him for the future," said Margaret.

The remark brought upon her the full current of

her father's indignation.
" I assist him !" he exclaimed :

" one would think

you were an idiot. Where is the money to come
from ? To be picked up in the streets ? Human
patience cannot bear such folly

!

"

" We would all gladly do any tiling we could, I

am sure," said Margaret, meekly.
" Pshaw ! rubbish ! I tell you what, Margaret ;

you, and your mother, and Craven, are all fools

together." Margaret was silent, for what could be

said? " You think like a parcel of babies," conti-

nued Dr. Percival, growing cooler, as his tone be-

came ironical ; " that somewhere or other, in the

Antipodes I suppose, I have a mine of gold ; and
that you may get from it as much money for your

fripperies, and absurdities, as you choose; and I

may toil like a slave all day, and it's a mere nothing
— play-work. But you will know differently by
and by, I warn you of that. You are on the high

road to ruin, every one of you ; and if you don't

end your days in a workhouse, it won't be your

own fault."

" We will really be very economical, sir," said

Margaret.
" And what for ? How will economy, as you call

it, raise fifteen hundred pounds for that impudent
brother of yours? Fifteen hundred pounds! it is

enough to make one's hair stand on end to think of

it
!

" Dr. Percival again took up the paper, and
commented upon the different items. " ' Lost at
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billiards!' I'll teach him better than that. Did the

young puppy think he was sent into the army to

play billiards? 'Bet with Major Dawson!' his

colonel shall hear of it, I vow. It's positively shame-
ful— cheating a young fellow like him— and an old

rogue who has all his wits about him !
' Tailor's

bill for regimentals,'— that's your mother's doing ;

she taught him to be such an absurd dandy."
" There is nothing so very bad except the gam-

bling debts," observed Margaret.
" And what would you want worse ?" interrupted

Dr. Percival, sharply. " We shall have you play-

ing next, I suppose, and saying that it is nothing so

very bad."

Margaret could not refrain from a smile, and
a little absurdity struck her father also. His face

relaxed, and sitting down by the fire, he said,

—

" There is no use, Margaret, in helping Craven.
Your mother knows how he has been going on ever
since he went into the army; drawing upon me
every year for more than his allowance, and making
paltry excuses, which a man with a grain of com-
mon honesty would have been ashamed of."

" I know he has been very foolish, dear papa,"

said Margaret, breathing internally a sigh of relief,

for she felt that the fierceness of the storm was over.
" He has been worse than foolish. I can excuse

folly, but I cannot excuse deception. He ought to

have come to me himself about this matter."
" Perhaps he would," said Margaret, " if I had

refused ; but it was very natural in him to dislike

talking to you about it."

" Yes, natural enough, but that is no excuse : and
the long and the short of the matter is, Margaret,
that I can't help him, unless I do great injustice tomy
other children : I can't spend my fortune upon him."

" Agatha can be no burthen to you," said Mar-
L L 3
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garet, " and George, we hope, will Ijc provided for,

when he is ordained."
" Nonsense, child ; don't talk so like a woman.

I tell you I can't do it. Out of my income, now,
I have to pay insurances to provide for your mother
and you, when anything happens to me. They ought
to be much larger, for you would find the sum little

enough after what you have been accustomed to.

Then you know full well, that my present expences
are very heavy, and they will be more so when
George goes to Oxford, and Philip to school : and,

as for ready money, I have not a penny to spare.

Craven has drained me, year after year, and the

little I had just for emergencies is all to go, it seems,

in the same way. And what are we to do if my
practice fails ?

"

" There is not much chance of that, sir," said

Margaret.
" But I tell you, Margaret, there is a chance, a

great chance. No one can tell what may happen ;

and if Craven goes on in this way, and I pay his

debts, some day or other I shall fall ill, or people
will take a fancy to a new man, and then we shall

be obliged still to keep up the insurances, and still

to live, and what shall we do ?"

Margaret saw that there was reason in this state-

ment, and it opened her eyes unpleasantly to the

precarious nature of her father's income. Craven's
conduct appeared more unpardonable than before.;

that was to say, if he had really known what he was
doing. But Dr. Percival's next sentence convinced
her that he had involved his affairs in a mist, and
that whatever her brother's faults might be, he had
not been told of the extent to which they might
possibly burden his family.

" Craven has always thought like the rest of you,"

he said j
" that because we were able to live in com-
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fort, and keep up a good show, therefore my for-

tune was made, not making. If he were to go on
well it might be made, certainly ; supposing, always,

that my health keeps up ; but if, the moment I can

put by a thousand pounds, he is to run away with
it, there's an end of the matter."

" If you can pay the money for him this once,"

said Margaret, " and tell him that you never will

help him again, it may be the last time."
" It must. It is useless talking of may. If he

ever spends a penny beyond his income again,—if I

ever hear of his touching cards, or laying bets, I'll

have nothing to say to him— nothing."
" He will not, you may be quite sure, dear papa,"

said Margaret in her most soothing tone.

But Dr. Percival was not to be soothed. He
grumbled, and stood ready to go to bed, and yet un-
willing to do so, until he had more fully expressed

his sentiments, and even when at last he left the

room, after giving Margaret a cold kiss, his voice

was still heard as he sloAvly walked upstairs, vent-

ing his displeasure in a mixture of groans and re-

proaches. Margaret was not as much at ease as she

had expected to be when the communication was over.

Family affairs were becoming a serious considera-

tion—more so than they would have been to her,

if she had ever heard them explained before. But
one resolution she made immediately, that Craven
should know exactly the details which her father

had told her, and that the children, as soon as they

grew old enough, shoulcl have a clear idea of the

same facts. Nothing would make them prudent if

they were allowed to believe that money could be
had whenever it was wanted.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

For a few days after the disclosure of Craven's

affairs, Margaret had a great deal to endure
;
yet,

upon the whole, less than might have been antici-

pated. Dr. Percival had an easy and rather indo-

lent disposition ; it had been one of the original

causes of his son's ill-regulated character, and when
he had once seen his lawyer, and settled how the

money was to be advanced, he turned away his

thoughts from the subject, and in writing to Craven
employed a tone and language of even greater mild-

ness than was desirable. Mrs. Percival had no
indolence and no easiness, but she had a great deal

of maternal fondness for Craven; and the conse-

quence was, that the fondness showed itself in a

letter containing a sharp reproof at the beginning,

and a full forgiveness at the end ; and the anger, in

repeated lectures to Margaret, and warnings that if

the whole family were not strictly economical, they

must be ruined. Margaret herself would have said

less, and acted more. In her own mind she planned

a few changes in the household arrangements, so as

to put them on a less expensive footing ; but Mrs.

Percival never tolerated any interference in such
matters, and Margaret soon saw that things were
likely to go on just in the same way as before. She
wrote, however, to Craven, putting the evil of his

conduct shortly and clearly before him, and giving

him an insight into the state of their father's affairs

;
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but slie had little expectation that it would have
any real influence over him, though it might serve

to remind him of his promise. One letter was no-

thing ; it would be thrown aside and forgotten, and
it could not be expected that he would speak can-

didly of himself, when his confessions were to go
the round of the family. Craven's answers to his

parents and sister were expected with some anxiety,

and when the post came in, Mrs. Percival was more
than usually eager to seize and distribute the differ-

ent letters.

" Strange !

" she ejaculated, one morning, after

emptying the contents of the post-bag on the table,

preparatory to an examination of the different

hands.
" Any news from Craven, mamma .^

" asked Mar-
garet.

" No, my dear ; very strange !

"

Mrs. Percival put down the letter which she held,

and Margaret saw the Countess Novera's writing.

She stretched out her hand for it instinctively, but
immediately drew back ; for Mrs. Percival never
liked to be hurried in her inspection. The other

directions were scrutinized in the same way, and by
the time Dr. Percival had run through two of his,

Margaret received hers, with the observation—
" Wlio can write to you from Devonshire, my

dear?"
To Margaret's great satisfaction her mother was

just then called out of the room, and she took the op-

portunity of retiring, that she might at least have the

pleasure of reading her letter at first in peace, and
alone. But there was not much peace in her mind
when she had concluded ; rather she was perplexed
in no common degree. The word "private" was
written in the inside, and it was clear that the

Countess had no idea that she was not perfectly at
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liberty in her correspondence. The purport of the
letter was to enlist Margaret's sympathy in behalf
of the poor girl Avhom she had once visited ; and
her history, simple, but creating much interest

was given in detail. Rhoda Newbolt had been re-

siding in the neighbouring town of Eastlake, in the
service of a family whose habits were extremely lax,

and where no attention was paid to the domestics.

Till the age of twenty her mind had never been
turned to the subject of religion, except by her pa-
rents, who from their ultra-dissenting principles,

and enthusiastic feelings, had given her a disgust

towards it. A severe illness first brought her to

serious thought, and whilst her notions were alto-

gether unsettled, she became acquainted with some
zealous Roman Catholics, much better educated
than herself. The priest, also, had some intercourse

with her, and at last succeeded in converting her.

This fact was the cause of a separation from her
home for many months. Its doors were closed against

her, and she was told that her family would never
receive her again. They had, however, at last been
induced to relent, by finding that distress of mind,

acting on a weak constitution, was fast sinking her

in a decline. She was received by her parents, but
their indignation showed itself in so violent a man-
ner, that the girl did not venture to make any open
declaration of her faith ; and even the attentions

offered her by the Countess. Novera, upon learning

her illness, were a cause of altercation and re-

proaches. Under these circumstances the Countess

considered that it would be more in Margaret's

power to be of service to her, than in that of any
person who might be known to be connected with

Henningsley ; and she therefore intreated her to

see Rhoda as frequently as she could, and to pro-

vide her with every thing which her situation might
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require, at the Countess's expense. So far Mar-
garet would have had no difficulty ; but the Coun-
tess had rendered the case perplexing, by desiring

that it should be kept secret from every one, lest

the family should learn that Rhoda was assisted by
Koman Catholics ; and, at the same time, begging
Margaret to continue a correspondence, which
would serve to beguile the months of absence, and
to give her some foretaste of the pleasure she might
hope to receive again when the summer should

admit of her return to Henningsley. Nothing
could have been more interesting or flattering to

Margaret than the prospect of such an intercourse,

but how was it to be carried on ? There were
many ways of secrecy open to her. She might send
her letters privately, or take them herself to the post-

office, and she might arrange that the answers
should be kept till she could call for them ; and this

she might have vindicated, by saying that the com-
fort of another person was involved in it, and that

her mother's scrutiny forced her into deception ;

but great as the temptation was, since it gave her

a hope of retaining the hold which she had already

gained upon the Countess's regard, Margaret did

not for a moment think of yielding to it. She went
at once to her mother, and told her that the Coun-
tess had written to her upon a matter of business,

and that she was not at liberty to show the letter.

Mrs. Percival's desire of confidence was, in the pre-

sent instance, neutralized by her pleasure in the

friendship which her daughter had formed ; and
Margaret was allowed to send her answer without
any questionings. But she wrote it sadly, under the

belief that it would put a stop to any future corre-

spondence. ' It could not be otherwise than delight-

ful to herself,' she said in her letter, ' to write to, or

hear from, the Countess ; and her wishes, with re-
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gard to the poor girl, would willingly be attended

to, but she should be wrong in concealing from her

the knowledge that she was not at liberty to keep

any such subjects from her mother. If she might
name the girl's case to Mrs. Percival, she was
certain that the secret would still be perfectly safe.

But if the Countess objected to this, she would
prefer placing the pleasure of being her almoner in

other hands.' The reply to this request came by
return of post. It brought a full permission for

Margaret to say as much or as little as she chose,

though still urging concealment from all other per-

sons ; and again the desire of continuing the corre-

spondence was expressed, but it was not as warmly
as at first. The Countess appeared to write under
some restraint, though it was not sufficient to induce

her to relinquish the former idea altogether. Mar-
garet's sincerity was a safeguard against temptation

at that time, for the Countess was prevented from
saying many things which might have prejudiced

her mind further in favour of the Romish Church

;

and if Mrs. Percival had known the facts, she

would probably have brought this forward as an
illustration of the wisdom of her own conduct. But
one instance of good resulting from a certain line of

action, can scarcely be a sufficient argument for its

general adoption. Margaret's high principles and
straight-forward honesty of disposition alone saved

her from being led into a course of deception.

Where she had stood firm, nine out of ten would
have fallen. Certainly, there was not one of her

sisters, who, under similar trial, would not have
gained her object by evasion. Agatha would have
given way from wilfully shutting her eyes to the

fact that she was doing wrong ; Harriet, from
an unsteady mind ; and Grace, from perverseness.

Happily the temptation presented itself to one who
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was able to bear it, and the evil was avoided ; but

Mrs. Percival had no reason to give herself credit

for the circumstance.

The dreary month of November, as it is so often

called, passed over with little external to mark its

progress. There Avere leaden skies and dingy pas-

ture lands, and fallen leaves, and sighing winds—
and some persons shrank from the cold blast, and

clinging to their firesides, foretold a severe winter;

and others complained of the mournfidness of the

season, and tried to gain cheerfulness by more fre-

quent visits to their neighbours. Miss Debrett was
of this number. In November, she was almost cer-

tain to be at the Grove every other day in the week,

and Margaret's patience was often severely tested

in consequence. But on one point they had now a

common sympathy. Rhoda Newbolt's sister had
been approved by Mrs. Percival ; and JNIiss Debrett's

compassion was fully engaged by her maid's de-

scription in behalf of the sick girl. Though she

could not walk to see her, she worked for her, and
contrived little methods of giving her ease, which,

if not always wise or successful, were, at least, kind-

hearted, and afforded Margaret many excuses for

going to the cottage frequently. The truth, as to

her religion, was not clearly known ; and since Mrs.

Percival did not consider there was any harm in

doing so much for her, Miss Debrett saw no reason

why she should.

Margaret scarcely understood the attraction

which drew her to the cottage. She sometimes

tried to analyse it ; but it was of a very complex
nature. There was a certain charm in the slight

mystery thrown over it ; a greater in the f^ict that

it was a link between herself and the Countess;

and something independent of both these in tho

character of the girl herself. It seemed sometimes
VOL. I. M M
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impossible that Rhoda could liave been brought up
in humble life by coarse-minded, ill-educated pa-

rents. She was like her mother in features, and
had, probably, once been like her also in temper

;

for there was an impetuosity of spirit called forth

by even slight opposition, though sobered and con-

trolled by great physical weakness and religious

principle ; but in other respects few characters

could have exhibited a stronger contrast. One was
sordid, and at times hypocritical ; the other was
generous and sincere. Rhoda's intellect w^as of a

very superior cast ; she had by nature an ardent

imagination, and, when excited, her language became
almost eloquent. Her mind was one which only

required cultivation to render it very powerful, and
there is a cultivation sometimes fostered on the bed

of sickness, and in the prospect of approaching

death, which will outstrip the most strenuous efforts

of refinement. Margaret had never before watched
so plainly the struggle between good and evil ; the

spirit of a fallen nature, and the spirit of Divine

grace. There could be no doubt of Rhoda's since-

rity. Her candour, and simplicity, and enthusiasm,

were evident in all she said ; and even in the fits of

moody reserve, to which Margaret occasionally was
witness, there was a consciousness of error, and a

self-reproach, which, when added to her state of

suffering, rendered it very difficult to condemn her.

In contrast to a vulgar, harsh mother, and a cold,

money-getting father, Rhoda seemed like a creature

of a different world ; and in pri^'ate, on the very few
occasions when Margaret was not accompanied by
the children, and when some fortunate circumstance

called Mrs. Newbolt and her youngest child from
home, she succeeded in breaking down the barrier

raised by difference of rank and education, and
gained a glimpse of fears, and hopes, and endea-
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vours, which placed the daughter of the ignorant

mechanic completely on a level with herself. At
such moments the common nature was every thing.

Distinctions of rank Avere forgotten, and, what was
far more important, distinctions of religion also. It

was this which was Margaret's danger. The minutes

passed with the poor girl were comparatively few

and transient, but they were spent, as it were, on

the borders of eternity. Great suffering alone will

inspire reverence ; and when it must almost inevit-

ably be followed by death, the reverence increases

to awe. We look even on a sick child with feel-

ings very different from those with which we
regard it in health ; and when ]\Iargaret listened to

the fervent, humble, though wild and enthusiastic

expressions of Rhoda Newbolt, she could not juclge

her, and think of her as having embraced a religion

of error. She did not dare to condemn a piety

which appeared more earnest than her own. To
Margaret such intercourse was also more en-

snaring than it would have been in many other

cases, because it brought before her vividly, for the

first time, the certainty of mortality, and forced

her to look into her own heart, and inquire how
she could bear the prospect of death. When the

answer came in shuddering terror, and her thoughts

reverted to Rhoda's bed of suffering, the wish would
often arise in her breast that she might at her last

hour be enabled to cast all her burden of sin upon
a fellow being, as Rhoda acknowledged that she

did, when, after having made her confession to the

priest, he had granted her full absolution. This

had been the object of Father Andrea's visit ; and
Rhoda's only fear seemed now to be lest her mo-
ther's temper, and hatred of her creed, should be

the means of debarring her from the last offices of

religion when her hour of departure should arrive.

M M 2
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If these were performed, lier soul, slie said, would
be safe. Margaret hinted at the dread of purga-
tory ; hut Father Andrea had promised that masses
should be said for Rhoda after her death ; and upon
this promise she rested in confidence. To a con-
science like Margaret's, anxious and tender, and
easily wrought upon by imagination, this sense of
safety was more inviting than any other tenet

of Romanism. She reasoned upon it sometimes ;

but her arguments, like her wishes, all went in its

favour ; or rather her wishes biassed her arguments,
so that she could not see that this assurance of
salvation was but the doctrine of ultra-dissent under
another form ; the wish to escape from all doubt as

to our final acceptance, by making either a feeling

of our ov*ni mind, or the outward act of a fellow

creature, the certain undoubted sign of that full

forgiveness which is hidden amongst the secrets of

God.
" I could wish to think as you do, Rhoda," she

said, after a short private conversation, when the

suffering girl had described the way with which
she now looked back upon the follies of her past

life, as no longer a part of herself;—"for I should

not be happy like you if I were lying in the same
state."

" No ;" and Rhoda stretched out her thin fingers,

and held Margaret's hand affectionately ;
" but you

will come to think it before you die, IMiss Percival.

I have prayed many a time that it may be so. You
will be a Catholic before long, though I may not see

it; and you will remember me then ; and, as you are

ricli, you will be kind to me after my death, and
ask Father Andrea to say some more masses that I

may be quite safe."

The last words neutralized the effect of the

former ones : they showed Margaret, what she was
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constantly in the habit of overlooking, that Ehoda's

peace was built on an unsafe foundation, even if

her creed were true. Her mind was instantly sent

forth on a sea of perplexity. Rest,—that was what
she longed for,— rest from the harassing remem-
brances of past sins ; from the difficulties of the pre-

sent hour ; from the dread of the unknown future.

At one moment it seemed as if Romanism would
give it : the next, a veil seemed lifted up, and a

dark scene of suffering was laid open before her, in

which the hope of mitigation lay in the prayers of

those who might be weak, and forgetful, and poor

in worldly goods, and might take little account of

the sorrows of the friends whom death had hidden

from their sight. Margaret had still to learn that

the deep tides of the Jordan can never cease to flow

between the toils of the wilderness and the rest of

the Land of Promise.

M M 3
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CHAPTER XXXIU.

And whilst all these thoughts were passing in

Margaret's mind, where was Mr. vSutherland ?

Week after week went by, and little communication
was held with him, except through an occasional

interchange of notes, often hurried on his part ; on
Margaret's, unconsciously reserved. Mr. Suther-
land was busy in his parish, labouring devotedly
and unobtrusively in the great cause to which at

his ordination he had pledged himself. Something
of the fruit of his labours could be seen in the in-

creased attendance of his people upon public wor-
ship, the better management of their homes, and
the more orderly behaviour of their children ; but
there was nothing which would have satisfied Mar-
garet, when contrasted with Father Andrea's ac-

count of the wonderful success of the Jesuits. It

was true that from her own experience she might
have learned that the labour of turning hearts to God
is the labour of a life ; that even when education,

talent, and a determined will co-operate, the work
seems often destined to be a foilure ; and she might
therefore have looked with patience upon the very
gradual, sometimes scarcely perceptible improve-
ment effected by the efforts of a zealous clergyman ;

but her eye could not accurately distinguish between
what has been aptly termed "the galvanic life of

Jesuitism,"— a life infused and supported from with-

out ; and, the inward, independent principle, which
acts by itself, and is derived only from God. Even
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to have lived in her uncle's parish, to have seen

what now she knew principally by hearsay, and,

consequently, scarcely realized, might not have been

sufficient for her ; for her faith was too weak to

estimate rightly "the day of small things." Mr.
Sutherland, in the mean time, dwelt fondly upon
the idea that Margaret was at length becoming all

that he could most desire. He saw the improve-

ment which had taken place in her tone of mind,

and he gathered from her notes that she was sedu-

lously pursuing her duties. She sometimes spoke

of her books ; mentioned the pleasure which she had
derived from Massillon, and the attention which was
required to understand the reasoning of Pascal ; but

there was nothing in this to excite any alarm ; and
her uncle, in return, would now and then beg her

to look at the passages which were his favourites,

whilst he frequently expressed his satisfaction at

finding that she could take an interest in such

studies. The works in themselves were not only

innocuous, but salutary ; yet a fatal bias towards
Romanism might convert them into poison.

It was on New Year's Day that Mr. Sutherland

again appeared at the Grove. There was to be a

family meeting, enlivened only by Miss Debrett, and
without him Margaret would have greatly disliked

the idea. She could not help disliking every event

which brought Agatha and Colonel Clive to the

house ; and more especially when, as on the present

occasion, they were to be accompanied by Mrs. St.

Aubyn. The want of harmony at Ashington it

now required no great insight to perceive ; and the

disease was spreading, although in particular in-

stances, as in the case of the first dispute regarding

the servant it had been warded off. The Colonel

changed his mind then, and kept his man, so that

nothing further was said at the time; but there
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were numberless ways of putting Agatha out of hu-
mour ; and although the annoyance was very quietly

shown, it still was shown, and her spite was vented

upon all things and people belonging to her husband.

His sister was, of course, not excepted. Colonel

Clive liked Mrs. St. Aubyn's society, because her

gossip amused him. Agatha could not endure it,

because it was accompanied by an intrusion into

her own peculiar province. Mrs. St. Aubyn would
suggest, and make remarks, and Colonel Clive gene-

rally approved, and sometimes insisted that the sug-

gestions should be carried out. Agatha always re-

belled, coldly, silently, but very obstinately ; and
the differences did not cease with the day's visit.

They were sometimes carried on for a week ; and at

length only terminated by a vehement burst from
Colonel Clive, followed by a declaration that he
would be master in his own house, which sent Aga-
tha to her room, to complain of a bad headache, and
refuse to appear at dinner. Perhaps the affair was
smoothed over at last, by its being assumed, on her

part, to be of no consequence ; but, in reality, the

defeat rankled in her breast, and with it the deter-

mination to be revenged upon her husband and his

sister the very first opportunity. Colonel Clive's

selfishness was irritated by this conduct. His mar-
riage had been one of taste and expediency. Aga-
tha's coldness did not affect him, for he had long

passed the age of romantic love ; and what he did

not feel, he did not expect. She was young, and
beautiful, and apparently gentle-tempered and obe-

dient ; his fancy, not his heart, was touched, though
during the period of suspense he certainly did show
as much tenderness as was possible for a man whose
first and last object in life was his own individual

comfort ; but when his point was gained, Agatha's

power was over. Her only hope of domestic peace
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would then have arisen from implicit obeJlence.

Margaret perceived this, and if her sister had ever

approached the subject, she would have hinted it

;

but Agatha Avas still proudly reserved. She would not

believe that others could see what she did Hot choose

to acknowledge ; and however great her wretchedness
might be, she preferred rather to bear it in solitude,

than to seek for sympathy by confessing an error.

Margaret owned her fears to her uncle when they
met, and he began to inquire into the state of the

Ashington affairs, hoping that he might point out

some mode of being useful ; but Mr. Sutherland
found he could not advise.

" There is no power given us," he said, " to inter-

fere between a husband and wife ; and if we as-

sume it, we may injure ourselves, but we shall not

benefit them : so, JNIargaret, my dear, rest contented
if you can. Persons do' foolish things, and they
must suffer."

" I doubt sometimes whether Agatha does suffer

sufficiently," replied Margaret; "I could almost
wish that she did."

" We won't talk about Agatha, but about you,
Margaret

;
you are not looking well."

" I don't know why I should not," said Margaret

;

" I don't feel ill at all."

" Perhaps it is worn, rather thaji ill. If you
were an under-graduate at Oxford, I should say you
had been reading and thinking too much."

" I have but little time for reading," replied Mar-
garet ; "but thinking follows one every where."

"A certain kind of thought does, which is prac-
tical and wholesome, and just sufficient to keep one's

actions right ; but not the thouglit which would
make a cheek look white, like yours."

" They are puzzles, not thoughts, which do that,"

said Margaret.
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" Puzzles, which seem to grow up In consequence
of our actions ? Well, I can feel with you there ;

but what are they ?
"

" Not now," exclaimed Margaret, and her face

brightened into a smile ; "just see!— ten minutes
to six, and the dressing-bell rang at half-past five ;

and if you and I were to begin talking now, we
should not have finished till the dessert was on the

table."

She ran off to her own room. The excuse was
good ; but she had not been sorry to make it. Some
of her puzzles it would be difficidt to mention : in

fact, there was not one which she could definitely

fix upon, and she hoped Mr. Sutherland would not

allude to them again. The evening passed in its

ordinary way, agreeably to Margaret, because her

uncle was present ; disagreeably, because she was
sorry that he should see the sulky coldness exist-

ing between Agatha and her husband. The chil-

dren sat up later than usual, and Miss Debrett

assisted in playing magic music, which served a

little to enliven the dulness in consequence of two
disappointments. One was, that George, who had
left Eton, and, after spending Christmas Day w4th
a school-fellow, was to have returned home imme-
diately, had petitioned for a longer leave of absence,

and was not expected till the following week ; and
the other, that Mrs. Percival was not in her usual

spirits, — she had tried to have a party, and had
failed. The invitations had been sent too late, and
every one had been engaged. Miss Debrett alone

compassionated her. She was sure that all who
had declined must be uncommonly vexed. There
could be no such pleasant evenings at any other

house. She spoke confidently, from experience.

The brightly lighted, well-furnished drawing-room
at the Grove, with the sound of the piano and harp.
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the children's merry voices, Mrs. Percival's patient

attention, and Margaret's careful efforts for her

comfort, were in strong contrast to the loneliness

of her small parlour, and one candle, and never-

failing flannel work ; the only thing which she could

see to do at night, and with which she was supplied

whenever the charitable societies had any to dis-

pose of. Mrs. St. Aubyn did not feel with Miss
Debrett : she remembered the festivities of a New
Year's Day which she had spent abroad, and secretly

lamented that the English want of vivacity pre-

vented them from introducing any similar amuse-
ments.

" Ashington," she said, aloud, " would be such a
nice house for French entertainments she thought
she should talk to her brother about it next year."

" I hope we shall be sj^ending our winter in the
north then," observed Agatha. " This part of the
country is unutterably dull."

" Nay, my dear," said JNIrs. Percival, " you have
the least right of any one to complain of dulness.

Just remember how you have been dining out, on
an average, three times a week, since your mar-
riage."

" And your parties at home too, my love," pur-
sued Miss Debrett. " Don't you think, now, Mrs.
St. Aubyn, that Agatha is a very gay young
bride?"

" Very : my brother is quite longing for a little

quiet. I tell him he ought not to have his parties

all at once. He should spread them over a larger

surface."

Agatha pouted, and took up her work, and Mrs.
St. Aubyn went on describing wliat she should do
if she were in Agatha's place ; how many persons
she sliould ask at one time, what arrangements she

should make ; and at last, when Colonel Clive came
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into the room, urging upon liim the propriety of

changing his intention of giving a dance immedi-

ately, since there had been so much visiting lately,

that it would be thought nothiug of. Margaret
could not help being a little amused at the scene.

Mrs. St. Aubyn was perfectly innocent of all inten-

tional unkindness
;
yet every word she said was, in

Agatha's eyes, a crime ; and at last, to increase the

harmony, Miss Debrett drew her chair near Agatha,

and congratulated her in an audibly low voice

upon having such an admirable sister-in-law ;
" so

thoughtful, and so well informed upon all such

points : it must be a peculiar comfort to her."

" Peculiar, indeed !
" repeated Agatha, scarcely

moving her lips, and she turned to speak to her

uncle.

Mr. Sutherland's eyes met Margaret's, and a

smile played upon both their lips ; yet it was soon

gone, and Margaret wished that there had been no

real evil lurking beneath these little traits of cha-

racter, so that she might have been at liberty

thoroughly to enjoy them. The party broke up
rather late after the proper ceremonies of eating

cake, and drinking wine, and wishing healths for

the New Year, had been gone through. Miss De-
brett expressed her warm thanks for a most delight-

ful evening, the termination proving particularly

satisfoctory to her, as it consisted in being conveyed

home in Mrs. St. Aubyn's carriage, instead of

wrapping herself up in a cloak and furs, and being

escorted on foot by Dr. Percival's servant, to her

own door. Margaret went to her room not at all

sleepy, but rather tired ; her fire blazed cheerfully,

and she had a fancy for a quarter of an hour's read-

ing. But the sermon of Massillon which she wished

to finish, was on the drawing-room table, and she

was obliged to go down stairs again to fetch it.
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Dr. Percival had retired to bed, but Mr. Sutherland
was still there. He held in his hand the very volume
for which she was seeking ; Margaret glanced at

it, and a thought crossed her whether her uncle had
noticed the name at the title-page ; she was going
away again, but Mr. Sutherland felt guilty by a
sort of instinct.

" You want this, my dear Margaret ? I had only
just taken it up."

" Oh, no, no," said Margaret ;
" keep it pray.

To- morrow will do just as well."

" For me, certainly it will. I would much rather

not have it, except that if I give it to you, you will

be tempted to sit up late, and then your white
cheek will become still more white."

Margaret peeped over his shoulder. "Wliat
were you reading ? " she asked.

" I was not reading, only refreshing my memory
by skimming. There is so much to do in these

days with our own divines, that there is no time
left for those of a foreign communion."

" Sur les Elus," repeated Margaret, as she read
the title at the top of the page. " I have not come
to that yet."

" It is a splendid sermon, and they say, that when
it was preached, it had such an effect upon the

people that they all stood up in the Church, at one
particular part."

" When will it be so amongst us ?" said Mar-
garet, but the words were scarcely spoken, when
she wished them unsaid.

" Never, until our national character is changed.
Massillon was a Frenchman, addressing a French
audience. No eloquence would have the same out-

ward effect upon the reserved English."
" I don't like that kind of reasoning away of en-

thusiasm," said Margaret. " The moment I hear any
VOL. I. N N
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one begin to philosophize, and account for feel-

ings, the feelings themselves seem to me to have no
existence."

" And yet to a certain extent we must reason,

and reason coldly
;
perhaps, I ought to say dispas-

sionately. If we do not, just imagine the fanati-

cism and credulity which will follow."
" Then you think the feelings which Massillon

called forth by his sermon, were a mere efferves-

cence ?
"

" Nay, I would on no account judge so hardly,

in fact, I would not judge at all. The eloquence was
undoubtedly very impressive, the feelings were pro-

bably very sincere ; but they are no more to be taken

as a proof of the really good effects of the sermon,

than the sudden raptures of the ranters can be con-

sidered a sign of the truth of the doctrines which
they hold. In all cases where we see great demon-
strations of public feeling, or even when we hear

such facts as the Romanists are accustomed to put

forth of the extent of their conversions in heathen
countries, we are bound, not so much to distrust the

facts themselves, as to exercise our reason in draw-
ing our conclusions from them."

" Reason may be very well, but faith seems
better," said Margaret. She put down her candle,

willing to remain longer, for the conversation was
taking a turn which interested her.

" Right reason and true faith can never be sepa-

rated ; " replied Mr. Sutherland. " Reason is given
to enable us to judge of the authority to which we
are to submit, and when once that authority has

been determined, it will of itself point out that our
faith must be implicit. So reason proves the being

of a God, and its highest effort can then only bring

us to exercise the most childlike faith. Now no
reason can force us to give full credence to wonder-
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ful stories of sudden conversions, to a great ex-

tent, because we know that the fact of their being

sincere is only to be proved bj time and careful

inquiries."
" But they do show an amazing power," said

Margaret, " and the effects of the sudden impres-
sion were often lasting."

" Undoubtedly, but what would you argue from
this ?

"

" At first sight, I should say that the doctrines

promulgated were true," replied Margaret, whilst

her colour rather deepened, and the idea suggested

itself of mentioning the conversation with Father
Andrea. It was negatived, however, directly, by
the fear of betraying the circumstances of their

meeting, and the interest taken by the Countess in

Rhoda Newbolt.
" If power is the test of truth," replied Mr.

Sutherland, " then Mahometanism is true in the

East, and Christianity in the West."
" And so you would not think the astonishing

success of the Jesuits any argument in their fa-

vour ? " asked Margaret.

Mr. Sutherland looked at her with slight surprise,

but there was no distrust in his mind. He thought
that she was only arguing for the sake of informa-

tion. " It can be no real evidence for, or against

them," he replied ;
" because truth is independent of

the eifect which we see it produce. I may set before

two men the truth that almsgiving is a duty ; one
may be naturally generous, and may give me at

once the tenth of his fortune : the other may be
penurious, and refuse to give me any thing, but
the truth itself cannot be affected by the conduct
of either."

" Yet how can great moral effects be produced
without truth ? " inquired Margaret,

N N 3
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" In the case of the Jesuits," replied Mr. Suther-
land, " if I were arguing strictly, I might require

you to prove that they had worked great moral
effects ; but we will take it for granted that they

have done so. Now I quite agree with you that

good can only be effected by the exhibition of truth,

and I think we shall find, on inquiry, that the in-

fluence of all religious schemes has resulted origi-

nally from the truth contained in them. Mahomet
taught the unity of the Godhead, and the necessity

of obedience to the moral law ; that was the found-

ation of his power. Its extent depended upon cli-

mate, national character, individual talent, personal

bravery, and other accidental circumstances.'*
" I wish you would leave Mahometanism and

talk of Christianity," said Margaret. " Have not

the Jesuits done more than any body of men to-

wards making converts to Christianity ; and if they

have, ought we not to believe that their principles

are the right ones ?
"

" As to your first question," replied Mr. Suther-

land, " it is one which can never be decided until

the day when the secrets of all hearts shall be
known. How far the converts, made by the Jesuits

were sincere, no person can presume to say. If the

conversions were only nominal, or if the greater

part of them were so, your argument would at once

fall to the ground. But assuming every one to

have been real, I would ask you, since you reject

Mahometanism, to turn to England in the time of

Wesley. There were conversions, not indeed from
nominal but practical heathenism, sudden—numer-
ous—many of them, as far as we can say, very real.

If power is the test of truth, Wesleyanism is as

true in England as Jesuitism in other countries."

Margaret was thoughtful ; at length she said

:

" Then what would you attribute to the Jesuits ? '\
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.
" Great zeal," replied Mr. Sutherland ;

" great

devotion to the cause of their order, which they

identified with the cause of Christianity, and great

knowledge of the human heart, obtained by the

practice of confession. Under peculiar circum-

stances such a system as theirs could not fail of

success ; but as the circumstances have varied, so

has the success Hkewise. You do not agree with

me, I see," he added, looking at Margaret with a

half smile :
" You think I am prejudiced.-"

" No, indeed ; my reason can go with you, but

not my feelings. Very womanish, is it not?"
" Rather so, I must own ; but I wish you would

accustom yourself to look at such subjects at a dis-

tance. Of course I can have no fear whatever of

your having any leaning towards Romanism ; but

it is a very unsafe habit of mind to be led away by
feeling so as to form too charitable a judgment.

Give all the credit for virtues and sincerity that

you reasonably can ; but remember it is not fair to

allow yourself to be dazzled by a number of facts

broadly asserted. You support one cause at the

expense of another."
" The Jesuit facts do not meet one very often,"

said Mai-garet, " but when they do they are start-

ling."
" Yes, and the misfortune is that persons im-

bibe a strong prejudice in early youth, without at

all knowing the foundation ; they afterwards stum-

ble suddenly upon some book, or argument, which

shows them that their opinions were exaggerated ;

and then, by a natural re-action, they go as wildly

into the contrary extreme."
" I confess," said Margaret, with the candour

which formed so prominent a trait in her character,

" that is my case very often."

N N 3
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" And a false argument is injurious to its own
cause," pursued Mr. Sutherland. " If you were
still to uphold that the Jesuit system is good be-

cause, in some cases, it has produced great results,

I could turn round upon you, and say, that in others

it has produced small results ; and therefore in

those instances it was not good."
" But that was from accidental circumstances,"

exclaimed Margaret, eagerly.

Mr. Sutherland smiled. " I have caught you
in the trap, at last, Margaret," he said. " Once
grant that accidental circumstances can render a

system nugatory, and you admit the very point for

which I have been arguing ; that principles are

true or false independent of their eftects. If you,

taking the part of the Jesuits, say that I have no
reason to declare they were wrong, because they

were sometimes unsuccessful ; you must allow me
to say that you have no reason to declare they were
right, because they were sometimes or even fre-

quently the contrary. So now having come to an
amicable conclusion, I must suggest that it is past

eleven o'clock and time to go to bed."
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Margaret went to her room dissatisfied ; and so she

arose the next morning. Her uncle's cool argu-
ments had shaken, if not destroyed, a sort of mys-
terious romance in which, without being exactly

aware of it, she had lately indulged. Father
Andrea's glowing descriptions of the Jesuits had
caught her imagination, and whenever she had time
for a reverie or a day-dream, it v/as generally con-'

nected with them. Theirs seemed the power which
was destined again to work miracles for Christianity;

and, as she had no thought of becoming a Ro-
manist, it seemed perfectly innocent to indulge in

admiration of a part of the system. But what
romance could stand against Mr. Sutherland's dis-

passionate reasoning ? If he had inveighed strongly

against them, she could have borne it ; but to feel

that he allowed so much of zeal and wisdom, and
yet that his judgment was not biassed in their

favour, was in no ordinary degree provoking. It

was still more trying, because Mr. Sutherland was
a man whom no one could, for an instant, accuse of

coldness, or want of earnestness. Margaret knew,
perhaps better than any one else, his sensitive

quickness of feeling, and depth of devotion. He
was not naturally what is called a cool judging
person. He was poetical, excitable, keenly alive to

external beauty; he had many of the qualities of
which an enthusiast is formed ; but he had also a
clear intellect, and the first use which he had made
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of it was to exercise it in reasoning, that it might
serve as a balance to his imagination. Margaret
possessed much in common with him, but her edu-
cation had been defective in the one point on which
she most needed culture and care. She had very-

good common sense ; but it was innate, not brought
out by cultivation. "When she did reason, she fre-

quently was correct ; but her quickness and clever-

ness made her generally take the easier mode of
jumping to conclusions by intuition; and as these

conclusions were often proved to be right, she saw
no exact reason for distrusting the process by which
they had been reached. But the intuition which
may guide us in safety in the ordinary affairs of

life, is not sufficient for religion. Error there is

most dangerous, and too often irretrievable. It is

a question in which so much is involved, both for

time and eternity, that we cannot innocently risk a
false step. If we enter rashly upon the task of

examination— if we undertake to judge for our-

selves whilst ignorant of the facts upon which we
are to decide, or if we allow an over-wrought
imagination to bias our minds, the faults are moral
faults, not simply intellectual ; and as such we must
one day answer for them. Margaret's reason was
convinced by her uncle's arguments, but her feel-

ings struggled against the conviction. Yet she

was not disinclined to pursue the subject, for she
thought it might give clearness to her ideas.

Mr. Sutherland's principles were evidently fixed.

As a clergyman of the English Church, he spoke
as undoubtingly as Father Andrea ; and Margaret
knew him too well to iDelieve that he would do this

if he were in any way uncertain as to his ground.
It happened on the following morning that Mr.

Sutherland came into the school-room whilst Grace
was reading her English history. She was wading
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througli the details of the Commonwealth,— not

well understanding the exact words which she

uttered, and still less comprehending the purposes

of the different parties, or why one was better or

worse than the other. IVIr. Sutherland stood by,

listening for a few minutes, and Margaret wished
him away, for his presence made the child nervous,

and her blunders became ludicrous. She thought
he must perceive this, but he kept his ground until

Grace had finished ; and then calling her to him,

he said, playfully :

" Why, Grace, you have been reading of a great

many naughty people, all quarrelling and fighting.

AVhat was the matter with them ?
"

" I don't know, uncle," said Grace. " I never
do know about them, there were so many."

" I dare say Harriet can tell, then," said Mr.
Sutherland ;

" she knows all about Charles the

First and Oliver Cromwell, I am sure."
" I know a little about King Charles having his

head cut off*," answered Harriet.
" Yes, and more than that, Harriet," said Mar-

garet. " You used to remember the names of all

the battles, and the chief generals, and what the

disputes between the King and the Parliament
arose from."

"But I have forgotten now," said Harriet ; "be-
cause I have been reading the Roman history since."

" You can tell me something, I dare say," ob-

served Mr. Sutherland. " Do you know which side

the Bishops were?"
" On the King's," replied Harriet.
*' And did Oliver Cromweli and his friends like

the Bishops?"
" No," said Grace, quickly. " I read last week

1 that they could not bear them."
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" And I think they would not let them sit in

Parliament, and make laws," continued Harriet.
" Right, both of you. Oliver Cromwell and his

friends hated the Bishops. But I wonder whether
it was right in them to do it. Were the Bishops
bad men ?

"

" I don't think they were," said Harriet ; " but
it does not say much about them."

" Bishops are clergymen," said IVIr. Sutherland ;

" chief clergymen— higher than all others ; so I

dare say they were good. What could have been
the reason for Oliver Cromwell's hating them ?

"

The children did not know what to answer.
" I think," continued Mr. Sutherland, " that the

people in those days were fond of having their own
way ; and did not like to repeat prayers out of a

book, as they were ordered, when they went to

church, but wanted to say whatever came into their

heads ; and I think also that many of them wished
to stand up and preach sermons, though they had
never learnt to do it ; and they knew that if they

had Bishops to make rules for them about religion,

they should not be able to follow their own fancies.

Was that right in them?"
" No, very wrong," said Harriet.
" Very wrong, indeed ! But then, why was it

wrong? why ought they to have attended to the

rules which the Bishops made ?"

Harriet made no reply.

" Who first ordered that there should be
Bishops?" continued her uncle.

" I think there is something about them in the

Bible," said Harriet f and she took hers from the

book-case.
" They are mentioned several times," said Mr.

Sutherland :
" but the Apostles were the first

Bishops ; now who chose them ?
"
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" Our Saviour," replied Harriet.
" Yes ; and therefore you see why it was so

wrong in Oliver Cromwell and the people who re-

belled against King Charles to hate the Bishops

:

because they were hating persons whom God had
ordered to govern them in all things belonging to

their religion."

"But they were not the Apostles who lived in

Oliver Cromwell's time," remarked Grace.
" Oh, Grace !

" exclaimed Harriet.
" Nay, there is nothing to be ashamed of," said

Mr. Sutherland kindly, as he saw the colour mount
to the child's cheek. " They were not the Apostles

indeed, Grace, because we know that they could

not have lived so long; but before the Apostles

died, they ordained persons to succeed them, and
govern as they had done in all church matters ; and
before those persons died, they ordained others, and
so it has gone on to this present time. Oliver

Cromwell did not hate the Apostles, because they

were not living ; but he did hate the persons who
had come after them, and whom he ought rather to

have obeyed and loved."

"And King Charles liked the Bishops," said

Grace.
" Yes, he liked them very much ; and there he

was right, though he might have been wrong in

other ways. I wonder which we resemble most,

King Charles or Oliver Cromwell ?"

" I never saw a Bishop," said Harriet, " so I

don't know."
" But there is a picture of one in papa's room,"

observed Grace : "and it is avery pretty picture
;

much prettier than this ugly old Oliver Cromwell,"
she added, turning to the stern Puritan features,

pictured in the frontispiece of her history.
" A cogent reason for admiration, certainly," said
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Mr. Sutherland, looking at Margaret, who had been
an attentive listener to the conversation.

" I believe there are not very many in the world
who would give a better," she replied.

" No," said Mr. Sutherland. " We have learnt

to take such a lamentably low view of the claims

of the Church; but I must not interrupt you
longer."

" Don't go," exclaimed Margaret, stopping him.
" The children have just finished : never mind your
books, my dears, I will put them away presently.

You may run in the garden now, if you like it, till

dinner-time."

The children hastened to avail themselves of the

permission, and when they had left the room Mr.
Sutherland said, " I could be half angry with you,

Margaret, for not giving your pupils better Church
principles."

" The governess must have them herself first,"

said Margaret.
" But you don't mean to say that you can ever

look favourably upon the religious principles of the

Roundheads ?

"

" Not as a matter of taste decidedly," she an-

swered ;
" but in point of estimation I really do not

see why they were not just as good as the Cavaliers:

they were equally sincere."

" We will put aside the political question," said

Mr. Sutherland. " Charles may have been weak,
and there were certainly extenuating circumstances

in favour of the Roundheads ; but as a question of

religious truth there can be no doubt, unless you
entirely throw aside the authority of the English
Church."

" There is so much to be said on both sides,"

replied Margaret :
" equal zeal, equal bravery, equal

sincerity ; and if you speak of moral goodness, the
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advantage certainly is on the side of tlie Round-
heads."

" But, my dear IMargaret, what have all these

things to do with truth ? If the Cavaliers had been
the most pusillanimous, despicable set of men that

ever lived, their cause, so far as it was the cause of

the Church, would have been a right one. You are
arguing just as you did last night in favour of the

Jesuits."
" I don't know how to argue," said Margaret,

smiling.
" No, my dear, I really do not think you do.

Your mode of reasoning is just that which proves
that every thing is true in turn."

" But the English Church cannot surely take

such very high ground," said Margaret. " It is

established by law in England, but it is not the

same in Scotland."
" Law can have nothing to do with it," replied

her uncle. " The law does not make the Church.
If to-morrow an act of Parliament were to pass to

establish Presbyterianism, or Unitarianism, or any
other ' ism,' it could not affect the claims of the

Church upon our obedience, any more than the

conversion of half England by the Jesuits could do
it. The authority of the Church, not of England
but in England, rests upon its being a true branch
of the Catholic Church, governed by bishops who
have descended from the Apostles ; holding the

primitive faith, and providing for the due adminis-

tration of the sacraments."

"And Presbyterianism in Scotland?" began
Margaret.

" Has no more right to our allegiance there than
it has in England. For fifteen hundred years the

Church was governed by a succession of bishops,

and no one thought of disputing their authority

;

VOL. I. O O
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and if persons wilfully throw off this government,

they reject the constitution of the Church, and we
must not sanction their worship."

" And what, if they are good men ?" asked

Margaret.
" Honour them as such

;
give them credit for

every virtue which belongs to them, in the same
way as you would look charitably upon the Jesuits

;

but never sacrifice truth to a desire of having peace

or unity. Especially, never do injury to your
Church by placing her power on the low ground of

being established by law."

Margaret was a little conscience-stricken when
she remembered the defence which she had made
to Father Andrea. Mr. Sutherland perceived her

change of manner, and was afraid lest he had spoken

too warmly. " These subjects carry one away," he
said, " and all the more because one feels that the

Church is now so helpless ; oppressed by the state,

and suffering from the weakness of her members."
" The weakness of her members you may well

say," observed Margaret. " Look at the working
of the Church in this place."

" Look at ourselves, Margaret ;— there lies the

great weakness,— that which concerns us most."

Margaret's affection made her think what her

uncle would not have borne to hear in words. Her
reverence for him was returning in its original

force, and at that moment she could see no weak-
ness in him.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

The following morning brought a letter from the

Countess. Margaret was afraid lest her uncle might

hear her mother's exclamation:—"From Devonshire,

Margaret, so you will be pleased
!

" But Mr. Suther-

land was engaged by a correspondent of his own,

and did not notice it, and Mrs. Percival recollected

immediately that it was better to make no obser-

vations, since she was bound to secrecy on the sub-

ject upon which the Countess generally wrote. This

letter, however, was different from the few which
Margaret had lately received ; it was more unre-

served, and gave many particulars of the life which
Beatrice was then leading. A tone of melancholy

ran through it, which was not unusual ; but the

depression of spirits, under which the Countess

owned she Avas then labouring, appeared to arise

less from sad recollections than from dissatisfaction

with her present mode of life. " My thoughts often

travel to Henningsley," she wrote,— after describing

the festivities of the Christmas parties, — " and I

sometimes fancy that the loneliness of the old house

would be more soothing and better for me than the

gaiety of this place. I was at least useful there

:

here, I can do nothing but what is called enjoy

myself; and enjoyment is often out of my power.

I am inclined to think sometimes that it is not in

the power of any one. I cannot see how it is to

be obtained by forgetfulness, and yet half the people

I meet seem to have no thought. One thing in par-

oo 2
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ticular they can do without, which persons brought
up in the faith of the Catholic Church cannot.

They live, apparently (for I would not be uncha-
ritable), without laws or guidance. I miss the
times and seasons, the Church services, the holy
days, which in Italy mark the year as it passes.

You may perhaps wonder at my saying this when
I have spoken of Christmas feastings ; but I know
you will agree, that although mirth is a very
proper adjunct to seasons of sacred joy, it should not
wholly occupy our minds. Lucia sympathizes with
me; but she is young, and the attractions of so-

ciety are naturally great ; and if it were not for

the company of Father Andrea, I should indeed at

times be very lonely. Even this I am often de-

prived of, as he has friends in the neighbourhood
with whom he passes a great portion of his time."

" Times and seasons, Church services and holy
days," repeated Margaret to herself, as she took the

road towards Rhoda Newbolt's cottage, having pur-
posely allowed the children to go out with ]\Ir.

Sutherland. " Yes, in such things even my uncle

must allow that the English Church is deficient."— " And laws also,—-where were they to be found ?"

The life of a Roman Catholic she believed to be
regulated even in its minutest details : the life of a

member of the English Church seemed to be that

which was good in the sight of each individual.

Margaret had begun to think of late that rules arc

not only essential to happiness, but that the desire

of acting according to them is so innate in tlie hu-
man mind as to force many into a servile obedience,

under the guise of perfect lil)erty. She had seen

a few instances of this in the conduct of Rhoda's
parents, professing unlimited freedom of opinion,

yet submitting implicitly to the teacher whom tliey

had chosen, and desirous of bringing every one else
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under subjection to the same yoke. Sometime she

could reason speculatively upon the subject, as upon
any other ; but now it came home to her more prac-

tically. She was annoyed that her uncle should

have found the children deficient in a knowledge of

Church history and authority, and the defect was,

she felt, to be traced to her own education. She
had never been taught to think of the Church, and
it was natural that she should not know how to

teach them. From the little which she had seen of

Romanists, Margaret could understand how it was,

that Church principles formed so prominent a part

of their opinions. They were worked into their

daily life. Rhoda Newbolt understood scarcely any
thing of the history of Romanism ; it was not to be

supposed that she could ; but she said a certain

number of prayers, at certain hours, and had certain

days marked out for especial devotions, and thus had
a better knowledge of the authority of the Church
than could possibly have been obtained by theory.

Margaret could not determine whether this system

were right ; but one thing seemed certain, that her

own was wrong ; at least, if it were necessary, as

her uncle seemed to consider, to put so great a

value upon the English Church. It was not easy

to estimate it very highly, whilst its influence ex-

tended but to one day in seven. She was still

thinking upon the subject,when she reached the door

of the cottage : it was half open, and Margaret heard

angry tones raised in answer to the whispers of the

sick girl. At such a moment it was unpleasant to

enter, yet further altercation might perhaps be saved

by the presence of a third person, and Margaret
knocked for admittance. Mrs. Newbolt's voice sof-

tened as she said, "Come in;" but her face still

wore an appearance of great indignation when Mar-
garet appeared ; and in her hand she held a cross

00 3
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and a rosary, Avhich she had just taken from her

daughter. Khoda glanced at Margaret, as if en-

treating her forbearance, and her mother believing

that she had gained a willing listener, again broke

forth in a torrent of words, loudly abusing her

child, and all who had perverted her, and threaten-

ing vengeance upon every one whom she could dis-

cover to have countenanced her change of -religion.

Father Andrea and the Countess Novera were not

spared ; and texts of Scrij)ture were quoted against

them, with a vehemence which frightened Margaret,

and made her seriously uneasy for Rhoda. The
poor girl's expression and manner, however, showed
that she was now too much accustomed to similar

scenes, to be deeply afiected by them. She kept

her eyes shut, and only once opened them, and gave

a sign of consciousness, by pointing to the rosary

which Mrs. Newbolt had thrown upon the table, as

if entreating that Margaret would take possession

of it. This was done, under the pretence of ex-

amining it ; and when, at length, I\L's. Newbolt was
tired, and a little ashamed of her violence, she left

them, scarcely Avishing Margaret " good morning,"

and declaring that " these things flustered her so,

she quite forgot that she had business in Staunton."

Margaret was rather uncharitable in her condemna-
tion of the woman. Her own unconscious leaning

towards Romanism made her forget the form which

its tenets must assume in the view of an ultra-dis-

senter— very conceited, and extremely ignorant;

and she thought of her merely as being bigoted and

cruel. " This is very sad for you, Rhoda," she said,

kindly approaching the suffering girl, who seemed
relieved from a great oppression when her mother

was gone : — " does it happen often ?
"

" Oh yes, every day nearly ; but never mind,

Miss Percival, I shall not have to bear it long."
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" But only for once it is very bad for you," said

Margaret. " You are looking quite worn out."

" And feeling so too," began Rhoda ; but a vio-

lent fit of coughing interrupted her, and Margaret

was a little alarmed at being left with her alone.

The cough by degrees subsided, and Rhoda's first

words then were an entreaty that Miss Percival

would not hasten away. " If I cannot talk I can look

at you," she whispered ;
" and I seem safe then."

Margaret sat down, and again taking up the

rosary, looked at it attentively.

" It helps me at my prayers," said Rhoda.
" That is what I cannot understand," observed

Margaret. " What can the exact number of prayers

signify ? It is the heart which we ought to think

of."

Rhoda seemed hurt, and answered, " I don't

know. The priest told me what to do."

" And so you never worry yourself about your

prayers ? " inquired Margaret.
^' I try to say them right," replied Rhoda.

Margaret could not ask for an explanation of this

sentence, for every word which Rhoda spoke was
an effort. It occurred to her that it might be a

help to have some rule for her prayers, but she was
not sure that all which suited Rhoda would suit

her.

" Have you a book of prayers ?" she asked.

Rhoda tried to lean forward, and cast one of her

quick glances round the room, and then feebly

moving the pillows at the back of her cliair, drew
forth a volume of devotions. Margaret took it

eagerly, but was rather shocked by its contents.

The expressions were very different from those

which she had read in the volumes lent her by the

Countess. They were very familiar, and savoured

of irreverence ; and the addresses to the saints and
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the Virgin Mary she could not in the least enter
into. Rhoda watched her carefully whilst she

turned over the pages, and once whispered—
"Very beautiful !" Margaret made no observation

till she had satisfied her curiosity, when she said—
" And this book is a comfort to you ?

"

" The greatest— better than all."

Margaret wondered, and then reproached herself.

She fancied that it must be a want of fervour which
made her take offence at the peculiarities of the

book ; and it did not strike her that the inspired

prayers in the Psalms, and in other portions of the

Bible never jarred upon her ; or that the petitions

of our Lord, when offered in the extremity of

agony, or given as a model for his disciples, were
even awfully calm in their expressions. She would
willingly have conversed a little upon the subject,

and especially have made some inquiries as to the

addresses to the saints ; whether they were enforced,

and in what sense they were used ; but Rhoda was
too much exhausted to continue talking. One ques-
tion, however, Margaret could not help asking.

" You cannot pray always, Rhoda ; and you
must want something to occupy you ; what do you
read ? " ,

" Stories out of the Bible and lives of the holy
saints," replied Rhoda ;

" but I cannot do it often,

because mother would see."

" So you have a Bible ? " said Margaret.
The girl shook her liead. " They tell me I had

better not ; I shall get wrong notions again. Mo-
ther reads the Bible !

"

To Rhoda's mind the last argument was conclu-

sive ; and thei'e was certainly something plausible

in the inference which she evidently drew from the

fact, that her mother read the word of God only to

pervert it ; whilst Margaret could not perceive the
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difference between reading the Bible under the

guidance and interpretation of the Church, and
reading it by the light of our own individual judg-

ment. There were many contending feelings in

her mind as she parted from poor Rhoda. Interest,

compassion, and admiration of the sick girl's piety,

— distrust, inspired by a long establislied belief that

the Romish faith was unsound ; and a dawning
suspicion that some truth might be hidden beneath
what at first sight appeared to be unmixed error.

When with Mr. Sutherland, Margaret's judgment
was allowed its full scope, and she could see, or at

least fancied she could see, truth clearly ; but when
absent from him her old habit of mind returned,

and she was inclined to arrive at conclusions with-

out sober reasoning. That half hour spent in

Rhoda's cottage had in a degree neutralized the

effect of the two previous conversations, and her
mind was again alive to the excellencies, and par-

tially blind to the defects, of Romanism. Because
Rhoda was so in earnest, and found such comfort in

her book of devotions, Margaret began to regard it

rather as a fault in herself, than in the style of the

prayers, that she could not enter into them. She
measured them not by an external standard, but
by their effects upon a suffering enthusiastic girl.

Because the prayers did good, therefore they were
good. It was the former fallacy arising in another
shape. The park of Henningsley lay before her as

she left the cottage. Deserted as it now looked,

the thoughts which it recalled were too much in

unison with her train of ideas for her to resist the
wish of crossing it ; and, leaving the high road,

she entered it, and sauntered slowly along, pon-
dering upon her last interview with Father Andrea,
and the arguments by which Mr. Sutherland (tliough

unconscious of what he was doing) had combated the
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inferences that had been drawn from the labours of

the Jesuits. Margaret loved her uncle truly ; but
when she compared the different conversations held

with him and with Father Andrea, the interest

they had excited did not appear equal. On one
side there had been suggestions, half-revealed opi-

nions, facts stated, from which she was to gather

her own conclusions ; on the other, a sober, hard-

lined, unpoetical mode of argument, which ap-

peared to accept nothing as truth that could not be
proved to demonstration. To support Mr. Suther-
land, there was the deserted church, the neglected

village, and the painful sense of weakness in Mar-
garet's own heart ; to support Father Andrea,
there was a visible power ruling the actions, if not

the consciences, of the largest portion of the Chris-

tian world, and the exquisite vision of the Countess
Novera, embodying all that the most refined ima-
gination could picture of feminine beauty and spi-

ritual excellence. Margaret looked at Henningsley,

and for the first time wished that she had been
born a Romanist. The sound of children's voices

broke suddenly upon her ear. Philip was standing

on a little hillock, loudly calling her name. He ran

towards her, followed slowly by ]\Ir. Sutherland and
the two little girls. Margaret's heart smote her.

The thought which had been in her mind ! How
would her uncle have approved it ?

" We knew we should find you somewhere about

here," exclaimed Grace, running up to her. " I

told uncle Henry that I was sure you were gone to

see the Roman Catholic girl."

Margaret blushed, and answered,—" TThat do you
mean by Roman Catholic ? How do you know she

is one, Grace ?
"

" Miss Pebrett says so ; and her maid Susan is

a sister."
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" There is no doubt of the fact, jou see," ob-

served Mr. Sutherland ;
" but is there any parti-

cular reason why it should not be known ?
"

" The poor girl's relations are mostly Baptists,"

answered Margaret ;
" and they scarcely allow her

to confess her real faith."

*' Miss Debrett says Roman Catholics are very
wicked," exclaimed Philip ;

" so, Margaret, you
ought not to go and see them."

" I wish Miss Debrett would not talk such non-
sense," replied Margaret. The words were uttered

in the sharp tone of some months previous, and
Margaret knew it, and was vexed with herself

and ashamed. " It is trying, is it not," she said,

in an under tone to her uncle, " to have one's en-

deavours to make the children sensible all ruined
by such foolish observations?"

" Not quite ruined yet,-we will hope," he replied.

" But about this poor girl, — is she very ill ?"

" Yes, there is no chance for her, as far as we
can humanly judge."

"And do you see her often?" inquired Mi*.

Sutherland.

His tone struck Margaret as if he were consider-

ing whether there was any danger in her doing so ;

and the question had for an instant arisen in his

mind; but it seemed hard to debar the suiFering

girl the assistance of a person of her oAvn sex, and
Margaret's manner was too simple to awaken his

fears. Margaret's reply was that she went tliere

about once a week.
" I have never been thrown with Romanists

under such circumstances," said Mr. Sutherland

;

" there were two in my last parish, w^ho died, but
they never would allow me to approach them."

" This case is a very interesting one," observed

Margaret, "and strange tome: the state of mind
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is entirely different from what one is accustomed to

see— or hear of, perhaps I ought to say— for I
have never watched a death-bed before."

" I should like, for many reasons, to be in your
place," said Mr. Sutherland. " It might help to

solve some problems in my own mind. But how
can a Romanist endure your presence at such a
time?"

" I am almost her only friend," replied Margaret,
" and I listen to her, and do not argue."

" And you think that she is happy ?
"

" Very, generally speaking. She seems to have
thrown off the sense of individual responsibility, and
to rest upon confession, and absolution, and being

a member of the true Church. Upon that point I

could envy her."
" You are a member of the true Church," said

Mr. Sutherland.
" So I may be ; but the knowledge does not give

me the certainty of salvation."

" "Was it ever intended that it should ?" said her

uncle. " Is there any thing more than a steadfast

hope granted us on this side the grave ? Even St.

Paul dared not speak of certainty until the closing

years of a life of great trial ; and he tells his con-

verts to ^ work out their salvation with fear and
trembling.'

"

" Romanists think a great deal about the Church,"
said Margaret ;

" it seems to form a part of their

very existence : and their confessors guide them so

correctly, and give them such minute rules for con-

duct. In those things also they seem very different

from us, and their religion seems a greater help to

them than ours can be."
*' Than ours is, you should rather say," replied

Mr. Sutherland ;
" and yet in a certain degree you
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are right. There arc more minute rules given for

the conduct of a Romanist than for oius."

"And do you not think this desirable?" in-

quired Margaret.
^' Did you ever see a child in a go-cart?" in-

quired Mr. Sutherland. " It is an admirable sup-

port ; what should you say if we were to use go-

carts all our lives? "— Margaret laughed.— " You
laugh," continued her uncle, " because you see at

once that Ave were all designed to run alone. Are
you sure that it may not be just as unwise, as con-

trary to the order cf Providence, to put the mind in

a go-cart, as it is to put the body ?"

" The mind is weak all our life," said Margaret,
" the body is not."

" Granted at once ; and it should be treated as

weak, by having sticks, and props, and outward
helps'."

" And where are the outward helps to be found
in the English Church?" inquired Margaret.

The answer was not then given.

VOL. 1, F p
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

A FLY was stopping at the Grove gate,—and a

slight, handsome-looking youth, just verging upon

manhood, alighted from it. His complexion was
pale, and his black eye sparkled brightly ; but

there was a greater appearance of health and

strength than is commonly associated with such a

form and countenance. Margaret ran towards him
in delight— a feeling, how diiferent from that

which she had experienced upon seeing Craven !

and Mr. Sutherland looked very happy ; and the

servants came out to greet Mr. George, and to ex-

press their pleasure at his return.

" We thought you were not coming at all this

time, sir," said Symonds, taking up his carpet-bag,

and stopping to look at him again before he pro-

ceeded to carry it up-stairs.

" That was because I was coming for such a long

time, Symonds," replied George; "you will have

enough of my company before I leave home again."

" Then you are not going away again, ever? " said

Philip, clapping his hands.
" Not if I can help it, until Easter, to Oxford.

But where is my mother ? " And, escaping from

the children, George hurried to the drawing-

room.
There are some persons who seem to bear about

with them a perpetual sunshine ; let them arrive

when they will, or how they will, under wdiatever

circumstances, in w^hatever mood of the family
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mind, their place in the home circle is always ready
for them. They occupy it so fitly, so pleasantly,

the aspect of affairs so changes under their influ-

ence, that we wonder at the insensibility which
could induce us long and patiently to bear with
their absence. When George had told his talc,

that the friend with whom he w^as staying had
been called away from home by the illness of a
relation, — and had thus accounted for his return

before he was expected ; when he had made all

due inquiries respecting every body and every
thing ; when he had walked round the apartment,

to see that the furniture was unaltered ; and, at last,

had gone to his chamber to dress for dinner, it

seemed quite natural to have him in the house. No
one said " AVliat shall we do, or how sliall we manage,
now George is come ? " No one felt " put out."

His room was ready for him, his seat was wherever
it might be most convenient, his occupations 'were

those which caused no interruption to any one; the

only observable difference was in the general tone of

the family. George Percival thought his home a very
happy one ; his father kind, his mother affectionate,

Agatha beautiful, Margaret delightfully clever and
agreeable, and the little ones pleasant playthings.

And no wonder ! home cares were not for him
;

they were Margaret's especial patrimony ; and
where George was present Margaret's heart insen-

sibly grcAV lighter. Only a year's difference existed

between them ; but George w\as the younger ; a boy
when his sister was a woman ; and she looked at

him, in consequence, Avith something of a maternal
as well as sisterly affection. It was indescribably

hopeful and cheering to watch the gradual in-

crease of high ])rinciples, and the development of

superior abilities, in one just entering upon lif6,

r r 2
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aud, as yet, untainted by the sins of tlie world.

George Percival had faults of thoughtlessness,

hasty judgment, impatience at disappointment, and
a slight propensity to satire, which he shared in

common with his elder brother ; but they were
faults knoAvn and guarded against ; and Margaret
had sometimes penetrated beneath the gay good-

humour, that made him the darling of his family,

and discovered a spring of deep and holy feeling,

which she could little doubt would still guard him from
the contamination of evil. When they last parted,

whilst her own principles were yet unsettled, she

had reverenced her younger brother for motives
which did not actuate herself. They met again,

and Margaret heard in the gentle tones of his voice,

and saw in his thoughtful manner, that he was un-
changed, except in having advanced still further in

the path upon which he had so early entered.
" He was born to be a clergyman," she said to

herself; whilst George was describing to Mr. Su-
therland the regret with which he had taken leave

of all his old haunts, and his school friends, and
contrasting liis former life with that which he was
about to lead at the University. Even in that short

conversation, there was more depth evinced than

was common to a person of his age, and Margaret
knew that her uncle thought so. A quiet smile

of satisfaction was on Mr. Sutherland's f\ice, which
Margaret was certain she could interpret rightly.

" And so you have not changed your mind,

George, my boy ? " said Dr. Percival, drawing his

chair nearer the fire, when the ladies had left the

dining-room. " You had rather starve on a curacy,

than make your fortune in a counting-house ?
"

" I don't know, sir," replied George, " if it comes
to a question of starvation ; but my uncle seems
to tlirive extremely well as a clergyman."
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" Your uncle ! lie is no guide for you. He is a

fortunate man
;
you will never have a living."

" So I was told, Greorge," said Mr. Sutherland.,

" when I took orders, but it did not deter me."

"And 1 hope it would not me either," replied

George, whilst his colour rather heightened ;
" 1

have never wavered in my choice."
" No," exclaimed Dr. Percival, half laughing ;

" I vrill give you credit for that. There was never

a better example of the firmness — some people, you
know, call it obstinacy,— which they say is inhe-

rent in the Percivals. However, we won't quarrel

about it: if you like poverty, well and good; only,

don't ask me to share it."

Dr. Percival turned in his chair, and composed
himself, apparently for meditation. George dis-

cussed an University life with his uncle, until his

father was called away to a patient, and then, grow-
ing more unreserved, as he felt himself alone with a

friend who could sympathize with and advise him,

spoke freely of his future prospects. The Church
had been marked out as his profession, from his

childhood, and all his wishes had been directed

to it. The remembrance had often served to sober

his mind, and check his youthful follies; and now
that the time was drawing on, when he might hope
to enter upon it, all the enthusiasm of his character

was directed towards this one point. After the few
years, he said, which he must pass at the Univer-
sity, he should, he hoped, be really a clergyman,

and then he would study, and labour, and devote

his whole energies to his work, and he could scarcely

doubt of success. Mr. Sutherland listened with
many ha[)py, but with some painful thoughts. They
were not hopes which he could bear to crusli ; but
he felt sadly the disappointment in store for tliem.

Perhaps, when experience of the teniptations of a

i> V 3
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oolloge life had made Ins neplicw more sensible of

tlie dangers which beset his own path, he might be

less sanguine in his expectations of saving others

from theirs. In tlie mean time an occasional check

vvas all that could be ventured ; and George carried

on the conversation cheerfully, without perceiving

that a shade of melancholy sometimes passed across

his uncle's brow.

"I intend to remain here for two more days,

George," observed Mr. Sutherland, when they went
into the drawing-room, " and, if you like, we will

talk over a course of reading together. Margaret
shall guarantee the library free from interruptions."

" Margaret would like to join you," exclaimed a

merrier voice than had lately been heard in the

family evening party. " I am sure it must be mucli

more useful to have sensible conversations with

clever men than to give instruction in the school-

room."
" That depends— but we shall talk Latin and

Greek ; and what will you do then ?"

"Margaret knows Latin," said Harriet ; "she
liears Philip his declensions every day."

" And verbs too," observed Margaret laughing.
" I could say them very well once ; but I have
given up all hope of being learned, uncle Henry,
since a certain grave conversation I had with you.

It damped my spirit ; and besides, I have no time,

now I teach so diligently."

" A libel, Margaret, I protest," said Yir. Suther-

land :
" to the best of my conviction, I never in-

tentionally damped any person's learned energies.''

" Ah ! to your conviction, but not to mine. I

trace back all my woful fixllings off to that one
point."

" But wdiat could I liavc said ? I don't re-

member."
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" Oli ! that it was all useless, good for iiotliiRg in

itself."

" In itself
;
yes, very possibly I said that. There

is the greatest difference between making study a

means to an end, and making it the end alone."
" You must not imagine, though," said Mar-

garet, " that I was humble enough to give up
study because you cast a slur upon it. I have
gone on still, Germanizing and Italianizing, and
reading all sorts of things ; but there is a want of

some incentive,— such a one as George will have
when he goes up to take his degree."

" Don't wish for that; Margaret," said George
;

"it makes me ill now to think of it."

" Yes, but I do. I do not mean that I have any
craving for distinction. I do not wish to take a
first class, or make myself remarkable in any way

;

but it would be a satisfaction to feel that study was
a duty."

"The ten talents, Margaret," said Mr. Suther-
land, in a low voice.

She turned round quickly, and answered, " They
mean every thing."

" Yes, every thing, — of course, then, including

mental powers."
" But to labour without a prospect of being use-

ful in consequence," began Margaret.
" Or to wrap our talents in a napkin," continued

Mr. Sutherland.

Margaret smiled upon him affectionately, as she
replied, " I could study for ever, if it were to

please you."

"And you will study for ever, though not to

please me, my dear child, I am sure, if it is right."

"I can feel with you, l^^argaret," exclaimed
George. "I don't think I could possibly exert
myself to tlie utmost, ii' it w(>rc not for some visible

purpose."
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Then, seeing that Mr. Sutherhmd was silent, he
added, laughing —

" My uncle thinks we are two wrong-headed in-

dividuals ; but he is determined not to put us

right."

" Margaret tells me I am fond of lecturing," said

Mr. Sutherland.

He took up a book, find asked Harriet to play to

him ; a request which caused a little disturbance,

for Harriet was frightened at being asked to play

before any one—even before her uncle Henry, wiio

ahvays spoke kindly, and thanked her, and begged
her to go on, just as if he really enjoyed hearing
her.

George stood by the mantel- piece deep in

thought, and Margaret prepared to make tea ; and
after tea came music, and a game of chess between
Mr. Sutherland and his nephew ; and, as usual,

some plans for the next day from Mrs. Percival,

including a walk to Ashington, that George might
become better acquainted with his brother-in-law.

"You are not going just yet," said George,
stopping Mr. Sutherland, as he was w^ishing him
good night. " Margaret and I have both one ques-

tion to ask you. We must have an end to our con-

versation."

]Mr. Sutherland looked doubtful if he were in

earnest.

"Then it shall not be a lecture, INTargaret," he
said lightly ;

" only a very short exhortation."

"Lecture or not, I will listen," replied Margaret.
" Just tliink, then," said Mr. Sutherland, " of the

difference between studying for fame, or money,
or even to please your friends, and studying be-

cause God has given you certain powers, and
willed that you should cultivate them."

"Yes," said George, " tliat motive must be niucli
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higher than the others ; but I would hibour to do

good."

"Fallacious still," said Mr. Sutherland. "Who
knows what is good ?— and even if we think we
effect it, how can Ave be sure that we are not mis-

taken ?
"

" And women are in general so shut out from
doing good by their mental powers," said Margaret

;

" and yet they possess them."
" Women are not aware of their own influence,"

replied Mr. Sutherland ;
" but your observation

certainly holds true as to making the doing good a

motive for study. It is not a very obvious one with

them. There is but one rule which will apply to

us all— St. Paul's. I need not quote you the text

which says, 'we are to do all for the glory of

God.' And so, Margaret, whatever powers I knew
that I possessed, I would improve them, because in

so doing I should be following the line marked out

for me. The use to be made of the knowledge
would be an after consideration."

" Obedience," said Margaret with a smile ;
" your

favourite principle."

" Yes, obey, and the reward will come even-

tually ; and if you should ever be shut up in a

desert island, with only wild beasts for your com-
panions, and should chance to have saved a li-

brary of books, as people always do save wonderful
things in shipwrecks, — still study, and study hard.

Good night to you both ; I hope you won't sit up
half the night in consequence of my advice."

The advice was seasonable, and the warning
against sitting up half the night not less so. Mar-
garet was strongly inclined to do it, such a new
studying impulse seemed to have been given her

;

and she determined at least to make the most of her

bi-other's stay at home, and in^luce him to assist
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her in the many subjects upon wliich he would
naturally know much more than lierself. One
false idea works mischief in every thing. Truth
had been judged by IVIargaret according to its

effect ; duty by its visible consequences. The one
notion would have led her into error in doctrine

;

the other into neglect and indolence in practice.

If she had hitherto been saved, it was because the

principles were not as yet deeply rooted, and her

good sense and upright mind counteracted the

latent evil. Had Mr. Sutherland's opinion been
carried out more fully, he might have shown her

clearly how^ an original mistake in motive, a belief

that duties are duties according as we see their re-

sults, must at last, in many cases, end in the adoption

of expediency as a rule of conduct ; in the same
way as the j)i'iiicipal errors of the Romish Church
appear generally to have arisen from a desire of

what is called doing good, instead of simply doing

and teaching right. The first impulse of an earnest

mind naturally is to obtain power over others for a

good end ; the next, to think how that power may
be increased ;

— and then comes the temptation to

present truth in a plausible, insinuating form ; to

dress it up ; to make it alluring to human frailty

;

to bend to the infirmities of a fallen nature ; to

yield to the power of circumstances ; until, at

length, the moral sense, originally so pure, seems

perverted to sanction any act, if only the final ob-

ject be that of promoting the interests of religion.

Margaret did not thus carry out the train of

reasoning which her uncle had suggested, but she

acted upon it the very next morning ; and instead

of looking to her hour's reading merely as amuse-
jnent, resolved to make it serve a purpose of duty

also. She would read still, but not at random,

accordiuG: to the humour of the moment. The
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time was to be employed according to some fixed

purpose, and the end was to be the cultivation of

her mindj because God had given her talents, and
would one day call her to account for them.

A slight sensation of envy crossed Margaret's

mind as she looked into the library after breakfast, -

on her way to the school-room. Mr. Sutherland

and George had established themselves comfortably

side by side ; a large folio open before them, and
several smaller volumes lying on the table. Mr.
Sutherland was talking, and George listening, and
Margaret could not help thinking how much more
pleasant it would be to stay and hear what was
passing, than to proceed to her duties with the

children. She half hoped that by good manage-
ment the lessons might be finished quickly ; and so

they were ; but just as Margaret had given direc-

tions for the room being put in order, and had
taken up her work-basket to go to the library, she

was summoned to the drawing-room.
*' Miss Debrett, ma'am," said Symonds ; " and

my mistress is very busy, and begs that you will go."

The patience and charity which Mr. Sutherland
had once deferred inculcating, were at length, as

he had then hoped they would be, brought to bear

upon the petty trial. Margaret smiled, put down
her basket, and obeyed with cheeri'ulness. It was.

an invalid day with Miss Debrett ; Margaret knew,
it from the tone of her voice when she first spoke

;

and not merely an invalid day, but one of depres-

sion, and as much irritation as Miss Debrett could

feel. She had caught cold, she thought, and she

was rheumatic
;

pain was flying about her, some-
times in her head, and then in her arm or her
shoulder. She had not slept more tlian two hours
the last night, and, moreover, she was fretted ; one
or two things liad worried her.
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" Not your maid, I hope," said Margaret.
" Why, my love, I can't say no, and I can't say

yes, exactly. I do believe, after all, slie is a Ca-
tholic."

" And what makes you think so ? " enquired
Margaret.

" A great many little things, my dear. Mrs. St.

Aubyn put it into my head. She called yesterday,

and when we were talking about Susan, told me
she had often seen that young Italian girl at Hen-
ningsley stop and speak to her, and she had heard
her say that the sisters were extremely fond of

each other ; so nothing is more likely. I can't

imagine, for my part, why Mrs. St. Aubyn takes

such a fancy to the Catholics herself ; that foreign

girl was always driving about with her."
" And is this every thing which has vexed you ?

"

asked Margaret.
" No, my dear, not entirely ; but— you must not

be angry— Susan talks so strangely, quite imper-

tinently, I tell her sometimes."

"And what does she say?"
" Notliing that is true, nothing at all ;— but this

is a sad place for gossip ; and we were speaking

yesterday of Ashington— you know when I can't

get out, I am obliged to have Susan about me
more, it is so dull else, and then she just amuses
me."

.

" And what had she to say of Ashington?"
" Little enough, my love, and I did not believe

her, as I stated at the time ; but the people about

declare tliat Agatha and the Colonel are always

quarrelling. I told Susan it was very improper in

her to repeat such reports, and then she went on to

ask if I did not think Mrs. Clive was altered,

and looked unhappy ; and so I resolved I would
come over to-day and enquire about it."
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" Indeed, you must not listen to such things,"

said Margaret, trying to evade a direct reply;
" Agatha has been out a good deal lately, and is

tired, and that may make her look grave ; but

some persons always will spread reports in this

absurd way, and I dare say Susan is a gossip."

" So she is, my dear, and perhaps I rather en-

courage her ; but I don't know what to do some-
times, my life is very lonely."

Tears stood in Miss Debrett's eyes, and, as she

wiped them away, Margaret asked herself whether

ehe had always done the utmost to cheer her soli-

tude. She had very little spare time, it was true
;

but now and then she might have gone to her

instead of following her own pursuits, and the few
minutes' cheerful conversation might have given

life and interest to the day.
" Staunton is not like' some places," continued

Miss Debrett; "the weeks go on just alike. My
cousin, Anne Duncan, at Eastlake, she is my only

first cousin, you know, wants me to go there. She
says that I should find it much more comfortable."

*' But why ? " enquired Margaret.
'• Oh ! because I could go to church more, and

have the clergyman to come and see me. They are

very church-going people at Eastlake."
" It might be much better in that way," said

Margaret, without considering the interpretation

that might be put upon her words. But she was
soon aware of her indiscretion.

Miss Debrett's tears increased from a few drops

to a burst of grief; whilst she exclaimed at broken

intervals—" Yes, I knew how it was, you are tired

of me. It is very natural ; I don't blame you :

very natural indeed."

Margaret was greatly distressed ; but her endea-

VOL. I. Q Q
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vours at explanation were met })y a repetition of the

same sentences, ending with

—

" I shall not trouble you long, my love ; my poor

frame is nearly worn out. Look,"— and she laid

her shrivelled hand before Margaret.
" It is very thin," said Margaret kindly ;

" but I

think you would be better if you went out a little

more. Won't you take a turn with me now in the

garden ?
"

" No, my dear, thank you. I'm not fit for that,"

said Miss Debrett, a little recovering herself— "I
had better go home."
"Not just this minute," continued Margaret;

*' stay and take some luncheon. The children's

dinner will be ready directly, and George is here.

You would like to see him ?
"

" Ah ! dear George ! to be sure I should. I

like to see any of you, my love: and you don't

think Agatha is unhappy ?
"

" People have no right to talk such nonsense

about her," said Margaret ;
" when mamma can let

me drive to Ashington some day, it will make a

pleasant change for you to go too ; and you can

walk a little in the grounds, and see the conser-

vatory ; the plants are looking beautiful, though it

is so cold."
" It is very good of you, my dear Margaret, to

think so much of a poor old woman. I told my
cousin Anne that it would not do to go to Eastlake,

and leave my dear friends at the Grove."

Margaret w^as a little alarmed at the mention of

Eastlake, and prudently forebore to make any
further remarks upon it.

—"And you will come
down to luncheon, then ? " she said.

" No, my dear, not to-day. I am not well enough.

Give "my love to George, and don't let him think it

unkind."
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"But if you will not stay here, let me walk home
with you," said Margaret ; "I shall only be a mo-
ment putting on my bonnet and shawl."

" Oh ! my love, I could not think of such a

thing. You don't mean to say you would take the

trouble?"
" I shall scarcely be a minute," said Margaret

rising.

" And, Margaret, if you could stay and eat it, I

know Susan has a basin of soup ready : I ordered
it this morning. Do you think you could fancy it ?

"

" I shall have nothing but bread pudding, or

bread and butter at home," said Margaret gaily ;

" so I had better accept a good offer ; " and she

went up stairs.

Miss Debrett little thought of the sacrifice which,
this trifling act of consideration w^as to IMargaret

;

how it robbed her of the short time which would
have been her recreation after the school-room
labours ; how it prevented her from having any
leisure for her accustomed serious duties, before

going out with the children ; and, in consequence,

broke in upon the hour's study afterwards, and dis-

turbed the plan which had been formed in the
morning. Margaret's good-nature was so free from
effort that, even wlien most inconvenienced, it

would have been difficult to imagine that she was
not following the bent of her own inclinations. Yet
good-nature and self-denial did not keep her from
temptation. The interview with Miss Debrett
was a fruitful subject for meditation, not so much
upon the report which had arisen concerning Aga-
tha's unhappiness, (for though extremely annoying
and painful, Margaret was not surprised at it,) as

upon the position in the world occu})ied by INH.'^s

Debrett herself; advancing in years, lonely, infirm,

fanciful, witliout object in life, ai d dependent for

Q Q -
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her whole happiness upon friends, whom the least

unguardedness in expression miglit lead her to dis-

trust. Miss Debrett was a member of the English

Church. Had she been a Romanist, would she not

have had more external aid to raise her tone of

mind ?

Margaret walked alone with the children that

afternoon, for George and Mr. Sutherland were
going to Ashington, and then to take a long ramble
over the hills, farther than her strength could carry

her. There was but little time for thought when
the children were near ; but doubts, especially if

disagreeable, will come to us through every thing ;

and in the intervals of answering questions, and
taking care that Grace and Philip did not run into

mischief, Margaret repeated to herself an obser-

vation of Father Andrea's, which, at the moment it

was made, had fixed itself deep in her mind ;
" the

Catholic Church has also her homes of refuge for

women who are left unprotected." " The English

Church has none," thought Margaret; "and not only

so, but she does not provide for the spiritual wants
of persons who might not choose to enter a So-

ciety."— It was a very natural belief, especially at

Staunton and Deering. Miss Debrett, indeed, had
alluded to a better state of things at Eastlake, but
Margaret had not enquired in -svhat it consistecL
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

There was a holiday on the following day. Mr.
Sutherland begged for it as it was his birthday.

Margaret's delight was greater even than the child-

ren's, and as the most agreeable way of spending it,

she begged to take her drawing and work into the
library, if only she could be quite sure that she
should not be an interruption. Mr. Sutherland
placed her chair near the fire, and George moved
the table to the proper ^light, cut her pencil, and
rubbed her colours ; and remarked that he was al-

ways more inclined to study and think, when persons

were in the room who liked studying and thinking

also. Mr. Sutherland doubted, and advised him
not to try the experiment at college. The conver-
sation proceeded for some time upon points which
did not interest Margaret

;
questions concerning

Latin and Greek authors, whose names only she

knew. Still it was enjoyable to feel that she might
have a quiet morning, free from interruption ; and
her drawing progressed satisfactorily, while her
mind fell into a wandering reverie, taking its tone

from the ideas which had of late presented them-
selves. She thought again of Miss Debrett, and the

deficiencies of education, which had made her so de-

pendent for happiness upon outward circumstances;
of the Countess Novera, and the different life which
she was leading with the gay Lady Anstruiher ;*

Q Q 3
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and of Fatlicr Amlri-a also, raid his pursuits and in-

terests. Unlike they all were ; dissimilar to each

other, and to herself; yet, she felt they must have
much in common.
The Countess would be almost as lonely as Mis^

Debrett, if living apart from her religion. Her
happiness was dead, her hopes were over, the spring

of her youthful gladness w^as dried up ; and yet she

seemed still to have motives impelling her to ex-

ertion. Margaret feared that in Miss Debrett's

place, even Avith her own superior advantages,

a love of study, and a taste for accomplishments,

she should, like her, sink into a life of listless-

ness, and one much more selfish. Days w^ould

slide by, monotonous, and unmarked : habits of self-

indulgence would insensibly be acquired : there

would seem to be no reason why she should or

should not act in any particular way. The Countess,

Margaret believed, lived a life of rule ; all Romanists,

she had heard, did so ; and this was what solitary

persons particularly required. " Law and disci-

pline !" — Unconsciously, Margaret sighed, and
spoke the w^ords aloud.

" Discipline !" exclaimed George, laughing, "that
is the point we are just arriving at; the discipline

and rules of the early Church. TVere you thinking

of them too, Margaret ?
"

" Not exactly of the early Church," she said ;
" I

leave that to you and my uncle. The rules of the

Church of the present day would be sufficient for

me, if they were to be found."
" You must go to Rome for them," observed

George.
Mr. Sutherland laid his hand upon his nephew's

shoulder and said,—" George, you are to be a
clergyman of the English Church, are you not?"

" Yes, certainly, I hope so."
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" Then suppose we look at her system, not at the

Romish."
Margaret put down her pencil, and listened at-

tentively, and George blushed slightly.

" Persons talk so much in these days of the Church
of Rome," he replied.

" I know they do, and for that very reason one
should be inclined to suspect something unsound in

the feeling which leads them to do so. Fashions in

opinion are, generally speaking, exaggerations of

trutli."

" But you don't condemn the Romish system,

putting aside the errors ?" inquired George.
" I do not wish to speak of it ; it is not our busi-

ness. Let us work out our own fully ; and when we
are made bishops, and sit in convocation, it will be
time enough to think whether it is wise to adopt the

customs of Rome."
" But," said Margaret, in a timid voice, " I do not

think I quite understand what our system is."

" You are not alone in your ignorance there, my
dear Margaret," replied lier uncle. " I believe half

the people of England judge of the Church accord-

ing to its actual working."
" If they are like me they do," said Margaret

;

" and in this place, you know, uncl9 Henry, it would
seem as if the Church had nothing to do with us

except on Sundays."
" Then we -will try not to think of this place, or

of any place," answered Mr. Sutherland. " Let us

just see what the Prayer Book teaches us." He
took up one, and opened it at the preface. '' First

we have an account of the compilation of the ser-

vices, and a statement that 'the godly and decent

order of the ancient fatliers' having been altered,

broken, and neglected, by planting in uncertain

stories and legends, with mullitudes of respond?,
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verses, vain repetitions, &c. so that commonly wlien
anj book of the Bible was begun, after three or

four chapters were read out, all tlie rest were un-
read ; therefore a calendar has been drawn out,

wherein (so much as may be) the reading of Holy
Scripture is so set forth that all things shall be done
in order. And because of necessity there must be
some rules, therefore certain rules are here set

forth ; and this order for prayer and the reading of

the Holy Scriptures 'is declared to be much agreeable

to the mind and purpose of the old fathers.' What
can be more simple and reasonable apparently than
all this?"

" As far as the service itself goes," said Margaret,
" I do not think any one can object. It was not that

which I meant."

"But as to the use which is to be made of it ; —
the preface goes on to state, 'that all priests and
deacons are to say daily the Morning and Evening
Prayer, either privately or openly ; not being let by
sickness or some other urgent cause. And the

curate that ministereth in every parish church or

chapel, being at home, and not being otherwise rea-

sonably hindered, shall say the same in the parish

church or chapel where he ministereth ; and shall

cause a bell to be tolled thereunto, a convenient

time before he begin, that the people may come to

hear God's word and to pray with him.' Now,
Margaret, how does your objection, that the Church
provides only for the Sunday services stand against

this?"
" Practically the same as ever," said Margaret

;

"it is not done."
" But we are not talking of the practice ; our

question is with the system and rules. Let tlie

practice be what it may, the fault lies in the neglect

of individuals, not in the constitution of the Church.
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You must keep this clearly in mind, or we shall

never see things in their true light."
'• Then you will allow that there are practical

evils ? " said George.
" Certainly, many and great ; but we are not come

to them yet. Noav observe what follows tlie pre-

face : A calendar which speaks of Advent, Christ-

mas, Lent, Easter, and AYhitsuntide ; seasons of

fasts and festivals, besides particular days on which
the remarkable events connected with our Lord's

birth and life are commemorated, together with the

memories of the Apostles, and the Evangelists, the

first Martyrs, and the holy Lmocents. 1 am not

inquiring whether or not these days are sufficient,

but merely showing that the ecclesiastical year is

not intended to pass by unmarked."
" Komanists keep such seasons with greater cere-

mony than we do," said' George.
" Allowed ; and in many places we do not keep

ours at all. Still, I go back to my original propo-

sition, that the Church intended they should be
kept, by providing particular services."

" Tlie services alone do not seem sufficient to

mark them," said iNlargaret.

" Have we tried them, my love? We know the

peculiar feeling which is attaciied to Christmas.

But the service for Christmas Day does not differ

more from the common prayers, than that appointed
for Easter Day, Ascension Day, or Whit Sunday.
It is custom which makes Christmas Day assume a

more distinctive cliaractcr, and the custom lies in

our OAvn power."
" But there is one rule," observed Margaret,

" which is forgotten — that which obliges people to

fast."

" Not from the fault of the Church," replied Mr.
Sutherland. "Here is a table of the ' Vigils, Fasts,
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and days of abstinence to be observed in tlie year.'

The Evens or Vigils before tlie Nativity of our

Lord, the Purification of the Blessed Virgin INlary,

The Annunciation, Easter Day, Ascension Day,
Pentecost, and ten others ; also the forty days of

Lent, the Ember Days at the Four Seasons ; the

three Rogation Days, and all the Fridays in the

year except Christmas Day ; making in all a hun-
dred and twenty-three days to be devoted to fasting

and humiliation."
" And the feasts are how many?" said George.
" Eighty-one. That will make two hundred and

four days out of the three hundred and sixty-five,

set apart for particular observances. I think, Mar-
garet, you Vv'ill scarcely want more."

" No," answered Margaret ;
" if they are ob-

served. I don't mean to be pertinacious," she

added, gently.
*

" Only you like to return to the same point, as

ladies always do," said George, laughing.
" I can understand Margaret's difficulty," observed

Mr. Sutherland. " There is something very start-

ling in this gr^at inconsistency between practice

and theory ; something Avhich does, at first sight,

make one unbelieving as to there being any theory

at all ; but there is no ai-guing against facts. There
are the words written down ; the laws for the daily

services, and the proper observance of certain festi-

vals and fasts. SVe may find more days, George,

in the Romish calendar; they may be celebrated

with greater pomp ; but it is undeniable that the

necessity for these outward aids to a devotional

spirit is fidly recognised in our own." Margaret
took up the Prayer Book, and examined it ; and in

a few minutes afterwards left the room. She was
glad that the day was at her own disposal, so that

she need not fear interruption, whilst endeavouring
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to realize this view of the system of the English

Church. It was at first, as Mr. Sutherland had
said, startling, from its novelty. Margaret re-

membered to have read the tables and rubrics as

mementos of obsolete customs ; a sort of remnant
of Romanism, which, at the time the Church was
reformed, men were not bold enough to throw aside.

She had little imagined that they contained the

acknowledgment of a great principle, namely, that

as the human being is twofold, the soul and body
forming but one man, so the spiritual being re-

quires a twofold aid to bring it to perfection ; one
derived from the grace received immediately from
God, the other originating from the same Divine
source, but imparted through the medium of bodily

actions and outward observances.

When the body shall be renewed and glorified,

when " corruption shall -have put on incorruption,

and mortal immortality," then will there be no need
of fasting and self-denial, and the subjection of the

flesh to the spirit. We shall ever dwell in the imme-
diate presence of God, and in His presence will be
safety; but, until that time shall arrive, not only

must the heart be guarded and watched, but the

needs of our frail nature, the daily occurrences, and
the common divisions of our life, must be stamped
with some visible mark of Heaven, or they will

become snares and stumblingblocks in our way,
and serve only to increase the fatal blindness which
leads us to believe that the business of this world
is our all in all. Margaret had lately been groping,

as it were, by the dim light of her own reason, after

some definite external guide in religion, for she had
felt that it was not well either for herself or for

others to be living each according to tlie rule of hie

own fancy. Wlien she first began to act upon right

principles, the want had not been so mueb perceived;
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feeling then had carried her forward, and she was
satisfied with liaving attained a higher ground than
tliat upon which she had originally stood. But as

duties and responsibilities opened upon her, and the

wonderful facts of the Gospel came out more dis-

tinctly to view, all claiming attention, she grew
perplexed by a sense of her own infirmity and blind-

ness, and would have rejoiced at the prospect of

direction in almost any shape. It had been sent to

her now ; but in a form which seemed ^o place any
practical benefit at as great a distance as ever. There
were the laws, the indications of the particular sub-

jects which were to occupy her thoughts at certain

seasons. The year lay before her, mapped and por-

tioned out ; but how was she to follow its course ?

No one that she knew, except her uncle at Alton,

attended daily services, or kept festival days ; Chi ist-

mas and Easter excepted. Still less did eitlier her

friends or acquaintances think of fasting. One day
was exactly like another to them. On Ash Wed-
nesday and Good Friday, indeed, there were ser-

vices; but the other distinctions which were made
were not worth noticing. And it could not be her

part to begin setting the example. Margaret's day
of enjoyment, her holiday, appeared likely to pro-

duce anything but enjoyment. To become av/nre

of a new duty, and to have no idea how to com-
mence its performance, is a very distressing slate of

mind, especially when the duty seems likely to

attract attention. Once Margaret did heai'tily wish
that she had never said anything about the Cluirch

system ; that she had not wished to live under rule

herself, or thought it possibly good for Miss Debrett.

Why liad she troubled herself upon such a point ?

But it was a cowardly thought, and conscience re-

proacJied her for it. If the observance of these days
were a duty ; if it were ordered and she were bound
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to obey, she ought on no account to shrink from it.

Again she referred to the Prayer Book ; but there

were still the same words, the only minute direction

accompanying them being, that if a feast-day fell

upon a Monday, the vigil, or fast-day, should be

kept upon the Saturday instead of the Sunday ;

showing that it was taken as a matter of course that

the rule should be adhered to. Margaret remem-
bered the simple way in which the Countess Novera
had once, in the course of a conversation, alluded to

the fact of its being a fast-day. Such things came
quite naturally to a Romanist ; but they were great

difficulties to a member of the English Church. The
comparison, again, placed the latter in a lower posi-

tion, for Margaret did not recollect her uncle's dis-

tinction between the neglect of individuals and the

neglect of the Church itself. She pondered upon
the matter lon'g, and the 'luncheon-bell rang before

she arrived at any definite opinion. Mr. Suther-

land little knew the uneasiness he had caused by his

wish to instil Church principles. As a man, he was
independent ; he might attend daily services, and
keep fasts and festivals, and few persons would say

any thing about it ; or, if they did, he could smile at

the observation he attracted, and pursue his own
course unheeding. But, with a woman, a young
girl, one of a large family, professing no deeper

religious principles than those of the world around
it, the case was widely different. Above all things,

Margaret dreaded to draw upon herself any remarks.

Eetiring, delicate, and reserved, even had it been
praise which was to follow her, she would have
found it pain. Her dislike to betraying her most
cherished feelings was so great that she had now
and then been tempted even to assume a ligliter

tone than became the occasion, in order to conceal

some better thoughts. And were she once to

VOL. I. K R
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adopt a strict rule of life, all her principles must be
known, and discussed ; periiaps argued against.

INIargaret had often wished herself a man, in order

that she might do good on a large scale ; now she

wished it most earnestly for another reason,— that

she might not care for being talked about. And then,

if she did determine upon following out the Church
rules, how was it to be done ? Daily services there

were none. Vigils, if they meant sitting up all

night, would incapacitate her for the duties of the

next day. Fasting she had never tried ; but she

believed that it would make her extremely ill. The
easiest way to solve the difficulty was to determine
that the regulations were made for a diiferent state

of society, and could not apply to the present day.

But three hundred years ago I it was not so very
long. Persons lived then in f\\milies, and ate, and
drank, and slept, and visited ; the broad outlines of

their lives were the same ; yet ' the Church, when
casting aside the errors of Romanism, thought it

necessary to enforce definite rules, and evidently

did not contemplate the possibility of a departure

from them. IMargaret possessed a more distinct

notion of the Church than formerly, and could not

but acknowledge that it had a claim of authority

over her, though the idea was still rather an abstract

one. She could not set aside its laws as she would
once have done ; but it certainly w'as very strange that

every one else seemed to do so. Her uncle, indeed,

might be an exception. Upon thinking over his

mode of life, Margaret had some reason to believe

that it was governed according to a stricter law
than that of the generality of the world; but she

lived at a distance from him, and when they were
together she had never vratched him narrowly, or

tried to discover why he did, or did not do, certain

thing?. Could she ask him the question? or

—
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which would indeed be better— could she seek Lis

advice as to what would be proper for lierself ?

Unreserved persons can have little idea of the

pain it is to tiiose whose disj^ositions are unlike

their own, to speak upon personal subjects. JNIar-

garet would not have called herself reserved with her

uncle ; she had talked to him freely ; they had con-

versed upon almost every subject which interested

her ; but then it was in general terms. Where
subjects immediately referred to herself, she had
implied, her feelings rather than mentioned them ;

and this especially since she had really acted from
religious motives. Discussing the fasts and iestivals

as a question of curiosity, or even philosophizing

upon their necessity, was cpiite another thing from
seeking minute directions for her private conduct.

Margaret envied the Countess's intimacy with Father
Andrea, and Avas again rather inclined to murmur
against her own Church. Perhaps she might have
done so less had she considered that the English

Church allows, and even commands, in questions of

conscience, a free communication between the clergy-

man and his spiritual charge ; and that although the

custom has grown into disuse, the cause may arise

as much from the fault of the laity as from the omis-

sions of tlie clergy. In a highly artificial state of

society, there must be a great difficulty in finding a

middle way b(?tween the practice of confession and
spiritual direction, as it is carried on in the Eomish
Church, where the priestly power interposes be-

tween the sacred confid( nee of husband and wife,

parent and child, brother and sister, friend and
friend, and the neglect of this particular guidance
in the \v(.rking of the English Church : but the diiii-

culty is not the creation, but the misfortune of the

.Church, and cannot with justice be laid to her

charfre. So Margaret did not think then. She felt
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that slie could have said any thing to a confessor

like Father Andrea, especially appointed to hear
her ; but to her uncle, gentle, and considerate, and
judicious though he was, she could not apply ; and
she said to herself, that the Romish Church would
suit her particular disposition much better than the

English.
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BLAINE.-AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF RURAL SPORTS;
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BLOOMFIELD.—THE HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.
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BLOOMFIELD.-THE CREEK TESTAMENT:
With copious F,no;lish Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Formed for the use
of advanced Students of Divinity and Candidates for Holy Orders. Bv the Rev. S. T.
Bloomfield, D.D. F.S.A. 6th Edit, improved. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Pal'estine, 40». cloth.

BLOOMFIELD. — THE CREEK TESTAMENT FOR COLLEGES AND
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W.T. Brande,F.R.S.L.and E.; assisted by J.Cauvin. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 3/. cloth.
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BRAY.-THE PHILOSOPHY OF NECESSITY;
Or, the Law of Consequences as applicable to Mental, Moral, and Social Science. By Charles
Bray. 2 vols. 8vo. \5s. cloth.

BREWSTER.—A TREATISE ON OPTICS.
By Sir David Brewster, LL.D. F.R.S. etc. New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. with vignette title,

and 1/6 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

BUCKLER.—A HISTORY OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ABBEY
CHURCH of ST. ALBAN, with especial reference to the Norman Structure. By J. C.
and C. A. Buckler, Architects. Svo, with numerous Illustrations. [/k the prrss.

BUDGE (J.)-THE PRACTICAL MINER'S GUIDE:
Comprising a Set of Trigonometrical Tables adapted to all the purposes of Oblique or
Diagon.ll, Vertical, Horizontal, and Traverse Dialling; with their application to the Dial,
Exercise of Drifts, Lodes, Slides, Levelling, Inaccessil)le Distances, Heights, etc. By
J. Budge. New Edition, considerably enlarged, Svo. with Portrait of the Author, 12s. cloth.

BULL -HINTS TO MOTHERS,
For the Management of Health during the Period o' Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room
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with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion with those subjects. ByThomas Bull, M.D.
4th Edition, revised and considerably enlarged. Foolscap Svo. 7»- cloth.

BULL.-THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN,
In HEALTH and DISEASE. By Thomas Bull, M.D. Physiciin Accoucheur to the Finsbury
Midwifery Institution, etc. 2d Edition, revised and enlarged. Foolscap Svo. 7«. cloth.

BURGER.—THE LEONORA OF BURGER.
Translateil by Julia M. Cameron. With Six large Illustrations, drawn on Wood by D,
Maclise, R..^. Engraved by .IoIju Thompson. Crown 4to. [In the prest.

BURNS.—THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY;
Containing the Doctrines, Duties, Admonitions, and Consolations of the Christian Religion
By John Burns, M.D. F.R.S. 6th Edition. 12mo. /«. boards.

BURNS—CHRISTIAN FRAGMENTS;
Or, Remarks on the Nature, Precepts, and Comforts of Religion. By John Burns, M.D.
F.R.S. Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow, author of "The Principles of
Christian Philosophy." Foolscap Svo. 5.». cloth.

BUTLER.-A SKETCH OF MODERN AND ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.
By Samuel Butler, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Lichfield anil (."oventry; and formerlv Held
Master of Shrewsbury School. New Edition, revised by the Author'sSon. Svo. ils. boards.
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BUTLER.-AN ATLAS OF MODERN CEOCRAPHY.
Consisting of Twenty-tliree coloured Maps, from a New Set of Platea ; with nn Index of
all the Names of Places, referring to the Latitudes and Longitudes. By the late Ur. Butler,
Bishop of Lichfield. New Kdition, corrected. 8vo. 12». half-hound.

BUTLER.-AIM ATLAS OF ANCIENT CEOCRAPHY.
Consisting of Twenty-three coloured Maps: with an Index of all the Names of Places,
referring to the Latitudes and Longitudes. By the late Ur. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield.
New Kdition, corrected. 8vo. 12«. half-bound.

BUTLER.—A GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN AND ANCIENT CEOCRAPHY.
Consisting of Forty five coloured Maps, and copious Indices referring to the Latitudes and
Longitudes. By the late Dr. Butler, Bishop of Lichfield. New Edition, from an entirely
new and corrected set of Plates. 4to. 24s. half-bound.

CALLCOTT.-A SCRIPTURE HERBAL:
With upwards of 120 Wood Engravings. By Lady Callcott. Squnre crown 8vo. l/.5». cloth.

CARTOONS.—THE PRIZE CARTOONS EXHIBITED IN WESTMINSTER-
HALL, Published under the Sanction and Patronage of Her Majesty's Commissioners on
the Fine Arts. The average size of the Prize Cartoons is fifteen feet in width and ten in

height. A reduced scale of one inch and a half to the foot has been adopted ; and in the
process of reduction every rare has been taken faithfully to preserve all the characteristic
features of the originals; and the Engraving of each work has been subjected to the
approval of its author. Lithography has been chosen as the most suitable medium for pro-
ducing copies of these important works.

The size of the work is large folio. The price of the Eleven Engravings, in a neat Portfolio,
5/. 5«. ; Proofs before letters, 8/. 8».

CATLOW.-POPULAR CONCHOLOCY;
Or, the Shell Cabinet arranired : being an Introduction to the modern System of Conchology

;

with a sketch of the Natural Historj' of the Animals, an account of the Formation of the
Shells, and a complete Desrriptive List of the Families and Genera. By Agnes Catlow.
Foolscap 8vo. with 312 Woodcuts, 10s. Crf. cloth.

CHALENOR. -WALTER CRAY,
A Ballad, and other Poems. By Marv Chalenor. 2d Edition, with Additions, including the
Author's Poetical Remains. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

CHALENOR.—THE POETICAL REMAINS OF MARY CHALENOR.
Fcap. 8vo. 4s. cloth.

CLAVERS.—FOREST LIFE.
By MaryClavers, an Actual Settler; author of " A New Home, Who '11 Follow?" 2volg.
fcap.Svo. 12s. cloth.

COCKS (C.)—BORDEAUX, ITS WINES, AND THE CLARET COUNTRY.
By C. Cocks, B.L., Professor of the I,iving Languages in the Roval Colleges of France:
Translator of the Works of Michelet, Mignet, and Quinet. Post Svo.'with View of Bordeaux,
8s. 6rf. cloth.

COLLECIAN'S CUIDE (THE);
Or, Recollections of College Davs; setting forth the Advantages and Temptations of a

University Education. By**** ******, M.A., CoU.Oxou. Post Svo. IDs. 6rf. cloth.

COLLIER (J. PAYNE.)-A BOOK OF ROXBURCHE BALLADS-
Edited by John Payne Collier, Esq. Post 4to. [Tn thepren.

COLTON—LACON; OR, MANY THINCS IN FEW WORDS.
By thcRev.C.C. Colton. New Edition, 8vo. 12s. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
9th Edition, improved. Foolscap Svo. with 22 Plates, "s.6rf. cloth ; with coloured Plates, 12».

COOLEY.-THE WORLD SURVEYED IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
;

Or, Recent Narratives of Scientific and Exploring Expeditions (chiefly undertaken by com-
mand of Foreign Governments). Collected, translated, and, where necessary, abridged,
by W. D. Cooley, Esq., author of "The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery," in

the Cabinet Cyclopaedia, etc.

The First Volume contains "The Ascent of Mount Ararat."' By Dr. Friedrich Parrot, Pro-
fessor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Dorpat, Russian Imperial Councillor of
State, etc. Svo. with a Map by Arrowsmith, and Woodcuts, 14». cloth.

*** Each volume trill form, for the most part, a If'ork complete in itielf, and the whole
Series will present an acrnrnte and luminous picture of all the knoicn portions of the
earth. The Second If'ork of the Series, " Erman s Travel/ through Siberia, is in the press,
in 2 vols. Svo.

COOLEY.-THE HISTORY OF MARITIME AND INLAND DISCOVERY.
By W. D. Cooley, Esq. 3 vols, foolscap Svo. with Vignette Titles, IS*, cloth.
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COOPER (REV. E.)- SERMONS,
Chiefly designed to elucidate some of the leading Doctrines of the Gospel. To which is added
an Appendix, containing Sermons preached on several Public Occasions, and printed by
desire. By the Rev. Edward Cooper. 7th Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 10s. boards.

COOPER (REV. E.)-PRACTICAL AND FAMILIAR SERMONS,
Designed for Parochial and Domestic Instruction. By the Rev. Edward Cooper. New Edi-
tions. 7 vols. 12mo. 11. iSs. boards.

*»* f'oh. 1 to -1, 5s. each; Vols. 5 to 7, Os. each.

COPLAND.—A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE^
Comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,
and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of
Life, with numerous approved Formulaj of the Medicines recommended. By James Copland,
M.D., etc. etc. In 3 vols. Vols. 1 and2, 8vo. 3/. cloth ; and Part 10, 4». 6rf. sewed.

*»* To be completed in One-tHore Volume.

COSTELLO (MISS).—THE ROSE GARDEN OF PERSIA.
A Series of Translations from the Persian Poets. By Louisa Stuart Costello, author
of "Specimens of the Early Poetry of France," etc. Long 8vo. with 12 Illuminated
Titles, and Borders printed in Gold and Colours, 18s. boards; or31». 6rf. bound in morocco
{oriental style) , by Hayday.

COSTELLO (MISS)—FALLS, LAKES, AND MOUNTAINS OF NORTH
W.\LES ; being a Pictorial Tour through the most interesting parts of the Country. By
Louisa Stuart Costello, author of "The Rose Garden of Persia,'^" Beam and the Pyrenees,"
etc. Profusely illustrated with Views, from Original Sketches by D. H. M'Kewan, engraved
on wood, and lithographed, by T. and E. Gilks. Square 8vo. with Map, 14*. cloth.

CRESY(E.)-AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, HISTORICAL,
THEORETICAL, and PRACTICAL. By Edward Cresy, F.S.A. C.E. Illustrated by many
hundred Engravings on Wood, explanatory of the Principles, Machinery, and Constructions
which come under the Direction of the Civil Engineer. 8vo. uniform with Messrs. Long-
man and Co.'s Series of One-Volume Encyclopeedias and Dictionaries. [/m the press.

CROCKER'S ELEMENTS OF LAND SURVEYING.
Fifth Edition, corrected throughout, and considerably improved and modernised, by
T. G. Bunt, Land Surveyor, Bristol. To which are added, TABLES OF SIX-FTOURE
LOGARITHMS, etc., superintended by Richard Farley, of the Nautical Almanac Establish-
ment. Post 8vo. 12j. cloth.

CROWE.—THE HISTORY OF FRANCE,
From the Earliest Period to tlie Abdication of Napoleon. By E. E. Crowe, Esq. 3 vols,
foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, ISs. cloth.

DAHLMANN.-HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION.
By F. C. Dahlmann, late Professor of History at the University of Gottingcn. Translated
from the German, by H. Evans Lloyd, Esq. 8vo. 10s. 6rf. cloth.

DALE (THE REV. THOMAS). — THE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND
FAMILY CHAPLAIN, in Two Parts: the First Part being Church Services adapted for

Domestic Use, with Prayers for every Day of the Week, selected exclusively from the Book
of Common Prayer. Part II. comprising an appropriate Sermon for every Sunday in the
Year. By the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A. Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's, and Vicar of St.

Bride's, London. Post 4to. handsomely printed, 21s. cloth: or, bound by Hayday, 31j. 6rf.

calf lettered ; 50s. morocco, with goffered edges.

DANTE, TRANSLATED BY WRIGHT.—DANTE.
Translated by Ichabod Charles Wright, M.A. late Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.
A New Edition, revised and corrected. 3 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Portrait, 7s- 6d. sewed.

*»* F^ol. I. contains the Infervo; Vol. II. the Purgatorio ; I'ol. III. the Paradiso.

DAVY (SIR HUMPHRY).-ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
in a Course of Lectures. By Sir Humphry Davy. With Notes by Dr. John Davy.
6th Edition. 8vo. with 10 Plates, Lis. cloth.

DE BURTIN.—A TREATISE ON THE KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY TO
AM.VTEURS OF PICTURES. Translated and abridged from the French of M. Francis
Xavier De Burtin, First Stipendiary Member of the Royal Academy of Brussels in the Class
of Sciences, etc. By Robert White, Esq. 8vo. with Illustrations, 12*. cloth.

DE CUSTINE.—RUSSIA.
By the Marijuis Do Custinc. Translated from the Frcncli. 2d Edition. 3 vols, post 8vo.
31s. Crf. cloth.

DE LA BECHE.—REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORNWALL, DEVON,
AND WEST SOMERSET. By Henry T. De la Beche, F.R.S.etc, Director of the Ordnance
Geological Survev. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of II. M. Treasury.
8vo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Plates, I4». cloth.



DE MORGAN.—AN ESSAY ON PROBABILITIES,
And on their Application to Life Coiitintfencies and Insurance Offices. By Aug. De Morgan,
Esq., of Trinity College, Cambridge. Foolscap Svo. with Vignette Title, G». cloth.

DE SISMONDI.—THE HISTORY OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLICS:
Or, of the Origin, Progress.and Kail of Freedom in Italy, from A. U. 47fi to lHUd. By J. CL
Sismoiidi. Fcap. 8vo. with Vignette Title, C». cloth.

DE SISMONDL—THE HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE ROMAN EM-
PIRE. Comprising a View of the Invasion and Settlement of the Barbarians. By J.C. L.

De Sismondi. 2 vols. Fcap.Svo. with Vignette Titles, li». cloth.

DE STRZELECKI (P. E.)-PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF NEW SOUTH
WALKS AND VAN DIEMAN'S LAND. Accompanied by a Geological Map, Sections,
and Diagrams, and Figures of the Organic Remains. By P. E. De Strzelecki. 8to. with
coloured Map and numerous Plates, 24». cloth.

DIBDIN (THE REV. T. F.J-THE SUNDAY LIBRARY:
Containing nearly One hundred Sermons by eminent Divines. VVith Notes, etc. by the

Rev. T. F. Dibdin, D.D. G vols, foolscsip 8vo'. with G Portraits, HOs. cloth j neatly half-bound
in morocco, with gilt edges, 21. 12s. Gd.

DODDRIDGE.—THE FAMILY EXPOSITOR;
Or, a Paraphrase and Version of the New Testament : with Critical Notes, and a Practical

Improvement of each Section. By P. Doddridge, D.D. To which is prefixed, a Life of the

Author, by A.Kippis, D.D. F.R.S. and S.A. New Edition. 4vols. 8vo. 1M6«. cloth.

DONOVAN.-A TREATISE ON CHEMISTRY.
By Michael Donovan, Esq. M.R.I.A. 4th Edition. Fcap. 8vo. with Vignette Title, G*. cloth.

DONOVAN.—A TREATISE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY,
By M. Donovan, Esq. M.R.I. A., Professor of Chemistry to the Company of Apothecaries in

Ireland. 2 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12j. cloth.

DOUBLEDAY'S BUTTERFLIES.-THE GENERA OF DIURNAL LEPI-
DOPTERA; comprising their Generic Characters— a Notice of the Habits and Transform-
ations—and a Catalogue of the Species of each Genus. By Edward Doubleday, Esq. F.L.S.
etc.. Assistant in the Zoological Department of the British Museum. Imperial 4to. uniform
with Gray and Mitchell's Ornithology ; illustrated with 75 coloured Plates.

•»* To be published in Monthly Parts, hs. each; each Part to consist of tico djloured Plates,
with accompanying Letter-press- Part I. will appear on the 2d of November.

DOVER.- LIFE OF FREDERICK II. KING OF PRUSSIA.
By Lord Dover. 2d Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 28». boards.

DRUMMOND (DR. J. L.)-LETTERS TO A YOUNG NATURALIST ON
THK STUDY OF NATURE AND N.VFURAL THEOLOUY. By James L. Drummond,
M.D. Second Edition. Post 8vo. with Wood Engravings, /«. 6d. boards.

DRUMMOND.— FIRST STEPS TO BOTANY,
Intended as popular Illustrations of the Science, leading to its study as a branch of peneral
Education. By J. L. Drummond, M.D. 4th Edit, limo.with numerous Woodcuts, 9(. boards.

DUNIJAM.—THE HISTORY OF THE GERMANIC EMPIRE.
By Dr. Dunham. 3 vols, foolscap Svo. with Vignette Titles, \Ss. cloth.

By the same Author.

THE HISTORY OF EUROPE DURING
THE MIDDLE AGES. 4vols. U. is.

THE HISTORY OF SPAIN AND PORTU-
GAL. .5 vols, foolscap Svo. 1/. lOx.

THE HISTORY OF SWEDEN, DENMARK,
AND NORWAY. 3 vols, foolscap Svo. 1S«.

THE HISTORY OF POLAND. Fcap. Sto.6*.

THK LIVES OF THE E.\RLY WRITERS
OF GRE.AT BRITAIN. Foolscap Svo. Gi.

THF. LIVES OF BRITISH DRAM.\TISTS.
2 vols, foolscap Svo. 12j.

DUNLOP (JOHN).—THE HISTORY OF FICTION:
Being a Critical Account of the most celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest
Greek Romances to the Novels of the Present Age. By John Dunlop. 3d Edition, com-
plete in One Volume. Medium Svo. 15«. cloth.

ECCLESTON(JAMES).—A MANUAL OF ENGLISH ANTIQUITIES.
By James Eccleston, B.A. Head Master of Sutton CoUlBcld Grammar School. Svo. with
numerous Illustrations on Wood. {In the press.

ELLIOT (J.)—A COMPLETE TREATISE ON PRACTICAL GEOMETRY AND
MENSURATION. With numerous E.xercises. By James Elliot, formerly Teacher of

Mathematics in the Mechanics' Institution of Liverpool. Svo. 5j. cloth.

*** Key, containingfnil Demonstrations and Solutions. Svo. 6*. cloth.
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ELLIOTSON.—HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY:
With whicli is incorporated much of the KlementaryPart of the "Institutlones Physiologicae"
of J. F. Blumeubach, Professor in the University of Gottingen. By John EUiotson, M.D.
Cantab. F.R.S. Fifth Edition, 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 2/. 2s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW TESTA-
MENT ; being an attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek and the English Texts ;

including- ii Concordance to the Proper Names, witli Indexes, Greel<-English and English-
Greek. 2d Edition, carefully revised , witli a new Index, Greek and English. Royal 8vo. 42«.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALDEE CONCORDANCE OF
THE OLD TESTAMENT; being an attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Original
and the English Translations: with Indexes, a l^ist of the Proper Names and their occur-
rences, etc. etc. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 3/. 13s. 6rf. cloth ; large paper, 4/. I4s. Gd,

ESDAILE.-MESMERISM IN INDIA;
And its Practical Application in Surgery and Medicine. By James Esdaile, M.D. Civil
Assistant-Surgeon, E.I.C.S. Bengal. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

ETHERIDGEfJ.N.)—THE SYRIAN CHURCHES:
Their early History, Litnrgies, and Literature, with a Literal Translation of the Four
Gospels from the Peschito,or Canon of Holy Scripture in use among the Oriental Christians
from the earliest Times. ByJ VV. Etheridge. I2mo. 7?. 6rf. cloth. [Just ready.

FAREY.—A TREATISE ON THE STEAM-ENGINE,
Historical, Practical, and Descriptive. By John Farey, Engineer. 4to. illustrated by
numerous Woodcuts', and 25 Copper-plates, bl. 5s. in boards.

FAWN (THE) OF SERTORIUS. 2 vols, post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

" As n work that contains lively and graphic pictnres of life and manners. In a distant age,
we cumtneud it to the perusal of our readers."— Critic.

FERGUS.—THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
From the Discovery of America to the Election of General Jackson to the Presidency. By the
Rev. H. Fergus. 2 vols, foolscap Svo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

FIELD.— POSTHUMOUS EXTRACTS FROM THE VETERINARY
RECORDS OF THE LATE JOHN FIELD. Edited by his Brother, William Field,' Vete-
rinary Surgeon, London. Svo. 8s. boards.

FITZROY (LADY). -SCRIPTURAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN
CHARLES AND HIS MOTHER. By Lady Charles Fitzroy. Foolscap Svo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

FORSTER.—STATESMEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF ENGLAND.
With an Introductory Treatise on the Popular Progress in English Historj'. By John Forster,
Esq. 5 vols, foolscap Svo. with Original Portraits of Pym, Eliot, Hampden, Cromwell, and an
Historical Scene after a Picture by Cattermole, 11. 10s. cloth.

The above 5 vols, form Mr. Forster's Portion of the Lives of Eminent British Statesmen, by Sir
James Mackintosh, the Right Hon. T. P. Courtenay, and John Forster,Esq. / vols, foolscap
Svo. with Vignette Titles, 2/. 2«. cloth.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ARABIA;
Or, the Patriarchal Evidences of Revealed Kcligion. A IMcmoir, with illustrative Maps and
an Appendix, containing Translations, with an Alphabet and Glossary of the Hamyaritic
Inscriptions recently discovered in Hadramaut. By the Rev. Charles Forster, B.D., Rector of
Stisted, Essex , author of " Mahometanism Unveiled." 2 vols. Svo. 3Us. cloth.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE LIFE OF JOHN JEBB, D.D. F.R.S.
Late Bishop of Limerick. With a Selection from his Letters. By the Rev. Charles Forster, B.D.,
Rector of Stisted, Essex, and one of the Six Preachers in the Cathedral of Christ, Canterbury,
formerly Domestic Chaplain to the Bishop. 2d Edition. Svo. with Portrait, etc. IGs. cloth.

FOSBROKE.—A TREATISE ON THE ARTS, MANNERS, MANUFAC-
TURES, and INSTITUTIONS of the GREEKS and ROMANS. By the Rev. T. D. Fosbroke,
etc. 2 vols, foolscap Svo. with Vignette Titles, lis. cloth.

FROM OXFORD TO ROME : AND, HOW IT FARED WITH SOME WHO
MADE THE JOURNEY. By a Companion Traveller. Foolscap Svo. {Nearly ready.

GERTRUDE.
A Talc. By the author of " Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D., of
Exeter College, Oxford. Third Edition. 2 vols, foolscap Svo. 9*. cloth.

G1LBART(J. W.)-THE HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF BANKING.
By James William (iilbart, (iencral Manager of the London and Westminster Bank.
Third Edition. Svo. 9s. boards.
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GLEIG.—LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT BRITISH MILITARY COM-
MANDERS, liy the Rev. G. R. Gleig. 3 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth

.

GLENDINNING — PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE CULTURE OF THE
PIXKAPPLE. By R.Glendiiiiiing, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Rollc, Bictou. 12mo.
with Plan of Pinery, 5i. cloth.

GOLDSMITH-THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
Illustrated bv Wood Ene^ravings, from the Desiifns of G. W. Cope. A.R.A., Thomas
Creswick, A.R.A., J.C.Horslcy, R. Redsrrave, A.R.A. , and Frederick Tayler, Members of

the Etching Club. With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edited by
Bolton Corney, Esq. Square crown 8vo., uniform with "Thomson's Seasons," 2U. cloth;

or 3Gj. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

*,* One Hundred Copies, 21. 2j. each, printed on prepared paper of great beauty.

GOOD.—THE BOOK OF NATURE.
A Popular Illustration of the General Laws and Phenomena of Creation. By John Mason
Good, M.D.F.R.S.etc. 3d Edition, corrected. 3 vols, foolscap 8vo. '24». cloth

GO^T^IR.—THE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA OF DOMESTIC LIFE.
By Charles Foote Gower. Foolscap 8vo. [/» the preit.

GRAHAM.-ENCLISH; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION
explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. Graham. 2d Edition, revised
and improved. Foolscap Svo. 7s. cloth.

GRANT (MRS.)—LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.
Being the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1/73 and 1803-. By Mrs.
Grant, of Laggan. 6th Edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her Son, J. P. Grant,
Esq. 2 vols, post Svo. 21». cloth.

GRANT (MRS., OF LAGG.4N). — MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE
of the late Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, author of " Letters from the Mountains," etc. Edited
by her Son, J. P. Grant, Esq. 2d Edition. 3 vols, post Svo. Portrait, 1/. 11*. 6(/. cloth.

GRATTAN.—THE HISTORY OF THE NETHERLANDS,
From the Invasion by the Romans to the Belgian Revolution in 1830. By T. C. Grattan, Esq.
Foolscap Svo. with Vignette Titles, 6i. cloth.

GRAY (JOHN).-CRAY'S ELEGY,
Written iu a Country Churchyard. Illuminated in the Missal style. By Owen Jones,
Architect. Imp. Svo. 31s. 6rf. elegantly bound in patent relievo leather.

GRAY.—FIGURES OF MOLLUSCOUS ANIMALS,
Selected from various Authors. Etched for the Use of Students. By Mari.i Emma Grav.
Vol. I. Svo. with 78 plates of Figures, 12*. cloth.

GRAY AND MITCHELL'S ORNITHOLOGY.-THE GENERA OF BIRDS;
Comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and an exten-
sive List of Species, referred to their several Genera. Bv George Robert Grav, Acad. Imp.
Georg. Florent. Soc. Corresp. Senior Assistant of the' Zoological Department, British
Museum ; and author of the " List of the Genera of Birds," etc. etc. Imperial 4to. illus-
trated with 350 Plates, by David William Mitchell, B.A.

•»* In course of publicalion iu Monthly Pmts, 10s. dd. each; each Part consisting of Four
coloured Plates and Three plain, with Letterpress, giving the Generic Characters, short
Remarks on the Habits, rind a List of Species of each Genus as complete as possible. The
uncoloured Plates contain the Characters of all the (ienera of the various Sub-families, con-
sisting of numerous details of Heads, Wings, and Feet, as the case mat/ require, for pointing
out their distinguishing Characters. The Work tcill not exceed 50 Monthly Parts. Xo. 30
was published on \st of October.

GREENER.—THE GUN;
Or, a Treatise on the various Descriptions of Small Fire Arms. By W. Greener, Inventor of
an Improved Method of Firing Cannon by Percussion, etc. Svo.with Illustrations, 15». boards.

GREENWOOD (COL.)—THE TREE-LIFTER;
Or a New Method of Transplanting Trees. By Col. Geo. Greenwood . Svo. with an Illus-
trative Plate, 7s. cloth,

GRIMBLOT (P.)-LETTERS OF WILLIAM III. AND LOUIS XIV. AND OF
THEIR MINISTERS. lUustratinsr the Domestic and Foreitrn Policy of England during
the period which followed the Revolution of KISS. Extracted from the Archives of France
and England, and from Foreign Papers. Edited l>y P. Grimblot. Svo. ^ In the press.
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GUEST.—THE MABINOCION,
From the Llyfr Coch o Hergest, or Red Book of Hergest, and other ancient Welsh MSS.
with an English Translation and Notes. By Lady Charlotte Guest. Parts 1 to 6. Royal 8vo.

8s. each sewed.

GUICCIARDINI(F.HTHE MAXIMS OF FRANCIS CUICCIARDINI, THE
HISTORIAN. Translated by Emma Martin. With Notes, and Parallel Passages from
the Works of Machiavclli, Lord Bacon, Pascal, Rochefoucault, Montesquieu, Burke, Prince
Talleyrand, Guizot, and others ; and a Sketch of the Life of Guicciardini. Square foolscap
8vo. with Portrait, 7«. boards ; or lis. bound in morocco {old style), by Hayday,

GWILT.—AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF ARCHITECTURE;
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Joseph Gwilt, Esq., F.S.A. Illustrated with
upwards of 1,000 Engravings on Wood, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt. 8vo. 21. 12». 6rf. cloth.

HALL.—NEW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS OF FIFTY-THREE
MAPS, on Colombier Paper ; with the Divisions and Boundaries carefully coloured. Con-
structed entirely from New Drawings, and engraved by Sidney Hall. New Edition, thorouglily
revised and corrected ; including all the Alterations rendered necessary by the recent Official

Surveys, the New Roads on the Continent, and a careful Comparison with the authenticated
Discoveries published in the latest Voyages and Travels. Folded in half, Nine Guineas, half-

bound in russia ; full size of the Maps, Ten Pounds, half-bound in russia.

HALSTED.—LIFE AND TIMES OF RICHARD THE THIRD,
as Duke of Gloucester and King of England : in which all the Charges against him are care-
fully investigated and compared with the Slatemenis of the Cotemporary Authorities. By
Caroline A. Halsted, author of "The Life of Margaret Beaufort.'' 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait

and other Illustrations, 1/. 10s. cloth.

HAND-BOOK OF TASTE (THE);
Or, How to Observe Works of Art, especially Cartoons, Pictures, and Statues. By Fabius
Pictor. 3d Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 3s. boards.

HANSARD.—TROUT AND SALMON FISHING IN WALES.
By G. A .Hansard, limo . 6s. Gd. cloth

.

HARRIS.—THE HIGHLANDS OF /ETHIOPIA;
Being the Account of Eighteen Months' Residence of a British Embassy to the Christian

Court of Shoa. By Major Sir W. C. Harris, author of '* Wild Sports in Southern-Africa,"
etc. 2d Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. with Map and Illustrations, 2^ 2s. cloth.

HAWES (BARBARA).—TALES.OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS,
and Adventures of the Early Settlers in America; from tlie Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers

in 1620, to the Time of the Declaration of Independence. By Barbara Hawes. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

HAWKER.—INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shouting. By Lieut. Col. P. Hawker. 9th edition, corrected,
enlarged, and improved, with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts, by Adlard andBranston,
from Drawings by C. Varley, Dicks, etc. Svo. 21s. cloth.

HAYDON (B. R.)—LECTURES ON PAINTING AND DESIGN,
Delivered at the London Institution, the Royal Institution, Albermarle Street, to the
University of Oxford, etc. By B. R. Haydon, Historical Painter. 2 vols. Svo. with Pro-
traits of the Author and of Sir David Wilkie, and numerous other Illustrations, 24s. cloth.

HENSLOW.— THE PRINCIPLES OF DESCRIPTIVE AND PHYSIOLO-
GICAL BOT.ANY. By J. S. Henslow, M.A. F.L.S. etc. Foolscap Svo. with Vignette Title,

and nearly 70 Woodcuts, Gs. cloth.

HERSCHEL.—A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY.
By Sir John Herschel. New Edition. Fcap. Svo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

HERSCHEL. — A PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE ON THE STUDY OF
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Sir John Herscliel. New Edition. Foolscap Svo. 6s.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY:
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By Ay«J/tJ?. "Manners make the Man." 2UhEdition,

revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Foolscap Svo. 2s. 6rf. cloth.

HISTORICAL PICTURES OF THE MIDDLE ACES,
In Black and White. Made on the spot, from Records in the Archives of Switzerland. By a

Wandering Artist. 2 vols, post Svo. 18s. cloth.

HOARE—A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF A NEW METHOD OF
PLANTING AND M.^NACilNG THE ROOTS OF GRAPE VINES. Bv Clement Hoare,
author of "A Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open Walls." 12mo. os. cl.

HOARE —A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE
GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Clement Hoare. 3d Edition, Svo. 7s. 6rf. cloth .
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HOBBES.—THE COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS HOBBES,
Of Malmcsbury ; now first collected, and edited by Sir Willirim Molesworth, Bart. 16 vols.

8vo. 8/. eloth.

*,* Separately, the English IVorhs, in 11 voh. hi. lOj.; the Latin Iforh!, in 5 vols. 21. 10#.

HOLLAND.—A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURES IN METAL.
By John Holland, Esq. 3 vols, foolscap 8vo. with about 300 Woodcuts, 18». cloth.

HOLLAND.—MEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS.
By Henry Holland, ai.U. F.R.S. etc. Fellow of the Royal (-'ollegc of Physicians, Physician

Extraordinary to the Queen, and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
2d Edition. 8vo. 18*. cloth.

HOOK (DR. W. F.)-THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S MINISTRY;
A Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter Farquhar Hood,
U.l)., Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. 4th

Edition. Foolscap 8vo. C«. cloth.

HOOKER.—THE BRITISH FLORA.
In 2 vols.; Vol. I. comprising the Pha;nogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir

William Jackson Hooker, K.H. LL.D. F.R.A. and L.S. etc. etc. etc. Sth Edition, with

Additions and Corrections; and 173 Figures, illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the

Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. Vol.1. 8vo., with 12 Plates, 14».plMn ; with

the plates coloured, 24.?. cloth.

Vol. II. in Two Parts, comprising the Cryptogamia and the Fungi, completing the British

Flora, and forming Vol. V., Parts 1 and 2, of Smith's English Flora, 24«. boards.

HOOKER AND TAYLOR.-MUSCOLOCIA BRITANNICA.
Containing the Mosses of Great Britain and Ireland, systematically arranged and described ;

with Plates, illustrative of the character of the Genera and Species. By Sir W.J. Hooker
and T. Taylor, M.D. F. L.S. etc. 2d Edition, enlarged. 8vo. 31s. 6rf. plain ; 3/. 3». coloured.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)—AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL
STUDY AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. By the Rev. Thomas
Hartwell Home, B.D. of St. John's College, Cambridge. 9th Edition, revised and corrected.

5 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Fac-similes, 3/. 3». cloth ; or 5/. bound in calf half-extra, by
Hayday.

SUPPLEMENTARY PAGES, for purchasers of the 7th and Sth Editions, 1*. 6d.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)-A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF THE BIBLE. By the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Home, B.D. of St. John's College,

Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his " Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of

the Holy Scriptures." 7th Edition, 12mo. with Maps and Engravings, 95. boards.

HORSLEY (BISHOP).—BIBLICAL CRITICISM ON THE FIRST FOUR-
TEEN HISTORICAL BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT; AND ON THE FIRST
NINE PROPHETICAL BOOKS. By Samuel Horsley, LL.D. F.R.S. F.A.S. Lord Bishop of

St. .-\saph. Second Edition, coiitaiiiiiig Translations by the Author, never before published,

together with copious Indexes. 2 vols. 8vo. 30». cloth.' By the same Author,

THE BOOK OF PSALMS ; translated from the Hebrew: with Notes, explanatory and critical.

4th Edition. 8vo. 12«. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By William Howitt. Third Edition, corrected and revised. Medium Svo. with Engravinp[son
Wood by Bewick and W^illiams, uniform with " Visits to Remarkable Places," 21j. cloth.

HOWITT.—VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
Old Halls, Battlc-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and
Poetry. By William Howitt. New Edition. Medium Svo. with 40Illustrations, 21«. cloth.

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND, with a

Stroll along the BORDER. Medium Svo. with upwards of 40 highly-finished Woodcuts, from
Drawings made on the spot, 21«. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE RURAL AND DOMESTIC LIFE OF GERMANY:
With Characteristic Sketches of its thief Cities and Scenerv. Collected in a General Tour,
and during a Residence in that Country in the Years 1840-42. By William Howitt, author
of "Tiie Rural Life of England," e Medium Svo., with above Sii) Illustrations, 2U. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE STUDENT-LIFE OF GERMANY.
From the Unpublished MS. of Dr. Cornelius. By William Howitt. Svo. with 24 Wood-
Engrjivings, and 7 Steel Plates, 21*. cloth.

IIOWITT.-COLONISATION AND CHRISTIANITY:
A Popular History of the Treatment of tlie Natives, in all their Colonics, bv the Europeans.
By William Howitt. Post Svo. 10*. (irf. cloth.
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HOWITT.—THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK:
Being- the real Life of a Country Boy, written by Himself; exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Childrenin the Couiitry. Edited by William Howitt, author of
" The Rural Life of England," etc. 2d Edition. Etap. 8yo. with'40 Woodcuts, 8s. cloth.

HOWITT, (MARY)-A COLLECTION OF THE BALLADS OF MARY HOWITT-
Square crown 8vo. with a Portrait from a Picture by Miss Uillies, beautifully entrrayed by
W. H. Egletou. [/;, the press.

HOWITT (RICHARD).—IMPRESSIONS OF AUSTRALIA FELIX,
During: a Four Years' Residence in that Colony: with particular reference to the Prospects
of Emigrants. With Notes of a Voyage round the World, Australian Poems, etc. By
Richard llowitt. Eoolscap Svo.Js. cloth.

HUDSON—THE PARENT'S HAND-BOOK;
Or, Guide to the Choice of Professions, Employments, and Situations; containing- useful
and practical information on the subject of placing out Young Men, and of obtaining their
Education with a view to particular occupations. By J. C. Hudson. Fcap. 8vo. bs. cloth.

HUDSON.-PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS
In conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act / Wm. IV. and 1 Vict,
c. 26. To which is added, a clear Ex])ositioii of the Law relating to the Distribution of Per-
sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy, with two Forms of Wills, and much useful Information,
etc. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. 13th Edition, corrected. Feap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

HUDSON.—THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.
By J. C. Hudson, Esq., of the Legacy Duty Office, London: author of " Plain Directions
for Making Wills," and " The Parent's Hand-Book." 4th E;ditiou. Foolscap 3vo. 5». cloth.

*,* The above two works may be had in One uohime, price 7>. cloth.

HUMBOLDT (BARON ). - COSMOS :

A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's Sanction
and Cooperation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Sabine, F.R.S.
For. Sec. R.S. Vols. I, post 8vo. 12«. cloth. [Ko?. //. is in the press.

HUNT.-RESEARCHES ON LIGHT:
An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes
produced by the Influence of the Solar Rays; embracing all tlie known Photographic Pro-
cesses, and new Discoveries in the Art. By Robert Hunt, Keeper of Mining Records,
Museum of Economic Geology. Svo. with Plate and Woodcuts, 10s. Crf. cloth.

JACKSON—THE PICTORIAL J^LORA
;

Or, British Botany Delineated, in 1500 Lithographic Drawings of all the Species of Flowering
Plants indigenous to Great Britain ; illustrating the descriptive works on English Botany of
Hooker, Lindley, Smith, etc. By Miss Jackson. 8vo. los. cloth.

JAMES.—A HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF EDWARD THE BLACK PRINCE,
and of various PZvcnts connected therewith, which occurred during the Reign of Edward III.

King of England. By G. P. R. James, Esq. 2d Kdition. 2 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Map, 15s.

JAMES.—LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT FOREIGN STATESMEN.
By G. P. R. James, Esq., and E.E.Crowe, Esq. ovols. foolscap 8vo.30«. cloth.

JEBB (BISIIOP).-PASTORAL INSTRUCTIONS ON THE CHARACTER
AND PllINCIPLES OF THE CHUKCH OF ENGL.\NI), selected from his former
Publications. By John Jebb, D.O. F.R.S., late Bisliop of Limerick, Ardfert, and Aghadoe.
A New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 6s. cloth.—By the same Author,

PIETY WITHOUT ASCETICISM ; or, the Protestant Kempis: a Manual of Christian Faith
and Practice, selected from the Writings of Scongal, Charles Howe, and Cudworth ; with
corrections and occasional Notes. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 6s. cloth.

JEBB fBISHOP) AND KNOX (ALEXANDER).-THIRTY YEARS' COR-
RF.SPONDKNCE between John Jebb, D.D. F.R.S. , Bishop of Limerick, Ar.lfcrt, Aghadoe,
and Alexander Knox, Esq. M.R.I. A. Edited by the Rev. Charles Forstcr, B.D. Rector of
Stisted, formerly Domestic Chaplain to Bishop Jebb. 2d Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 2Ss. cloth.

LORD JEFFREY.— CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
By Francis Jeffrey, now one of the Judges in the Court of Session in Scotland. 4vols.8vo.
48». cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA,
And DICTIONARY of RURAL AFFAIRS: embracing nil the recent Discoveries in Agri-
cultural Chemistry; adapted to tlie comprehension of unscientific Readers. By Cuthbert
W. Johnson, Es(j., F.R.S. Barrister-at- Law, Editor of the "Farmers' Almanack," etc.

8vo. with Wood Engravings, 2/. 10s. cloth.

KANE-ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY;
including the most Uccent Discoveries and Applications of the Science to Medicine nnf*

Pharmacy, and to the Arts. By Sir Robert Kane, M.D. M.R.I. A. Professor of Natural Philo-
sophy to the Royal Dublin Society. 8vo. with 236 Woodcuts, 24«. cloth.
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KATER AND LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON MECHANICS.
By Captain Kater and Dr. Lardiier. New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Title, and
19 Plates, comprising 224 distinct figures, G». cloth.

KEIGHTLEY.-OUTLINES OF HISTORY,
From the Karliest Period. By Thomas Keightley, Ksq. New Edition, corrected and con-
siderably improved. Foolscap 8vo.,6«. cloth ; or Gj. fi</. bound.

KING.-TWENTY-FOUR YEARS IN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Embracing the Author's Personal Adventures, with the Civil and Military History of the
Country, and an Account of its Political Condition, before and during the administration of
Governor Rosas ; his course of policy; the causes and character of his interferen(;e with the
Government of Monte Video, and the circumstance!* which led to the interposition of England
and France. By Col. J. Anthony King, an Officer in the Army of the Republic. 8vo.l4f. cl.

KIRBY AND SPENCE.—AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects: comprising an account of noxious and
useful Insects, of their Metamorphoses, F'ood, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions,
Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, etc. By VV. Kirby, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barbara ;

and VV. Spence, Esq., F.R.S. & L.S. 6th Edition, enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo. 31». 6rf. cloth.

KNOX (ALEXANDER). — REMAINS OF ALEXANDER KNOX, ESQ.
Of Dublin, M.R.l.A. ; containing Essays, chiefly explanatory, of Christian Doctrine; and
Confidential Letters, with Private Papers, illustrative of the Writer's Character, Sentiments,
and Life. 3d Edition. 4 vols. 8vo. 21. Ss. cloth.

LAING.—NOTES ON THE SCHISM FROM THE CHURCH OF ROME,
called the GERMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, instituted by J. Ronge and 1. Czerzki, in

October 1844, on occasion of the Pilgrimage to the Holy Coat at Treves. By S.Laing, Esq.,
author of "Notes of a Traveller," etc. 2d FIdition. Foolscap 8vo. .5*. cloth.

LAING.—THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF NORWAY,
From the Earliest Period of the History of the Northern Sea Kings to the Middle of tlie

Twelfth Century, commonly called the Heimskringla. Translated from the Icelandic of
Snorro Sturleson, with Notes, and a Preliminary Discourse, by Samuel Laing, author of
" Notes of a Traveller," etc. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

LAING.—A TOUR IN SWEDEN
In 1838; comprising Observations on the Moral, Political, and EconoraicalStatcof the Swedish
Nation. By Samuel Laing, Esq. 8vo. 12«. cloth.

LAING.—NOTES OF A TRAVELLER
On the Social and Political State of F'rance, Prussia, Switzerland, Italy, and other parts of
Europe, during the present Century. By Samuel Laing, Esq. 2d Edition. 8vo. 16(. cloth.

LANE (R. J.)-LIFE AT THE WATER CURE:
Or, a Month at Malvern. A Diary of Facts and Fancies. To which is added the Sequel.
By Richard J. Lane, A.R.A., Litliographer in Ordinary to Her Majesty and His Royal High-
ness Prince Albert. Post 8vo. with many Illustrations, I4«. cloth.

LANETON PARSONAGE:
A Tale for Children, on the practical use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the
Author of " Amy Herbert," and •'Gertrude." Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. New
Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 5*. cloth.

LAPLACE (THE MARQUIS DE).-THE SYSTEM OF THE WORLD.
By M. Le Marquis De Laplace. Translated from the French, and elucidated with Explana-
tory Notes. By the Rev. Henry H. Harte, F.T.C.D. M.R.l.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 24». boards.

LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOP/EDIA;
Comprising a Series of Original Works on History, Biography, Literature, the Sciences, Arts,

and Manufactures. Conducted and edited by Dr. Lardner.

The Series complete in One Hundred and Thirty-three Volumes, 39/. 1S». The Works
separately, 6s. per volume.

LARDNER.—A TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC.
By Dr. Lardner, LL.D. F.R.S. Foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

LARDNER.—A TREATISE ON GEOMETRY,
And its Application to the Arts. By Dr. Lavdner. Foolscap Svo. ,6s. cloth.

LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON HEAT.
By Dr. Lardner, LL.D. etc. Fcap.Svo. with Vignette Title and Woodcuts, fis. cloth.

LARDNER.—A TREATISE ON HYDROSTATICS AND PNEUMATICS.
By Dr. Lardner. New Edition. Foolscap Svo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

LARDNER AND WALKER.—A MANUAL ON ELECTRICITY, MAG-
NETISM, and METEOROLOGY. By Dr. Lanlncr, LL.D. F.R.S., and C. V. Walker,
Secretary of the Electrical Society. 2 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. ilotli.
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L. E. L.—THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON.
New Edition, 4 vols, foolscap 8vo. with lllustratious by Howard, etc.28«. cloth ; or bound
iu morocco, with gilt edges, '21. is.

The following Works separately:

—

The IMPROVISATRICE - - 10*. 6rf. The GOLDEN VIOLET - - - 10*. 6d.
The VENETIAN BRACELET - 10».6d. , The TROUBADOUR - - - - 10«. C</.

LEE—TAXIDERMY;
Or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and Mounting Objects of Natural History. For the use
of Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. U.Lee (formerly Mrs. T. E. Bowdich), author of
"Memoirs of Cuvier," etc. 6th Edition, improved, with an account of a Visit to Walton
Hall, and Mr. Waterton's method of Preserving Animals. Fcap. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7».

LEE -ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY,
For the Use of Schools and Young Persons: comprising the Principles of Classification,

interspersed with amusinir and instructive original .\ccounts of the most remarkable Animals.
By Mrs. R.Lee author of "Taxidermy," etc. 12mo. with 55 Woodcuts, 7». 6rf. bound.

LEMPRIERE.—A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY;
Containing; a copious Account of all the Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors ; with
the Value of Coins, Weights, and Mcasm-es, used amongst the Greeks and Romans; and a
Chronological Table. By T. Lemprifere, D.D. 2(lth Edition, corrected. Svo. 95. cloth.

LEREBOURS (N.P.)-A TREATISE ON PHOTOGRAPHY
5

Containing the latest Discoveries appertaining to the Daguerreotype. Compiled from Com-
munications by M.M. Daguerre and Arago, and other eminent Men of Science. By N. P.
Lerebours, Optician to the Observatory, Paris, etc. Translated byJ.Egerton. Post 8vo.
with Plate, 7s. 6rf. cloth.

LESLIE(C.R.l—MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN CONSTABLE, ESQ.
R. A. Composed chiefly of his Letters. By C. R. Leslie, R. A. Second Edition, with further
Extracts from his Correspondence. Small' 4to. with two Portraits (one from a new Sketch,
by Mr. Leslie,) and a plate of" Spring," engraved by Lucas, 21«. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
Foolscap 8vo. [/'/ the press.

LIFE OF A TRAVELLING PHYSICIAN,
From his first Introduction to Practice; including Twenty Years' Wanderings throughout
the greater part of Europe. By the late Sir G. Lefevre, M.D. 3 vols, post 8vo. 31s. firf.

cloth.

LINDLEY.—INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
By Prof.J.Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S.L.S. etc. 3d Edition, with Corrections and considerable

Additions. 8vo. with Six Plates and numerous Woodcuts, 18». cloth.

LINDLEY.—FLORA MEDICA :

A Botanical Account of all the most important Plants used in Medicine ui different Parts of

the World. By John Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. etc. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

LINDLEY.—A SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORA,
Arranged according to the Natural Orders. By Professor John Lindley, Ph. D., F.R.b., etc.

Third Edition, with numerous Additions and Improvements. 12mo. 10*. 6rf. cloth.

LINDLEY.—THE THEORY OF HORTICULTURE ; „,.,,„
Or an Attempt to Explain the Principal Operations of Gardening upon Physiological Prin-

ciples. By John Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. 8vo. with Illustrations on Wood, 12s. cloth.

LINDLEY.—GUIDE TO THE ORCHARD AND KITCHEN GARDEN;
Or an Account of the most valuable Fruits and Vegetables cultivated in Great Britain : with

Kalendars of the Work required in the Orchard and Kitchen Garden during every mouth in

the Year. By George Lindley, CM. H.S. Edited by Professor Liudley. 8vo. 16s. boards.

LINWOOD (W.)—ANTHOLOGIA OXONIENSIS j . ,

Sivc Florilcgiuin e lusibus pocticis diversorum Oxoniensium Gr;ccis et Latinis dcccrptum.

Cura'nte Gulielmo Linwood, M.A. Mdia Cluisti Ahiinmo. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LLOYI).-A TREATISE ON LIGHT AND VISION.
By the Rev. H. Lloyd, M. A., Fellow of Trin. Coll. Dublin. 8vo. 5». boards.

LORIMER.-LETTERS TO A YOUNG MASTER MARINER,
On some Subjects connected with his Calling. By Charles Lorimer. 3d edition. 1-mo.

with an Appeudi.x, 5s. 6rf. cloth.

LOUDON (MRS.)-THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR;
Being a Monthlv Guide, as to what should be avoided as well as what should be done in a

Garden in each Month, with plain Rules how to do what .s re.iuistc. By Mrs. Loudon,

author of " The Lady's Country Companion," " Gardening for Ladies, etc. Fcap. 8vo.

with numerous Illustrations. ['" the press.
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LOUDON (MRS.)-THE LADY'S COUNTRY COiVIPANION;
Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. I^oudon, author of " Gardening for
Ladies, "etc. New Edition. Foolscap 8vo., with an Engraving ou Steel, andlUustretious on
Wood, 7«.Grf. cloth.

LOUDON (J. C.)—SELF INSTRUCTION
For Young Gardeners, Foresters, BailifVs, Laud Stewards, and Farmers; in Arithmetic
Book-keeping-, Geometry, Mensuration, Practical Tritconometry, Mechanics, Land-Surrey-
ing. Leveling, Planning and Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isoraetrical Projection
and Perspective; with Examples shewing their applications to Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Purposes. By tlic late J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. H.S. etc. With a Portrait of Mr. Loudon,
and a Memoir by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with Wood Engravings, 7»- 6rf. cloth.

LOUDON.—AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS;
Being the "Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum" abridged: containing the Hardy Trees
and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly described :

with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts Bv J.C. Loudon, F.L.S. etc. 8vo. with
upwards of 2,000 Engravings on Wood, 21. 10». cloth.

The Original Work ; a New Edition, in 8 vols. 8vo. with above 400 8vo. Plates of Trees, and
upwards of 2,500 Woodcuts, 10/. cloth.

LOUDON.—AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF GARDENING;
Presenting in one systematic view, the Historj- and Present State of Gardening in all Conn-
tries, and Its Theory and Practice in Great Britain: with the Management of the Kitchen
Garden, the Flower Garden, Laying-out Grounds, etc. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. etc. A new
Edition, 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Engravings on Wood, 2/. 10«. cloth.

LOUDON.—AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF AGRICULTURE;
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-ont, Improvement,
and Management of Landed Property, and of the cultivation and economy of the Animal and
Vegetable productions of Agriculture, including all the latest improvements; By J. C.
Loudon, F.L.G.Z. and H.S. etc. Fifth Edition. 8vo. with upwards of 1,100 Engravings on
Wood, by Branston, 21. 10«. cloth. The Supplement, leparatclg, 5«. sewed.

LOUDON—AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF PLANTS;
Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into, Great Britain ;

giving their Natural History, accompanied by such Descriptions, Engraved Figfurcs, and
Elementary Details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover the
name of every Plant which'he may find in flower, and acquire all the information respecting
it which is useful and interesting. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S., etc. The Specific Characters
by an Eminent Botanist ; the Drawings bv J. D. C. Sowerbv, F.L.S. A new Edition, with a
new Supplement and a new Indix. 8vo. with nearly 10,000 Wood Engravings, 73J. 6d. cloth.

*,* The last Supplement, separately, 8vo. lo«. cloth.

LOUDON.— AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND VILLA
ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE. Containing Designs for Cottages, Villas, Farm
Houses, Farmeries, Country Inns, Public Houses, Parochial Schools, etc. ; with the requisite
Fittings-up, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Garden Scenery:
each Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. Byj. C. Loudon, F.L.S.
etc. New Edition, Edited by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with more than 2,000 Engravings on Wood,
63«. cloth..—The Supplement, sfparnteli/, 8vo. 7». 6rf. sewed.

LOUDON.-HORTUS BRITANNICUS:
A Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into Britain. The 3d Edition,
with a New Supplement, prepared, under the direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. H.Baxter,
and revised by George Don, F.L.S. 8vo. 31».6d. cloth.

LOUDON.—THE SUBURBAN GARDENER AND VILLA COMPANION:
Comprising the Choice of a Villa or Suburban Residence, or of a situation on which to form
one; the .Arrangement and Furnishing of the House; and the Laying-out, Plantiner, and
general Management of the Garden and Grounds ; the whole adapted' for Grounds from one
perch to fifty acres and upwards in extent; intended for the instruction of those who know
little of Gardening or Rural Affairs, and more particularlv for the use of Ladies. BvJ.C.
Loudon, F.L.S., etc. 8vo. with above 300 Wood Engravings, 20». cloth.

LOUDON.-HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDINENSIS;
Or, a Catalogue of all the Ligneous Plants cultivatc<l in the neighbourhood of London. To
which are added their usual Prices in Nurseries. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. etc. 8vo. 7*. 6rf.

LOW.—ON LANDED PROPERTY, AND THE ECONOMY OF ESTATES;
Comprehending the Relations between Landlord and Tenant, and the Principles and Forms
of Leases; of Farm-buildings, Enclosures, Drains, Embankments, Roads, and other Rural
Works, Minerals, and Woods. By David Low, Esq. F".U.S. E. etc., author of "Elements
of Practical Agriculture," etc. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21j. cloth.

LOW.—AN ENQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF THE SIMPLE BODIES OF
CHEMISTRY. By I><»vid Low, Esq., F R.S.E. etc. 8vo. fn. cloth.



LOW.- ON THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
comprelieiuling the Natural and Economical History of the Species and Breeds; Illustrations
of the Properties of External Form; and Observations on the Principles and Practice of
Breedinj^. By David Low, Esq., F.R.S.E. Professor of Agriculture in the University of
Edinburgh, etc.; author of " Elements of Practical Agriculture," etc. Svo. with Engravings
on Wood, 253, cloth.

LOW.—THE BREEDS OF THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS OF GREAT
BRITAIN described. Bv David Low, Ksq. F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture in the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, etc. etc. The Plates from drawings by \V. Nicholson, R.S.A., reduced
from a Series of Oil Paintings, executed for the Agricultural Museum of the University of
Edinburgh, by W.Shiels, R.S.A. 2 vols, atlas quarto, with 56 Plates of Animals, l>eautifuUy
coloured after Nature, 16/. 16s. half-bound in morocco.

Or in four separate portions, as follow :
—

The OX. 1 Vol. atlas quarto, with 22 Plates,
(
The HORSE. 1 Vol. atlas quarto, with 8

price 6/. 16». firf. half-bound morocco. Plates, price 3/. half-bound morocco.
The SHEEP. 1 Vol. atlas quarto, with 21 The HOG. 1 Vol. atlas quarto, with 5 Plates,

Plates, price 6?. 16s. 6rf. half-bound morocco. ' price 21. 2s. half-bound morocco.

LOW.—ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
Comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and the
Economy of the Farm. By David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. -Ith' Edition, with Alterations and Additions. 8vo. with above 200
Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

MACAULAY. -CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CONTRIBUTED TO
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW. By the Right Hon. Thomas Babington Macaulay, M.P.
4th Edition. 3 vols. Svo. 36s. cloth.

MACAULAY. -LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
By the Right Honorable Thomas Babington Macaulay, M.P. 8th Edition. Crown Svo.

10s. 6rf. cloth.

MACAULAY.—MR. MACAULAY 'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
A New Edition. With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, Drawn on
Wood by George Scharf, jun.; and Engraved by Samuel Williams. Small 4to. [In the press.

MACKAY(CHARLES).-THE SCENERY AND POETRY OF THE ENGLISH
LAKES; a Summer Ramble. By Charles Mackay, Esq. L.L.D.author of " Legends of the

Isles," "The Salamandrine," "The Thames and its Tributaries," etc. Svo. with beautiful

Wood Engravings from Original Sketches, 14s. cloth.

MACKENZIE.—THE PHYSIOLOGY OF VISION.
By W. Mackenzie, M.D., Lecturer on the Eye in the University of Glasgow. Svo. with
Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. boards.

MACKINNON.-THE HISTORY OF CIVILISATION.
By Wm. Alexander Mackiunon, F.R.S. M.P. for Lyraington. 2 vols. Svo. 34s. cloth.

MACKINTOSH (SIR JAMES).—THE LIFE OF SIR THOMAS MORE.
By the Right Hon. Sir James Mackintosh. Reprinted from the Cabinet Cydopiedia ; and
intended lor a Present-Book or School Prize. Foolscap Svo. with Portrait, 5s. cloth ; or
bound in vellum gilt (oW style) , 8s.

MACKINTOSH'S (SIR JAMES) MISCELLANEOUS WORKS;
Including his Contributions to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. Edited by Robert James
Mackintosh, Esq. 3 vols. Svo. 42s. cloth.

MACKINTOSH, ETC.—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By Sir James Mackintosh; W. Wallace, Esq.; and Robert Bell, Esq. 10 vols.foolscapSvo.

with Vignette Titles, 3^ cloth.

M'CULLOCH.—THE LITERATURE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY;
Being a Classified Catalogue of the principal Works in the different departments of Political

Economy, interspersed with Historical, Critical, and Biographic:il Notices. By J. U,
M'CuUoch, Esq. Svo. 14». cloth.

M'CULLOCH (J. R.)-AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE, AND STATISTICAL,
of the BRITISH EMPIRE; exhibitingits Extent, Physical Capacities, Population, Industry,

and Civil and Religious Institutions'. By J. R. M'CuIloch, Esq. 3d Edition, corrected,

enlarged, and greatly improved. 2 thick vols. Svo. [/« the press.

M'CULLOCH.—A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL
INFLUENCE OF TAXATION AND THE FUNDING SYSTEM. ByJ. U. M'CuUoch,
Esq. Svo. 15s- cloth.

M«CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, AND
HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects in the World.

ByJ. R. M'CuIloch, Esq. A new Edititon. 2 vols. Svo. with Six large Maps, 4^ cloth.

* • The new Articles are printed scptiratelt/ as a Supplement to the former Edition. They
comprise a/nll account of the present slate of the United Kingdom, the Oregon Trrri-

t-.iry, etc. Svo. as. sewed.
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M'CULLOC'H.—A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETICAL, AND
HISTORiCAE, OF COM.MERCK, AND COJEMERCIAL NAVIGATIOX. By J. R-
JM'CuUoch, Esq. A Xcw KJition, corrected, enlarged, and improved. 8vo. with Maps
and Plans, oOs. cloth; or 5.3«. strongly half-bound in rnssia, \rith flexible back,

•,* This Edition, which has been caTefnUy corrected, compritei, betiden the Xete Tariff,
the new Arts relating to Banking, the Sii^ar Trade, Nnvv^atiun and Cnttomt, the hiring of
Seamen, etc. ;',and is further enriched with valuable information from all parts of the world.

A SUPPLEMENT, for the use of the purchasers of the last Edition, 8vo. price 3». 6rf sewed.

MAITLAND (DR. CHARLES).—THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS:
A Description of the primitive Church of Rome, Illustrated by its Sepulchral Ucmaiiis.
By Charles Maitland, M.D. 8vo. with numerous Eiiijruvings on Wood. Us. cloth.

MARCET (MRS.)-CONVERSATIONS ON THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
For the Use of Children. 13y Mrs. Marcet, author of" Conversations on Chemistry," etc.

2d Edition, with Additions. ISrao. 5». clotli.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Illustrated by Experi-
ments. By Mrs. Warcet. New Edition, corrected. '2 vols, foolscap 8vo. 14». cloth.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained, and adapted to the compre-
hension of Young- Persons. By Mrs. Marcet. 10th Edition, enlarged and corrected. Fcap.
8vo. with 23 Plates, lOj. 6rf. cloth.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Mrs. Marcel. ,\a.

Edition, revised and enlarged. Foolscap 8vo. 7s- 6rf. cloth.

MARCET—CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY;
Comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture. By Mrs.
Marcet. 3d Edition. Foolscap 8vo. with Four Plates, 9*. cloth.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Mrs. Marcet. 3d Edition revised and corrected. Foolscap 8vo., with coloured Map,
shewing the comparative Altitude of Mountains, 5». 6rf. cloth

.

MARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON LANGUAGE,
For Children. By Mrs. Marcet, author of " Mary's Grammar," etc. ISmo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

MARGARET RUSSELL:
An Autobiography. Foolscap Svo. 6*. cloth.

MARRIAGE GIFT.
By a Mother. A Legacy to her Children. Post Svo. 5«. cloth, with gilt edges.

MARRYAT.—THE PRIVATEER'S- MAN ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO.
By Captain V. M.irryat, C.B. Author of " Peter Simple," " Masterman Ready," etc. 2 vols,

fcap. Svo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT (CAPT).—THE MISSION;
Or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain Marryat. C.B. , author of
"Peter Simple," *'Masterman Ready," "The Settlers in Canada," etc. 2 vols. fcap.

Svo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT (CAPT.)—THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. By Capt.iin Marryat, C.B. author of "Peter Simple,"
" Masterman Ready,"etc. 2 vols. fcap. Svo. 12s. "cloth.

MARRYAT (CAPT.)-MASTERMAN READY;
Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young Peo))le. By Captain Marryat, C.B. author
of "Peter Simple," etc. 3 vols. fcap. Svo. with numerous Engi•a^^ngsou Wood, ^«.6<f. cloth.

MAUNDER.—THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE,
And LIBRARY of REFERENCE. By Samuel Maunder. IGth Edition, revised throughout
and enlarged. Foolscap Svo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

*»• The principal contents of the present new and thoronghly revised edition of ^^The Trea-
sury of Knowledge," aie—a new and enlarged English Dictionary, with a Grammar, Verbal
Distinctions, and Exercises; anew Universal Gazetteer ; a compendious Classical Dictionary;
an Analysis of History and Chronology ; a Dictionary of Law Terms; a new Synopsis of the
British Peerage; and various useful tabular Addenda.

MAUNDER.- THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
Consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Person of all
Ages and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History; forming a new and complete Dic-
tionary of Universal Biography. By Samuel Maunder, oth Edition, revised throughout,
and containing a copious Supplement, brought down to 1S45. Foolscap Svo. 10s. cloth ;

bound in roan, 12s.
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MAUNDER.—THE SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY:
A New and Popular EiiLyclopiEdia of Science and the Belles Lettres ; including; all Branches
of Science, and every Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole written in a
familiar style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acquiriiiginformation
on the subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of convenient Refer-
ence to the more instructed. By Samuel Maunder. 4th Edition. Fcap.Svo. lOi. cloth; bound
in roan, 12*.

MAUNDER.—THE TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and
a Series of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists; developini^ their Rise,
Progress, and Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective
Inhabitants,thcir Religion, Manners, and Customs, etc. etc. By Samuel Maunder. 2d Edit.
Fcap. 8vo. 1U». cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

iVIEiViOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT BRITAIN,
And of the Museum of Kconomic Geology in London. Published by order of the Lords
Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. Vol. 1, royal Svo. with Woodcuts and 9 Plates,
(seven coloured), 21s. cloth.

MICHELET (J). -PRIESTS, WOMEN, AND FAMILIES
By J. Michelet. Translated from the French (third edition) , with the Author's permission,
by C. Cocks, B.L. Professor of the Living Languages in the Royal Colleges of France. New
Editions. Post Svo. 9i. cloth. 16mo. Is. 4rf. sewed.

MICHELET (J.)—THE PEOPLE.
By M. Michelet, Member of the Institute of France, etc. Translated, with the approbation
of the Author, by C. Cocks, B.L. New Edition. Post Svo. 9s. cloth. 16mo. Is. 6rf. sewed.

*,* Mr.Cockis authorised travslatiojts of MieheleC'a '• Priests, Women, and Families,'"
and " The People," in one vol. 16mo. 3j. Crf. cluth.

MICHELET AND QUINET.-THE JESUITS.
By J. Michelet, ftlember of the Institute of France ; and R. Quinet, of the College of
France. Translated, with the approbation of the Authors by C. Cocks, B.L. New Edition.
16mo. Is. Gd. sewed.

*,* Mr. Cock's authorised translations of MM. Michelet and Qttinei's " The Jesuits," and
M. Qniuet's " Christianity ," in one vol. 16)rto. 4s. cloth

MIGNETfM.)- ANTONIO PEREZ AND PHILIP II. OF SPAIN.
By M. Mignet, Member of the Institute of France, Perpetual Secretary of the Academy of
Moral and Political Sciences, etc. Translated by C. Cocks, B. L. Post Svo. 9s. cloth.

MILES fW.)—THE HORSE'S FOOT,
And How to Keep it Sound. By William Miles, Esq. New Edition. Royal Svo. with Engrav-
ings,7». cloth.

MILNER (REVS. J. AND I.)— THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF
CHRIST. Bjr the Rev. Joseph Milner, A.M. With Additions and Corrections by the late
Rev. Isaac Milner, D.D. F.R.S. A New Edition. 4 vols. Svo. 2/. Ss. boards.

MOHAN LAL.-LIFE OF THE AMIR DOST MOHAMMED KHAN OF
KABUL: with his Political Proceedings towards the English, Russian, and Persian Govern-
ments, including the Victory and Disasters of the British Army in AtTghMiiistan. By Mohan
Lai, Esq., Knight of the Persian Order of the Lion and Sun ; lately attached to the Mission
in Kabul. 2 vols. Svo. with numerous Portraits, 3Us. cloth.

MONTAUBAN (MRS. E )-A YEAR AND A DAY IN THE EAST;
Or, Wanderings over Land and Sea. By Mrs. Eliot Montauban. Post Svo. 7s. cloth.

MONTGOMERY'S (JAMES) POETICAL WORKS.
New and only complete Edition. With some additional Poems and Autobiographical
Prefaces. Collected and cditcil by Mr. Montgomery. 4 vols, foolscap Svo. with Portrait, and
seven other Plates, 2Us. cloth ; bound in morocco, 1/. IGs.

MOORE.-THE HISTORY OF IRELAND.
From the earliest Kings of that Realm, down to its last Chief. By Tliomas Moore, Esq.
4 vols, foolscap Svo., with Vignette Titles, 24s. cloth.

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS;
Containing the .\utlior"s recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in one volume, uniform
with Lord Byron's Poems. Medium Svo. with Portrait and Vignette, 1/. Is. cloth; or 42s.
bound in morocco, by Hayday.

*,* Also, an Edition in 10 vols, foolscap Svo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, 2/. lOs. cloth

;

morocco, 4/. 10s.



MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition. Medium 8vo. illustrated with 16 fine Engravings, 21». cloth; morocco, 33«.

with India Proof Plates, 42», cloth.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
.

New Edition. Foolscap Svo.with 4 Plates, by Westall, 10«. Cd. cloth; or Us. bound id

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
, ,

Illustrated by D. Maclise, R.A. Imp.Svo. with 151 Designs, en^aved on Steel, 3/. 3«.

boards; or 41. 14s. 6rf. bound in morrocco, by Hayday. Proof Impressions (only 200 copies

printed, of which a few remain), 6/. Cj. boards.

,* India Proofs be/ore letters of the 101 Designs, on Quarter Culombier, in Port/olio

(only 25 copies printed, of which a few n'mrtin.', 311. 10s.

India Proofs before letters of the 51 Lar^e Designs, on Quarter Colombier, in Portfolio

fonly 25 copies printed, of which a few remains, 18/. 13».

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. with Viijnette Title, 10». cloth ; bound in morocco, 13«. 6d.

MOORE.—THE POWER OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY,
Considerled in relation to Health and Morals. By George Moore, M.D. Member of the

Royal Colcge of Physicians, London, etc. 2d Edition. Post Svo. 7»-6d. cloth.

MOORE.—THE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE MIND-
By George Moore, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians, London, etc. Post

Svo. 9s. cloth.

MORAL OF FLOWERS (THE).
3d Edition. Royal Svo. with 24 beautifully coloured Engravings, 1/. 10«. half-bound.

MORTON.—A VETERINARY TOXICOLOCICAL CHART,
Containing those Agents known to cause Death in the Horse ; with the Symptoms,.Antidotes,
Action on the Tissues, and Tests. By W.J. T.Morton. 12mo. 6».in case ; 8«. 6d. on rollers.

MORTON.-A MANUAL OF PHARMACY,
For the Student in Veterinarj- Medicine ; containing the Substances employed at the Royal
Veterinary College, with an Attempt at their Classification, and the Pharmacopoeia of that
Institution. By W. J. T.Morton. 3d Edition, 12mo. lOj. cloth.

MOSELEY.—ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
By the Rev. H. Moselev, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's
College, London ; being the First Volume of the Illastrations of Science by the Professors
of King's College. New Edition. Fcap. Svo. with Woodcuts, 8». cloth.

MOSELEY.—THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURE. By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A. F.R.S., Professorof Natural Philosophy

and Astronomy in King's College, London; and author of " Illustrations of Practical

Mechanics,'' etc. Svo. with Woodcuts and Diagrams, 1/. 4s. cloth.

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by James Murdock, D.D. Edited,
with Additions, by Henry Soames, M.A. New Edition, revised, and continued. 4 vols. Svo.

48s. cloth.

MiJLLER.—INTRODUCTION TO A SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM OF MYTHOLOGY.
By C. O. MUller, author of "The History and Antiquities of the Doric Race," etc. Trans-
lated from the German by John Lcitch. 'Svo. uniform with " Miiller's Dorians," 12*. cloth.

MURRAY.-AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF GEOGRAPHY;
Comprising a complete Description of the Earth: exhibiting its Relation to the Heavenly
Bodies, its Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry, Com-
merce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. By Hugh Murray,
F.R.S.E.: New Edition. Svo. with 82 Maps, and upwards of 1,000 other Engravings on
Wood, 3/. cloth.

NECKER DE SAUSSURE.—PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION;
Or, Considerations on the Course of Life. Translated and Abridged from the French of

Madame Necker De Saussure, by Miss Holland. 3 vols, foolscap Svo. 19j. 6d. cloth.

*,* Separately, vols. I. and II. 12j. ; vol. 111. 7»- Grf.

NESBIT (A.)-A TREATISE ON PRACTICAL MENSURATION;
Containing the most approved Methods of drawintr Geometrical Figures ; Mensuration of

Superficies; Land- Surveying; Mensuration of Solids; the Use of the Carpenter's Rule ;

Timber Measure, etc. ByA. Nesbit. 12lh Edition. 12mo. with 300 Woodcuts, 6«. bound.

KEY. 7th Edition. 12mo. 5». bound.
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NEWELL (REV. R. H.)—THE ZOOLOGY OF THE ENGLISH POETS,
Corrected by the Writings of Modern Naturalists. By the Rev. R.H. Newell, Rector of
Little Hormcad. Fciip. 8vo. with Engravings on Wood, bs. Gd. cloth.

NICOLAS-THE CHRONOLOGY OF HISTORY,
Containing Tables, Calculations, and Statements indispensable for ascertaining the Dates of
Historical Events, and of Public and Private Documents, from the Earliest Period to the
Present Time. By Sir Harris Nicolas, K.C. M.G. 2nd Edition, fcap. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

ORDNANCE MAPS (THE), AND PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLO-
GICAL SURVEY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.-Messrs. Longman and Co. have been
appointed by the Board of Ordnance Agents for the sale of the Maps of the Ordnance Sur-
vey of Great Britain. Also, sole Agents for the sale of the Maps, Sections, and Books of
the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, and of the Museum of Economic Geology,
under the Chief Commissioner of Her Majesty's Woods, Works, and Land Revenues.

*,* Complete detailed Catalogues of both Series may be had on application.

OWEN. — LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND PHYSI-
OLOGY OF THE INVERTEBRATE ANIMA1>S, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons
in 1843. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. From Notes taken
by William White Cooper, M.R.C.S. and revised by Professor Owen. With Glossary and
Index. 8vo. with nearly 140 Illustrations on Wood, 14* cloth.

••* A Second and concluding Volume, being the Lectures 'on Vertebrata) delivered by
Professor Owen during the last session, is preparing for publication.

PARABLES (THE).
The Parables of Our Lord, richly Illuminated with appropriate Borders, printed in Colours,
and in Black and Gold ; v.-ith a Design from one of the early German engravers. Square
foolscap 8vo., uniform in size with the "Sermon on the Mount," 21»., in massive carved
binding j or 30s. bound in morocco, by Hayday. \_Just ready.

PARKES.—DOMESTIC DUTIES;
Or, Instructions to Young Married Ladies on the Management of their Households and the
Regulation of their Conduct in the various Relations and Duties of Married Life. By Mrs.
W. Parkes. 5th Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 9s. cloth.

PATON (A.A.)-SERV|A, THE YOUNGEST MEMBER OF THE EUROPEAN
FAMILY; or, a Residence in Belgrade, and Travels through the Highlands and Wood-
lands of tlie Interior, during the years 1843 and 1844. By Andrew Archibald Paton, Esq.
Post 8vo. with portrait and plate, 12s. cloth.—By the same Author.

THE MODERN SYRIANS; or. Native Society in Damascus, Aleppo, and the Mountains of
the Druses. Post 8vo. 10s. Cd. cloth.

PEARSON.—AN INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY:
By the Rev. W. Pearson, LL.D. F.R.S. etc. Rector of South Kilworth, Leicestershire, and
Treasurer to the Astronomical Society of London. 2 vols. 4to. with Plates, 71. 7s. boards.

PEDESTRIAN AND OTHER REMINISCENCES AT HOME AND ABROAD,
WITH SKETCHES OF COUNTRY LIFE. By Sylvanus. Post 8vo., with Frontispiece and
Vignette Title, 10s. Gd. cloth.

PERCIVALL.-THE ANATOMY OF THE HORSE;
Embracing the Structure of the Foot. By W. Percivall, M.R.C.S. 8vo. U. cloth.

PERCIVALL.—HIPPCPATHOLOCY

:

A Systematic Treatise on the Disorders and Lameness of the Horse; with tlieir Modern and
most approved Methods of Cure ; embracing the Doctrines of the Engliali and French Veteri-
nary Schools. By W. Percivall, M.R.C.S., Veterinary Surgeon in the First Life Guards.
3 vols.8vo. Vol. 1, 10s. Gd.; vols. 2 and 3, 14s. each, boards.

PEREIRA.-A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIET:
With Observations on the Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestive
Organs; and an .\ccount of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and other
Establishments for Paupers, j^unatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, etc. By Jon. Pereira,
M.D. F.R.S., author of "Elements of Materia Mcdica." 8vo. IGs. cloth.

PERICLES:
A Talc of Athens in the 83d Olympiad. By the author of " A Brief Sketch of Greek philo-
sophy." 2 vols, post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

PERRY (DR. W.C.)-GERMAN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION:
Or, the Professors and Students of Germany. To wliich is added, a brief account of the
Public Schools of Prussia; with Observations on the Influence of Phil()SO|)hy on the
Studies of the German Universities. By Walter C. Perry, I'hll. D. of the University of
Gottingen. 2nd Edition. 12mo. 4«. Grf. cloth.



PESCHEL (C. F.)—ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS,
By C. F. Peschel, Principal of the Roval Military College, Dresden, etc. etc. Translated
from the German, with Notes, by E. VVest. 3 vol. fcap. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts,
21«. cloth.

r Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcap. 8vo. "«. 6rf. cloth.
Separately.^ Parts. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Maenetism, Electricity,

L and Electro-Uynaraics) . 2 vol. fcap. 8vo. 13». Od. cloth,

PHILLIPS.-AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO MINERALOGY:
Comprising a Notice of the Characters and Elements of Minerals ; with Accounts of the Places
and Circumstances in which they are found. Bv William Phillips, F.L.S. M.G.S. etc. 4th
Edition, considerably augmented by 11. Allan, F.R.S.E. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 12*. cloth.

PHILLIPS.-FICURES &. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PAL/EOZOIC FOSSILS OF
CORNWALL, DEVON, and WKST SOMERSET ; observed in the course of the Ordnance
Geological Survey of that District. By John Phillips, F.R.S. F.G.S. etc. Published by
Order of the Lords Commissioners of H. M. Treasury. 8vo. with 60 Plates, comprising
very numerous Figures, i)s. cloth.

PHILLIPS.—A GUIDE TO GEOLOGY.
By John Phillips, F.R.S. G.S. etc. Foolscap Svo. with Plates, 5». cloth.

PHILLIPS.—A TREATISE ON GEOLOGY.
By John Phillips, F.R.S. G.S. etc. 2to1s. foolscap Svo. with Woodcuts. 12*. cloth.

PITMAN (-REV. J. R.)—SERMONS
On the principal Subjects comprised in the Book of Psalms, abridged from Eminent Divines
of the Established Church. By the Rev. J. R. Pitman, A.M. Domestic Chaplain to Her
Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent. Svo. Us. cloth.

PLYMLEY (PETER).—LETTERS ON THE SUBJECT OF THE CATHOLICS
TO MV BROTHER ABRAHAM, WHO LIVES IN THE COUNTRY. By Peter Plvmley.
21st Edition. Post Svo. 7s. cloth.

POETS' PLEASAUNCE (THE);
Or, Garden of all Sorts of Pleasant Flowers, which our Pleasant Poets have in Past Time
(for Pastime) Pbinted : witli the right ordering of them. By Eden Warwick. Square
crown Svo. with very numerous lUustratious on Wood, engraved in the best manner.

[/« the prus.

POISSON (S. D.)-A TREATISE ON MECHANICS.
By S.D. Poisson. Second Edition. Translated from the French, and illustrated with
Explanatory Notes, by the Rev. Henry H. Harte, late Fellow of Trinity College, Dubliu.
2 volumes, Svo. M. 8s. cloth.

POPE (ALEXANDER).—THE WORKS OF ALEXANDER POPE.
Edited by Thomas Roscoe, Esq. With the Author's Life. A New PMition. 8 vols. Svo.

[/« the prest.

PORTER.—A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SILK.
By G. R. Porter, Esq. F.R.S., author of " The Prosjress of the Nation,'" etc. Fcap. Svo. with
Vignette Title, and 39 Engravings on Wood, 6s. cloth.

PORTER.-A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURES OF PORCELAIN AND
GLASS. By G. R. Porter, Esq. F.R.S. Foolscap Svo. with 50 Woodcuts, 6*. cloth.

PORTLOCK. - REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTY OF
LONDONDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and described under
the Authoritv of the Master-General arid Board of Ordnance. Bv J. E. Portlock, F.R.S. etc.
Svo. with 48 'Plates, 24». cloth.

POWELL.—THE HISTORY OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
From the Earliest Periods to the Present Time. By Baden Powell, M. A., Savilian Professor
of Mathematics in the University of Oxford. Fcap. Svo. witli Vignette Title, 6j. cloth.

PYCROFT.—A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING;
Adapted to every Taste and Capacity. With Anecdotes of Men of Genius. Br the Rev.
James Pycroft, B.A., Trinity College, Oxford, author of "Greek Grammar Practice,"
and " Latin Grammar Practice ;" Editor of " Virgil, with Marginal References." Foolscap
Svo. 6.?. 6rf. cloth.

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Edited by David Thomas Anstcd, M. A. F.R.S., Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge ; Pro-
fessor of Geology in Kinjf's College, Loudon; Vice-Secretary of the GeologicarSocietv
Svo. 4s. each number, sewed. [Published Quarterly.'

*.* f-'olume I. Svo. with Plates and TVoodcuts, IZs. 6rf. cloth. I
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QUINET.-CHRISTIANITY IN ITS VARIOUS ASPECTS,
From the Birth of Christ to the French Revolution. By E. Quiiiet, of the College of France.
Translated with the Author's approbation, by C. Cocks, B.L. IGnio. '2s. sewed.

RANKE (PROFESSOR).-RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION.
Translated by Sarah Austin, translator of BanUe's " History of the Popes." Vols 1 and 2,

8vo. 30*. cloth. [Vol. 111. is in the press.

READER (TII0MAS).-TI1V!E TABLES.
On a New and Simplified Flan; to facilitate the Operation of Discounting Bills, and the

Calculation of Interest on Banking and Current Accounts, etc. : shewing, without calcula-

tion, the Number of Days from every Day in the Year to any other Day, for any Period not
exceeding 305 Days. By Thomas Reader. Post 8vo. Ms. cloth, or 17s. calf lettered.

REECE.—THE MEDICAL GUIDE:
For the use of the Clergy, Heads of Families, Seminaries, and JuniorPractitioners in Medi-
cine; comprising a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise ou the distin-

guishing Symptoms, Causes, Pi-evention, Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident to the
Human Frame. By R. Reece, M.D. 16th Edition. 8vo. \2s. boards.

REID (DR.)-ILLUSTRATiONS OF THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
VENTIL.^TION : with Remarks on AVarmins;, Exclusive Lighting, and the Communication
ofSound. By D. B. Reid, M.D.F.R.S.E. etc. 8vo. with Engravings on Wood, IGs. cloth.

REPTON.—THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING & LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
of the late Humphrey Repton, Esq.; being his entire Works on these subjects. A New
Edition, with an Historical and Scientific Introduction, a systematic Analysis, a Biographical

Notice, Notes, and a copious Alphabetical Index. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S., etc. 8vo. with
a Portrait and upwards of 250 Engravings, SOs. cloth; with coloured Plates, 3/. 6«. cloth.

REYNARD THE FOX ;

A renowned Apologue of the Middle Age. Reproduced in Rhyme. Embellished throughout
with Scroll Capitals, in Colours, from Wood-block Letters made expressly for this work, after

Designs of the 12th and 13th Centuries. With an Introduction. By Samuel Naylor, late of
Queen's College, Oxford. Large square 8vo. 18s. cloth.

RIDDLE-A COMPLETE ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY, from the best sources, chiefly Germati. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A. 4th
Edition. 8vo. 31s. 6rf. cloth.

%* Separately—The English-Latin Dictionary, 10s. 6(f. ; the Latin-English Dictionary, 21s.

RIDDLE.—A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin Classical Words. By
theRev. J.E. Riddle, M.A. New Edition". Royal 32mo. Is. bound.

RIDDLE.-LETTERS FROM AN ABSENT GODFATHER;
Or, a Compendium of Religious Instruction for Young Persons. By the Rev. J . E. Rj<ldle,
M.A. Foolscap Svo.Gs. cloth.

RIDDLE.—ECCLESIASTICAL CHRONOLOGY;
Or, Annals of the Christian Church, from its Foundation to the present Time. Containing a
View of General Church History, and the Course of Secular Events ; the Limits of the Church
and its Relations to the State ; Controversies; Sects and Parties; Rites, Institutions, and
Discipline; Ecclesiastical Writers. By the Rev. J. E, Riddle, fil.A. Svo. 15s. cloth.

RITCHIE (ROBERT.)-RAILWAYS: THEIR RISE AND PROGRESS, AND
CONSTRUCTION, with Remarks on Railway Accidents, and Proposals for their Preven-
tion. By Robert Ritchie, Es(i., F. R. S., S. A., Civil Engineer, Associate of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, etc. Fcap. Svo. with Woodcuts and Diagrams, 9s. cloth.

RIVERS.—THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE:
Containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties of Roses, reffularly classed in
their respective Families; their History and mode of Culture. By T. Rivers, Jun. Fourth
Edition, corrected and improved. Foolscap Svo. 6s. cloth.

ROBERTS (GEORGE).—THE LIFE, PROGRESSES, AND REBELLION OF
JAMES DUKE OF MONMOUTH, to his Capture and Execution: with a full Account of
the Bloody Assizes, and copious Biographical Notices. By George Roberts. 2 vols, post
Svo. with Portrait, Maps, and other Illustrations, 2-lj. cloth.

ROBERTS.-AN ETYMOLOGICAL AND EXPLANATORY DICTIONARY OF
the TERMS and LANGUAGE of GEOLOGY; designed for the carlv Stud.nt, and those
who have not made great progress in the Science. By G. Roberts. Foolscap Hvo. fi». clotli.
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ROB[NSOV (JAMES).-THE WHOLE ART OF CURING, PICKLING,
and SMOKING EVERY DESCRIPTION of MEAT and FISH, accoriJinjr to both the

British and Foreign ModPs. To which is appended, a Description of the requisite Apparatus.
By James Robinson, Eighteen Years a Practical Curer. Fcap. 8vo. [Ju«t ready

.

ROBINSON-CREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON TO THE NEW TESTAN:ENT.
By E. Robinson, V>V>., iiuthor of " Biblical Researches." Edited, with careful revision,

corrections, etc., by the Rev. Dr. Bloomfield. 8vo. 18». cloth.

ROGERS.—THE VEGETABLE CULTIVATOR;
Containing a plain and accurate Description of all the different Species of Culinary Vegetables,
with the most approved .Method of Cultivating them by Natural and Artificial Means, and the

best Modes of Cooking them ; alphabetically arranged. Together with a Description of the

Physical Herbs in General Use. By John Rogers, author of "The Fruit Cultivator.^' 2d
Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 7». cloth.

ROGET.-THE ECONOIVilC CHESS-BOARD;
Being a Chess-Board, provided with a complete set of Chess-Men.for playing Games in

carriages, or out of doors, and for folding up, and carrying in the pocket, without dis-

turbing the Game. Invented by P. M. Kosfet, M.D. aiid registered according to Act of
Parliament. New Edition. In a neat fcap. 8vo. case, price 2s. Cd.

•»* This Chess-Board is peculiarlv adapted for working out Chess Problem?, and for the
study of published Games and Positions.—Dr. Roget is preparing a set of Chess-Problems to

accompany his Chess-board.

ROME.-THE HISTORY OF ROME (IN THE CABINET CYCLOP/EDIA),
2 vols, foolscap 8vo. witli Vignette Titles, 12j. cloth.

ROSCOE.-LIVES OF EIVIINENT BRITISH LAV/YERS.
By Henry Roscoe, Esq. Foolscap Svo. with Vignette Title, Gj. cloth.

ROWTON (F.)-THE DEBATER;
Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion.
With ample references to the best sources of information upon each particular topic. By
Frederic Rowton, Lecturer on General Literature. Foolscap Svo. 6j. cloth.

SANDBY(REV. G.)-MES'VIERISVI AND ITS OPPONENTS;
With a Narrative of Cases. By the Rev. George Sandby, Jun., Vicar of Hixton, and Rector
of All Saints with St. Nicholas, South Elmham, SulTolk; Domestic Chaplain to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Abergavenny. Foolscap Svo. 6s. cloth.

SANDFORD (REV. JOHN).-PAROCHIALIA,
or Church, School, and Parish. By the Rev. John Sandford, M.-'V. Vicar of Dunchurch,
Chaplain to the J>ord Bishop of Worcester, Hon. Canon of Worcester, and Rural Dean
Svo. with numerous Woodcuts, IGs. cloth.

SANDFORD.-WOMAN IN HER SOCIAL AND DOVIESTIC CHARACTER.
By Rlrs. John Sandford. 6th Kdition. Foolscap Svo. 6s. cloth.

SANDFURD.—FEMALE IMPROVEMENT.
By Mrs. Jolin Sandford. 2d Edition. Foolscap Svo. 7*. Crf. cloth.

SCHLEIDEN fPROF.)—PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC BOTANY.
By M. J. Schleiden, Professor of Botany at Jena. Translated by E. Lankcster, M.D. F.L.S.

Svo. with numerous Wood Engravings. [/w the press.

SCOTT.-THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.
By Sir Walter Scott, Bart. New Edition. 2 vols. fcap. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 12». cloth.

SEAWARD.—SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF HIS SHIPWRECK,
and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea: with a Detail of many
extraordinary and highly interesting Events in his Life, from 1733 to 17-19, as written iu his
own Diary. Edited by Miss Jane Porter. 3d Edition. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s. cloth.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS:
From Chaucer to Withers. With Biographical Sketches, by R, Southey, LL.D. Medium
Svo. 30s. cloth ; or, with gilt edges, 31s. 6d.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS:
From Ben Johnson to Coleridge. With Biograhical and Critical Prefaces by Dr. Aikin.
A New Edition, with additional Selections, from more recent Poets, by Lucy Aikin. Medium
Svo. 18s. cloth.

*»• The peculiarfentnre of these tuo tcorks it, that the Poems included are printed entire,
without mutilation or abridgment.
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SERMON ON THE MOUNT (THE).
Intended as a Birthday-Present, or Gift-Book for all Seasons. Printed in Gold and Colours,
in the Missal Style, with Ornamental Borders by ()«en Jones, Architect, and an Illuminated
Frontispiece by W. Boxall, Esq. A new edition. Foolscap 4to. in a rich brocaded silk cover,
21s.; or bound in morocco, by Hayday, 25s.

SHAKSPEARE, BY BOWDLER.
THK FAMILY SHAKSPEARE , in which nothing is added to the Original Text ; butthose
Words and Expressions are omitted which cannot with propriety be read aloud. By T.
Bowdler, Esq. K.Il.S. Eighth Edition, 8vo. with 36 Illustrations after Smirke, etc. 30».
cloth J with gilt edges, 31s. Grf ; or, without Illustrations, 8 vols. 8vo. 4/. 14s, Orf. boards.

SHELDON (F.)-THE MINSTRELSY OF THE ENGLISH BORDER:
Being a Collection of Ballads, Ancient, Re-niodellcd, and Original, founded on well-known
Border Legends. With Illustrative Notes. By Frederick Sheldon, Square foolscap 8vo.

[Ill the press.

SHELLEY, ETC.—LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT LITERARY MEN OF
ITALY, SPAIN and PORTUGAL. By Mrs. Shelley, Sir D. Brewster, J. Montgomery, etc.

3 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth.

SHELLEY.-LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT FRENCH WRITERS.
By Mrs. Shelley and others. 2 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12*. cloth.

SHEPHERD (REV. W.)-HOR/E APOSTOLIC/E;
Or, a Digested jVarrative of the Acts, Lives, and Writings of the Apostles. Arranged
according to Tovvnsend. By tlie Rev. William Shepherd, B.U. Rector of Margaret Rodiiig,
Essex, and Rural Dean. Fcap. Svo. 5s. 6rf. cloth.

SHORT WHIST:
Its Rise, Progress, and Laws; with Observations to make anyone a Whist Player; containing
also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte, Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A * * « * *

.

9th Edition. To which are added. Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. B ***** Foolscap Svo.
3s. cloth, gilt edges.

SINNETT.—THE BY-WAYS OF HISTORY.
By Mrs. Percy Sinnett. 2 vols, post 8vo. [In the press.

SMITH (GEORGE). -THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT BRITAIN:
Or, 8 Succinct Account of the several Religious Systems which have obtained in this

Island from the Earliest Times to tTie Norman Conquest: including an Investigation into
the Early Progress of Error in the Christian Church, the Introduction of the Gospel into
Britain, and the State of Relig:iou in England till Popery had gained the Ascendency. By
George Smith, F.A.S. 2d Edition. Svo. 7s. Crf. cloth.

SMITH (GEORGE).—PERILOUS TIMES:
Or, the Agressions of Anti-Christian Error on Scriptural Christianity ; considered in refer-
ence to the Dangers and Duties of Protestants. By George Smith, F.A.S . Member of the
Royal Asiatic Society, and of the Koyal Society of Literature. Foolscap 8vo. (is. cloth.

SMITH (MRS. H.)-THE FEMALE DISCIPLE OF THE FIRST THREE
CENTURIES OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA: Her Trials and Her Mission. By Mrs. Henry
Smith. Foolscap Svo. Os. cloth.

SMITH.—AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF BOTANY.
By Sir J. E. Smith, late President of the Linniean Society. 7th Edition, corrected ; in which
the object of Smith's " Grammar of Botany" is conxbined with that of the " Introduction."
By Sir William Jackson Hooker, K.H. LL.D. etc. Svo. with 30 Steel Plates, 10s. cloth,
with coloured Plates, 2/. 12s. Grf. cloth.

SMITH -COMPENDIUM OF THE ENGLISH FLORA.
By sir J.E. Smitli. 2d Edition, with Additions and Corrections. By Sir W. J. Hooker-
l:mo.7».6rf. cloth. THE SAME IN LATIN. 5th Edition, 12mo. 7s. Crf.

SMITH.-THE ENGLISH FLORA.
By Sir James Edward Sniitli, M.D. F.R.S., late President of the Linnican Society, etc.

G vols. Svo. 3/. 12s. boards.

SMITH (SYDNEY).-SERMOrJS PREACHED AT ST. PAUL'S CATHE-
DRAL, The Foundling Hospital, and several Churches in London ; together with others
addressed to a Country Congregation. By the liitc Rev. Sydney Smith, Canon Residentiary
of St. Paul's Cathedral. Svo. 12s. cloth,

SMITH.—THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.
3d Edition, witli additions. 3 vols. Svo. with Portrait, 365. cloth.

SOPHOCLES, BY LINWOOD.
SOPIIOCLIS TRA(;ail)I/E SUPERSTITES. Rcccnsuit, ct brcvi .idnotationc instruxit

Gulielmus Linwood, A.iM. Md'is Cliristi apud Oxonicnses Alumnus. Svo. IGs. cloth.
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SOUTHKY (ROBERT).—THE LATE MR. SOUTHEY'S COMMON-
PLACE BOOK; comprising his Readings and Collections in Histon-, Biography, Mnnners
and Literature, Voyages and Travels, etc. etc.; systematically arranged. [Jn the preu.

SOUTHEY (ROBERT)—THE DOCTOR.
Five vols, post 8vo. 2/. 12*. 6rf. cloth Also,

ETC.

THE DOCTOR, ETC.
his Son-iu-La\v, the

Vol VI. From th
Lev. John Wood Warter. Tost 8v

Papers of the late Robert Southey. Edited byEdited
[//I the preu.

SOUTHEY.-THE LIFE OF WESLEY,
And Rise and Progress of Methodism. By Robert Sonthey, Esq. LL.D. 3rd Edition, with
Notes by the late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and Remarks on the Lite and Character
of John Wesley, by the late 'Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the Rev. Charles Cuthbert
Southey, A.M. Curate of Cockermouth. 2 vols, 8vo. with two Portraits, 1/. 8». cloth.

SOUTHEY, ETC.-LIVES OF THE BRITISH ADMIRALS;
With an Introductory View of the Naval History of En'.,'laiid. liy R. Southey, Esq. and
R. Bell, Esq. 5 vols, foolscap 8vo., with Vignette' Titles, 1/. !()». cloth.

SOUTHEY (ROBERT).—OLIVER NEWMAN;
A New England Tale (unfinished) : with other Poetical Remains.
Southey. Foolscap 8vo. 5s. cloth.

By the late Robert

SOUTHEY'S (ROBERT) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS:
Containing allthe x\uthor"s last Introductions and Notes. Complete in one volume, medium
8vo. with Portrait and Vignette, uniform with Byron's and ISIoore's Poetical Works, 2ll.i or
42s. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

Also, an Edition in 10 vols, foolscap 8vo. with Portrait and 19 Plates, 2/. 10s.; morocco, 4/. 10s.

SPIRIT OF THE WOODS (THE).
By the author of "The Moral of Flowers." 2d Edition. Royal 8vo. with 23 beautifully
coloured Engravings of the Forest Trees of Great Britain, \l. lis. 6d. cloth.

SPOONER.—A TREATISE ON THE STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, AND
DISEASES of the FOOT and LEG ot the HORSE; compreheuuing the Comparative Anatomy
of these Parts in other .Animals ; embracing the subject of Shoeing and the properTreatment
of the Foot; with the Rationale and Effects of various Important Operations, and the best
Methods of performing them. By \V. C. Spooner, M.R.V.C. 12mo. 7s. 6rf. cloth.

STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK; OR, SPECTACLES FOR YOUNG
SPORTSMEN. By Harry Hieover. 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 12s. cloth.

** Vol. II. with Portrait of the Author and Index to the complete work, maybe had sepa-
rately, price 12s.

"An amushig and instructive book, which will be read with pleasure by the old sporttman,
and may be perused with projit by the young Orte."—Times.

STEBBING (REV. H.)—THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST,
From the Diet of Augsburg, 1530, to the Eighteenth Century; originally designed as a Con-
tinuation of Milner's " History of the Church of Christ." By the Rev. Henry Siebbing,
D.D. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

STEBBING.—THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
From its Foundation to .A.D. 14'J2. By the Rev- H. Stct)bing, M.A., etc. 2 vols, foolscap Svo.
with V^ignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

STEBBING.—THE HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION.
By the Rev. H. Stebbing. 2 vols, foolscap Svo. with Vignette Till cloth.

STP:EL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT.
Compiled for the use of Merchants, Owners and IMasters of Ships, Officers of Customs, and
all Persons connected with Sliipping or C:ommerce ; containing the Law and Local Regula-
tions affecting the Ownership, Charge, and Management of Ships and their Cargoes

;

together with Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New
Edition, rewritten throughout. Edited by Graham Williiiore, Esq. M.A. Barrister-at-Law

;

the Customs and Shipping Department by George Clements, of the Customs, London,
compiler of "The Customs Guide;" The Exchanges, etc. and Naval Book-keeping, by
William Tate, author of "The Modern Cambist." Svo.2Ss. cloth; or 29s. bound.

STEPIIENS.-A MANUAL OF BRITISH COLEOPTERA
;

Or, BEETLES : containing a Description of all the Species of Beetles hitherto ascertained to
inhabit Great Britain and Ireland, etc. With a complete Index of the Genera. By J. F.
Stephens, F.L.S., author of " Illustrations of Entomology." Post Svo. 14s. cloth.
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SWAINSON.—A PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE ON THE STUDY OF NATURAL
HlSTORy. By W. awHinson, Ksq. foolscap 8vo. Os. cloth.— liy the same Author.

NATURAL HISTORY ETC. OF VISH,
AMPHILSIA, & REPTILES. 2 vols. leap.
8vo. 12s.

A TRE.vnSK ON MALACOLOGY ; Or, the
Natural Classification of Shells and Shell-

A TRF:ATISE ON THE NATURAL HIS-
TORY & CLASSIFICATION of ANIMALS.
Fcap. 8vo. Gs.

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICA-
TION OF QUADRUPEDS. Fcap. 8vo. 6».

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICA-
TION OF BIRDS. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo. 12».

HABITS AND INSTINCT OF ANIMALS.
Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

ANIMALS IN MENAGERIES. Fcap.Svo. 6s.

F'ish. Fcap. 8vo.l
HISTORY AND NATURAL ARRANGE-
MENT OF INSECTS. Fcap. 8vo. (is.

A TREATISE ON TAXIDERMY; with the
Biography of Zoologists, and Notices of
their Works. Fcap. 8vo. Gs.

SWITZERLAND.—THE HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND.
(In the Cabinet Cyclopaedia.) Foolscap 8vo. with Vignette Title, Gs. cloth.

TATE.—AN EPITOME OF NAVAL BOOK-KEEPI.MC, ACCORDING TO THE
PRACTICE OF MERCANTILE BOOK-KKEPING, BY DOUBLE AND SINOLE
ENTRY; Shewing the Principles and Forms of Entries, with the arrangement of a Set of

Books, and the mode of making up the accounts of Owners, Captains, and Consignees of

Vessels in the Merchant Service. By William Tate, author of "The Modern Cambist,"
8vo. 53. cloth.

TATE.-HORAT1US RESTITUTUS:
(Jr, the Books of Horace arranged in Ciironological Order, according to the Scheme of Dr.
Bentley, from the Text of Gesner, corrected and improved. With a Preliminary Dissertation,

very much enlarged, on the Chronology of the Works, on the Localities, and on the Life

andCharacterof that Poet. By James Tate, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo. 12». cloth.

TATE—THE CONTINUOUS HISTORY OF THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF
ST. PAUL, on the basis of the Acts ; with Intercalary Matter of Sacred Narrative, supplied

from the Epistles, and elucidated in occasional Dissertations: with the llora' Pauliiiie of

Dr. Paley, in a more correct edition, subjoined. By James Tate, M.A. 8vo. Map, 13s. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES B.>-MARGARET;
Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, Chester, author

of'" Lady Mary; or. Not of the World;" etc. 2d Edition. Foolscap Svo. Gs. cloth.

TAYLER(REV.CHARLESB.)-LADY MARY; OR, NOT OF THE WORLD.
By the Rev. Charles B. Payler, Rector of St. Peter's, Chester; author of "Margaret, or the

Pearl," etc. Foolscap Svo. Gs. Gd. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES B.)—TRACTARIANISM NOT OF COD.
Sermons. By the Rev. C. B. Tayler, Rector of St. Peter's, and Evening Lecturer at St.

Mary's, Chester; author of " Lady Mary ; or, Not of the World," etc. Fcap. Svo. 6». cloth.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES B.)-DORA M ELDER :

A Story of Alsace. By Meta Satuier. A Translation. Edited by the Rev. C. B. Tayler,
author of "Margaret; or, the Pearl," etc. F(:ap.8vo., with two Illustrations, 7s. tloth.

TAYLOR (JEREMY).—BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S WORKS.
With the References verified. A New and thoroughly revised Edition.

*,* This Work is in the hands of a competent Editor at O.rfard, and will he published in

volumes, price lOx. Gd. each; to be completed in 12 volumes, each oj GW closeli/ printed paices,

published at intervals of two months. The first volume will probably be publiihed in Janu-
ary 1817. Subscribers' names received by the Proprietors, and all Boulisellers.

TAYLOR.—THE STATESMAN.
By Henry Taylor, Esq., author of "Philip Van Artcvelde." 12mo.Gs.6rf. boards.

THIRLAVALL.—THE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of St. David's. A new Edition, revi.scd ; with Notes.
Vols. I. to 111. demy Svo. vfith Maps, I2j. each cloth. To be completed in 8 volumes.

[Vol. IV. is in the press.

•,* Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcap. Svo. with V'S^tette Titles, 2?. 8«. cloth.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.
Edited by Bolton Corney, Esq. Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn on Wood by
the Members of the Etching Club. Engraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.

oldsmith's Poems," 2I». clolh; bound in morocco, bjrSquare crown Svo. uniform with "Goldsmith'
Mayday, 'iGs.

- M
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THOMSON.—AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON ALGEBRA,
Theoretical and Practical. By James Thomson, LL.D. Professor of Mathematics in the
University of Glasgow. 2d Edition. 12mo. o». cloth.

*,* A Key to this IVork is in preparation.

THOMSON.—EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE FOOD OF ANIMALS,
AND THE Fattening OF CATPLE: with Remarks on the Food of Mau. By Robert
Dundas Thomson, M.D. of the University of Glasgow. Fcap. 8vo. 5*. cloth.

" The question of the origin of the fat of aniiimls rippears to be completely resolved by
these beautiful and elaborate ea peritnents.'^— Baron Liebig.

" We can only say, that we have read them attentively, and that, in our judgment, they
have been conducted with all possible precautions against accidental error."—Gardenerb'
Chronicle,

THOMSON (JOHN).—TABLES OF INTEREST, '

At Three, Four, Four-and-a-half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thousand,
and from One to Three Hundred and Sixty-five Days, in a regular progression of Single
Days; with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to
Ten Years. Also, Tables shewing the Kxchange ou Bills, etc. etc. etc. By John Thomson,
Accountant in Edinburgh. 12mo.8«. bound.

THOMSON. -THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK ROOM,
Necessary, in Aid of Medical Treatment, for the Cure of Diseases. By Anthony Todd
Thomson, M.D. F.L.S. etc. 2d Edition. Post 8vo. lUj. 6rf. cloth.

THORNTON.—OVER POPULATION AND ITS REMEDY :

Or, an Enquiry into the Extent and Causes of the Distress prevailing among the Labouring-
Classes of the British Islands, and into the means of remedying it. By William Thomas
Thornton. 8vo. 1U«. Crf. cloth.

TISCHENDORF—CONSTANTINE TISCHENDORF'S TRAVELS IN THE EAST.
Translated from the German. IGrno. uniform with the cheap authorised English Translations
of the works of Michelet and Quinet. [In the press.

TOMLINE (BISHOP).—AN . INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE:
Being the First Volume of the Elements of Cliristian Theology ; contnining Proofs of the
Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ; a Summary of the History of the Jews ;

an Account of the Jewish Sects ; and a brief Statement of the Contents of the several Books
of the Old Testament. By the late George Tomlin, D.D.F.R.S. 2Uth Edition. Foolscap 8vo.
ba. 6rf. cloth.

TOMLINE (BISHOP).—ELEMENTS OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY;
Containing Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ; a Summary of
the History of the Jews ; a Brief Statement of the Contents of the several Books of the Old
and New Testaments ; a Short Account of the English Translations of the Bible, and of the
Liturgy of the Church of England ; and a Scriptural Exposition of the Thirty-Nine Articles
of Religion. By George Tomline, D.L>. F.R.S. 14th Edition. With Additional Notes, and a
Summary of Ecclesiastical History. By Henry Stebbing, D.D. 2 vols. Svo. 21». cloth.

TOMLINS — A POPULAR LAW DICTIONARY;
Familiarly explaining the Terms and Nature of English Law; adapted to the comprehension of
Persons not educate'dlor the Legal Profession, and affording Information peculiarly useful to
Magistrates, Mei chants, ParoehialOfficers, and others. By Thomas EdlyueTomlins', Attorney
and Solicitor. Post Svo. ISi. cloth.

TOOKE.-A HISTORY OF PRICES;
With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from 1/92 to the Present Time.
Preceded by a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Centuries. Bv
Thomas Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 3 vols. Svo. 21. 8s. cloth.

%* Separately, Vols. I. and II. 36*. ; Vol. Ill, 12».

TOWNSEND (CHARLES) —THE LIVES OF TWELVE EMINENT JUDGES.
OF THE LAST AND Ol' THE PRESENT CENTURY. By W. Charles Towuscnd, Esq.
A.M. Recoriier of Macclesfield, author of " Memoirs of the House of Commons." 2 vols.
Svo. 28s. cloth.

«' Uith such excellent subjects, and ample materials to his hand, and with his professional
esprit de corps, Mr. Tounsend could scarcely fiiil in producing a pleasant and usejul book
for the world at large, and an interesting work for the lawyer or law-student."—Spectator.

TKOLLOPE (REV. W.)-ANALECTA THEOLOCICA:
A Critical, Philological, and Exegetical Commontary on the New Testament, adapted to
the (ircekText ; compiled and digested from the most apiiroved sources, British and Foreign,
and so arranged as to exhibit the comparative weight ot the different Opinions on Disputed

I

Texts. By the Rev. William Trollope,M.A. New Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 1/. 12», cloth,
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TURNER.—THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Philosophically considered. By S. Turner, F.S.A. R.A.S.l.. New Edit. C vols. 8vo. 42«. bds.

TURNER (SHARON).—RICHARD III.:

A Poem. By Sharon Turner, Es(i., F.S.A. and R.A.S.L., author of "The History of tne

An(flo-Saxou3/' "The Sacred History of the World," etc. Foolscap 8vo. Ji.Qd. cloth.

TURNER.—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
From the Earliest Period to the Death of Elizabeth. By SharonTurner, Esq.F.A.S. R.A.S.L.
New Editions. 12 vols. 8vo. 8/. 3s. cloth—or separately,

THE HISTORY of the AXGI.O-SAXONS. 3 vols. 8vo. 2/. S».

THE HISTORY of ENGLAND durinj? the MIDDLE AGES. 5 vols. 8vo. 3/.

THE HISTORY of the REIGN of HENRY VIII. 2 vols. 8vo. 2G».

THE REIGNS of EDWARD VI., MARY, and ELIZABETH. 2 vols. Svo. 32j.

TURNER.-A TREATISE ON THE FOOT OF THE HORSE,
And^ New System of Shoeing, bv Onesided Nailing; and on the Nature, Origin, and

Symptoms of the Navicular Joint Lameness, with Preventive and Curative Treatment. By
James Turner, M.R.V.C. Royal 8vo. /s. Grf. boards.

TURTON'S rDR.) MAN'JAL OF THE LAND AND FRESHWATER SHELLS OF
THE BRITISH ISLANDS. A new Edition, thoroughly revised, and with considerable

Additions. By John Edward Grav, Keeper of the Zoological Collection in the British Museum.
Post Svo. with Woodcuts, and 12 coloured Plates, 15s. cloth.

TWISS (DR. T.)-THE OREGON QUESTION EXAMINED,
In respect to Facts and the Law of Nations. Bv Travers Twiss, D.C.L. F.R.S. Professor

of Political Economyin the University of Oxford, and Advocate at Doctors' Commons. Svo.

with Maps of North America and the Oregon Territory, V2s. cloth.

TYTLER (PROFESSOR). — PROFESSOR TYTLER'S ELEMENTS OF
GENERAL HISTORY, Ancient and Mo lern, with Dr. Nares' Continuation. A new Edition,

revised and continued to the Death of William IV. Svo. with J iSIaps, lis. cloth.

URE.-DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES
Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By Andrew Urc, M.D.
F.R.S. M.G.S. M.A.S. Lond. ; M. Acad. N.S. Philad. ; S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov. ; Mullii.

etc. etc. Third Edition, corrected. Hvo. with 12IU Woodcuts, 50s. cloth.

By the same Author,

SUPPLEMENT OF RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 2d Edition. Svo. 14s. cloth.

VON ORLICH (CAPT.)-TRAVELS IN INDIA,
And the adjacent Countries, in 1842 and 1843. By Capt. Leopold Von Orlich. Translated

from the German by H. Evans Lloyd, Esq. 2 vols. Svo. with coloured Frontispieces, and
Illustrations on Wood, 2os. cloth.

WALFORD (J. E.)—THE LAWS OF THE CUSTOMS,
Compiled by Direction of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasure, and pub-
lished under the Sanction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs; with Notes and
a (ienera! Index Edited by J.G Walford, Esq. Solicitor for the Customs. Printed for Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, and published by Authority. Svo. 10s. Crf. cloth.

WALKER'S PRONOLNCINC DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
ailapted to the Present State of Literature and Science. By B. H. Smart, Author of
"Theory and Practiie of Elocution," etc. 2nd Edition. To which are now adiled, an
enlarged Etymological Index ; and a Supplement, coniainiiig nearly 3,000 words not included

in the previous Edition of the Dictionary. Svo. 15»- cloth.

*»* The Supplement, with the Etymological Index, may be had separately, price 3». Gd. .sewed.

WALKER'S PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY, Epitomised by Smart. New Edition. 16mo.

7s. 6rf. cloth.

WALKER (GEO.)-CHESS STUDIES :

Comprising 1000 Games actniiUv I'lavcd during the last Half Century: presenting a unique

Collection of Classical and Brilliant Specimens of Chess Skill in every stage of the Giime,

and forming an Encyclopa;dia of Reference. By George Walker. Medium Svo. 10». 6rf. sewed.

WARDLAW.-DISCOURSES ON THE PRINCIPAL POINTS OF THE SOCINIAN
CONTROVKRSY - the Unity ol God, and the Trinity of Persons in the (iodhcad - the Supreme
Divinity of Jesus Christ-the Doctrine of the Atonement- the Christian Charafter, etc.

By Ralph Wardlaw, D.D. 5th Edition. Svo. lo«. cloth.
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WATERTON.-ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By Charles Waterton, Esq., author of " \Vanderin(r« in South
America." With an Autobiography of the Author, and a View of Walton Hall. New Edition,

foolscap 8vo. 8». cloth.

SECOND SKRIES. With Continuation of Mr. Waterton's Autobiog^raphy. New Edition, fcap.

8vo. with Vignette by T. Creswick, A.R.A. 6».6rf. cloth.

WATTS('A.A.)-LYRICS OF THE HEART,
With other Poems. By Alaric A. Watts. Illustrated bv 40 highly-finished Line Engravings,
from the Designs of many of the eminent modern Painters, by the best P'ngravers of the age.

Square crown 8vo. printed and embellished uniformly with Rogers's "Italy" and " Poems,"
31». Grf. boards ; or proof impressions, 63*. boards

; proofs before letters, on 4to. colombier,
India paper (only 50 copies printed), price 5/. 5«. [At Chrittmat.

WEBSTER.-AN ENCYCLOP>EDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY ;

Comprising snch subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping; as,

The Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the modes of Warming. VcntilatinL', and
Lighting them—A description of the various articles of Furniture, with the nature of their
Materials— Dnties of Servants, etc. etc. etc. By Thomas Webster, F.G.S., etc. ; 'assisted

by the late Mrs. Parkes, author of "Domestic Duties.'' 8ro. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts,
50». cloth.

WEIL (DR.)-THE BIBLE, THE KORAN, AND THE TALMUD;
Or, Biblical Legends of the Mussulmans, compiled from Arabic Sources, and compared
with Jewish Traditions. By Dr. G. Weil. Librarian of the University of Heidelberg, etc.

Translated from the German, with occasional Notes. Post 8vo. 7». 6rf. cloth.

WELSFORD (HENRY).—ON THE ORIGIN AND RAMIFICATIONS OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE; preceded by an Inquiry into the Primitive Seats, Early Migrations,
and Final Settlements, of the principal European Nations. By Henry Welsford. 8vo. lOi. Grf.

WESTWOOD (J.O).-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN CLASSIFI-
CATION OF INSKCTS ; founded on the Natural Habits and compounding Organisation of

the different Families. By J. O. Westwood, F. L. S. etc. etc. etc. 2 vols. 8vo. with numerous
Illustrations, 21. 7s. cloth.

WHITLEY (DR. JOHN).—THE LIFE EVERLASTING :

In which are consideied the Intermediate Life, the New Body and the New World, the Man
in Heaven, Angels, the Final Consummate Life. By John Whitley, D.D. Rector of Dally-
njackey, and Chancellor of Killaloe. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

WILBERFORCE CW.) — A PRACTICAL VIEW OF THE PREVAILING
RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS OF PROFESSED CHRISTIANS, in the Higher and Middle
Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real Christianity. Bv William Wilberforce, Esq.
M.P. for the County of York. New Editions. 8vo. 8*. bo:irds. 12mo. 4s. 6rf. cloth.

WILLIS (N.P.)—DASHES AT LIFE WITH A FREE PENCIL.
ByN.P. Willis, Esq., author of " Pencillings by the Way," "Inklings of Adventure," etc.

8 vols, post 8vo. 31s. Crf. boards.

WILLOUGHBY (LADY)-A DIARY.
Purporting to be by the LADY WILLOUGHBY of the Reign of Charles I., embracing some
Passages of her Domestic History from 1635 to 164S. 3d edition. Square foolscap 8vo.

8s. boards ; or 18s. bound in morocco (o/rf stt/le) .

*,* This volume is printed and bound in the style of the period to trhich The Diary refers.

WINTER (J. W.)-THE HORSE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE:
Or, Suggestions on his Natural and General History, Varieties, Conformation, Paces, Age,
Soundness, Stabling, Condition, Training, and Shoeini-. With a Digest of Veterinary
Practice. By James W. Winter, M.R.C.vrS.L. 8vo. 10s. 6rf. cloth.

ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.SS' EREBUS AND TERROR.
Under the Command of Capt. Sir James Clark Ross, R.N. F.R.S. during the vears 1S39,
40,41,42,43. Published bv-Anthoritv of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiraltv. Edited
by John Richardson, M.D. F.R.S, etc. ; and John Edward Gray, Esq, F,R,S. Parts I. to XI.
Royal 4to. with numerous coloured and plain Plates, IDs. each, sewed.
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ZUMPT (PROF.)—A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
By C. G. Zumpt, Ph. 1). Professor in the University, an<i Monihcr of the Royal Academy of
Berlin. Translated from the S'tli Edition of the original, and adapted to the use of English
Students, by Lconhard Schmitz, Ph. D., Rector ot" the High School of Edinburgh; with
numerous Additions and Corrections by the Author. Svo. 14s. cloth.
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